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Forewords

International

Over the past several decades the focus on educational change has been pervasive and unrelenting as education systems everywhere have struggled to meet the needs of the times. For those of us who have a long history of involvement in education, it is sometimes hard to imagine that there could be anything new under the educational reform sun, as old ideas are recycled and the pace of change often seems painfully slow. But periodically, something surfaces that has the power to fundamentally reshape how we work. The Iterative Best Evidence Synthesis Programme, of which this BES is part, has this potential.

The Iterative BES Programme is at the forefront of a wave of activity that is dramatically altering the reform landscape by linking research to policy and practice. This interest in evidence-informed policy and practice is driven by a growing awareness of the need for a better understanding of the complex problems confronting us and the need to fully utilise available knowledge to develop better solutions. Many jurisdictions and organisations are undertaking systematic reviews of educational research with the aim of disseminating the knowledge gained to policy makers and practitioners. None are so well established or systematic as the New Zealand Ministry of Education’s Iterative BES Programme.

I have had the privilege of being a critical friend to the development of this Teacher Professional Learning and Development BES. My insider–outsider vantage point has allowed me to witness the evolution of the Iterative BES Programme as a powerful force able to accelerate the transformation of knowledge into use in New Zealand and beyond. As others have observed, the programme is the most ambitious and rigorous of its kind to be found anywhere. It is also the only one to so comprehensively emphasise student learning and engage stakeholders in interpreting and sharing the findings, with the result that the knowledge from these reviews is accessible and practical for both policy makers and practitioners.

In the final analysis, education is a human, societal, and political process. Evidence is not the only factor taken into account when making educational decisions, but it is much more likely to play a role when the available research has been synthesised and presented with the clarity, accessibility, and rigour that is apparent in this programme. As with the earlier syntheses in the programme, this BES adds to the landscape of knowledge at the same time as it contributes to the refining of the methodology.

The Teacher Professional Learning and Development BES is an extraordinary synthesis. It moves the discourse about what we know about learning for teachers onto a different plane, offering a rich and detailed theory supported by highly defensible evidence and logical arguments. Its authors have extended the research methodology, explicating a process for determining effect sizes for both qualitative and quantitative studies so that no data are lost, and establishing a means for categorising and organising widely different studies so that they can be considered in relation to a standard framework. This approach should have wide applicability for researchers in New Zealand and elsewhere who wish to conduct reviews of other areas.

Although the methodological advances are important, it is on the content of the Teacher Professional Learning and Development BES that I want to focus my comments. Many factors influence student learning, but it is increasingly clear that what teachers know and are able to do is one of the most important of all. Teachers are the ones who work directly with students, who translate and shape curricular goals and theoretical ideas into classroom practice and who shape the environment for learning. Teachers’ knowledge, skills, attitudes, and dispositions have direct and serious implications for the success of the students they teach. From this standpoint, professional learning represents an enormous investment in the development of human capital, directed at ensuring that the teaching and learning in our schools is up to date and effective.
If teachers, school leaders, and governments are going to expend energy and resources on professional learning, an understanding is needed about the kinds of learning that help teachers develop and grow in ways that will serve all their students well, even as expectations of students and schools are constantly changing. This was the remit for the Teacher Professional Learning and Development BES team—a daunting task.

The authors began by formulating a theory of how professional learning works to influence student learning. Their conceptualisation of twin ‘black boxes’ of teacher and student learning is a powerful addition to the field. Their theoretical framework offers a comprehensive picture of the complexity of adult learning in the service of student learning and demonstrates the challenges involved in linking one to the other. In their eagerness to get to the key findings, policy makers and practitioners typically skip the theoretical material in documents such as this, but I highly recommend that everyone read this section of the document. It provides a framework on which to hang the ideas and helps the reader integrate the findings.

Timperley, Wilson, Barrar, and Fung have painstakingly searched the literature to find studies that provide evidence of the nature of the relationship between teacher learning and student learning. The matrix of categories selected for investigation includes numerous attributes of the professional learning context, the content of the professional learning, the activities that were included in professional development programmes, the learning processes, teacher responses, and the impact on learners. In all, the analysis took account of 84 different dimensions. Based on their careful analysis of the studies they located, the authors make some powerful statements about what matters in professional learning.

Professional learning can ask a lot of teachers in the interest of their students. Even those who are confident in their professional role can feel profoundly uncomfortable when what they hold to be true is challenged and they have to rethink their beliefs and practices. This is particularly so because teachers are adults who have well-defined and defended schema about the way the world works. But the findings and case studies in this BES contain vivid examples of what teachers, school leaders, and policy makers can do, individually and collectively, to create the conditions for teachers to engage in this kind of learning.

I was particularly struck by how consistent the BES findings are with the three principles of learning identified by a blue ribbon panel organised by the National Research Council in the US:

- People come to learning with preconceptions about how the world works. If their initial understanding is not engaged, they may fail to grasp the new concepts and information that are taught or may learn them superficially and revert to their preconceptions in real situations.
- To develop competence in an area of inquiry, people must:
  - have a deep foundation of factual knowledge;
  - understand facts and ideas in the context of a conceptual framework;
  - organise knowledge in ways that facilitate retrieval and application.
- A metacognitive approach to instruction can help people to take control of their own learning by defining goals and then monitoring their progress toward achieving them. (How People Learn, Bransford et al., 2001) 1

Taken together, these two sources provide a powerful framework for thinking about how best to occasion professional learning and development.

---

This BES, like the others before it, is firmly anchored in the New Zealand context. The literature for the synthesis came from a broad-based search of sources but the interpretation is embedded in the social, economic, and cultural contexts for which it was written. Nowhere is this seen more clearly than in its attention to the needs of diverse students and communities. The chapter devoted to teachers’ social constructions of students provides important insights into the additional dimensions that a diversity agenda requires of teachers in New Zealand schools—insights that have wider relevance, too.

I want to comment on the significance of this BES for the planning and implementation of professional learning programmes and to put it in the larger context of the responsibilities that fall to policy makers and practitioners to turn its findings into reality. Professional learning/development is both costly and important. The BES surfaces significant understandings about the nature of the learning that occurs in the ‘black box’ associated with teacher learning. Most importantly, it suggests that effective professional learning is a powerful lever for getting the kinds of change that can enhance student learning. But this may not happen if the process is purely voluntary, left to teachers to take up or not take up. The kind of professional learning that makes a difference for students is hard work and demands strong policy support and professional determination.

Acting on this BES will be challenging and, at times, unpopular. Not everyone will agree with its conclusions. But for the first time, it will be difficult to mount arguments based on a challenge to the evidence base. Conversations and decision making can now begin with what is known or not known thanks to the thorough work behind this BES. The debate then becomes, as it should, a debate about values, politics, and interests—not tacit knowledge, opinions, and histories masquerading as fact.

I’d like to remind the reader, especially researchers, that the BES process is an iterative one. This document by Timperley et al. is a first synthesis of research into the processes by which professional learning comes to impact on student learning. It is a strong beginning. It both sets the stage and issues a challenge to researchers around the world—a challenge to iteratively fill the gaps, extend the knowledge base, and anchor the findings in local contexts everywhere.

The world is teeming with activities variously referred to as knowledge utilisation, knowledge dissemination, knowledge brokering, knowledge transfer, knowledge exchange, knowledge mobilisation, and knowledge translation. Whatever the term used, the idea is to gather together what the research tells us about a topic of interest and then to synthesise it into practical, usable knowledge. The Iterative Best Evidence Synthesis Programme sets a high standard, and has generously shared its model for others to use and to enhance. A worthy challenge.

Lorna Earl

Dr. Lorna Earl is Director of Aporia Consulting Ltd and a recently retired Head of the International Centre for Educational Change at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. She has been Researcher In Residence to the Ministry of Education in Ontario, and was one of the lead evaluators of the Literacy and Numeracy Strategies in England.
**Secondary Principals’ Association of New Zealand**

Professional development has generally been recognised as having an important role in ensuring that teachers are part of a skilled and up-to-date profession. This recognition has, however, always been tempered by the strong, mostly anecdotal, evidence that much professional development has not been effective in terms of achieving change in teacher practice.

The authors of the *Teacher Professional Learning and Development BES* have done us an invaluable service by surveying the relevant research literature, uncovering what is known, and identifying where further research is urgently needed. It will take the reader some time to fully digest the synthesis, but it won’t take them long to confirm that effective professional development involves more than a quick fix.

Teacher professional development is not unlike peeling an onion: there are multiple layers to be uncovered. Each layer represents specific needs that have been identified by data. This multiple layering means that the connections between cause and effect are complex, and the authors frankly acknowledge this. They use a ‘black box’ as their metaphor for the relationship between teacher learning and student learning.

Not surprisingly, the BES finds that effective professional development recognises (rather than ignores) the theories that teachers bring with them, and that teachers need a good reason to do things differently. The writers show how specific student needs, identified from local data, can be used to challenge existing theories and open the way for new teacher practice that is underpinned by research pedagogy.

Every teacher I have met is the best teacher they know how to be. But unless we support our teachers with professional learning opportunities, they will act in isolation of the wider knowledge that research is making available and which could enhance their effectiveness. The first diagram suggests this situation:

![Diagram 1](image1)

The *Teacher Professional Learning and Development BES* has the potential to help teachers complete the loop by showing them how to effectively access and use new pedagogical understandings in their daily practice:

![Diagram 2](image2)
In the final analysis, as the authors insist, the effectiveness of professional development is not measured by how teachers feel about it, but by the impact that it has on their practice and—more importantly—the achievement of their students.

Graham Young
Immediate past president

[Diagram adapted, with thanks, from the work of Drs Graeme Aitken and Claire Sinnema, University of Auckland.]

**NZEI Te Riu Roa**

NZEI Te Riu Roa welcomes the *Teacher Professional Learning and Development BES*, recognising its significance and, at the same time, the enormity of the challenges it presents. Chapter 1 says, “If the greatest single lever for achieving positive outcomes for students is the quality of teaching, the most important audience for this synthesis is teachers.” Therein lies the rub: if our diverse groups of students are to attain success, teachers need to understand the implications of this BES for their teaching practice. NZEI Te Riu Roa sees the evidence the BES presents as another stepping stone on the path towards success for all students but shares the concern of the authors that too little is yet known about the conditions that lead to sustainable change. More research is required in this area.

The stated purpose of the synthesis is to consolidate the evidence from Aotearoa/New Zealand and other countries around the emerging knowledge base about how to promote teacher learning in ways that impact on outcomes for the diversity of students in our classrooms. While the mean achievement of our students compares well with that of other countries, this statistical measure is strongly influenced by the number of students who are achieving to very high levels. The fact is that our country also has one of the greatest disparities in achievement for each of reading, mathematics, and science.

Teachers distilling the evidence will be particularly interested in the research that relates to raising Māori student achievement, since Māori are over-represented in the underachievement stakes. Research in this area is still in its infancy, and regrettably few studies with a specific focus on Māori student achievement met the criteria for inclusion. Particularly sparse was evidence from research using a kaupapa Māori framework: only the Te Kotahitanga study (Chapter 9) met the criteria for inclusion as a core study. The situation was similar for Māori-medium education: no studies met the criteria for inclusion as core studies and only two were included as supplementary studies. The authors note a general dearth of international literature focusing on professional learning leading to improved student outcomes for indigenous people. The same is true of research relating to Pasifika students and second language learners. Just as scarce is local research with a science focus: only one Aotearoa/New Zealand study was included—in the supplementary category.

NZEI Te Riu Roa acknowledges the particular attention given by the authors to addressing the ‘responsiveness to diversity framework’ as outlined in Chapter 3. The implications of this for teaching are explored in Chapters 6–9 and in the case studies in Appendix 1. Whilst there is much in the synthesis that will resonate with teachers and promote informed debate around changed teaching practice, the intended impact in schools will take time and require coordinated planning at all levels of the system.

NZEI Te Riu Roa looks forward to further Aotearoa New Zealand research into professional learning linked to student outcomes for Māori-medium education, Pasifika students, second language learners, and in science. A particularly ambitious challenge is further research using a kaupapa Māori framework and comparable international research relating to other indigenous peoples.
The authors found that conditions most closely associated with success were related to the content and form of the professional learning experiences. While they found that some factors such as release time were not necessary to effect positive changes, all the core studies had teachers participating in various kinds of learning communities in which ideas, experiences, and challenges were shared. In this way, teachers supported each other to implement changed practice. The conditions for collective, evidence-informed inquiry and theoretical development should not be underestimated. Similarly, principals and teachers need high-quality professional learning opportunities in which they engage with the research, with the goal that all teachers will become responsive to the diversity and diverse realities of the students in their classrooms.

Irene Cooper
NZEI National President
Te Manukura

Post Primary Teachers’ Association

PPTA welcomes this latest Best Evidence Synthesis as a significant contribution to our understanding of the role of professional learning in assisting teachers to develop their practice. It has bravely taken on a very challenging task, to attempt to unpick the ‘black box’ between the kinds of professional learning made available to teachers and their relative impacts on teachers’ ability to enhance student learning. While the BES draws some tentative conclusions, it is careful not to offer a simplistic ‘recipe’ for what constitutes quality professional learning and development.

What the BES does clearly indicate is that quality professional development does not come cheaply because it is not superficial. For many teachers, one-day workshops are all the professional development they experience because of the cost and unavailability of better options. These are not the ideal form of PD, although they may still have their place to share new information or to enable teacher networking. Extended opportunities to learn and the availability of external expertise, while not sufficient in themselves, provide far more effective contexts for teacher learning.

Quality PD is also not ‘training’. It must integrate theory with practice, enabling teachers to make ongoing decisions about their classroom practice within the context of deeply understood relevant theory. It therefore engages with teachers as thinking professionals, as intellectual workers (Gramsci, 1971), rather than treating them as technicians who merely need to be taught what to do and then subjected to compliance measures to ensure that they do it.

It is sometimes argued that the only way to improve teaching quality is to develop professional standards that outline an ‘effective’ teacher’s learning progression throughout their career, and use these as ‘drafting gates’ for promotion and/or pay increments. This BES demonstrates that such an approach reflects a limited view of what in fact contributes to a teacher’s ongoing learning. What is needed is a comprehensive approach to ensuring that the kind of professional development that has a significant positive impact on teachers’ ability to meet the needs of all their students is made available to all teachers.

Timperley et al. have shown that quality professional learning comes from providing opportunities for each teacher to engage at a deep level with ideas and approaches. They must have extended time to do this, they need access to external expertise, they need their thinking challenged, they need to learn alongside colleagues, and their leaders need to provide the right conditions for the learning. PPTA believes strongly that these learning opportunities must be personalised to each teacher’s needs.

PPTA members tell us that such learning is rarely available to them. This needs to change.

Robin Duff
President

---

New Zealand Teachers Council

Teaching is a highly complex weaving of professional knowledge, professional relationships and values, and professional practices. This Best Evidence Synthesis establishes that how teachers’ own ongoing professional learning occurs is equally complex. It is one of the ‘black boxes’ of how learning actually takes place—whether it be the learning of young people, or of teachers, or of those who teach or coach teachers.

The theoretical framework developed for this BES makes a significant contribution to our understanding of how teachers’ professional learning is most effectively supported. It shifts the focus from delivery mechanisms to the processes by which teachers take up new learning and embed it in their practice for the benefit of their diverse students. By examining where teachers’ professional learning and development did and did not lead to improved outcomes for students, the authors are able to make tentative findings that require our attention.

These findings will be invaluable in helping us to understand why professional practice frequently slides back to the so-called ‘tried and true’ or fails to shift the outcomes for some groups of students. But the findings will only make a difference to the profession if those in positions of influence also learn from them and use them to inform policies and projects designed to support good teaching.

Research emphasises that the prime motivation for becoming a teacher is the desire to make a difference to the life outcomes of learners (Hall & Langdon, 2006, Kane & Mallon, 2006). A major frustration for teachers is when they do not have the knowledge, the tools, or the support to engage effectively with their students. As one teacher from the Te Kotahitanga project said:

... it felt like for the first time ever in my teaching career that I had those things, that I had support. I had goals and I had a group of people, colleagues that I was working with to achieve that. And that for me was magic. It was about achievement for the kids for the first time ever, rather than just survival.

Bishop et al., 2007, p. 150

There are challenges in this BES for teachers and others who too often allow their practice to be driven by what Dr Lorna Earl refers to in her foreword as “tacit knowledge, opinion, and histories masquerading as fact”. Our main challenge, however, is how, as a community of professionals, we will reflect on, disseminate, and be informed by this important synthesis of knowledge about teachers’ professional learning.

The New Zealand Teachers Council has supported this BES as it believes it will make a significant difference to teacher practice and outcomes for students. One of the Council’s key responsibilities is to provide professional leadership to teachers; these findings will inform our professional projects and policies to the benefit of the profession.

One such project is focused on the learning of teachers in their first two or three years and the creation of learning communities that will benefit not only new teachers but also their more experienced colleagues. It is important to continue to grow a culture of professionalism in our schools and centres, where leaders understand ‘what works’ and for whom, and how to support their teachers to develop practices that benefit all learners.

---

Without question, the findings of this BES will inform and help shape the recommendations arising from this project. The Council congratulates the authors and managers of the project for their major contribution to the profession and to quality teaching and learning in New Zealand.

Cynthia Shaw
Manager, Policy and Strategic Development

Pasifika

Schooling Improvement work in Aotearoa New Zealand is about supporting clusters of schools with high numbers of Māori and Pasifika students to design solutions for specific achievement problems. This necessitates the use of relevant evidence and the most important evidence is context-specific achievement data. Once such data has been analysed and the problem clearly identified, cluster leaders can think about solving it. Teacher development has increasingly become an important tool for tackling issues at the local level and, in this connection, the Teacher Professional Learning and Development BES is a valuable resource. A better understanding of the ‘black box’ that sits between professional learning opportunities and teacher practice is crucial for schooling improvement—for getting things working well for the Māori and Pasifika students in our classrooms. This synthesis is not a silver bullet but, along with the other Best Evidence Syntheses, it represents a very useful evidence base on which to draw when designing context-specific solutions to complex achievement problems.

Elena Fa‘amoe-Timoteo
Schooling Improvement Coordinator
Te Puna o te Mataranga

Teacher education

We are all grappling with the urgent issues of raising achievement and reducing disparity. As educators, we expect to be successful in improving the outcomes for all students. We know we need to get better at evaluating the impact of what we do—individually and collectively—and smarter at using what the research can tell us about what works for diverse students in different contexts.

The Iterative BES Programme is a key resource for developing this greater understanding. With each new BES published, we gain a richer picture of what constitutes effective practice at each of the layers of the education system, and a greater understanding of how each layer influences outcomes for students. The result of this should be a much sharper focus on student outcomes, and closer alignment of the efforts of all those in the chain of influence—politicians, policy makers, researchers, practitioners and those who support them, and the community.

The value of the Teacher Professional Learning and Development BES is that it offers a window—albeit with some opaque panes—into the second ‘black box’ of learning, learning by teachers. This window reveals the complexity of effective provider pedagogy. It is now our responsibility as providers of professional learning opportunities to understand this complexity and use these understandings to inform and evaluate our practice and—to borrow Sir Isaac Newton’s metaphor—to stand on the shoulders of the authors to create new knowledge.

And it is all about learning and the interactions that lead to learning. So often it is our students who give us insight into the joys, difficulties, interactive complexities, and rewards of learning. Here is my four-year-old’s take on learning:
Learning (n). Through a four-year-old’s eyes.

Alastair  I’m going to have a learning!
Carolyn  What’s a ‘learning’?
Alastair  A learning is when you have a ‘can’t’, then you learn you can.
Carolyn  Who says ‘you can’t’?
Alastair  You and Dad say I can’t stay up, so tonight I’m going to learn to stay up.
Carolyn  Sometimes you say ‘I can’t’ but you can if you practise. Like when you can’t do a backwards roll at gym, but if you think you can and practise, you will be able to.
Alastair  I’m going to practise staying up tonight.

It is about being a learner and having a learning. The more expertise we have, the better we should be at learning. Professional practice—of teachers, school leaders, ISTEs, and policy makers—is also about knowing, and being responsible for, the impact of that practice. If we are to know what to learn and what to monitor, we must know how to inquire into that impact.

This BES assumes that what goes on in the black box of teacher learning is fundamentally similar to student learning. Three iterative processes are described—cueing and retrieving prior knowledge, developing an awareness of new information, and creating dissonance with current position—along with the conditions for creating effective and extended opportunities to learn. The outcome of these processes is very dependent on teachers engaging with both the new information and their existing understandings.

In section 2.2.1, the research of Robinson and Lai (2006) has been used to describe the type of engagement with prior knowledge that is needed to bring about change. These researchers talk about the need for professional learning experiences that support teachers to evaluate the adequacy of tacit knowledge and routines. If we then link this to the view of Donovan et al. (also referred to in section 2.2.1) that engagement is a process where both the teacher and learner negotiate the meaning of new information in relation to existing knowledge and strengths, we have a powerful way of understanding the complexity of learning—and the central role that engagement plays in the process.

One of the gaps identified by this BES is a lack of research into what providers do to promote teacher learning. We now understand that learning is a universal process in which understandings are deepened and/or positions are reshaped and we understand that teaching is a “complex, theoretically informed activity” (see page xxiii). We are also deepening our understanding that effective teacher practitioners are effective learners in their own classrooms and schools. Our next challenge is to explore the effectiveness of the teachers-of-teachers as practitioners and learners. Are their sites of learning their classrooms and schools or their institutions—or both? The research findings from the In-service Teacher Education Project (INSTEP), a national New Zealand project, should deepen our understanding of provider pedagogical content knowledge (see page xxix) but this will only happen if we engage with and evaluate the adequacy of our current knowledge and practice in relation to the outcomes we collectively seek—raised achievement and reduced disparity.

Carolyn English
Professional Learning Project Director
Learning Media Limited

---

Māori education

Being asked to write a foreword for this BES, while an honour, has presented me with some difficulties. My first thought was to work through the BES, addressing all the major points, but two factors led to a change of tack. The first was that the synthesis is already very well summarised within the text. The second was that reading the BES moved me to reflect on my own early experiences as a teacher and my current position as a provider of professional learning opportunities for teachers. Rather than create a synthesis of a synthesis, I decided therefore to offer a personal narrative for others to reflect on. In this way, I may be able help readers critically evaluate where they position themselves when constructing images, principles, and practices in relation to professional learning opportunities and teaching within their own settings …

I began my teaching career in 1973 at Mana College in Porirua, moving later to Aotea College, where I spent most of my 14 years as a secondary school teacher. My age is approximately the median for the profession. My hair is now going grey. But my sense of enjoyment when interacting with groups of adolescents is still as strong as it ever was. In many ways, I miss being with large numbers of students on a daily basis.

As those of you of similar age will remember, we entered teaching with more than a desire to get a job; we were going to make a difference to the world and help the next generation gain their share of the benefits that education had to offer. Most of us were from working class backgrounds and were able to access the higher education denied to our parents because the state supported us financially to gain both a university degree and a teaching diploma. Many of us were the first in our families to gain degrees. In doing so, we were torn from our roots and thrust into another world: the heady world of social change and social justice—and adolescents en masse.

Michael Fullan  

and many others who write about teaching are quite clear that it must have a moral purpose; that is, teachers must be more than transmitters of predetermined knowledge; they must actively promote social justice. I don’t see this as a problem in New Zealand because it seems to me that the vast majority of teachers enter the profession with this as their vision; they want to make a difference for children and they want to relate to and interact with them in ways that will enable them to enjoy their learning as much as they do themselves. Our teachers are, in the main, very good at their job, as can be seen in international comparisons of student achievement.

There remains, however, the seemingly immutable problem of achievement differential, with Māori and other minoritised children continuing to score less on standardised achievement tests across all age ranges. Over all, this group has a very poor experience of school, and this has been the case for generations. I was bemused by this when I starting teaching in Porirua. How come Māori were not doing as well as the rest of the students? And how come my recent teachers’ college experience had not prepared me for teaching Māori students?

The usual explanation was that Māori students were culturally deprived: there were few books in their homes, they were not read to from an early age, and so on. Yet many of the Māori students at Mana College came from Takapuwahia Pa. Their families were mostly members of the LDS church and they were actively involved in their marae, Toa Rangatira, known for hosting groups from around New Zealand and overseas. I remember that David Bowie was welcomed on to the marae; a photo showed him and Harata Solomon sitting next to each other at some function, a tartan rug over their knees. I’m sure that Prince Charles, too, visited at some point. I spent lots of time at the marae and was surprised that these people could be regarded as ‘culturally deprived’. David Bowie had been in their midst—how more culturally cool could they be! Yet their children were part of the great exodus from the benefits of schooling. I felt professionally limited and frustrated.

A light on the horizon was a professional development programme called Te Kete Raukura. Although based on the now heavily critiqued Taha Māori initiative, this programme showed me that my concerns about Māori achievement and the theories purporting to explain it were not mine alone; the same concerns were being voiced up and down the country. Unfortunately, while the programme gave me lots of ideas and resources, I struggled to translate the messages from the hui into my own classroom.

This same problem affects professional development today. Indeed, it is the ‘black box’ that Timperley et al. seek to address in this BES, asserting that “Little is known about how teachers interpret the available understandings and utilise the particular skills offered during professional learning opportunities, or the consequent impact of these on teaching practice and student outcomes.”

In 2001 I returned to my concern about the achievement of Māori students. During that year, a group of us began a systematic examination of teachers’ experiences of working with Māori children. As I interviewed teachers, I heard them recount time and time again exactly the same kind of experiences that I had had in the 70s and 80s. They told me of their high aspirations for all of their students, including Māori. They told me of their frustration at not being able to reach Māori students and make the difference for them that, by and large, they were able to make for their other students. They talked about not being able to be what we have since come to term ‘agents of change’, to feel that they were agentic or efficacious. They felt that their ability to make a difference was being compromised by forces beyond their control. Most spoke of being angry, isolated, and professionally bereft of solutions, yet expected by society to provide them. They also spoke about the difficulties they had experienced when trying to translate externally located and curriculum-focused professional development into classroom practice. They were hoping that we could provide them with answers.

Exacerbating these teachers’ frustrations was the discursive shift that was taking place at the time. The structural theories that had dominated the later decades of the century were giving way to explanations that were more ‘culturalist’ in nature. These theories, promoted by Hattie and Alton-Lee, among others, asserted that teachers can and do make a difference to the education of children, despite apparently immutable structural impediments. Although most of the teachers we interviewed intuitively believed this to be true, they remained concerned. Could they really do it? If so, what did it mean in practice? The precise nature of the barriers preventing teachers making that crucial difference for Māori were still unknown, as were the solutions.

We found the work of Jerome Bruner particularly helpful in that it identifies that teaching occurs, progress is evaluated, and practices modified as “a direct reflection of the beliefs and assumptions the teacher holds about the learner” (p. 47). This means that “… our interactions with others are deeply affected by our everyday intuitive theorizing about how other minds work” (p. 45). In other words, our actions as teachers, parents, or whoever we are at the time, are driven by the mental images or understandings that we have of other people. For example, if we think that certain other people have deficiencies, our actions will tend to follow from this thinking and our interactions with them will tend to be negative and unproductive. No matter how good our intentions may be, if our students sense that we think they are deficient, they will respond negatively.

---

9 Timperley et al. (2007).
We were told time and again by many of those we interviewed in 2001 that negative, deficit thinking on the part of teachers was a fundamental cause of negative student–teacher relations. Students, whānau, principals, and teachers gave us numerous examples of the resulting negative behaviours and their consequences for both students and teachers. Teachers spoke of their frustration and anger. Students told us of their aspirations to learn and to take advantage of what the school had to offer, and how negative teacher actions came across as an all-out assault on their identities as Māori and their need to be accepted and acceptable. The end result was that they were precluded from participating in what the school had to offer.

Such understandings have major implications for teachers hoping to be agentic in their classrooms and for educational reformers. As Elbaz13 (1981, 1983) explains, understanding the relationship between teachers’ theories of practice about learners and learning is fundamental to teachers being agentic because the principles they hold dear and the practices they employ are developed from the images they hold of others. According to Foucault14, the images that teachers create when describing their experiences are expressed in the metaphors found in the language of educational discourse. In other words, teachers are able to draw from a variety of discourses to make sense of the experiences they have when relating to and interacting with Māori students.

This was exciting stuff because it explained that it was the discourses that teachers drew upon that kept them frustrated and isolated. It was not their attitudes or personalities. It was what Foucault termed their “positioning within discourse”. That is, we are not of the explanations but rather, by drawing on particular discourses to explain and make sense of our experiences, we position ourselves within these discourses and act accordingly in our classrooms. The discourses already exist; they have developed throughout history and are often in conflict with each other through power differentials. Most importantly for our desire to be agentic, some discourses hold solutions to problems, and others don’t.

The crucial implication of this analysis is that it is the discursive positions that teachers take that are the key to their being able to make a difference for Māori students. For us, this meant that before we began any in-class professional development, it was important to provide teachers with a learning opportunity in which they could critically evaluate where they discursively positioned themselves when constructing their own images, principles, and practices in relation to their Māori students. Further, it was important that these learning opportunities provide teachers with an opportunity to undertake what Davies15 called “discursive repositioning”. This means drawing upon explanations and practices from alternative discourses that offer solutions instead of problems and barriers. According to Burr (1995, p. 146)16, we are all able to discursively reposition ourselves because, while we are partly the product of discourse, we do have agency that allows us to change the way we see and make sense of the world by drawing from alternative discourses. We have agency, but the discourses we draw on may limit our power to activate it.

In Te Kotahitanga, we use the narrated experiences of the people most closely involved with the education of Māori students—including the young people themselves—to give teachers the opportunity to reflect upon the experiences of others in similar circumstances. For some, it is the first time they have listened to the student experience. By vicariously sharing in these experiences, teachers are able to reflect on their own understandings of Māori students’ experiences, their own theorising and explanations, the practices that follow, and the likely impact of these theorisings and practices on the achievement of their Māori students. In other words, we seek to open the ‘black box’, affording teachers the opportunity to critically reflect upon their discursive positioning and the implications of this positioning for their own agency and for the learning of Māori. Where necessary, teachers are able to discursively reposition themselves from limiting discourses to those in which they have agency.

As we began to implement what was to become Te Kotahitanga, we learned that positive classroom relationships and interactions were built upon positive, non-deficit thinking by teachers about students and their families, in which students were seen as having loads of experiences that were relevant to classroom interactions. Using agentic thinking, teachers see themselves as able to solve the problems that come their way. They have recourse to skills and knowledge that can help all their students, and they discover that all their students can achieve. We learned that this positive thinking is fundamental to the creation of learning environments where young Māori can be themselves, where Māori students’ humour is acceptable, where students can care for and learn from each other, where being different is acceptable, and where the power of Māori students’ own self-determination is fundamental to classroom relations and interactions. Indeed, it is the interdependence of self-determining participants in the classroom that creates vibrant learning environments characterised by the growth and development of quality learning relations and interactions, increased student attendance, engagement, and achievement on both school- and nationally-based measures.

The authors of this BES found that as teachers understood the impact of their practice on their relationships with students in their classrooms and/or learned new approaches to teaching that led to accelerated student learning, they felt more agentic and, in turn, refocused on the teaching–learning relationship. As a result, they had higher expectations of their students. Higher expectations cannot be taught or imposed independent of context; they develop out of improved relationships.

This BES, as part of the Iterative BES Programme, offers those of us who are determined to bring about changes in socially constructed inequities a wonderful opportunity to respond to the research it uncovers and to progress the debate. My hope is that the questions raised and learnings made available will move us as a nation to solve what is our number one educational issue: the educational crisis that faces Māori people.

*Ma Te Runga Rawa koutou, e tiaki, e manaaki.*

Russell Bishop

*Russell Bishop is the Foundation Professor of Māori Education in the School of Education at the University of Waikato. He is currently project director of Te Kotahitanga, a research and professional development programme funded by the Ministry of Education.*
Chief Education Adviser, BES

This first-iteration Teacher Professional Learning and Development BES offers a unique resource for teachers, teacher educators, leaders, researchers, and policy makers. The findings explain how we, as an educational community, can genuinely make a much bigger positive difference for all of our children. They show how, given supportive conditions, teacher learning can dramatically influence student achievement, critical thinking, self-regulation, sense of identity, and ability to relate to each other and contribute to the community—in some cases the difference represents a year or more’s progress when compared with business as usual. Most important of all, the findings show how dramatic differences can be made for students who have traditionally been under-served by education. A theme that runs quietly through the evaluations of some of our most effective professional development is the delight and relief of teachers as they see their students flourishing.

This BES comes at a critical point in the history of educational policy. For decades there has been great scepticism concerning the influence of teaching and teacher education. In the 1960s and 70s, influential reports on the impact of schooling on inequality (Coleman et al., 1966; Jencks et al., 1972) painted a grim picture in which schools made relatively little difference to student achievement. Coleman and his colleagues found that only about 10 percent of the variance in student achievement could be attributed to schools. His analysis, however, averaged the effects of schools and failed to differentiate the effects of different teachers. New Zealand pre-service teachers taking courses in the sociology of education encountered the legacy of this influential research, which, along with early theoretical literature in the sociology of education, provided a compelling case that implicated teachers (albeit unknowingly) in the production of a class society (e.g., Bowles and Gintis, 1976). For some teachers and teacher educators these arguments provided the basis for diminished agency and an ‘informed’ view that teacher influence could never be significantly equitable or transformational.

The first International Handbook of Educational Change signalled a marked shift in thinking about the potential for agency in education. This shift was informed partly by the evidence emerging from new multi-level modelling studies that captured both school- and class-level impacts on outcomes:

Recent research on the impact of schools on student learning leads to the conclusion that 8–19% of the variation in student learning outcomes lies between schools, with a further amount of up to 55% of the variation in individual learning outcomes between classrooms within schools. In total, approximately 60% of the variation in the performance of students lies either between schools or between classrooms, with the remaining 40% being due to either variation associated with students themselves or to random influences.


The importance of this new evidence base has become even more compelling for policy makers, given associated analyses of its economic implications. Hanushek’s (2005) policy brief for the International Academy of Education reports:

One standard deviation on test performance (international mathematics and science tests) was related to one percent difference in annual growth rates of per capita GDP (p. 4).

---

He concluded that:

Governmental investments should focus on school quality because they have such powerful economic impacts (p. 9) … The most likely way to improve student performance is to improve the quality of teachers (p. 14).

In a 2005 Education Indicators report, the OECD reported21:

At the level of the education system, professional development of teachers is a key policy lever (p. 20).

The problem for both teachers and policy makers has been, however, the prevalence of professional development models and practices that have not necessarily been helpful for improving practice. As this BES reveals, some have intervened in teachers’ work without sufficient understanding of the complexity of professional practice, changing practices in ways that have, in some cases, actually lowered student achievement.

This BES is a record of effective research and development in the interests of children. It calls for a systemic response to the development of expertise, for the integration of theory and practice, for school and classroom-embedded research and development, and for ongoing commitment to collaborative inquiry into the links between learning and teaching.

While this BES will be a valuable resource for teacher educators, teachers, and policy makers, it will possibly be of most value to educational leaders. The emerging findings of the companion BES on educational leadership indicate that leadership practices that involve promoting and participating in effective teacher professional learning are the practices most likely to distinguish otherwise similar schools in terms of student achievement. The foreword to this BES provided by the immediate past president of the Secondary Principals’ Association of New Zealand exemplifies the kind of professional leadership needed to support teachers and students alike.

I owe a debt of gratitude to lead writer Professor Helen Timperley, who has led the development of a first-iteration BES that will be a landmark in New Zealand education. The quality, rigour, and accessibility of her work is an outstanding scholarly and professional accomplishment. To Aaron Wilson and Heather Barrar, who with great professional commitment integrated their work for School Support Services with the demanding tasks of BES development, my profound thanks. Thanks also to Irene Fung for a valued contribution. To all the writers, your constructive engagement with the challenging and often competing feedback you have had from contributors across policy, research, and practice has been deeply appreciated. The result, as you can see from the forewords, is a synthesis that brings with it knowledgeable national engagement, pride, and a high degree of ownership.

The BES has been scoped and constructed through an iterative and challenging process of dialogue and debate; always using as its touchstone a shared commitment to our children and their learning. Special thanks are due to principal Liz Patara (Te Reo Areare, NZEI) and Judie Alison (Advisory Officer, Professional Issues, PPTA) for their engagement at every stage of its development. Thanks are also due to Cynthia Shaw (New Zealand Teachers Council) and to the teacher educators who assisted with think tanks held to establish an agreed framework and scope: Professor Russell Bishop, Dr Lindsey Conner, Dr Mark Cosgrove, Dr Alison Davis, Dr Vince Ham, Dr Joanna Higgins, Professor Stuart McNaughton, Dr Judith Moreland, Dr Kathleen Quinlivan, Trevor Thwaites, and Tony Trinick. Thanks are due also to Robert Stratford (Te Puni Kōkiri) and to Ministry of Education colleagues from Group Special Education, Schooling, Data Management and Analysis, Education Management Policy, Medium Term Strategy, Group Māori, and the Pasifika Education Unit, who all contributed expertise and engagement. I am deeply grateful to Prue Kyle of the Ministry of Education’s Professional Leadership Team for taking a support and partnership role in the development of this BES, and to Martin Henry, Professional Leadership.

---

To Dr Lorna Earl, the knowledgeable international perspective that you have brought to the formative quality assurance of this development, and the role you have played as critical friend to the Iterative Best Evidence Synthesis Programme, have been of immeasurable value.

As this BES shows, New Zealanders can be proud that some of our professional development is world leading in terms of quality. The BES also gives New Zealanders an opportunity to learn from influential professional development carried out elsewhere.

The publication of this BES marks the beginning of a new phase of the iterative process of research and development. If the reader knows of other studies of teacher professional development that meet our touchstone criterion (substantive impact on student outcomes) and which could potentially be added to this knowledge base, please send details to us at best.evidence@minedu.govt.nz

If this BES is to serve New Zealand education well, teacher education and research communities, teachers, leaders, and policy makers must make it a ‘living’ BES by building on the powerful insights it offers, creating the systemic conditions that support teacher learning, addressing the gaps, and growing a cumulative and increasingly dynamic shared knowledge base about what works for diverse learners.

Adrienne Alton-Lee
Chief Education Adviser, BES
Summary of Findings

This summary brings together the main findings from separate syntheses of professional learning and development in various curricula, and topical issues. It does not follow the usual format of an executive summary in that its focus is the synthesis of the themes identified in the different sections on mathematics, science, and literacy; teachers' social construction of students; and the topical issues of leadership, multiple roles of assessment, engaging teachers’ theories, and professional learning communities. The summary begins with a brief introduction to the purpose of the synthesis and an overview of the methodological approach, then presents the findings themselves. Its summary nature means that much of the detail and the case descriptions are omitted. For this reason, we refer the reader to material located in the body of the synthesis that elaborates on and illustrates the ideas presented.

The purpose of the synthesis is to consolidate the international and New Zealand evidence around the emerging knowledge base about how to promote teacher learning in ways that impact on outcomes for the diversity of students in our classrooms. Although New Zealand students typically achieve well in OECD surveys, disparities in student achievement are amongst the greatest in the OECD\(^1\). Of particular concern is the large ‘tail’ of underachievement, and special consideration was given to this problem. Two further contextual conditions were also given specific attention: New Zealand’s self-governing administrative structures and the education community’s obligations under the Treaty of Waitangi.

Considerable effort has been directed to understanding the ‘black box’\(^2\) between acts of teaching and associated student outcomes, and other syntheses in the Iterative Best Evidence Synthesis Programme\(^3\) seek to address this issue. In this synthesis we have attempted to unpack a second black box, situated between particular professional learning opportunities and their impact on teaching practice. Little is known about how teachers interpret the available understandings and utilise the particular skills offered during professional learning opportunities, or the consequent impact of these on teaching practice and student outcomes. What is known is that the relationship is far from simple. This synthesis begins to unpack the contents of that black box.

Theoretical and methodological frameworks

A theoretical framework comprising 84 different characteristics of the professional learning environment likely to impact on student outcomes was developed and used to analyse the studies located in our search of the literature. These categories included the social context in which teachers work—the wider policy and school environments—together with the specifics of the professional learning context. These specifics and their relationships are presented in Figure 4.2. They included the content of the professional learning and development opportunities, the activities constructed to promote the learning, and the consequent learning processes and responses of the diverse teacher learners. Finally, links were made between these responses and the impact of changed teaching practice on diverse student learners.
By searching selected New Zealand and international databases and contacting individual researchers, we located 97 individual studies and groups of studies that met a set of methodological criteria and had substantive student outcomes associated with teacher professional learning and development. The range of outcomes included personal, social, and academic attributes. These studies formed the basis of the synthesis and are referred to as the ‘core’ studies. In addition, a number of supplementary studies were used to complement the analysis of the core studies. These studies either met the methodological criteria but reported limited or no change in student outcomes, or had substantive student outcomes but did not provide sufficient methodological details to allow for judgments to be made about the links between professional learning and student outcomes. These studies were all mapped onto the theoretical framework (Figure 4.2) in order to identify what works, for whom, and under what circumstances. The analysis process is depicted in Figure 4.1.

The limitations of this process must be acknowledged. Much professional learning is informal and incidental or occurs in meetings after school. In such situations, neither the process nor the outcomes are typically documented, so they do not appear in this synthesis. We do, however, wish to acknowledge their importance and the possibilities they offer for promoting professional learning.

Details of the methodology and outcomes for students are described in chapters 4 and 5, with further technical information provided in Appendix 2.
Findings

Opportunities for teachers to engage in professional learning and development can have a substantial impact on student learning. For example, in literacy studies, substantial effect sizes were reported by Phillips, McNaughton, and MacDonald (2001) (ES = 0.48) and by Timperley (2006) (ES = 0.89). These gains equate to more than two years’ progress in one year. In writing, English and Bareta (2006) reported an overall effect size of 1.3 over two years, which similarly equates to about two years’ progress in one year. More important was the progress made by the 20% of lowest-achieving students. Their progress equated to average achievement gains of an extra three to four years for every one year of schooling (ES = 2.1). In numeracy, the effect sizes reported by Bishop and colleagues (ES = 0.76) represent a shift from the 50th percentile to between the 66th and 77th percentiles, equivalent to 1–2 stanines.

Many of the findings that concern the kind of learning required to achieve these outcomes will confirm what is already known and believed. This synthesis provides a theoretical framework for thinking about what is known, together with the associated empirical basis. What is known to be effective, however, is not always what is practised. For example, it is generally accepted that listening to inspiring speakers or attending one-off workshops rarely changes teacher practice sufficiently to impact on student outcomes. Yet, at least in the United States, this type of activity is the predominant model of professional development. The popularity of conferences and one-day workshops in New Zealand indicates that it is not too different in this country. However, the number of recent New Zealand studies that met our outcomes criteria indicates that, in some circumstances, opportunities are also provided for more substantive learning that does have an impact on student outcomes.

Extended opportunities to learn, however, are not necessarily more effective than their one-off counterparts. Two extremes that are sometimes portrayed as effective have little evidence to support them. The first is that teachers should be treated as self-regulating professionals who, if given sufficient time and resources, are able to construct their own learning experiences and develop a more effective reality for their students through their collective expertise. Unfortunately, we found little evidence to support the claim that providing teachers with time and resources is effective in promoting professional learning in ways that have positive outcomes for students. Conditions that promote learning are more complex than this.
One possible exception is teachers engaging in self-study using a set of professional standards for guidance, as in the certification system used by the US National Board for Professional Teaching Standards. In this situation, the process involved teachers working towards meeting a set of standards, during which time they engaged in self-directed professional development, often with the assistance of a mentor. Although standardised measures of student outcomes have shown relatively small effect sizes when compared with other teachers in the same state and experienced teachers who failed to obtain certification, samples of student work from observed lessons in the latter study did show a substantive difference when the depth of student understanding was assessed.

The alternative extreme is where outside experts develop recipes for teaching (typically based on research about what works for students) then present prescribed practices to teachers with an underpinning rationale and monitor their implementation carefully to ensure integrity. The overall evidence is that these processes can be effective in changing teaching practices, but either the changes have limited impact on student outcomes or they are not sustained once the providers withdraw.

The remainder of the findings presented in this chapter focus on what does work. They are presented in summary only, with detailed explanations and examples cross-referenced to the relevant sections of the main synthesis. The summary begins with the findings presented in relation to the different aspects highlighted in Figure 4.2: the professional learning context, the content of the professional development/learning opportunities, the activities constructed to promote the learning, the learning processes, and the responses of the participating teachers. Each section begins with an overview of the main findings, followed by a brief explanation. Cross-references to more detailed explanations and examples in the main synthesis are made throughout.

1. **The context of professional learning and development**

Seven elements in the professional learning context were identified in the core studies as important for promoting professional learning in ways that impacted positively and substantively on a range of student outcomes: providing sufficient time for extended opportunities to learn and using the time effectively; engaging external expertise; focusing on engaging teachers in the learning process rather than being concerned about whether they volunteered or not; challenging problematic discourses; providing opportunities to interact in a community of professionals; ensuring content was consistent with wider policy trends; and, in school-based initiatives, having leaders actively leading the professional learning opportunities. These key themes are summarised in Overview 1 and further elaborated in the remainder of this section.
Overview 1. Effective contexts for promoting professional learning opportunities that impacted on a range of student outcomes

Extended time for opportunities to learn was necessary but not sufficient

- Learning opportunities typically occurred over an extended period of time and involved frequent contact with a provider.

  * But extended opportunities also resulted in no or low impact on student outcomes.
  * Limited time was adequate for relatively narrow curriculum goals.

- How time was used was more important than the exact nature of the provision (for example, release from teaching duties).

  * Funding for release time and the absence of such funding were both associated with the interventions in the core studies and with those that had low or no impact.

External expertise was typically necessary but not sufficient

- Engagement of external expertise was a feature of nearly all the interventions in the core studies, with funding frequently used for this purpose.

  * But interventions with low or no impact also involved external experts.

Teachers’ engagement in learning at some point was more important than initial volunteering

- Neither who initiated the professional learning opportunities nor whether they were voluntary or compulsory was associated with particular outcomes for students.

  * What was more important was that teachers engaged in the learning process at some point.

Prevailing discourses challenged

- Where prevailing discourses were problematic, they were typically based on assumptions that some groups of students could not learn as well as others and/or emphasised limited curriculum goals.

  * The challenge to discourses typically involved iterative cycles of thinking about alternatives and becoming aware of learning gains made as a result of changed teaching approaches.

Opportunities to participate in a professional community of practice were more important than place

- Interventions in the core studies were both school-based and external to the school.

  * Nearly all included participation in some kind of community of practice but such participation on its own was not associated with change.

  * Effective communities provided teachers with opportunities to process new understandings and challenge problematic beliefs, with a focus on analysing the impact of teaching on student learning.

Consistency with wider trends in policy and research

- Approaches promoted typically were consistent with current research findings, recommendations of professional bodies (e.g. national subject associations), and/or current policy.

Active school leadership

- School-based interventions in the core studies had leaders who provided one or more of the following conditions:

  * Actively organised a supportive environment to promote professional learning opportunities and the implementation of new practices in classrooms;
  * Focused on developing a learning culture within the school and were learners along with the teachers;
  * Provided alternative visions and targets for student outcomes and monitored whether these were met;
  * Created the conditions for distributing leadership by developing the leadership of others.
Time

With the exception of two in mathematics and one in special education, the learning opportunities documented in the core studies occurred over an extended period of time. Between six months and two years was common, with some extending to five years. There were two exceptions to this general finding.

The first was that, in some cases, powerful ideas formed the basis of new practice and had a high impact on student outcomes even though the training was relatively short. This high impact appeared to apply particularly when teachers were working with students experiencing low levels of success. For example, in a single one-hour session, Rowe, Pollard, and Rowe showed teachers how to screen students for auditory processing problems and address the implications for classroom communication. After adjusting for intake characteristics, the reading scores of these teachers’ students at the end of one year were significantly better than those in control schools. Cardelle-Elwar worked with teachers for three days on developing students’ metacognitive strategies for solving mathematical problems. The experimental group (those whose teachers had received the training) substantively outperformed the control group.

The second exception was that short sessions were sufficient to raise student achievement when narrow curriculum goals were targeted. While it is possible to create these kinds of changes over a relatively short time, it appears that under most circumstances, an extended timeframe is needed for substantive learning to occur.

Extended timeframes, however, were also associated with studies that showed no or low impact on student outcomes. How the time was used was more important than the amount of time.

In reading, writing, and science, frequency of contact was particularly important. In most studies that reported on frequency, contact occurred at least every two weeks. In some, contact was less frequent than this, but rarely less than once per month.

There did not appear to be a relationship between funding for release time and impact on student outcomes. Both generous funding for release time and no funding for this purpose were associated with core studies that reported a positive impact on student outcomes and those that reported low or no impact. Many core studies did not provide this information.

Extended timeframes and frequent contact were probably necessary because, in most core studies, the process of changing teaching practice involved substantive new learning that, at times, challenged existing beliefs, values, and/or the understandings that underpinned that practice. The learning process was iterative rather than linear as new ideas were revisited in terms of their implications for the ideas on which current practice was based. Providers who trained teachers to implement a defined set of preferred practices rarely had a sustained impact on student outcomes.
External expertise involved

Engagement of external expertise, often researchers, was a feature of nearly all core studies, with additional funding frequently used for this purpose. The professional development was usually informed by concurrent research. This finding could be an artefact of study selection in that researchers were more likely than practitioners to publish their findings in ways that met our criteria for methodological adequacy. The need for external expertise is understandable, however, because the substantive new learning involved in most core studies required teachers to learn new content and skills and to think about their existing practice in new ways. It is unlikely that any group of professionals would be able to manage this level of new learning without support and challenge from someone with expertise in the area. It is not sufficient simply to provide time and opportunity.

The presence of external experts, however, did not guarantee success—most programmes that had no or low impact also involved external experts, including researchers. Experts need more than knowledge of the content of changes in teaching practice that might make a difference to students; they also need to know how to make the content meaningful to teachers and manageable within the context of teaching practice. We are calling these skills provider pedagogical content knowledge. As noted in the section on time, external experts who expected teachers to implement their preferred practices were typically less effective than those who worked with teachers in more iterative ways, involving them in discussion and the development of meaning for their classroom contexts. Effective teaching practice is based on a coherent and integrated set of beliefs and values. How a teacher does one thing is not divorced from how he or she does something else, and a teacher’s practices are connected to the beliefs underpinning them. Expecting teachers to act as technicians and to implement a set of ‘behaviours’ belies the complexity of teaching, the embeddedness of individual acts of teaching, and the need to be responsive to the learning needs of students.

Teachers engaged in learning at some point

There was no clear relationship between student outcomes, those who initiated the professional development, and whether participation was voluntary or compulsory. The commitment to participate did not need to be a prior condition, nor was it associated with greater engagement. Volunteering was typical of those taking part in vacation or tertiary courses. It was also a condition usually required of schools adopting comprehensive school reform (CSR) models in the United States. But several researchers have documented how the circumstances of initial engagement in CSR bear a complex relationship to implementation and sustainability. Administrative or peer pressures influence volunteering behaviours. In addition, at the time of volunteering, teachers do not necessarily understand the level of engagement and change required. Teacher participants rarely believe that they need to engage in deep learning or to change practice substantively, whereas providers typically believe they will but do not necessarily disclose this to the participants. Under these circumstances, learning is likely to be uncomfortable, even if teachers have volunteered.

In our synthesis of the core studies, the learning content and the activities to support it, together with the rationale for participating, had a greater influence on student outcomes than the circumstances of initial engagement. It was these that determined whether teachers engaged sufficiently during the learning process to deepen their knowledge and extend their skills in ways that improved student outcomes.
Prevailing discourses challenged

Two types of teacher discourse were challenged in many of the core studies. The first related to teachers’ social construction of students. Where this discourse was problematic, it was usually based on the assumption that some groups of students could not or would not learn as well as others. These groups of students were usually those who had experienced failure over a long period of time and did not benefit as much as others from traditional teaching practices and pedagogical relationships.

These discourses changed as teachers understood the impact of their practice on their relationships with their students in the classroom and/or they learned new approaches to teaching that accelerated student learning. As their practice became more focused and their students learned more quickly, they felt more efficacious and, in turn, refocused on the teaching–learning relationship. Changes in expectations about what might be possible occurred in iterative cycles, not linearly.

Close examination of one popular approach to addressing teacher expectations through a prescribed set of teaching behaviours in the United States showed that attending a course and changing behaviours had little impact on either teacher expectations or student learning. Higher expectations cannot be taught or imposed independently of context. Rather, they develop as new teaching approaches are mastered and student learning is seen to improve.

The second type of prevailing discourse that was challenged in many professional learning opportunities related to how to teach particular curricula most effectively. In mathematics and science in particular, there were large discrepancies between prevailing discourses about what counted in learning and teaching and the approaches being promoted in the professional development. The shift involved moving the focus from facts, procedures, and memorisation to processes of inquiry and the development of students’ conceptual understandings.

As teachers became more skilled in implementing inquiry-based approaches, and student learning deepened, the ways in which teachers thought about what constituted effective teaching in mathematics and science changed.

Opportunity to participate in a professional community of practice was more important than place

Some core studies were school-based and others took place off-site with teachers from different schools. A common feature of both the school-based and the off-site opportunities was participation in some form of professional community of practice. In no case, however, did such participation, on its own, lead to changes in student outcomes. In several cases, the opposite occurred, with participation reinforcing an ineffective status quo.

Effective professional communities were characterised by two conditions. Firstly, participants were supported to process new understandings and their implications for teaching. Sometimes this involved challenging problematic beliefs and testing the efficacy of competing ideas. Expertise external to the group brought new perspectives and assisted in challenging prevailing dialogical norms.

Secondly, the focus was on analysing the impact of teaching on student learning. This focus was assisted by grounding discussions in artefacts representing student learning and by teachers having high but realistic expectations of students and believing they could make a difference. Norms of collective responsibility for student learning replaced those of individualism and autonomy, focused on teachers.
Consistency with wider trends

The pedagogical approaches promoted in mathematics and science professional development in particular were consistent with policy emphases and recommendations by national subject associations and/or were based on generally accepted research findings. They did not occur in isolation of a wider research/policy environment.

Some studies of interventions that had low or no impact were also justified on the basis of ‘research’, but this research was typically not of the kind that had survived the rigours of adoption by a policy or professional body or was part of a wider programme of research. The research was usually used for the purposes of prescribing particular teaching behaviours.

Effective school leadership

The qualities of effective leaders came through most clearly in the school-based studies, not those that took place off-site, although not all school-based studies reported on leaders’ roles. Effective leaders actively supported the professional learning of their staff and, at times, participated themselves. Their activities were consistent with a number of theoretical perspectives on leadership, rather than one particular perspective. Most frequently, leaders ensured organisational arrangements were put in place that provided teachers with the opportunities to learn, access to relevant expertise, and opportunities to meet to process new information.

In some studies, leaders went beyond this organisational brief and systematically developed a learning culture in the school, where they participated as learners rather than organisers of others’ learning.

A third way in which leaders actively led was in setting a vision for the outcomes of professional learning. Visions were always associated with better outcomes for students and linked to professional learning goals, student achievement targets, and more general school goals. They were typically associated with some form of monitoring to check that they were met. At times, these accountabilities had high stakes, with both teacher and student promotion dependent on them. At other times, they involved monitoring of progress and professional discussion about their adequacy and implications for improvement.

Given the complexity of leading and managing schools, it is increasingly recognised that one leader cannot do everything alone. Several interventions systematically developed specific teacher expertise and leadership in relevant curricula and pedagogical approaches. The reasons for doing this were usually associated with sustaining changed practice once providers had withdrawn. None of these studies, however, empirically tested the effectiveness of this approach in terms of sustainability. In two studies, the teacher leaders interviewed expressed concerns about this role, associated with their change in status.

2. The content of professional learning and development

This section is central to the purpose of this synthesis, for without content on which to base deeper understandings and extend teaching skills there is no foundation for change. Content included discipline knowledge and the interrelationship between such fundamentals as new curricula, pedagogy, and assessment information; knowledge of students, including their developmental progressions through particular curricula, and their culture; linguistic and cultural resources; and theoretical frameworks and conceptual tools. Skills of teacher inquiry included analysis of the teacher’s own practice and new possibilities in relation to a standard of practice; the ways in which practice
impacted on diverse student learners, and new possibilities for greater impact; and methods of inquiring into the adequacy and improvement of practice. The main findings for this section are listed in Overview 2.

Overview 2. The content of professional learning and development in the core studies

Different aspects integrated

• Integration of theory and practice was a key feature.  
  Theory provided the basis for making curricular and pedagogical decisions.  
  Teachers were assisted to translate theory into classroom practice.  

• Integration of pedagogical content knowledge, of assessment information, and of how students learn particular curricula was a feature of most curriculum-based interventions documented in the core studies but was given different emphasis in different curricula.  
  Greater emphasis on curriculum content knowledge was evident in mathematics, science, and writing than in reading.

Clear links between teaching and learning and/or student–teacher relationships established

• All interventions in the core studies were underpinned by an assumption that student learning and teacher–student relationships were strongly influenced by what teachers did in their classrooms.  
  Sometimes it was an analysis of the teacher–student relationship that, by identifying problems and providing new vision, gave teachers the motivation to engage in the professional learning opportunities.

Assessment used to focus teaching and enhance self-regulation

• Approximately half the interventions in the core studies included assessment for one or more of the following purposes:  
  Providing a catalyst for initial and ongoing engagement;  
  Identifying professional learning needs;  
  Identifying student learning needs through assessment of their understandings and skills in order to focus teaching;  
  Inquiring into the effectiveness of practice with particular students for the purpose of confirming or refining practice.

Sustainability

• Sustainability was dependent on teachers acquiring both of the following:  
  In-depth understanding of theory, which served as a tool to assist instructional decision making;  
  The skills of inquiry to judge the impact of teaching on learning and to identify next teaching steps.
Integrating aspects of content

In no core study was a particular kind of knowledge addressed in isolation from other kinds of knowledge. Integration occurred with respect to theory and its translation into practice, and in relation to teacher understanding of pedagogical content knowledge, how students learn particular curricula, and how that learning should be assessed in order to focus teaching. This integration is consistent with the understanding that teaching is a complex, theoretically informed activity.

Theory provided the tools on which to base curricular decisions. Teaching practice is influenced by individual teachers’ personal theories about how to be effective. Indeed, experts are thought of as those who have a holistic grasp of relationships within their particular context and who fluidly and efficiently solve problems of practice in theoretically consistent ways. The presentation of isolated pieces of information about preferred practice without an integrative theory was predictably ineffective in changing student outcomes in sustainable ways. In the core studies, teachers were provided with the theoretical underpinnings of alternative practice.

Presentation of theory in isolation from its implications for practice was also insufficient to change student outcomes. In all the core studies, support was provided to help teachers translate the theory into practice. Theory and practice did not stand apart from one another. Even in the most extreme example, in which science teachers worked with research scientists over the summer, structured meetings were held through this period and throughout the following year to consider the implications of participation for teaching purposes.

Integration also occurred with regard to the fundamentals of teaching (curriculum, pedagogical, and assessment knowledge) and how students learn particular curricula. The emphasis given to each aspect, however, varied among the studies. Some gave greater emphasis to pedagogy while others were more curriculum focused. Mathematics, science, and writing typically emphasised curriculum content more than reading did. A likely explanation for these different emphases is that teachers, particularly in the primary sector, are reputed to have poorer content knowledge in mathematics, science, and writing. Content knowledge was emphasised as much in the secondary as the primary school sector.

It is nearly 20 years ago that Shulman coined the term ‘pedagogical content knowledge’ and argued that teachers needed this specialised form of knowledge in order to teach effectively. While the evidence from this synthesis strongly supports this claim, it appears that underpinning curriculum knowledge needs to be adequate in order to integrate it with effective teaching strategies.

Focusing on the links between teaching and learning and/or student–teacher relationships

One of the key features of the core studies was a focus on the relationship between teaching and learning. An underlying assumption was that learning outcomes were systematically influenced by what was taught. Part of the shift in teacher beliefs described in some of the studies involved teachers taking greater responsibility for promoting the learning of all students, rather than dismissing their learning problems as an inevitable reflection of their home or community situation. In one of the few New Zealand studies of interventions that have impacted on student outcomes in secondary schools, the focus was on improved relationships with Māori students. The message was, however, the same: what teachers did impacted on how students responded.
In this New Zealand study and in others internationally, it was how students were learning and responding in their existing situations that provided the catalyst for teachers to engage in professional development. In the New Zealand study, it was students’ stories of their classroom experiences that provided the catalyst. In another New Zealand secondary school, it was the rate of student suspensions. In other studies, it was a disaggregated analysis of patterns of student achievement data that revealed that some students were not benefiting from what was described as an impoverished curriculum.

Identifying a problem, however, only provides a catalyst for finding a solution if there is a vision of a realisable alternative. Wherever identified problems provided the rationale for engagement, a vision of better outcomes for students, and the support for teachers to pursue it, were part of the picture.

Using assessment to focus teaching and review effectiveness

Approximately 50% of the core studies with substantive positive outcomes for students made specific reference to teachers developing their understanding of and use of assessment, with part of the professional development focused on the skills of interpreting and using data. Assessment was never an isolated component of professional development. The types of assessments varied widely and included: students’ thinking and understandings, expressed in drawings and interviews; close observation of their work; and results from standardised tests.

In all these studies, assessment was used to provide an analysis of the teaching–learning relationship for the purpose of improving teaching. As noted above, student learning was seen to be a function of teaching, and assessment provided the information to improve and refine teachers’ understanding of that relationship.

Assessment information was variously used to identify the next steps for teaching at individual, class, and programmatic levels and, as noted above, to provide the motivation for teachers to engage in professional learning. Assessment was also used as a tool for reflecting on the effectiveness of teaching practice with particular students, so that practice could be either confirmed or revised for the next group.

It is not surprising that skills in the interpretation and use of assessment information were addressed so often in the core studies because this information is fundamental to teachers’ responsiveness to student learning needs—particularly the needs of students who are not currently benefiting as much as others from traditional teaching practices. Good assessment information allows for targeted teaching. It can only serve this purpose, however, if teachers are focused on the teaching–learning relationship and how to improve it; without this focus, assessment becomes a tool for labelling.

Sustainability

In the synthesis, we have defined sustainability in terms of continued or improved student outcomes once the support provided during the earlier phases of professional development has been largely or totally withdrawn. This definition did not preclude teachers seeking continued support from those with expertise, but it did preclude the further intensive involvement of the external experts responsible for the programmes concerned. Only seven core studies satisfied this criterion, so the conclusions must be considered conjectures rather than solid findings. Sustainability was not a neglected issue but it was treated as an article of faith more than a condition subject to empirical verification.
Features of professional learning and development that were associated with sustained student outcomes included a strong theoretical base that provided the foundation for principled decisions about practice, and the skills to collect relevant evidence and use it to inquire into the impact of teaching on student learning, particularly in relation to understanding students’ problematic thinking or achievement.

In the studies that specifically documented sustainability issues, teachers were given considerable discretion to solve teaching/learning problems within structured frameworks. The two interventions that were both sustained and ‘scaled-up’ were more prescriptive about lesson structure and some of the content. There was insufficient evidence, therefore, to make claims about what should be prescribed and what should remain discretionary.

The acquisition and continued use of knowledge and skills were dependent on school organisational arrangements that supported ongoing learning and application. These organisational arrangements complemented the key features identified in the professional learning opportunities themselves. They included leaders providing goals or targets for student learning, collecting evidence on progress towards them as the basis for teacher reflection, and motivating continued teacher engagement.

The evidence related to sustainability is consistent with the conditions known to promote self-regulated learning for teachers. Self-regulated learners are able answer three questions: ‘Where am I going?’, ‘How am I going?’, and ‘Where to next?’ Teachers with both inquiry skills and content knowledge, and who received support from their leaders, were consistently able to do this in terms of the impact of their teaching on student learning. The ‘Where am I going?’ question was sometimes answered in ways as explicit as meeting state standards, but more frequently in less explicit ways, such as improvements in students’ mathematical problem-solving or students’ text comprehension levels getting closer to what was expected. The answer to the question ‘How am I going?’ was a measure of the effectiveness of teaching on student progress. The answer to the ‘Where to next?’ question was guided by a detailed and theoretically sophisticated knowledge of curriculum content and student progressions.

3. Activities constructed to promote professional learning

Much of the writing on professional development emphasises the importance of engaging in particular activities. In a review of mathematics and science studies, Kennedy noted that form has been emphasised to the detriment of content in the professional development literature. Similarly, our findings in this section do not identify any particular activity or form as being more effective than others. What was important was that teachers were able to engage in multiple and aligned opportunities that supported them to learn and apply new understandings and skills. The key features of activities identified as most effective are listed in Overview 3. We suggest that these activities should comprise a pedagogy for professional development.
Overview 3. Activities in the core studies that were constructed to promote professional learning

Content and activities aligned
- A clear alignment between the intended learning goals and the activities was evident. Individual activities often served multiple purposes.

A variety of activities needed
- Teachers were provided with a variety of ways to understand the content. Apart from listening to those with expertise, no single type of activity was common to all interventions and no individual activity stood out as more effective than others across studies or within particular categories. Listening to experts was not in itself sufficient to change practice.

Content conveyed through the activity was more important than any particular activity
- Every type of activity that was associated with positive outcomes was also associated with low or no impact.

Professional instruction sequenced
- Typical sequences involved a rationale or catalyst to engage, instruction in key theoretical principles, and then opportunities to translate theory into practice and deepen understanding of theory.

Understandings discussed and negotiated
- Professional development pedagogies shared a focus on providing opportunities for teachers to discuss and negotiate the meaning of concepts taught.
- Understanding of new theories was sometimes developed through engaging teachers’ existing theories. Initial activities sometimes showed that there were problems with teachers’ existing theories of practice.

Student perspective maintained
- A variety of activities served to develop teachers’ understanding of the relationship between their teaching and student learning.

Content and activities aligned
The interventions that were the subject of the core studies aligned content and activities closely. For example, activities such as examining student outcomes assisted teachers to focus their teaching practices on student needs and understand their impact; feedback from observations assisted teachers to translate theoretical principles into practice. Although this type of alignment may seem to be obvious, it was not always evident in studies that had low or no impact on student outcomes. Alignment did not mean that one activity met one purpose only. For example, activities where teachers were positioned as students served the multiple purposes of developing teachers’ own content knowledge, demonstrating good pedagogical practices, developing teachers’ insight into their own learning practices, developing greater teacher empathy with students as learners, and providing a vehicle for rich conversations about practice with other participants.
A variety of activities needed

In all the core studies, teachers engaged in a range of activities. The only activity which was consistent across studies, either within or between groups, was listening to others with greater expertise. By itself this activity was, however, insufficient to change practice in ways that impacted on student outcomes. Other activities included discussing practice with colleagues and with someone with specific expertise, having opportunities to see real or simulated practice (particularly in science), examining student understandings and outcomes, being observed and receiving feedback (particularly in literacy), discussing teachers’ own theories of practice and their implications for teaching and learning, receiving student activities and materials (particularly in science), participating in activities positioned as students (particularly in mathematics), and engaging with professional readings.

It appears from this analysis that teachers require similar conditions to students when in-depth learning is being promoted; that is, they need multiple opportunities to learn through a range of activities. These activities need to be focused on content aims, such as translating theory into practice or demonstrating how assessment could be used to focus and refine teaching.

Content more important than any particular activity

Every type of activity that was part of the core studies with positive outcomes was also associated with studies with low or no impact. Table 1 lists some examples. The understandings promoted through engagement in these activities were more important than the activities themselves.

Table 1. Positive and negative examples of activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in synthesis</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Positive example</th>
<th>Negative example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive – Box 9.7</td>
<td>Demonstrations and examples of teaching practice</td>
<td>Providers modelled practice with teachers</td>
<td>Underpinning theory not well understood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative – Box 8.2.3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive – Box 9.9</td>
<td>Observation and feedback</td>
<td>Main component of coaching</td>
<td>Ensuring correct implementation of teaching practices to raise expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative – Section 7.2.4.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive – many</td>
<td>Using assessment to refine teaching</td>
<td>Many examples</td>
<td>Assessment used inaccurately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative – Box 8.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive – many</td>
<td>Discussing practice with colleagues</td>
<td>Many examples</td>
<td>Teachers reinforced each other’s deficit thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative – Section 7.2.4.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive – Box 6.8</td>
<td>Describing/ prescribing practice</td>
<td>Detailed description with responsiveness to students</td>
<td>Prescription without responsiveness to students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative – Sections 6.2.2.4 and 6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Professional instruction sequenced

A typical but not invariable sequence in most core studies began with some kind of rationale or catalyst to engage in the professional learning, followed by front-loading of new learning in relatively formal ways, followed by more individualised opportunities to learn. This sequence occurred whether the professional learning opportunities were school based, occurred off-site for groups of teachers, or involved participation in tertiary courses. It is depicted in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2. Typical sequence of professional learning opportunities

Catalysts to engage were varied. In some studies, the catalyst was information showing that some aspects of current teaching practices were not achieving the desired outcomes for particular groups of students. Student outcomes included achievement, engagement, and/or student–teacher relationships.

Other catalysts problematised the adequacy of teachers' current definitions of particular curricular outcomes. For example, in mathematics and science, providers frequently challenged teachers' definitions of what mattered in these subjects. In mathematics, teachers traditionally focused on computation, with providers advocating in-depth understanding. Similarly in science, teachers' emphasis on knowledge of scientific facts was challenged by providers who gave greater emphasis to developing inquiry and investigative skills.

In some supplementary studies, the lack of a shared understanding of the rationale for engagement was a problematic aspect. It is not surprising that teachers, like other learners, need a powerful reason to engage with new information in sufficient depth to change their practice. Although an initial catalyst was not sufficient to ensure this level of engagement, problematising current practice in terms of the outcomes for students was an obvious motivator, provided that identification of problems was accompanied by an alternative vision and the support to pursue it.

Case 7 in Appendix 1 describes how students' stories challenged teachers' understandings about how their practice impacted on their relationships with Māori students.

Box 8.3 describes an example of misunderstandings about the rationale to engage.
In the typical sequence, the presentation of key concepts and theoretical principles served to provide teachers with the theoretical basis on which to build their understanding of the implications for practice. This was obviously more efficient than individualised instruction. The repeated opportunities to learn that followed this initial input were, however, an essential part of the process and it was here that substantive changes in practice were addressed.

An exception to this sequence was evident in one school-based study\(^49\), in which there was no formalised instruction as such but student outcomes still improved. In this study teachers were left to develop solutions to identified student achievement problems, provided they specifically addressed the problem within a broad framework. Monitoring of both the professional learning and how it was implemented was undertaken by the principal. This ongoing monitoring was probably crucial to its success because other studies in which teachers were left to find their own solutions were ineffective in changing student outcomes.

**Understandings discussed and negotiated**

Part of the typical sequence described above consisted of activities that assisted teachers to translate theory into practice, together with repeated opportunities to refine and revisit important content. Effective professional development pedagogies provided teachers with opportunities to discuss and negotiate the meaning of the new learning and its implications for practice.

Twenty of the core studies made specific reference to engaging teacher theories of practice\(^50\) as part of the professional learning process. Teacher theories of practice are personal theories that comprise: particular beliefs and values; the knowledge, skills, and practices that follow from them; and the desired outcomes\(^51\). Engaging such theories requires negotiating the meaning of new practice in terms of what it means for existing practice, and how and why it needs to change. Other core studies did not provide sufficient information for us to be able to determine if theory engagement occurred.

A high proportion of those interventions detailed in the supplementary studies that failed to have a substantive impact on student outcomes did not engage teacher theories. In some of these\(^52\), teachers were provided with opportunities to learn but the content and activities were left largely to their discretion. In other studies\(^53\), teachers were taught (and expected to implement) a set of behaviours considered by the professional development providers to constitute effective teaching practice, but without their rationales for existing practice being addressed.

The exceptions to this pattern of engagement in the core studies and non-engagement in the supplementary studies occurred when the focus of the professional development related to relatively narrow aspects of curricula, such as spelling, phonemic awareness, and questioning in a particular lesson format in science\(^54\). In such situations, ensuring that teachers implemented a particular set of behaviours appeared to have been sufficient to impact on student outcomes. Whether the behaviours were sustained was not determined.

An issue frequently noted in the literature on teacher change is that of *over-assimilation*\(^55\). This is what happens when teachers believe that they are enacting new practices when, in reality, they have made only superficial changes. For example, in a study of mathematics in the United States\(^56\), group work was promoted as a way to engage students with mathematics content at deeper levels. Researchers found that while teachers did indeed group their students, curriculum content and pedagogical approaches remained essentially unchanged. As noted in various sections of this synthesis, teachers’ personal theories about effectiveness underpin all practice. Without engaging their current theories about why they do what they do, new practice is likely to become layered onto existing practice, not replace it.
In advocating such an approach, it should not be assumed by providers that teachers’ current theories of practice are problematic or that providers’ theories are, by definition, more effective. The number of examples we have analysed in which teachers have implemented providers’ theories with integrity, without change in student outcomes, suggests that, at times, teachers’ existing theories have merit. It should be assumed that teachers cannot teach in the absence of theories of practice, and that the degree of congruence between existing theories and those promoted through professional learning opportunities needs to be understood. Negotiating meanings, and debating and testing evidence of the effectiveness of both providers’ and teachers’ theories, are part of the process of achieving mutual understanding and effective practice.

4. Learning processes

Changing practice in substantive ways is difficult. We have reached this conclusion from evidence of the length of time involved, the depth of pedagogical content and assessment knowledge typically addressed, and the multiple learning opportunities that appear to be required. Understanding the processes involved in changing teaching practice is, however, a neglected area. Few studies have addressed the issue directly. In some studies it appeared that the process was essentially one of acquiring new knowledge and skills. In others, it was apparent that existing theories of practice were challenged. The limited available evidence means that our findings are based on a mix of theory and evidence and should be considered conjecture, not definitive. These findings, with limitations noted, are summarised in Overview 4.

Overview 4. Learning processes and teachers’ responses

Substantive change is difficult

• Learning to change teaching practice in ways that impacted on student outcomes provided many challenges for teachers.
  Specific learning processes were usually implied rather than specified.
  Teachers’ responses were more often implied than specified.

New understandings

• The interventions in all the core studies involved teachers developing new understandings and extending their skills through becoming aware of new information.
  Cueing existing knowledge was necessary for theory engagement but insufficient to change practice.

Some new understandings were consistent with current positioning

• These new understandings were able to be accommodated within teachers’ existing conceptual frameworks.
  This situation occurred when specific skills were acquired or when teachers were aware that their existing knowledge was limited.
  Acceptance (not necessarily deep understanding) was usually achieved.

Some new understandings created dissonance with current positioning

• Some new information challenged teachers’ current positioning with regard to students, curriculum content, and/or effective pedagogy.
  This situation typically occurred when teachers were more confident of their knowledge and practice base.
  Extreme reactions of rejection or engagement were likely.

In a few interventions, teachers learned to regulate their own and others’ learning

• If teachers were to acquire the skills and habit of ongoing inquiry into practice, it was important that they were systematically introduced to such inquiry in the professional learning context.
• This response was fundamental to sustainability.
New understandings

Not surprisingly, teachers needed to understand new information if they were to change their practice. Simply cueing existing knowledge was not sufficient, but in studies that reported theory engagement (see previous section), such cueing was a necessary part of the process.

New understandings consistent with current positioning

Assimilation of information consistent with teachers’ existing conceptual and practice frameworks appeared to occur in two different circumstances. The first was when specific skills were being promoted that were readily integrated into existing practice; for example, new forms of questioning. Teachers were able to see the benefits of asking more probing and open-ended questions and were able to integrate new question forms into their existing frameworks without first having to revise them.

The second was when teachers were aware that their existing pedagogical content knowledge was limited and actively sought new knowledge and skills. The introduction of the literacy and numeracy strategies in primary schools in the United Kingdom illustrates this. In the case of literacy, many teachers were relatively confident about their existing pedagogical content knowledge and frequently challenged the worth of the strategies, particularly when they were perceived to conflict with existing practice. In numeracy, teachers were less confident of their existing knowledge and were more likely to seek guidance and support for implementation.

The problem of over-assimilation means that new information is sometimes perceived as congruent (“I already do this”) when it is actually quite dissonant. As a result, teachers’ new practice resembles the new learning only on the surface; in reality, little changes.

New understandings creating dissonance

Challenges to teachers’ current positioning were reported in a number of different areas. These challenges were to: teachers’ social construction of students, especially in relation to expectations of achievement for some groups of students; what constitutes curriculum (especially in mathematics and science); and how that curriculum should be taught. An example of the latter was cooperative learning. Catalysts to engage that challenged teachers’ existing beliefs were even more important in these circumstances.

Enhanced regulation of own and others’ learning

Relatively few studies directly addressed the acquisition of the kinds of skills and knowledge needed by teachers to systematically improve their practice in ways that resulted in ongoing student achievement once intensive provider support was withdrawn. These skills and this knowledge allowed teachers to monitor their practice systematically, enabling them to identify and diagnose student learning problems and then to draw on a deep repertoire of theoretical and practice knowledge to address them.

The evidence from the synthesis supports the idea that effective professional learning opportunities that promote these learning conditions combine some important elements. This is particularly important if outcomes are to be sustained. These elements build on and interact with each other iteratively. They include grounding learning in the immediate problems of practice, deepening relevant pedagogical content and assessment knowledge, and engaging existing theories of practice on which to base an ongoing inquiry process. This engagement both builds on and challenges those theories of practice.

Case 3 in Appendix 1 describes how researchers engaged with teachers to jointly solve problems in ways that upskilled teachers to undertake the process.
In presenting these elements it is not intended to exclude the value of other types of professional learning. Developing teachers’ discipline knowledge independent of immediate problems of practice, for example, may build a knowledge base that can be used when solving future problems of practice. The evidence from the synthesis, however, is that if this process is to have a substantive impact on student outcomes, this knowledge must be developed in the context of an analysis of student outcomes.

In Figure S.1 we propose a sequence of inquiries that combine the elements into a co- and self-regulatory learning cycle. By “co- and self-regulatory”, we mean that teachers collectively and individually identify important issues, become the drivers for acquiring the knowledge they need to solve them, monitor the impact of their actions, and adjust their practice accordingly. The figure is aligned with the work of Donovan et al. (1999) in that it integrates their key propositions about how people learn. These include the engagement of prior understandings and preconceptions about how the world works; a deep foundation of factual and conceptual knowledge, organised in ways that allow their retrieval; and a ‘metacognitive’ awareness that allows them to take control of their own learning by defining learning goals and monitoring progress towards them.

A key assumption underpinning these co- and self-regulatory learning cycles is that for inquiry to be effective it needs to occur at three inter-related and parallel levels: student, teacher, and organisation. The inquiries require the microprocesses of goal setting, enacting, monitoring, and adjusting at each of the three levels (Butler et al., 2004). Because this synthesis is focused on teachers, the figure foregrounds the co- and self-regulatory learning processes of this group. It must be kept in mind, however, that the findings on sustainability indicate that teachers are unlikely to engage in these inquiry processes unless they have the organisational conditions and support to do so.
Figure 5.1. Teacher inquiry and knowledge-building cycle to promote valued student outcomes.

- What are our students’ learning needs?
  - What do they already know?
  - What sources of evidence have we used?
  - What do they need to learn and do?
  - How do we build on what they know?

- What are our own learning needs?
  - How have we contributed to existing student outcomes?
  - What do we already know that we can use to promote valued outcomes?
  - What do we need to learn to do to promote valued outcomes?
  - What sources of evidence/knowledge can we utilise?

- What has been the impact of our changed actions?
  - How effective has what we have learned and done been in promoting our students’ learning and well-being?

- Design of tasks and experiences

- Teaching actions
Goals are central to the development of co- and self-regulatory processes. In this model, teachers’ learning goals are grounded in those for their students, as shown in the first inquiry, *What are our students’ learning needs?* To make a difference in terms of student outcomes, goals must also be informed by knowledge of what the students already know and need to know. In the ‘need to learn and do’ category we include both curriculum content and learning process goals because students are unlikely to develop inquiry skills if they are not fostered within the learning environment. The student learning needs inquiry requires teachers to have sophisticated assessment knowledge and a variety of assessment tools that can be flexibly applied to meet situational demands. This assessment knowledge can then be used as a basis for planning. In doing so, instruction becomes evidence-informed and targeted at student needs.

The second inquiry, *What are our own learning needs?* is focused on identifying teacher learning goals. This inquiry demands much more of teachers than evidence-informed planning because it asks them to reflect on how their particular approaches and teaching emphases have contributed to existing patterns of student learning and achievement. This requires a collective rather than individual analysis because students are taught by more than one teacher in the course of their education. The evidence from the synthesis indicates that participation in mutual inquiry is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for promoting professional learning that has an impact on students. The teacher learning needs inquiry begins by focusing teachers on existing teaching–learning links and the outcomes for students. Having established these, it asks teachers to understand what it is they need to learn and do to promote their students’ learning. An essential element of this inquiry is that teachers see themselves as agents of change—for their students and their own learning. Learning cannot be co- or self-regulatory in the absence of this condition and in most of the studies showing sustained outcomes, these conditions were reported.

This second inquiry seeks to draw on and build two kinds of knowledge: the informal knowledge of practice and more formal knowledge, such as that found in the Best Evidence Syntheses on effective pedagogy for diverse learners, mathematics, and social sciences. The importance of this latter kind of knowledge is supported by the findings of the synthesis. All the studies showing substantive outcomes for students systematically developed teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge and approximately 50% developed their knowledge of assessment.

The third inquiry, *What has been the impact of our changed actions?* involves identifying the effectiveness of actions taken following the two earlier inquiries and is central to the co- and self-regulatory processes. Having established student and teacher learning goals and enacted appropriate teaching strategies, it is then essential to monitor the effectiveness of these in terms of their impact on students. Enacting this inquiry may involve teachers creating their own inquiry tools, such as questions to ask students about their learning and how they are learning, as well as comparing achievement information over time to determine whether they are achieving the desired achievement profiles.

In situations where this monitoring shows problematic student outcomes, improved outcomes are likely to require the adjusting of the goals, the plans, or their enactment. Thus the inquiry process cycles back to the student learning needs inquiry.

Co-construction of the meaning of the assessment information and the implications for practice of new pedagogical content knowledge is integral to the process. It is not possible to develop co- or self-regulatory learning in the absence of this deep understanding. This assertion is consistent with the general findings of the synthesis that prescriptive practices have less impact than those co-constructed. At the same time, the sophistication of the analyses required during the inquiry processes is likely to require high levels of expertise in the particular content areas. Part of the challenge is to find out whether existing knowledge is adequate or inadequate. Given that it is difficult for any individual to identify what they do not know, it is unlikely that these co- and self-regulatory processes will achieve this without external expertise. The evidence from the synthesis indicates this to be the case.
Consistency with findings from other syntheses

In our search of the literature, we did not find an equivalent synthesis of the impact of professional learning and development on student outcomes. A recent meta-analysis of student achievement outcomes in mathematics and science, however, supports our general findings\textsuperscript{64}. Positive effects were found in most studies and greater effects were evident in mathematics when the professional development was longer than one year (this was not the case for science). In both mathematics and science, higher effect sizes were found in the studies that focused on building teachers’ content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge than in those that focused on content knowledge alone. Particular activities did not yield different effects, although it was noted that nearly all the interventions involved workshops plus coaching. No finer grained analysis of activities was undertaken. The authors caution that few studies reported both teacher and student impact. We experienced a similar problem in undertaking this synthesis.

Gaps in the evidence

In preparing our analysis we encountered many difficulties. The greatest of these was a paucity of empirically verifiable detail concerning the sequence of events. Few studies provided descriptions of the professional development, evidence of teacher learning and change, and student outcomes. In many cases we needed to take a patchwork approach and consult several studies to obtain a more complete picture. In others, we were left with gaps. Another major problem was the reporting of student outcomes. This reporting was inconsistent and in many cases failed to reach even basic standards of adequacy. We would know so much more about the impact of professional learning and development if those reporting impact provided the basic statistical information (means and standard deviations) from which effect sizes could be calculated.

In addition, we could not find sufficient evidence about several issues on which to base sound conclusions. The first of these issues concerned the skills of providers. Rarely were providers and what they did to promote teacher learning the subject of investigation. Given that some were unsuccessful, this issue is clearly important. The second issue related to the question of how to promote the learning of beginning teachers in ways that led to improved student outcomes. This literature focused primarily on ways to support beginning teachers and encourage them to stay in the profession rather than on ways to promote student learning. The third issue concerned the use of information technology to promote professional learning. Related evidence focused either on giving teachers the skills to use new technologies or on promoting student learning and engagement. We were unable to locate articles that linked teacher learning to student learning in this area.

In relation specifically to the New Zealand context, additional gaps were evident in the kinds of professional learning that promoted better outcomes for students attending Māori-medium schools and Pasifika students attending schools in any language medium.

Summary

This synthesis has identified a number of conditions and principles associated with professional learning that impacted substantively on student outcomes. In summary, such learning required teachers to engage with new knowledge that involved theoretical understandings—typically pedagogical content and assessment knowledge—and the implications of these for practice. The focus of this new knowledge was on the links between teaching and its impact on student learning. The professional learning environment provided teachers with extended opportunities to learn through a variety of activities, and assisted them to integrate new learning into alternative forms of practice. Meanings of new knowledge and the implications for practice were negotiated with providers and colleagues.
A number of contextual conditions were identified as necessary but not sufficient to promote the learning of content in the necessary depth. These conditions included:

- consistency with wider policy trends and research;
- an extended time for teachers to engage with new ideas and their implications for practice;
- experts external to the group who could present those ideas in ways that promoted teacher engagement;
- opportunities to engage in a range of learning activities;
- participation in a professional community that supported the new ideas and practice at the same time as it challenged existing ones and focused on teaching–learning links.

These conditions were necessary because teacher professional learning does not occur in a vacuum but in the social context of practice, and the kind of learning that impacts on student outcomes requires considerable challenge and support. They were not, however, sufficient because at times they existed in ways that diverted participants from the central purpose of developing new learning that would lead to improved student achievement.

Two other important contextual conditions were a rationale or catalyst to participate and the engagement of existing theories of practice. Some of the most powerful outcomes arose when teachers accepted that their practice was not optimising students’ learning opportunities.

Evidence that improved student outcomes were sustained once providers reduced or discontinued their contact with teachers was limited but consistent. Professional development that led to sustained better practice had a focus on developing teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge in sufficient depth to form the basis of principled decisions about practice. This knowledge needed to be combined with evidence-based skills of inquiry so that teachers could identify next teaching steps and test if changes to practice were having the desired impact on students. Participants needed the organisational support of their schools in terms of the evidence base, collective goals to aim for, and circumstances that continued to motivate improvement.
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1. Context

Quality teaching has a significant influence on a range of student outcomes. While teachers’ influence is moderated by a number of other factors such as students’ prior learning and family contexts, it is teaching that is the greatest system influence. If teachers are to exercise this influence effectively, then they, like their students, need opportunities to deepen their understandings and refine their skills. As Smylie noted, “We will fail … to improve schooling for children until we acknowledge the importance of schools not only as places for teachers to work but also as places for teachers to learn” (p. 92). The need for ongoing learning arises because teaching challenges do not remain static. Changing student demographics and an ever-changing knowledge base mean that teachers need to be kept, and to keep, abreast of current evidence about how best to meet the learning needs of their students. The central question explored in this synthesis is “What kinds of professional learning opportunities for teachers result in an impact on student outcomes?”

This Best Evidence Synthesis iteration on Teacher Professional Learning and Development was commissioned by the New Zealand Ministry of Education to consolidate the evidence around the emerging knowledge base on how to promote teacher learning in ways that impact on outcomes for diverse students. This synthesis of evidence about what works and does not work in professional learning and development is crucial if we are to have more than the latest fads driving our education system. The knowledge base pertaining to professional development is relatively recent and much of it is based more on professional preference than what is known to be effective. As one person centrally involved in professional development in New Zealand explained, “Ten years ago we were not allowed to go into teachers’ classrooms. It just wasn’t acceptable.” It is only as teacher educators are able to work with teachers in their practice contexts that we can begin to open the black box between the professional learning opportunities provided for teachers and the impact that these have on teaching practice and outcomes for students.

This synthesis draws as widely as possible on the international evidence related to professional learning and development with documented student outcomes. In accordance with Guidelines for Generating a Best Evidence Synthesis Iteration, its primary purpose is to inform the New Zealand educational context. A number of distinguishing features of New Zealand education that need to be taken into account when interpreting the evidence are described in the first part of this chapter because so much of what happens within schools is influenced by the communities and systems in which they are located. The chapter finishes by addressing the issues of audience and providing an overview of the rest of the synthesis.

1.1 New Zealand context

We have identified three main features of the New Zealand context in relation to professional learning and development: its self-management administrative structures; its particular student achievement profile (compared with the profiles of other OECD countries); and the special place of Māori in relation to the education system. These contextual features are described briefly below.

1.1.1 Educational administration structures

Prior to 1989, professional development was determined primarily by national and district authorities, who decided what should be provided and who should participate. Legislation in 1989 located responsibility for operational decisions, including the provision of professional development, in each school, under the governance of locally elected boards of trustees. (This does not, of course, preclude teachers attending courses in their own time at their own expense.) These governance arrangements mean that professional development and learning priorities are not imposed on schools; rather, they are determined by and within each school. Schools
can be invited to participate in nationally sponsored professional learning opportunities, but cannot be compelled unless the circumstances are exceptional.

1.1.2 Profile of student outcomes

A particularly urgent issue facing the New Zealand education sector is the need to promote teacher learning opportunities in ways that impact on student outcomes. International comparisons of student achievement in the compulsory school sector have, over a 15-year period, revealed an unchanging and concerning picture. In literacy, New Zealand students typically perform very well in international comparative studies but have one of the largest ‘spreads’ of any OECD country⁶, representing ethnically stratified disparities.

This pattern has changed little since the International Education Assessment (IEA) and the Reading Literacy study in 1990⁷ first identified the problem. The findings of these two studies have since been replicated in a number of other international studies including the Programme for International Student Assessment studies (PISA) in 2001⁸ and 2005⁹ and the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS)¹⁰. Both the PISA and PIRLS studies were snapshots in time but the same patterns were apparent in the TRENDS study that partly replicated the 1990–91 IEA Reading Literacy study in 2001¹¹. Little had changed in 10 years and an analysis of asTTle results shows this pattern is similar for mathematics.

1.1.3 Treaty of Waitangi obligations

The third key feature of the New Zealand context relates to Māori as tangata whenua and the role education has to play in meeting Treaty of Waitangi obligations. The Treaty is recognised as the founding document of New Zealand as a nation and guarantees particular equalities for Māori. The over-representation of Māori in the lower achieving bands described above indicates that these obligations have not been adequately met. A central consideration for this synthesis, therefore, is to understand the issues that need to be addressed in the professional development and learning opportunities provided to teachers in both Māori- and English-medium schools, as Māori students attend both.

In a context of language regeneration, as is the case with Māori, there is a danger that what is taught in te reo (the Māori language) in Māori-medium schools will be a ‘translation’ of concepts and pedagogies from the dominant English language rather than a development of such concepts from the perspective of Māori beliefs, with appropriate linguistic referents¹². This problem was evident in Te Poutama Tau¹³, a numeracy professional development project that was developed first in English and then in Māori. A linguist was employed to ensure that translations were consistent with indigenous understandings of numeracy. Extra time was needed in professional development sessions to build teachers’ linguistic competence and cultural understandings.

Other ‘translation’ problems have surfaced, affecting Māori in English-medium schools. In the case of Te Kauhau¹⁴, a professional development project for teachers of Māori students, there was considerable debate as to what counted as successful outcomes for students from the particular iwi or communities involved. It cannot be assumed that mainstream achievement values such as those identified in the New Zealand curriculum are necessarily the ones most highly prized by Māori. This report noted that other achievements valued by the Māori community included: success of the group as well as the individuals in it¹⁵; cooperative and whānau-based accomplishments that encompass physical, emotional, and spiritual as well as intellectual growth¹⁶; excellence in the Māori world through the Māori language and body of knowledge, together with excellence in the wider/global world and the English language¹⁷; and the development of a strong sense of what it means to be Māori¹⁸.

The evaluation of Te Kauhau also documented another issue that is central to the professional development of teachers who teach Māori students in English-medium schools. It became apparent to the independent researchers that profiles of lower average achievement often led
to lower teacher expectations of Māori students. It is well recognised that low expectations lead to low achievement\textsuperscript{19}, so these need to be addressed if student outcomes are to improve and improvement is to be sustained.

Preliminary research by Te Kotahitanga\textsuperscript{20}, another project based in secondary schools, also uncovered problems with teacher expectations: in particular, the way teachers theorised about Māori students and the assumptions that teachers made about the causes of low achievement, absenteeism, and disruptive behaviour. It found that principals, students, and whānau all believed that the beliefs and actions of the other groups were the primary reason for lower Māori achievement and that, as a consequence, responsibility for overcoming learning and achievement problems did not rest with them. These findings indicated a need to address how teachers think about Māori students and to develop an understanding of the interdependent responsibilities of teachers, students, and whānau.

1.2 Issues of audience

To be useful, this synthesis needs to be accessible to multiple audiences, as different levels of the system and groups within each level have an interest in facilitating professional learning and development. If, however, the greatest single lever for achieving positive outcomes for students is the quality of teaching, the most important audience for this synthesis is teachers. If teachers are motivated to learn and understand the conditions that optimise their own learning, the likelihood of improvement is maximised. School leaders are in a position to optimise or limit such opportunities to learn. As Guskey\textsuperscript{21} maintains, to maximise the impact of professional learning opportunities, barriers between teachers and administrators need to be removed so that they can work together as partners in improvement. So school leaders are another important audience.

External providers are often responsible for the professional development opportunities made available to teachers, so they should be vitally interested in the findings. These providers include universities (which are often responsible for credentialling teacher learning and researching its impact), school support services, and consultants. Although less directly involved, policy makers also need to understand the conditions that optimise professional learning so that policy levers can be operated in ways that promote a healthy system. We contend that a healthy system is one that engages teachers at all levels in continuous learning, with the aim of improving the quality of education offered to the full diversity of our students.

1.3 Organisation of the synthesis

The first three chapters form the introduction to the synthesis. The first two introduce its purpose and provide a theoretical framework for thinking about professional learning and development. The meaning of the term ‘professional learning’ (more commonly, ‘professional development’) is central to the synthesis; a definition and understandings are developed in the second chapter. Guskey\textsuperscript{22} defines professional development as “those processes and activities designed to enhance the professional knowledge, skills, and attitudes of educators so that they might, in turn, improve the learning of students” (p. 16). It is an intentional, ongoing, and systematic process. Over time, the term ‘professional development’ has taken on connotations of delivering some kind of information to teachers in order to influence practice whereas ‘professional learning’ implies an internal process through which individuals create professional knowledge\textsuperscript{23}. The two, however, are closely intertwined, for without professional learning, professional development is unlikely to have any impact, so any well-constructed professional development experience should be designed to promote learning. In this synthesis, therefore, the idea of professional learning is considered to be an umbrella term under which professional development of the ‘delivery’ kind is just one part. There are many situations and opportunities for teachers to learn, ranging from policy changes and related information dissemination, and carefully constructed opportunities to learn, through to talking to one’s colleagues about a problem of practice.
Neither teachers nor students are homogeneous groups. Chapter 3 discusses diversity and its implications for this analysis. A related issue is outcomes for students: what are they, and which are desirable? Like ‘professional learning’, ‘student outcomes’ is an umbrella term and incorporates social outcomes (behaviour, interactions with peers and teachers), academic outcomes (engagement in learning tasks and in school), and personal outcomes (identity, self-esteem, self-concept).

Chapters 4 and 5 are dedicated to explaining how the theory articulated in Chapters 1–3 links with our analytic methodology and descriptions of student outcomes. Chapter 4 discusses methods and procedures. Chapter 5 discusses the range of student outcomes and the effect sizes for the studies that met our methodological criteria.

Chapters 6–10 comprise the synthesis proper and begin to answer the central question, ‘What is the impact of professional learning opportunities on student outcomes?’ The answer emerges from an analysis of the key features of the professional development detailed in those studies that met our criteria for methodology and outcomes. Each of the five chapters has a different focus: professional learning in mathematics, science, and literacy; changing approaches to pedagogy across the curriculum; and teachers’ social construction of students. We conclude this part of the synthesis by identifying the evidence related to five topical issues: the multiple roles that assessment can play in promoting teacher learning; leadership and professional development; the role of teacher theories; the attributes of effective professional learning communities; and an analysis of studies related to secondary school education.

Chapter 11 is a discussion of the conditions that lead to the sustainability of outcomes for students. The evidence base for sustainability is not strong, so any conclusions here are in the nature of conjectures. Chapter 12 discusses gaps in the body of literature about professional learning.

Appendix 1 presents a series of cases designed to provide a more integrated perspective on professional learning and development. Appendix 2 provides technical information about our methodology.
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2. Processes and Outcomes of Teacher Learning

Teachers in New Zealand, as in other countries, are diverse and have diverse learning needs. Demographic descriptions of age structures and teaching contexts provide some limited information about these needs. Teachers new to the profession, for example, clearly have learning needs that are different from those of their more experienced colleagues. Beyond this relatively superficial level of analysis, this type of information cannot tell us much. The number of teachers new to the profession does not tell us anything about the learning experiences they bring from their pre-service education programmes.

One of the problems in identifying diversity issues within teacher groups involved in professional development is that the impact on individuals is often ‘washed out’ in reports that summarise teacher reactions and average data. Yet several in-depth studies that have taken diversity as a central theme have found that the same professional development experience can result in very different outcomes for teachers. For example, in a large federal study in United States secondary schools, involving teachers learning how to use ‘teaching for understanding’ pedagogy, McLaughlin and Talbert¹ found that the participants fell into three distinct groups. One group of teachers did not adapt at all and continued teaching as they had always done, blaming the students for not learning. A second group adapted negatively by lowering standards. Both of these groups felt that what was wrong with their schools lay in student deficiencies. The third group of teachers diagnosed the reason for poor performance as a lack of fit between traditional classrooms and contemporary students. These teachers found new ways to teach to high standards and engage students.

Two recent in-depth studies in New Zealand² showed similarly that teachers can react in very different ways as a result of engaging in the same professional learning activities. In these two projects, some teachers were positive about the experience, understood the significance of key messages, and were able to enact them within their classroom practice. Others were negative, rejected the relevance of key messages, and continued with habitual practices.

Another issue when determining teacher learning needs is that having expertise in one situation does not necessarily translate into expertise in another. Changing contexts, created by evolving student demographics and the development of new research knowledge, may render today’s expertise inadequate for teaching tomorrow’s citizens. Changing ideas about what kinds of learning are to be valued may have a similar effect. For example, a science teacher skilled at transmitting content may not have the skills to teach effectively in a system that values inquiry over the learning of facts.

What is most important for this Best Evidence Synthesis is to recognise that, within any group of teachers, there are diverse professional learning needs. What needs to be learned depends on both the prior learning, skills, and dispositions of individuals and groups, and the demands of their current teaching context, because different practice contexts require different skills. For example, teachers who move from English-medium to Māori-medium schools face complex linguistic issues and have new vocabulary to acquire. Similarly, a teacher who is teaching at a particular year level for the first time has to get to grips with new sets of understandings related to students’ developmental progressions.
2.1 Black boxes

In education, considerable effort has been directed at understanding the ‘black box’ between acts of teaching and what students learn. There is no direct relationship between teaching inputs and student learning because how students interpret and utilise the available information determines what they learn. The synthesis on teaching for diverse student learners contributed substantially to uncovering the processes and possibilities within that black box. The pāngarau/mathematics and social sciences syntheses will add to this knowledge for specific curriculum areas.

This current synthesis faces an even more demanding task in that a second black box is added to the process. It is situated between professional learning opportunities and their impact on teaching practice. Little is known about how teachers interpret the understandings and utilise the particular skills made available through professional learning opportunities, and about the consequent impact on teaching practice, except that the relationship is far from simple. How teachers change their practice, of course, impacts on student outcomes. Figure 2.1 illustrates the processes and the parallels.

The major challenge of this synthesis is to unpack the black box between professional learning opportunities and teacher outcomes that impact positively on student outcomes. A major factor to be considered is the extent to which new information is congruent with existing understandings; congruent information is more likely to be understood and acted on than that which is dissonant. The extent to which new information is used is strongly influenced by the extent to which conceptual understandings and practical resources offered through the learning experience make sense to the recipients in terms of their existing understandings and practice contexts. In addition, what occurs at any point in the process feeds back and influences other parts. Student learning outcomes, for example, may influence teachers’ practice. In the remainder of this section we identify the learning processes likely to lead to different teacher interpretations and utilisation of available understandings and skills, and typical teacher reactions. These processes have been used to develop a theoretical framework for synthesising the empirical studies.

2.2 Professional learning processes

Three professional learning processes and their associated outcomes are proposed: cueing and retrieving prior knowledge, becoming aware of new information and skills, and creating dissonance with a teacher’s current position. These processes are not mutually exclusive: all may be present in a given professional learning opportunity. The three processes and their associated outcomes are set out in Figure 2.2.
The first process, cueing prior knowledge, occurs when the professional learning experience serves to surface for teachers what they already know. The second involves developing teachers’ awareness of information and skills that are consistent with their current values and beliefs. This may occur at a relatively superficial level, or involve deeper learning. The final process involves creating dissonance with a teacher’s current position and is activated when what is currently known and believed is incongruent with what is proposed. The more inclusive term, ‘position’, is used in this third process instead of ‘knowledge’ because knowledge is only one component of possible dissonance. Incongruities are also likely to involve attitudes and values and cover a range of possibilities, such as the nature and motivations of students, forms of effective pedagogy, and what might count as important curriculum content.

Figure 2.2. Teacher learning processes and outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process 1</th>
<th>Outcome: Prior knowledge consolidated and/or examined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process 2</td>
<td>Becoming aware of new information/skills and integrating them into current values and beliefs system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process 3</td>
<td>Creating dissonance with current position (values and beliefs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The associated outcomes for the three processes in Figure 2.2 are: consolidating and/or examining prior knowledge, adapting or adopting new knowledge, and resolving dissonance by accepting or rejecting the new position. The processes are described as ‘iterative’ because deeper learning typically requires repeated cycles of engagement with learning processes, practice, and outcomes. However, in the heading to the figure, ‘iterative’ is bracketed because many of the learning opportunities in which teachers engage do not allow for multiple cycles of learning. For example, a national survey by the United States National Staff Development Council reported in 2001 that in nine out of ten content areas, most teachers said that they had spent one day or less on professional development during the previous year.

The separation of learning processes into three categories is an organising device to assist with identifying key features of effective learning situations, not a depiction of a tidy reality. Learning processes in any given situation are highly complex, likely to take different forms for different participants, and may involve a single process or a mix of all three.

In presenting this model of learning, we make the underlying assumption that adult professional learning is fundamentally similar to that of student learning. It is not intended to discount the obvious differences between adult and student learning situations, such as the richer life experiences from which adults draw, the learning contexts in which they occur, and the greater demand adults place on the relevance of learning in order to engage. Rather it is assumed that the underlying processes and the conditions that promote them are similar in each case.
2.2.1 Process 1: Cueing prior knowledge

In any learning situation, participants arrive with preconceptions about how the world works. The richer the participants’ prior experience, the more extensive and complex those preconceptions are likely to be. Experienced teachers do not approach professional learning situations as empty vessels, but as people who have rich theories about how students learn, how best to teach them, and what comprises desired content and outcomes. Messages about expectations to change, therefore, “are not inert, static ideas that are transmitted unaltered into local actors’ minds to be accepted, rejected, or modified to fit local needs and conditions” (p. 92). Prior theories have a powerful effect on how the learning experiences are understood and how the relevant understandings are integrated into practice.

The process of cueing prior knowledge is most likely to result in the retrieving and possibly the consolidating of this knowledge. If the professional learning experience stops at this point, teachers are likely to respond with “I already knew that,” possibly adding “… but it was useful to revisit it”, but with little substantive change in practice.

Cueing and retrieving prior knowledge can, however, serve to lay a foundation for the other two processes. Donovan and colleagues highlight its importance as a starting point for new learning, making such engagement the first of their three key findings about how people learn. Engagement goes beyond cueing and requires exploration and understanding, so that both teacher and learner can negotiate the meaning of new information in relation to existing knowledge and skills. At times, the new knowledge and skills will be consistent with current understandings and values (Process 2) and at other times they will be dissonant (Process 3).

Robinson and Lai explain the importance of engaging teachers’ prior understandings in any change situation. In their view, teaching practice can be thought of in terms of solving problems: how to manage and engage students, how to teach particular content, and how to do it all within the available time and resources. How best to solve these problems is decided, usually on the run, according to an integrated theory of action based on a coherent set of beliefs, values, and practical considerations, and is strongly influenced by a teacher’s history. Most of this problem solving, using personal theories of action, is tacit and routine, not conscious and deliberate. Professional learning experiences that seek to change practice need to interrupt these routines and help teachers to understand the theories of action underpinning them, to examine what is tacit and routine (so that they can evaluate its adequacy), and to decide what should be changed. If such engagement does not occur, it is likely that new learning will fail to be integrated adequately with existing theories and, as a consequence, be rejected because it does not ‘fit’ with current practice or be interpreted according to existing theories of action and adapted so that it barely resembles what was intended.

2.2.2 Process 2: Developing an awareness of new information

This process, with its associated outcomes of adopting/adapting new knowledge in the practice situation, can involve either superficial or more substantive learning. Given the prevalence of the one-day professional development model, at least in the United States, it seems likely that professional learning is often seen in terms of one-off opportunities to acquire relatively discrete pieces of knowledge and new skills that can be easily translated into practice (p. 415). The popularity in New Zealand of one-day, school-based workshops presented by consultants, and conferences with both international and local speakers, suggests that such a view is also common here. The research evidence, however, fits more closely with Phillips’ conclusion that this kind of training is inadequate for those requiring challenging, advanced instruction. Phillips condemns most current staff development as “intellectually superficial, disconnected from deep issues of curriculum and learning, fragmented, and non-cumulative” (p. 258).

Developing an awareness of new information (Process 2) need not, however, be restricted to the superficial acquisition of knowledge and skills; it may involve more substantive development and change. The essential element of Process 2 is that the new information is consistent
with current values and beliefs and does not create dissonance with the learner’s current understandings of their practice context.

Process 2 does not presume engagement with prior knowledge (Process 1), but neither is it antithetical to it. In one-off opportunities to learn, it is unlikely that teacher educators will be able to engage prior knowledge in any depth because there is not enough time. Extended opportunities to learn are likely to provide greater possibilities for engagement and for meanings to be negotiated between the learner and the provider. It cannot be assumed, however, that greater time will ensure deep interaction because such interaction depends on the theories of learning of those providing the learning opportunities, and whether they value such engagement.

The next two subsections of this chapter consist of discussions of issues around the ‘one-off’ and ‘extended opportunities to learn’ approaches within Process 2.

2.2.2.1 One-off opportunities to learn (Process 2)

One-off opportunities may be adequate if the learning involves relatively straightforward transmission of information or increased awareness of new ideas. The limitations of the one-off approach, however, have been documented extensively, with two issues at the heart of the criticism. The first concerns the complexity of teaching as an activity and the in-depth understandings required for the integration and retrieval of new knowledge in diverse situations. Donovan, Bransford, and Pellegrino identify the importance of a deep foundation of knowledge as one of their three key findings relating to how people learn. This deep foundation includes understanding how that knowledge fits into conceptual frameworks, and organising it in a way that facilitates its retrieval and application. They note that professional learning situations rarely provide opportunities for participants to acquire this depth of knowledge.

The second, related issue is described by Kennedy as “the problem of enactment”; that is, translating what is learned into an individual’s particular teaching context. In a video analysis of teaching practice and its underpinning beliefs in the United States, Kennedy identified how decisions about lesson content and process were influenced by many things, not just the agenda of those who hoped that teaching might change. These other influences were strong determinants of practice even when the teachers agreed with the change agenda. At any given moment, classroom activities were determined by a complex interplay of teachers’ beliefs about important content and how students learn and their concerns about their students’ willingness to participate. Teachers’ actions were also influenced by their interpretation of a particular situation in terms of specific events and more general conditions, and by what they wished to accomplish, and what they wanted to avoid.

Kennedy identified three important constraints that limited teachers’ implementation of reform practices. The first, the need for more rigorous and important content, was difficult for teachers to translate into practice because they had no specific criteria for determining what might count as important in the bigger picture. As a result, the content they chose to teach at any given moment was that which appeared to be the most appropriate in the situation, independent of the bigger picture. The second, the need for more intellectual engagement, conflicted with their concern that demands for high levels of intellectual challenge could hinder lesson momentum (and reduce engagement) and also prevent them from finishing lessons on time. The third, making knowledge accessible to all students, was interpreted as encouraging the participation of all students. At times, increasing participation meant reducing the level of intellectual engagement in order to manage participation. These influences, in combination, made it difficult for teachers to implement what the reformers desired.
2.2.2.2 Extended opportunities to learn (Process 2)

The more substantive concept of professional learning in Process 2 is underpinned by the metaphor of professional growth and the concept of ‘novice-to-expert’ developmental progressions\(^24\). Although this model was developed by studying how new teachers changed their practice over time as they gained experience, the idea of developmental progressions is applicable whenever new skills or knowledge are the subject of the professional learning experience\(^25\). The novice is someone who perceives the unfamiliar teaching situation in terms of discrete elements and, in making use of new skills and knowledge, relies on rules rather than an integrated vision of practice. The primary focus is on the self and one’s performance. As competence develops, the discrete elements become integrated into patterns, with some aspects becoming automatic and the teacher less reliant on rules. In contrast, experts have a more holistic grasp of relationships within a particular context and fluidly and efficiently solve problems as they arise. The resources on which they are able to draw are much richer. Within this framework, the role of a provider of professional learning opportunities is to assist teachers to reach higher levels of expertise. The most frequently reported outcome of professional development, changes in practice, is consistent with this thinking.

2.2.2.3 Important conditions for creating effective extended opportunities to learn (Process 2)

Studies underpinned by assumptions about the need for substantive learning and professional growth have identified a number of important conditions in professional learning situations that we considered when constructing the framework for analysing the empirical studies in this synthesis. Although the first set of conditions is more cognitively oriented and the second set more focused on sociocultural contexts, none can be considered in isolation. Cognition is shaped not just by new information but by social, emotional, and cultural processes.

Of the more cognitively oriented conditions, one relates to the importance of developing conceptual frameworks into which new information can be integrated and of teacher learners being able to apply the available information and skills\(^26\). As noted above\(^27\), teachers do not implement discrete bits of practice independent of an integrated set of beliefs and the practical constraints of their classrooms, so it is important that new understandings are presented in terms of a coherent conceptual framework. New conceptual frameworks, however, do not get transplanted into learners’ minds independently of existing frameworks. Like any new understandings, they are adapted and adjusted according to current understandings. At the same time, such understandings are strongly shaped by the contexts in which teachers practise and learn:

> The physical and social contexts in which an activity takes place are an integral part of the activity, and the activity is an integral part of the learning that takes place within it. How a person learns a particular set of knowledge and skills and the situation in which a person learns become a fundamental part of what is learned.

(Putman and Borko\(^28\), p. 4)

Teaching practice, therefore, both shapes teachers’ conceptual frameworks and is shaped by them.

Context extends well beyond an individual teacher in a particular class. Part of the teacher’s context is the broader organisational and social situation that influences how they make sense of new information\(^29\). Social influences can range from the more distant political environment and related policies, to the types of literature accessed and/or colleagues with whom the teacher interacts each day.

Knapp\(^30\) found that policy can influence professional learning in a variety of ways. These include: providing general messages about purposes and what is important; regulation and
requirements for both professional development and teaching-related activities; allocations of money, time, and available expertise; provision of information; incentives in terms of sanctions and rewards; and assistance available in terms of structures, personnel, and associated resources. The influence of policy and any other professional learning opportunity, however, is strongly mediated by the more immediate social interactions among teachers as they negotiate the meaning of the information provided. These negotiations may hinder or facilitate professional learning opportunities.

Teaching and learning to teach are also about ‘emotional practices’. Expectations to change practice may touch raw nerves because they are likely to impinge on teachers’ sense of professional identity and competence. Stoll, Fink, and Earl describe how “neglecting emotions can close people up to learning, and lead teachers to behave defensively to protect themselves from situations that they might feel expose their ‘inadequacies’” (p. 85). More than a decade ago, Gene Hall and colleagues introduced the notion of C-BAM (Concerns-based Adoption model) as a way of understanding the relatively predictable stages that teachers go through when introduced to innovations to practice—the essence of professional learning experiences. They demonstrated that teachers typically move from a period of personal concern (‘What will this do to me and my world?’) to a stage of management concerns, where the focus is on ‘doing’ the innovation. Only when teachers are emotionally comfortable with the innovation can they begin to adapt and adjust the new practice to particular students and contexts. The way in which these stages are conceptualised is consistent with the notion of novice-to-expert developmental progressions.

The final important condition identified in the professional growth paradigm of Process 2 is motivation. While motivation plays a key role for all learners, as adults, teacher learners are less likely than school-aged students to engage in new learning experiences if they do not see the relevance to their professional lives. The immediate demands of everyday teaching inevitably compete with the demands of professional learning. For busy and often overworked teachers to devote effort to engaging with new learning and changing their practice, they need a good reason. Faced with a new teaching strategy, teachers want to know that it is practical and useful and they are unlikely to sustain their involvement if the learning experience is not sufficiently meaningful.

### 2.2.2.4 Limitations of Process 2

Process 2 identifies key conditions relevant to professional learning but, as a process, has two major, related limitations. The first is that the integrated practice of experts may not be effective in creating the desired outcomes for students. When searching for empirical material for this synthesis, we found that studies documenting changes in teaching practice were far more common than studies documenting outcomes for students. An underlying assumption appeared to be that professional growth and changed practice were sufficient in themselves. However, it was a concern that a number of other studies found that such changes had a neutral or even negative impact on students and that teacher self-reports of positive emotional and motivational indicators were not necessarily related to student outcomes. It cannot be assumed that changing practice—however effective the new practice may appear to be—and helping teachers to feel competent about doing so will result in improved outcomes for students.

If we are to make a difference to students, improving teaching practice should not be considered an end in itself but should be judged according to the impact on students.

The second limitation is that dissonance between the theoretical frameworks that underpin existing practice and into which new practice must be integrated may be a problem. Effective professional learning may require key assumptions to be challenged. Constructed meanings that incorporate new information are likely to be closely aligned with prior conceptual frameworks.
Yet these conceptual frameworks are often problematic, and a challenge to them may be a challenge to one’s beliefs about the purposes of education, to one’s professional identity, and to what it means to be an effective teacher. Spillane found, when investigating a maths reform in the USA, that if teachers “... are to get to the core reform ideas, [they] have to question, unlearn and discard much of their current, deeply rooted understandings of teaching, learning and subject matter” (p. 154).

For this reason, a third process with associated outcomes has been added to Figure 2.2, one that differentiates between situations where new understandings and skills are needed because the existing ones are limited, and those where teachers already have a rich tapestry of understandings and skills, but better outcomes for students are dependent on the reconstruction of those understandings.

### 2.2.3 Process 3: Creating dissonance

Professional learning for experienced teachers is very different from professional learning for pre-service teachers because the former group bring with them a wealth of knowledge and well-formed positions on all manner of matters related to teaching. While all professional learners have had experience of being taught and bring with them a set of beliefs and understandings about teaching and learning, the more extensive repertoire of experienced teachers means they have a greater wealth of ideas on which to draw. These ideas may be an asset in terms of acquiring and integrating new knowledge following relatively brief engagement with professional learning opportunities, but this is likely to be the case only when the new information is consistent with current values, beliefs, and practices. When new information challenges previously held beliefs and values, dissonance is created. Dissonance, according to Hannay and Ross, challenges tacit knowledge, creates philosophical tension, and requires current knowledge to be reconstructed. Reconstruction of professional knowledge is more difficult than its original construction; some authors go so far as to claim that most professional learning requires some disequilibrium and emerges only from occasions when teachers’ extant assumptions are challenged.

One of the difficulties involved in challenging current values and the beliefs on which practice is based is that they are usually tacit rather than explicit. While explicit knowledge is articulated in formal language and, therefore, more easily expressed, tacit knowledge is often intuitive, involving such intangible factors as personal beliefs, perspectives, and value systems, and it may never have been articulated. Tacit knowledge is built up over time and embedded in personal experience. It is accepted because it is known to work, but it can be a deterrent to creating change because it is often unexamined and unquestioned.

Because an individual’s educational values and beliefs are nested in a complex web of social and cultural history, challenge inevitably creates issues of identity, personal dissonance, and motivation. For this reason, the dissonance referred to in Process 3 (see Figure 2.2) is dissonance with current position, not knowledge and/or skills.

### 2.3 Responses of diverse teacher learners

The above processes and outcomes typically result in the kinds of responses listed in Figure 2.3. These responses reflect the diversity of teacher learners and their reaction to the learning experience. They range from ignoring or rejecting new theories and practices, to actively engaging with new ideas and applying them to new learning situations, and/or enhancing one’s own or others’ self-regulated learning. In this section, specific learning processes are not linked to particular teacher responses because that analysis will be undertaken as part of the synthesis in Chapters 6–10. Instead, we describe the range of possibilities and what they might mean and provide a framework for analysing the empirical studies.

The first three responses in Figure 2.3 involve limited or no change in practice. Rejecting or ignoring new theory and practice implies no change, by definition. Rejection assumes there has
been sufficient engagement with what is offered for the teacher (or community of teachers) to
decide not to practise what is advocated by the provider. Ignoring does not require this level
of engagement. In any professional learning situation, rejecting or ignoring are options and
have been well documented in teacher education literature. The second response, where
teachers believe they are enacting new practice while in reality they continue with their
previous practice, is also well documented and occurs most frequently when new ideas are
misunderstood as familiar. A typical reaction is “… but we already do this.” Practice becomes
a blend of the old and the new in ways that are barely recognisable to those trying to bring
about change. Hammermess et al. refer to this phenomenon as ‘over-assimilation’. The third
response, selecting parts of new theory and practice and adapting them to current practice, is
similar to the second but the discrepancy between the old and the new is better understood.
Selection and adaptation go on as teachers try to adjust new ideas so that they fit existing
practice contexts in ways that, they believe, will better meet the needs of their students.

Figure 2.3. Responses of diverse teacher learners/communities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Following assessment and interpretation of the relevance, usefulness, and cost/benefit, teacher learners/communities do one or more of the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• reject/ignore new theory and practice and continue with prior practice;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• continue with prior practice, believing that it is new practice;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• select parts of new theory and practice and adapt to current practice;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• implement as required;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• actively engage with, own, and apply new theory and practice and change practice substantively;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• demonstrate enhanced regulation of own and others’ learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last three responses listed in Figure 2.3 are more likely to involve substantive change
but the ways in which practice is changed and the reasons for change differ. The ‘implement
as required’ response captures those situations in high-accountability environments
where teachers are required to implement what is taught. Provider requirements are often
underpinned by concerns about programme fidelity. The implicit aim of providers is often
actually response 5 (getting teachers to actively engage with, own, and apply new theory and
practice). But response 4 implies that there is a body of knowledge to be learned and a set
of practices to implement, and that once these have been mastered, that is sufficient. In this
synthesis we challenge this notion and propose that ongoing improvement requires teachers
to learn how to test the impact of their practice on the diversity of students for whom they
are responsible so that improvement in practice continues. Hence response 6, which involves
developing inquiry skills so that the teacher can detect when practice is not having the desired
outcomes for students and needs, therefore, to be changed. We describe this response as
‘enhanced regulation of one’s own and others’ learning’.

A key condition fostering such regulated learning is teacher awareness of discrepancies
between the goals to which they aspire and the evidence about what is actually happening,
particularly in relation to student outcomes. The processes involved are complex because
what is going on in a student’s mind in response to a particular act of teaching is essentially
unobservable, but developing the skills to piece together as accurate a picture as possible is
central to understanding the impact of one’s practice on students and creating the conditions
for self- and other-regulation. These skills are of particular consequence for the learning
of students who do not share their teacher’s understanding of the culture of the classroom
or their implicit assumptions about what is being learned. Such students can be seriously
disadvantaged by the teacher’s use of hidden meanings, assumptions, and implications that
they do not understand. Learning to inquire into these students’ understandings, interpret
their responses, and develop an appropriate pedagogy to address them is not, however, just a matter of skill. It also requires the teacher to value this source of learning and to have a developmental theory of how knowledge progresses in a particular curriculum area, plus have an understanding of pedagogical approaches that might address misconceptions.

Being able to access student knowledge is also important for assessing when teaching activities might have unexpected consequences for students. For example, Alton-Lee, Nuthall, and Patrick\(^4\) found, in a case study involving teachers from an intermediate school, that the clues teachers took to be signals of what was occurring in students’ minds were often unreliable or even misleading. These researchers found that lessons designed to decrease racism, for example, had the opposite effect for some students. Unless teachers are able to inquire into the links between their pedagogical practice and students’ learning processes, teaching has the potential to bring about student ‘learning’ that is actually counter to curriculum and/or social goals.

Self-regulation cannot happen in the absence of goals, because it is the discrepancy between the goals to which teachers aspire and the evidence about what is actually occurring that creates the motivation to learn and provides information about what needs to be monitored\(^5\). Teachers themselves become responsible for learning and changing instead of passive recipients of others’ expertise that they may then choose to accept, modify, or reject. Wilson and Berne\(^6\) note in a review of professional development that the goals for engagement in professional development experiences are typically not shared. The goal of most professional development providers is to create some kind of change in beliefs, practices, or both. Teachers, on the other hand, usually do not assume that something needs to change. Although they may engage with professional development programmes with clear ideas of what kinds of knowledge are most helpful and relevant to their ongoing learning, seldom do they participate assuming that their views or knowledge of subject matter or student learning need to change. This absence of shared goals is highly problematic in promoting self-regulation in professional learning situations.

2.4 Implications of the professional learning framework

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 provided part of the framework used to analyse the empirical studies when identifying the characteristics of effective professional learning and development experiences for teachers. Effectiveness was judged from documented outcomes for students. The key questions asked of each study were ‘What processes of teacher learning were promoted through the professional learning experience?’, ‘What were the teachers’ responses?’, and ‘What were the outcomes for students?’ The parameters that were considered in relation to the last question are outlined in Chapter 3.
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3. Student Outcomes and Responsiveness to Diversity

The programme of best evidence syntheses is "intended to deepen understanding of what works in education, how context is significant, what the evidence suggests can make a bigger difference to optimise outcomes for diverse learners". The focus of this synthesis is on identifying the characteristics of professional learning or development opportunities that impact positively on outcomes for the diversity of students in our education system. There is potentially a wide range of outcomes to consider; all are difficult to measure and, in each case, it is difficult to determine what constitutes improvement.

3.1 Determining student outcomes

The diversity of students and communities served by the education system inevitably means that there is a diverse range of desirable outcomes. While a case can be put forward for almost any outcome, some boundaries needed to be placed on the outcomes considered in the context of this synthesis. We thought of them as a group that may include any or all of the following: academic, social, personal or performance outcomes. Outcomes in the group are not hierarchical and all are considered desirable in and of themselves. There may also be other student outcomes that might assist in achieving those in the group—these are typically described as processes. For example, increased student engagement in school might be considered desirable because without it, it is unlikely that students will achieve other desired outcomes. To be included in the synthesis, however, the causal relationship between these processes and the outcomes in the basket needed to be established empirically because assumed relationships may not be supported by the evidence. Staying longer at school, for example, might be classified as improved student engagement but not achieve any of the desired outcomes in the group. The form of engagement and the link to particular outcomes need to be analysed further. Another outcome might be improved self-concept. While enhanced self-concept is to be valued, the evidence does not support the assumption that this outcome will necessarily improve student achievement, in spite of what is often claimed.

Most of the empirical studies accessed for the synthesis reported outcomes that were related to some aspect of student achievement. However, what counts as meaningful learning and achievement is highly contested and it needs to be acknowledged that not all tests measure what is valued by the particular discipline or teacher community. Especially in contexts where student outcomes are measured by high-stakes tests, there are concerns about trivialising students’ learning experiences. On the basis of Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle—"The more important that any quantitative social indicator becomes in social decision-making, the more likely it will be to distort and corrupt the social process it is intended to monitor"—critics warn us that to attach serious personal and educational consequences to performance on tests for schools, administrators, teachers, and students may have distorting and corrupting effects. Potential distorting and corrupting effects include test-driven pedagogy and a narrow, impoverished curriculum.

Other studies used teacher reporting of student outcomes as evidence of improved outcomes. There is a developing body of evidence, however, that teacher reporting, either of student outcomes or their own practice, can be problematic. Langley, for example, trained teachers in early childhood education centres in the principles of behaviour management. He found that teachers’ self-reported changes in practice and related improvements in children’s behaviour were inaccurate. Teachers reported that both their practice and the behaviour of the targeted students had improved in line with the guidance offered to the teachers, but observations at the centre contradicted these perceptions. Both Firestone and Spillane in the United States found that observations of changes in teaching practice in mathematics did not match the teachers’ self-report of such changes, partly because the teachers did not understand the depth
of change being envisaged. Some of the complexity of this picture was demonstrated in a study by Timperley and Wiseman\textsuperscript{9}, following professional development in early literacy instruction. These authors found that teachers could accurately report the extent to which their practice was consistent with that advocated in the professional development, but they were inaccurate in judging its impact on students’ literacy achievement. For these reasons, only studies that had some independent verification of student outcomes have been included in the synthesis.

### 3.2 Determining teacher outcomes

It is also important to note that many valuable professional learning activities occur within schools independently of documented outcomes for students and that not all such activities should be tied to student outcomes. These may include, for example, interacting with others who teach within the same discipline, teachers having opportunities to discuss and reflect on their teaching, or the induction and mentoring of beginning teachers. These activities serve different purposes, such as re-enthusing experienced teachers or enabling beginning teachers to cope, and it is important to acknowledge their worth. This synthesis, however, focuses on studies that are able to provide some evidence of student outcomes because, as Camburn\textsuperscript{10} reminds us, “while creating learning communities for teachers may be a worthwhile development for many schools, our public school system is ultimately in the business of educating students not teachers” (p. 60).

In reviews and evaluations of professional development, changes in teacher practice are typically the focus and considered sufficient. Improved student outcomes are assumed rather than assessed\textsuperscript{11}. Professional development is usually about changing the knowledge, skills, beliefs, and attitudes of teachers without necessarily expecting these changes to have a direct or immediate impact on their students. Instead, the expectation is that cumulative experiences, rather than any specific experience, will result in more effective teaching.

Caution needs to be exercised, however, in ascertaining which of these teacher-related changes have particular outcomes for students. The evidence analysed for the purposes of this synthesis shows that, sometimes, apparently common-sense assumptions are not supported by outcome evidence in a range of situations. For example, high teacher expectations are associated with schools with good achievement outcomes for students\textsuperscript{12}, but Gottfredson et al.\textsuperscript{13} found that professional development targeting expectations had very mixed and sometimes negative effects. Similarly, Ross\textsuperscript{14} reported counter-intuitive outcomes for students whose teachers had participated in professional development designed to help them feel more efficacious in facilitating cooperative learning. Teachers who indicated in their self-ratings that they were feeling both personally and generally more efficacious over the period of the professional development had students who rated their willingness to offer and seek help lower on average than students in classes where the teachers did not report the same improvement in self and efficacy. These student outcomes do not appear to be consistent with the principles of cooperative learning. In a third example, from technology, Harwell and colleagues\textsuperscript{15} established through a range of measures, including classroom observations, that professional development resulting in increased integration of technology into science and mathematics classrooms was not associated with any positive changes in student perceptions of their classroom learning environment over the period of the academic year in which the professional development occurred. Two additional studies, one in the Netherlands\textsuperscript{16} and another in the United States\textsuperscript{17}, also found that the students of teachers who participated in professional development had poorer outcomes than the students of the teachers who did not participate.

The most common measure used to judge the success of professional development is teacher satisfaction with the professional development, or, using Guskey’s\textsuperscript{18} term, ‘happiness quotients’. We did not consider such measures to constitute evidence because there is no independent verification that such satisfaction is related to improved student outcomes. In fact, we see some danger in accepting such reports as evidence because to do so may promote the development of a closed system in which adult perceptions and preferences become the criteria for success, not the desired outcomes for the students.
3.3 Responsiveness to diversity

One of the challenges in this synthesis was to identify what is effective for particular groups of students without marginalising the groups concerned or considering their needs through the dominant cultural lens. Responsiveness to diversity is central to the BES concept and recognises the issues of differential achievement between and within demographic groups or categories of students. There is no ‘normal’ group of students from which others are marginalised. Such responsiveness also acknowledges that within categories of students (e.g. ethnic, age, and gender groups), there is diversity. This means that students should not be too narrowly categorised as belonging to a particular group. In fact, individual students may well belong to a number of groups or communities of focus that may have a cumulative effect on their educational needs.

This synthesis had to consider how outcomes could be improved for all students, across ethnic, gender, ability, and other groupings. A core concern of the Ministry of Education is the failure of the New Zealand education system to equitably meet the needs of Māori and Pasifika students. What makes this a particularly complex issue is that these communities of students are not homogeneous and many students have multiple ethnicities, sometimes changing their ethnic designation when moving between education sectors. To add to the complexity, if a different lens, such as gender, is applied, a different set of needs is likely to be identified.

The implications for this particular synthesis are that teachers, in both their practice and their learning, must develop the skills and knowledge to meet the needs of groups of students (such as the whole class), while at the same time attending to the diversity of individuals within the group. If the learning of all students is to be promoted, it may be necessary to separate out assessment data at the level of specific groups or particular individuals in order to understand the full range of learning needs. A so-called ‘successful’ charter school in the United States was prompted to reassess its definition of success when the disaggregated analysis demonstrated to the staff that they were not meeting the needs of many of their students19. The high scores of those attracted to the magnet school disguised the low scores of the students from the local neighbourhood. The responsiveness-to-diversity framework therefore has important implications for what teachers need to learn and what constitutes success for their students.
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4. The Framework for Analysis and Synthesis: Methods and Procedures

The primary purpose of this synthesis is to unpack the ‘black box’ between the professional learning opportunities and teacher outcomes (Figure 2.1) that impact positively on student outcomes. What are the qualities of the professional learning opportunities that lead teachers to interpret and utilise the available understandings and skills in ways that lead to positive student outcomes? This task required an approach different from that of a traditional literature review or meta-analysis. The starting point was similar to a meta-analysis in that we began by identifying empirical studies of professional learning and development with documented student outcomes. We had to go beyond a meta-analysis, however, because such an approach was unlikely to identify how and why teachers interpreted and utilised the available understandings in particular ways. In an attempt to answer these ‘How?’ and ‘Why?’ questions, we drew on both the theoretical and the empirical literatures related to professional learning and development. This approach was close to that of a realist synthesis, described most succinctly by Pawson (2002), and consisted of identifying the underlying resources offered participants by different programmes and activities and determining what worked or did not work in a given context.

Pawson has argued that the resources offered to participants influence their thinking and behaviour in different ways, depending on the individuals involved and the circumstances under which the resources are offered: a resource offered through a particular activity in one situation or to one individual may not work in different circumstances or with another person. It is important, therefore, to consider what works for whom and under what circumstances.

To identify the circumstances associated with success, it was necessary to consider studies of interventions with both highly successful and less successful outcomes. The process of categorising studies is summarised in the flow chart in Figure 4.1. Studies were assessed according to basic methodological criteria (see Appendix 1) and the significance of the impact on a range of student outcomes. Those studies that met our methodological criteria and had a substantive impact were identified as core studies. The different characteristics of the professional learning/development projects and initiatives were then mapped onto a theoretical framework so as to identify those characteristics associated with successful student outcomes.

Given the relatively small number of studies that met these criteria, and that we also wished to identify what did not work, we did not discard those studies that failed to meet the initial criteria. Two groups of supplementary studies were also analysed. The first included those that met our methodological criteria but had no or low impact on student outcomes. The second group included those that failed to meet our methodological criteria but reported substantive outcomes. Several reports of professional development in individual schools came into this group. Both groups of supplementary studies were used to inform the synthesis.
4.1 Identifying and retrieving the studies

The range of search strategies used to locate relevant articles is elaborated in Appendix 1. Strategies included searching standard library databases, using both key words and author searches, hand searching specific journals, searching websites of institutions known to be involved with professional development, and following up the extensive material provided by the Ministry of Education and researchers and practitioners known personally to the authors.

Once located, an initial ‘cut’ of the studies was made according to reported outcomes and the studies were classified on two dimensions: the adequacy of the reported methodology and the significance of the impact. Criteria for determining methodological adequacy are listed in Appendix 2. For studies reporting quantitative outcomes, the criteria were adequacy of student sample, scoring reliability, and the content validity of the assessment in relation to the focus of the professional development. For studies reporting qualitative outcomes, the criteria were the depth of data collection and analysis and the extent to which data were triangulated. Each study was rated ‘high’, ‘medium’, or ‘low’.

Educational significance of the impact was determined by the magnitude of the effect sizes of student outcomes and the range of the participating students’ activities. Outcomes reported for a very small domain, such as spelling, were designated ‘narrow’, outcomes reported for a substantial part or all of a curriculum area were designated ‘medium’, and outcomes that encompassed more than one curriculum area or included personal/social domains were designated ‘broad’. Details of study selection on this criterion are reported in Chapter 5 and Appendix 2.

The core studies selected for the synthesis were those rated as medium to high in terms of methodological adequacy as well as medium to high impact for a medium to broad range of outcomes. Supplementary studies with low, no, or negative impact, or that were methodologically weak, were also used to complement developing understandings related to different parts of the framework. The core studies were then classified according to outcome area (e.g. social, academic) and subcategories were developed within those areas (e.g. primary/secondary, literacy/mathematics).
### 4.2 Development of the theoretical framework

The core studies were entered onto an Excel database and key attributes of the various approaches to professional development were identified. At the same time, a theoretical framework was developed, based on the realist synthesis concept of content or resources (What professional understandings and skills were deepened and refined?), the circumstances under which they were offered (activities and context), and the outcomes for teachers. This framework was informed by both sociocultural and psychological learning theories outlined in the section on professional learning. An iterative checking process was undertaken to ensure that the theoretical framework captured the specific attributes of the professional development/learning situation referred to in the various studies. At the same time, the attributes of the studies were synthesised more theoretically.

**Figure 4.2. Framework for analysing the effectiveness of professional learning experiences**

The framework was developed from the theoretical and empirical literature on professional learning and development. It was intended that the elements of the framework should be ‘neutral’ and subject to testing against the qualities associated with substantive outcomes for students, as documented in the studies. The initial framework was presented to and critiqued by a ‘think tank’ of national researchers, union officials, and professional development providers and approved in principle as appropriate for mapping the studies. The framework was developed further throughout the process of mapping the studies with substantive student outcomes. In all, 56 characteristics of the professional learning environment and teachers’ learning processes were identified, together with the range of student outcomes. Each study was mapped via short descriptive statements for each of the characteristics of the framework, to the extent that information was available. For some studies, there were many blanks because information was not included in the written text and extensive searches of related studies provided no more detail. Supplementary studies that reported low or no impact on student outcomes were also mapped onto the framework but were noted as such.
Given the importance of context in a realist synthesis analysis, note was also made of the situation (country, school level, teacher demographics) to help answer the question ‘What works, for whom, under what circumstances?’ Throughout the search and mapping process, it was evident that research into the impact of professional development on student outcomes is not an area of research that has systematically built up an evidence base; rather, it is a collection of individual studies and, in some cases, small collections of studies. The synthesis is, therefore, somewhat like a picture painted with the evidence from a collection of studies: the colours are much brighter and clearer in some areas than others.

4.3 **Mapping the studies on the framework**

The basic structure of the theoretical framework used to map the core studies is presented in Figure 4.2. Details are elaborated in subsequent sections. Each study was systematically mapped onto the framework, initially by the whole team, then by individual members. Reliability procedures are reported in Appendix 2.

4.3.1 **The context for professional learning**

The learning of an individual teacher is strongly influenced by the sociocultural context in which the professional learning and the teaching practice take place. The wider sociocultural environment provides the medium in which the professional learning activities occur and strongly influences how teachers may understand and react to the learning opportunities. The professional learning context provides a more specific environment that creates the conditions for professional learning. In the New Zealand situation, the Ministry of Education is more able to influence these contexts than it is able to influence the detail of content and activities. The importance of these two contexts is signalled by their positioning at the top of Figure 4.2 and their influence on all other activities and outcomes is signalled by the frames around the more individually oriented aspects of the framework.

4.3.1.1 **Wider social context**

The particular attributes of the wider social context taken account of in the synthesis include formal education policies and curriculum, prevailing discourses, and school organisation. These are elaborated below.

4.3.1.1.1 **Formal education policies**

Formal education policies pervade teachers’ working lives and their motivation to learn, through both their content and their implicit messages about what it means to be a teacher and the value of teachers’ work. The two countries from which most of the studies in this synthesis were sourced have contrasting policy contexts. In the United States, there is no national curriculum, although prescription may occur at the state or district level. Students are assessed regularly under a very tight and potentially punitive regime of accountability. Multiple levels of administration exist: federal, state, district, and school. Professional development for teachers can be sponsored by or demanded at any of these levels.

In contrast, New Zealand has a loosely defined national curriculum but no requirements for student assessment until the typical student has been at school for 10 years. A light national sampling of students is undertaken at year 4 (ages 8–9) and year 8 (ages 12–13) on a rotating cycle for different curricula, but the results are not traced back to schools or teachers. A range of standardised assessment tools are available, such as asTTle and STAR, but their use is discretionary. Apart from participation in OECD surveys, the state knows little about the achievement of its students for the first 10 years. Participation in professional development is either individual—typically through participation in teachers’ centres or tertiary courses—or determined by the school. There is no administration at district level and unless a school
has been identified as seriously in trouble, professional development can only be offered, not mandated.

Attributes of the policy context entered on to the framework were:

- country;
- relevant national education policies;
- who initiated the professional learning opportunities;
- whether the professional learning opportunities were voluntary or mandated.

4.3.1.1.2 Prevailing discourses

Discourses that influence practice occur at all levels of the system: national, school, or within some other professional community, such as a curriculum association. In any particular situation, multiple discourses are taking place and may relate to the purpose of schooling, the role of teachers, the value of particular curricula, or the attributes of students and/or their ability to learn. Professional learning opportunities not only occur in the context of particular discourses; they may influence the nature of these discourses. For example, if the discourse within a school is that particular groups of students cannot be expected to learn at the same rate as others, professional development designed to improve the quality of teaching for these students may not be effective.

Specific attributes of the prevailing discourses entered onto the framework (where the information was available) were:

- prevailing discourses prior to the professional learning opportunities;
- prevailing discourses after the professional learning opportunities.

4.3.1.1.3 School organisation

School organisation would be worthy of a synthesis of its own because this context has arguably the greatest influence on teachers’ practice and their motivation to engage in professional development but in this synthesis, we restrict our consideration to the organisational arrangements within the school, because these play a pivotal role in either facilitating or restricting teachers’ opportunities to learn. A common scenario, described by Guskey7, is one where, “… educators end up trying to implement innovations that they do not fully understand in organizations that do not fully support their efforts” (p. 149). Apart from the problem of implementation, the context of practice is the place where beliefs about appropriate instruction are constructed and reconstructed over time and attain taken-for-granted status as the natural or commonsense way to do things8.

Specific attributes of school organisation entered onto the framework (where the information was available) were:

- school structure, culture, and practices;
- type of professional community;
- existence of accountability and targets;
- processes of institutional decision making;
- if part of more comprehensive reform, restructuring.
4.3.1.2 Professional learning context

The professional learning context was typically the most fully described aspect in the studies accessed for this synthesis. Specific attributes of this context entered onto the framework (where the information was available) were:

- length of the professional learning opportunities;
- frequency of the professional learning opportunities;
- mode of delivery;
- who was involved within the school (including leaders);
- focus of the professional learning opportunities;
- student year levels covered;
- whether attendance was mandated or voluntary;
- other competing or complementary activities;
- what internal or external expertise was utilised;
- whether the content was specific to individual teachers or generic to all;
- whether professional learning goals were explicit and shared;
- whether the goals were consistent with accountability and targets;
- whether the development of teacher leadership was part of the process.

The infrastructural support documented in the studies also varied. Some interventions were generously funded, for example, while others received no funding. Specific attributes of the infrastructural support reported in the studies and entered onto the framework were:

- allocation of funding;
- in-school time allocation for the professional learning opportunities to occur;
- extra time allocation beyond the formal professional learning opportunities;
- other supports.

4.3.2 The content of the professional learning opportunities

In realist synthesis terms, it is not the programmes or activities that work (or do not work) but the underlying resources that the programmes or activities offer participants to change what they are already doing. Because this synthesis is concerned with promoting the learning of practising teachers, it assumes that participating teachers already have a wide range of professional knowledge and skills. The content, therefore, needs to deepen professional understandings and extend those skills in ways that impact positively on the teachers’ students. The design of any effective learning opportunity must begin with a clear idea of what knowledge and skills are to be developed. For this reason, a key question, when deciding on the resources targeted in the professional learning situation, is: ‘What is it that the designers, or those providing the learning opportunities, want the participating teachers to learn?’

A key question

What do teachers need to know in order to deepen their professional understandings (e.g. pedagogical content knowledge) and extend their skills so as to have a positive impact on student outcomes?

The understandings and skills identified in the core studies, and supported by the theoretical literature on how teachers learn (Chapter 2), are listed in Figure 4.3. These aspects of content formed the part of the framework related to what was learned. All the core studies were analysed for the learning content they offered the teacher participants and this information was entered onto the framework.
The content areas listed in Figure 4.3 are grouped into three broad but not mutually exclusive categories. The first group includes understandings that could be used to inform practice. These understandings were inclusive of the discipline, fundamentals, and interrelationships of teaching, including curriculum, pedagogical, and assessment knowledge, and an awareness of standards of teaching practices in particular curriculum areas. Also in this first group was knowledge of students, their cultures, expected developmental progressions in a particular curriculum area, how students learn, and how teachers construct their views of students. In Māori-medium schools, linguistic and cultural understandings were also important. Developing new theoretical frameworks on which to base practice was also considered part of the understandings that could be used to inform practice. In Figure 4.3, they are called ‘theoretical frameworks and conceptual tools’ to indicate the interdependence of theory and practice in professional learning situations.

The second group consists of understandings related to the teacher’s own practice: the standards the teacher sets and the impact of their practice on their students.

The third group consists of methods of inquiry that challenged teachers’ taken-for-granted assumptions about the effectiveness of their practice and provided opportunities for improvement.

The language used in Figure 4.3 is necessarily cryptic, but attempts have been made to avoid generic expressions that have multiple meanings. For example, terms such as ‘coaching’ and ‘professional learning community’ are not used consistently in the literature. They can refer to any one of a number of different professional learning opportunities and forms of interaction and do not necessarily identify what content was learned. By being more descriptive, it is hoped that those constructing professional learning opportunities will think about the nature of the content being offered to teachers through particular activities. It is to those activities that we now turn.

### 4.3.3 Activities constructed to promote learning

Many of the articles read for this synthesis highlighted the learning activities constructed for teachers rather than the professional understandings to be deepened and skills to be refined. Activities do not offer new resources for teachers; they are the medium through which those
resources are provided. The problem with activities is that, depending on how they are enacted, they can provide different learning opportunities. For example, workshops may involve the transmission of new knowledge or an examination of the adequacy of current practice through an analysis of student outcomes. In realist synthesis terms, these different enactments offer very different professional understandings and skills. Activities should, therefore, be considered as the vehicle for providing the content to deepen understandings and extend skills.

A second key question
What activities will provide teachers with the opportunities to deepen key professional understandings and skills?

A variety of activities were described in the studies analysed and these are listed in Figure 4.4. As before, the language is descriptive and does not assume shared understandings of commonly described activities.

Figure 4.4. Professional learning activities mapped onto the framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities constructed to promote learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional development / professional learning activities designed to develop and deepen professional understandings and skills:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• listening;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• watching;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• being observed and receiving feedback;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• receiving student activities and materials;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• engaging with professional readings;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• discussing practice with someone more expert;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• authentic experience of subject in action;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• discussing own theories of practice and their implications;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• examining student understandings and outcomes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• analysis of current practice and reconstruction of new practice;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• discussing self or mutually identified issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Putting the mapping framework together

In addition to the above, the learning processes and responses of diverse teacher learners discussed in Chapter 2 were also mapped onto the framework whenever this information was provided. The final element of Figure 4.5, impact on diverse teacher learners, was also noted. This material then formed the basis for the synthesis. In the figure, we have reported the findings in terms of the themes.

An aspect of the process that is not specifically addressed in Figure 4.5, however, relates to teacher motivation. The reason for this omission is that we have taken the position that motivation is affected by all, and affects all, aspects of the framework. For example, if the context in which teachers practise is supportive of learning, if the content offered is relevant to teachers’ classroom practice, and if the activities are meaningful, the process is likely to promote iterative cycles of reflection and seeking new knowledge, with strong impact on teaching practice and student outcomes. Under these circumstances, teachers are likely to be motivated to engage in ongoing learning. If none of these conditions are present, motivation is likely to be low. If motivation were to be treated separately from these conditions, it would imply that motivation is separate from, rather than integral to, the learning process. We consider the notion that teachers must first be motivated, then educated, to be manipulative and demeaning of the concept of teacher professionalism.
Figure 4.5. A framework for mapping the studies

Wider Sociocultural Environment
- Formal educational policies/curriculum
- Prevailing discourses
- School organisation

Content of Professional Learning Opportunities
Conceptual understandings and skills deepened through the professional learning activities related to the following:
- the discipline;
- fundamentals and interrelationships of teaching (e.g. curriculum, pedagogy, assessment, standards);
- students (development, culture, learning, behaviour, social constructions);
- linguistic and cultural resources;
- theoretical frameworks and conceptual tools;
- own practice and new possibilities in relation to a standard;
- how own practice impacts on diverse student learners and new possibilities
- methods of inquiry into adequacy and improvement of own practice.

The Professional Learning Environment
- People and practicalities
- Professional learning goals

Activities Constructed to Promote Learning
The PD/PL activities designed to develop and deepen the professional understandings and skills:
- listening/watching;
- being observed and receiving feedback;
- receiving student activities and materials;
- engaging with professional readings;
- discussing practice with someone more expert;
- authentic experience of subject in action;
- discussing own theories of practice and their implications;
- examining student understandings and outcomes;
- analysis of current practice and reconstruction of new practice;
- discussing self or mutually identified issues.

(Iterative) Learning Processes
The learning processes engaged for developing new understandings and skills involve cycles of (one or more of) the following:

Process 1 Cuing and retrieving prior knowledge
*Outcome:* Prior knowledge consolidated and/or examined

Process 2 Becoming aware of new information/skills and integrating them into current values and beliefs system
*Outcome:* New knowledge adopted or adapted

Process 3 Creating dissonance with current position (values and beliefs)
*Outcome:* Dissonance resolved (accepted/rejected), current values and beliefs system repositioned, reconstructed

Responses of Diverse Teacher Learners/Communities
Following assessment and interpretation of the relevance, usefulness, and cost/benefit, teacher/learner communities do one or more of the following:
- reject/ignore new theory and practice and continue with prior practice;
- continue with prior practice, believing that it is new practice;
- select parts of new theory and practice and adapt to current practice;
- implement as required;
- actively engage with, own, and apply new theory and practice and change practice substantively;
- demonstrate enhanced regulation of own and others’ learning.

Impact on Diverse Student Learners
Impacts of PD/PL, on a range of outcomes (achievement, attitude, social, identity) for diverse student learners depend on the following:
- no improvement (or decline) in outcomes;
- limited improvement in a narrow range of outcomes;
- substantive improvement in a broad range of outcomes.
4.5 Identifying broad categories

The central question guiding this synthesis is, ‘What works in professional learning, how and why, and under what circumstances?’ In order to best answer this complex question, it was necessary to first categorise the studies into groups that could potentially provide answers about the different circumstances under which some approaches to professional learning and development work for particular groups of teachers and their students. Initial categorisations considered were based on the demographic characteristics of teachers, such as beginning and experienced, but there were insufficient studies with student outcomes involving beginning teachers for a useful analysis to be made. Also, teachers cannot be categorised so neatly. What does the designation ‘experienced’ mean? A teacher may be experienced in one subject or with one student population, but much less so in another subject or with another student population. Should a teacher who has many years’ experience in English-medium classrooms, for example, be considered experienced or inexperienced when moving to a Māori-medium setting? It is quite possible that some of the assumptions underpinning practice in the former setting may interfere with accepted practice in the latter.

It was decided that it was more useful to group studies according to the content of broad teacher learning goals or professional development focus because these were more likely to be differentially effective under different circumstances. Deciding which category a study belonged to was difficult at times and, as a result, some studies are included in two categories because the focus of the professional development relates to both.

The different learning areas were our first (and obvious) source of different circumstances. There were enough studies focused on interventions intended to develop teachers’ understanding of curriculum, pedagogy, and/or pedagogical content knowledge in mathematics, science, and literacy for us to be able to analyse these areas separately. The findings are presented in Chapters 6, 7, and 8.

A second category, reported in Chapter 9, included those projects where teachers came to think differently about the students for whom they were responsible. Typically, the studies in this group sought to re-balance some kind of inequality. Two groups of studies were included in this category. The first group had as an explicit goal that teachers would think differently in some way about students in terms of their social positioning, their expectations, or their abilities. The second group focused on the acquisition of some kind of content or pedagogical knowledge and indirectly addressed the issue of how teachers thought about their students.

Some studies with documented outcomes for students fell outside of these categories, for example, professional development associated with comprehensive school reform, but these studies have been used to inform other aspects of the synthesis and the final section on topical issues.

The analysis of each of the broad categories was undertaken in terms of the framework outlined in Chapter 4 and summarised in Figure 4.1. The findings are brought together at the end of each chapter.

Chapter 10 brings together the evidence related to five topical issues: the multiple roles of assessment in promoting teacher learning, leadership, and professional development, the role of teacher theories and professional learning communities, and an analysis of studies in secondary school education. The analysis of these issues does not follow the same sequence as the earlier chapters but is more theoretical, and organised according to the findings for the topic.
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5. Outcomes for Students

When analysing the impact on student outcomes reported in the selected studies for this synthesis, we examined the nature and magnitude of changes, if any, in student outcomes that occurred during and after teachers’ professional learning and development. We defined desirable student outcomes in terms of gains in academic achievement; enhancement of personal identity, self-esteem, self-concept, and attitudes towards learning; and improvement in interactions with, and acceptance by, peers and teachers, as well as attachment to schools. Positive, negative, or null effects were measured by comparing actual outcomes with the intended outcomes of the teachers’ new classroom practice. We used effect sizes to assist in judging the impact if sufficient quantitative data were available. If the necessary statistical data were not sufficient for computing effect sizes, or if findings were described in narrative form, we made interpretive judgment of the impact in terms of the educational significance for the targeted groups of students.

It needs to be noted that some studies did not clearly identify the necessary information for the team to be confident that the study was of sound design, with appropriate controls in place and with data clearly specified for the computation of effect sizes. As noted in the methodological description, many studies were not used in the synthesis because the study design information and data were inadequately reported. Those studies that were used provided sufficient details for us to have confidence in the study design and the reporting of data. Details of how we assessed methodology are found in Appendix 2.2. Apart from these basic checks, the data found in the various papers were used as reported, unless further calculations were needed for the purpose of obtaining effect sizes. A member of the team with expertise in quantitative research methodology undertook these effect size calculations. If the presentation of information and data had been more standardised, this would have allowed for more systematic comparisons to be made and more studies to be included in the analysis.

5.1 Effect sizes for quantitative outcomes

Effect size is a common currency for reporting and interpreting the magnitude of an observed treatment effect. It is used to quantify the effectiveness of a particular intervention, compared to some reference point. In educational research, effect sizes can provide a useful indication of a programme’s effects on student outcomes, which can be compared across studies and programmes. For our analysis, we used reported effect sizes of student outcomes, if available, or more frequently, calculated effect sizes from the data provided. Appropriate transformations were applied according to the types of data reported, using the formulae in Appendix 2.2.2.

Effect sizes express the increase or decrease in outcome score of a group of students who are exposed to some instructional circumstance, using standard deviation units. This measure is particularly relevant to this synthesis because it takes into account both the mean shift in scores and the amount of variance. If the mean improves for both the middle and lower group of students, for example, a larger effect size will be evident than if the improvement were for the middle group only.

Typically, outcome scores are distributed according to a normal (‘bell curve’) distribution. The normal distribution has a range of about three standard deviations above and below the mean. In a normal distribution, approximately 68 percent of scores are found within one standard deviation of the mean. Because effect sizes are based on a normal distribution, they can be readily translated into percentile gains and stanines. To give a sense of the scale, an effect size of +1.00 indicates that the mean of the group exposed to one set of circumstances is at the 84th percentile of the group exposed to another set of circumstances. An effect size of +1.00 would be equivalent to two stanines, 15 points of I.Q., or 100 points on the SAT scale.
5.1.1 Issues in interpreting the magnitude of effect sizes

Interpreting the educational significance of any treatment effect is, at best, an inexact science. Reporting in terms of the magnitude of effect sizes is no exception, so effect sizes can be used only as an indicator. Cohen\(^2\) hesitantly defined effect sizes as ‘small, \(d = 0.20\)’, ‘medium, \(d = 0.50\)’, and ‘large, \(d = 0.80\)’, and warned that “there is a certain risk inherent in offering these benchmark figures for use in power analysis in diverse fields of inquiry” (p. 25). In *The Joint Dissemination Review Panel Idea Book* published by the National Institute of Education and the U.S. Office of Education, an effect size of 0.25 or more is considered to be educationally significant\(^3\). Lipsey and Wilson’s more recent (1993) compendium of meta-analyses concluded that psychological, educational, and behavioural treatment effects of modest values, even from \(d = 0.10\) to \(d = 0.20\), should *not* be interpreted as trivial\(^4\). Hattie reported a synthesis of 337 meta-analyses: 200,000 effect sizes from 180,000 studies representing more than 50 million students and covering almost all types of innovation in education\(^5\). His conclusion was that most innovations introduced to schools improve achievement by, on average, 0.40 of a standard deviation. This provides a benchmark by which to judge effects, as it is based on the effects of actual educational innovations.

When making comparative statements between studies on the basis of effect sizes, other cautions need to be noted. For example, some effect sizes were reported for quasi-experimental studies that used control/comparison groups. As would be expected, these studies typically had smaller effect sizes than those studies that used increases over baseline measures because the former studies took into account expected progress. In order to allow the reader to interpret the robustness of the research designs, information on standard aspects of the control/comparison design is provided.

Another issue is the degree of alignment between the test and the new teaching practice. Tests that directly measure desired changes in teaching practice are more likely to result in a larger effect size than those that are less directly aligned. For example, in the Numeracy Development Projects in New Zealand\(^6\), a number framework with stages was developed and then used both for focusing teaching and measuring progress. We do not have a problem with this. The point we make is that, in such circumstances, a larger effect size is to be expected than would be the case if a more general assessment tool, less closely tied to teaching progressions, was used. Indeed, a smaller effect size was obtained when a comparative measure involving TIMSS\(^7\) items was employed.

A related alignment issue needs to be considered when using standardised tests. In the United States, for example, much has been made of the narrowing of the curriculum in many state tests\(^8\). Several of the studies we analysed used these tests but noted they did not assess the depth and sophistication of knowledge promoted through the professional development\(^9\). Standardised tests should not, however, be equated with a narrow curriculum because many standardised tests measure both deep and surface knowledge\(^10\).

Other measurement issues relate to the domain measured. Several of the mathematical studies, in particular, showed higher effects for problem-solving and conceptual understanding than for computation. Given that the focus of the professional development was on these former qualities, this does not present a problem. What is a problem is that in several of these studies, students’ attitudes towards mathematics declined. Which of these outcomes matters?

Effect sizes for populations with special educational needs were very high in several instances. This could be accounted for partly by the very low starting points of these students (which meant that they had more scope for improvement) and partly by regression to the mean. We have not attempted to determine which of these biases were operating but have reported the effect sizes, and, where there was a very low pre-test score, have noted this so that readers can interpret the results for themselves. Other measurement issues arise in relation to the number of teachers and students involved. It is easier to obtain a large effect size when a small number
of teachers are involved in an intensive intervention than when an intervention applies to tens of thousands of students. This is because it is easier to have an impact on a small than a large group and because sample size can impact on variability. Because of this, we have reported the number of students involved, if known.

For these reasons, we took a relatively conservative but flexible approach when interpreting effect sizes, considering them indicative only. As a general and flexible rule of thumb, an effect size between 0 and 0.20 was considered to represent no-to-weak impact; between 0.20 and 0.40, a small but educationally significant impact; between 0.40 and 0.60, a medium, educationally significant impact; and greater than 0.60, a large, educationally significant impact.

5.1.2 An overview of studies with student outcomes and effect sizes

Among the 97 studies selected for analysis, there were 72 studies (16 New Zealand and 56 international) that reported sufficient statistical data for student outcomes to be calculated in terms of effect sizes. The right-hand column in the table provides information about the control/comparison groups that involved between-group comparisons.

In order to assist the reader to interpret the tables, we list the rules used to categorise studies:

1. Grades K–6 are classified as primary; grades 7–8, intermediate; grades 9+, secondary. Where a majority of grades are of one type (grades 6–8) the study is classified according to the majority. Studies across years 1–8 are classified as primary; those across K–12 as ‘all’.

2. All numeracy outcomes are classified as mathematics outcomes.

3. When the number of classes or teachers is reported but not the number of students, study size is estimated by multiplying the number of teachers or classes by 25.

4. All instruments developed by researchers or which required a judgment to be made are classified as researcher/judgment. Those that are published, standardised, objectively scored assessments are objective, standardised. Instruments that involve judgment against published rules are classified as researcher/judgment (e.g. Clay 1993 Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement, NumPA diagnostic survey, running record).

Table 5.1. A list of studies with effect sizes (ES) of student outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Student outcomes</th>
<th>ES (over baseline)</th>
<th>ES (over control/comparison groups)</th>
<th>Design characteristics of studies using control/comparison groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Studies from New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. (Absolum 2004a; Absolum 2004b)</td>
<td>Reading (Years: not known) NZ</td>
<td>0.61 (n = 756), as measured by Running Record</td>
<td>0.54 (n = 756), as measured by asTTle. We have been unable to validate these effect sizes independently because necessary data were not reported.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Student outcomes</td>
<td>ES (over baseline)</td>
<td>ES (over control/comparison groups)</td>
<td>Design characteristics of studies using control/comparison groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. (Alton-Lee, McBride, et al. 1997)12</td>
<td>Self-esteem (Years 7–8) NZ</td>
<td>Girls: 0.64; Boys: 0.42; (became comparable) All: 0.53 (n = 60), as measured by the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (CSEI). Duration: 3 months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. (Anand &amp; Bennie 2005)13</td>
<td>Literacy/Language Skills (Early primary) NZ</td>
<td>Overall (successful over unsuccessful) 2003: 2.96 (n = 10,875), as measured by a combined score of three tests: the Reading Recovery Instructional Text Level, the Burt Word Reading Test, and the Writing Vocabulary. Duration: 1 year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. (Bishop et al. 2005; 2006)14</td>
<td>Essential Skills –Information Skills (Years 9–10 Māori) NZ</td>
<td>Māori students in Te Kotahitanga: 0.42 (2004 data) (n = 319) 0.31 (2005 data) (n = 760), as measured by ESA. Duration: 1 year (04–05)</td>
<td>Compared with Māori students in non-Te Kotahitanga: 0.52 (n = 403), as measured by asTTle. Duration: 1 year (04–05)</td>
<td>Experimental group: Māori students with teachers involved with Te Kotahitanga = 236; control group: Māori students with teachers not involved = 167, and asTTle national norms data. Samples compared within schools. Teachers volunteered, and asTTle school results for control samples were made available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. (Davis 2006)15</td>
<td>Reading (Years 5–9) NZ</td>
<td>0.31 (n = 1,158), as measured by STAR, a standardised norm-referenced test. Duration: 1 year (2003)</td>
<td>0.08 (n = 11,164), as measured by STAR, a standardised norm-referenced test.</td>
<td>Experimental group: 146 students; control group: 1018 students. Comparisons made between schools. Staff were asked to volunteer. Lead teachers were identified by principals and/or peers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. (English & Bareta 2005)\(^6\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reading (Years 3–7) NZ</th>
<th>(2005 over 2004)</th>
<th>0.87 (n = 3,787), as measured by STAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lowest 20% 1.97 (n = 845)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maori students 0.93 (n = 890)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration: 2 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writing (Years 3–7) NZ</th>
<th>(2005 over 2004 – moderated sample)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 4: 1.29 (n = 347)</td>
<td>Year 5: 1.22 (n = 332)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 6: 1.34 (n = 135)</td>
<td>Year 7: 1.27 (n = 264)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: 1.27 (n = 1064)</td>
<td>Lowest 20% 2.05 (n = 212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maori students 1.16 (n = 189)</td>
<td>as measured by asTTle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. (Fung, 2006)\(^7\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>1.04 (n = 116), as measured by a researcher-developed test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration: 4–10 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>1.61 (n = 116), as measured by a researcher-developed test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration: 4–10 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>1.13 (n = 91), as measured by a researcher-developed test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration: 4–10 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. (McDowall, Boyd, et al. 2005)\(^8\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literacy/Language skills</th>
<th>3.73 (n = 7271), as measured by a standardised test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration: 1 year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. (McNaughton, Lal, et al. 2004)\(^9\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reading (Years 4–8) NZ</th>
<th>Year 4: 0.23 (n = 205)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 5: 0.38 (n = 208)</td>
<td>Year 6: 0.24 (n = 265)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 7: 0.40 (n = 267)</td>
<td>Year 8: 0.45 (n = 271)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: 0.34 (n = 1,216)</td>
<td>as measured by STAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration: 2 school years (2003–04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Student outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. (Phillips, McNaughton, et al. 2001)</td>
<td>Literacy (Years 0–1) NZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. (Parr, Timperley, et al. 2006)</td>
<td>Writing (Years 4–8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. (Thomas &amp; Tagg 2005)</td>
<td>Math (Years 4–6, particularly Māori) NZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. (Timperley and Phillips 2003)</td>
<td>Reading (Years 0–1) NZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. (Timperley 2005a)</td>
<td>Reading (Years 1–2) NZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Outcome (Years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. (Timperley, Bertanees, et al. 2006)</td>
<td>Writing (Elementary) NZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. (Young-Loveridge in Higgins et al. 2005)</td>
<td>Math (Years 0–8) NZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Studies from the UK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Outcome (Years)</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17. (Adey 2004)</td>
<td>Cognitive Development (Secondary)</td>
<td>0.64 (n = not known), as measured by the Chelsea Survey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. (Earl, Watson, et al. 2003)</td>
<td>Reading (11-year-olds to achieve Level 4 at Key Stage 2) UK</td>
<td>0.18 (2002 over 1998), as measured by the Key Stage national assessments (n = national 11-year-old student population)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Writing (11-year-olds to achieve Level 4 at Key Stage 2) UK</td>
<td>0.14 (2002 over 1998), as measured by the Key Stage national assessment (n = national 11-year-old student population)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math (11-year-olds to achieve Level 4 at Key Stage 2) UK</td>
<td>0.09 (2002 over 1999) (n = 10 schools, ranged in size from 115 to 475 11-year-old students)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Student outcomes</td>
<td>ES (over baseline)</td>
<td>ES (over control/comparison groups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. (Rubie-Davies, Baines, et al. 2005)</td>
<td>Participation &amp; Engagement in Classroom Discussions (Key Stages 1–3) UK</td>
<td>0.21 (n = 60), as measured by a researcher-developed instrument</td>
<td>Experimental group: 7 schools, 10 classes, 31 groups of up to 4 students; control group: 7 schools, 12 classes, 29 groups of up to four students. Comparisons made between groups of students. Permission required from students for filming. Some groups were removed due to technical difficulties or adult-dominated group discussions. Students were unaware of when they were being filmed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. (Shayer 1999)</td>
<td>Cognitive Development (Secondary)</td>
<td>0.85 (n = 63 classes in 8 schools), as measured by the Chelsea Survey</td>
<td>Duration: 2 years (1991–93)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. Studies from the US

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Student outcomes</th>
<th>ES (over baseline)</th>
<th>ES (over control/comparison groups)</th>
<th>Design characteristics of studies using control/comparison groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21. (Appalachia Educational Lab 1994)</td>
<td>Higher cognitive level reflected in classroom discussions (Secondary)</td>
<td>0.17 (n = 95 classes), as measured by a researcher-developed instrument</td>
<td>Three conditions were developed. No 'no treatment' control was included. Condition A: 37; condition B: 28; condition C: 30. Randomised, pre–post, comparison group design. Teachers either volunteered or taught in a district where participation was mandatory. Some incentives were provided depending on the district. Volunteers were given a choice of treatments. Schools were randomly assigned to a treatment, then 50 teachers from each treatment were randomly selected for further analysis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Experimental Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. (Baker and Smith 1999)</td>
<td>Phonemic Awareness Skills (K)</td>
<td>0.81 (n = 40)</td>
<td>0.29 (n = 227), 0.55 (n = 227), as measured by a standardised test, the Yopp-Singer Test</td>
<td>Experimental groups: 53 students, 48 students; control group: 56 students, 30 students. The two experimental groups were from the entire population of the same kindergarten for two different years. The first control group was from the same kindergarten before the project began. The second control group was randomly selected from another kindergarten and considered to be the ‘benchmark standard’ due to a perceived high standard of teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. (Bianchini 1997)</td>
<td>Science (Grade 6) US</td>
<td>1.06 (n = 80) (Duration: 4 months), as measured by a researcher-developed test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. (Bond et al. 2000)</td>
<td>Depth of understanding evident in student work samples</td>
<td>0.96 (n = 36 teachers), as measured by researcher-developed protocols tied to unit of instruction. Work samples assessed according to SOLO taxonomy</td>
<td>Experimental group: 19 certified teachers by National Board for Professional Teaching Standards; control group: 17 unsuccessful applicant teachers (10 teachers did not supply student work samples – unclear if from experimental or control groups). Both groups volunteered.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>0.13 (n = 55 teachers), as measured by a researcher-developed test</td>
<td>Experimental group: 29 certified teachers by National Board for Professional Teaching Standards; control group: 26 unsuccessful applicant teachers (10 teachers did not supply student writing samples – unclear if from experimental or control groups). Both groups volunteered.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Student outcomes</td>
<td>ES (over baseline)</td>
<td>ES (over control/comparison groups)</td>
<td>Design characteristics of studies using control/comparison groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. (Borman, Slavin, et al. 2005)</td>
<td>Success for All Literacy/Language (K–2) US</td>
<td>0.18 (n = 41 schools), as measured by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test at pre-test and the Woodcock Reading Mastery at post-test. Duration: 2 years (01-03)</td>
<td>Experimental group: 2,260 students (21 schools); control group: 2,254 students (20 schools) Schools were randomly assigned to experimental or control conditions. Schools were recruited using financial incentives, then when a larger sample was needed, all participating schools would receive part of the programme (at a particular grade level) at no cost. 80% majority vote by faculty of schools was required for participation. Schools with grades not in the programme were used as controls for schools with those grades as part of the programme, and vice versa. Comparisons made between schools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. (Borman, Slavin, et al. 2005)</td>
<td>Direct Instruction Reading (Primary) US</td>
<td>0.21 (an effect size derived from a meta-analysis of 182 observations)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. (Borman, Slavin, et al. 2005)</td>
<td>School Development Program Reading (Primary) US</td>
<td>0.15 (an effect size derived from a meta-analysis of 25 observations)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. (Cardelle-Elawar 1995)</td>
<td>Math (Grades 3–8)</td>
<td>4.63 (n = 469), as measured by a researcher-developed test (high ES possible because scores on pre-test between 0–3)</td>
<td>Experimental group: 297 students; control group: 172 students. Sample included all data from 18 classes in grades 3–8 at one elementary school and one junior high school. Comparisons made between classes within schools. Students were randomly assigned to classes at the beginning of the year. 12 classes were randomly assigned to the experimental group. Teachers who chose to participate received one unit of university credit. Control group offered training after experiment was finished.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attitudes toward Math (Grades 3–8)</td>
<td>4.27 (n = 469), as measured by Aiken’s (1974) attitudes toward mathematics scales (high ES possible because scores on pre-test very low)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Grade/Subject</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Control Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. (Carpenter, Fennema et al. 1989)</td>
<td>Math (Grade 1) US</td>
<td>With computation: 0.59; problem solving: 0.41 as measured by ITBS-Levels 6 &amp; 7 as well as strategies used for problem solving: 0.76, overall: 0.59 (n = 40), as measured by a researcher-developed test.</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Experimental group: 20 teachers; control group: 20 teachers. Comparisons made between classes. Teachers assigned randomly by school to treatment conditions. 12 students selected randomly from each class to serve as experimental subjects. Teachers were volunteers and received $100 for each year of the study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. (Caulfield-Sloan &amp; Ruzicka 2005)</td>
<td>Science (Grade 3) US</td>
<td>1.27 (n = 120), as measured by a researcher-developed test</td>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental group: 60 students; control group: 60 students. Comparisons made between classes. Teachers were placed in experimental or control groups after being matched on their background and teaching experience. Five student responses randomly chosen from each teacher group. These students were then matched on IQ, academic performance, and whether they qualified for a free or reduced-cost lunch. All teachers were offered training after the experiment had finished. Two teachers were dropped from the experimental group as they did not use the training in their teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. (Cobb, Wood, et al. 1991)</td>
<td>Math (Grade 2)</td>
<td>Computation: –0.01 Concepts &amp; applications: 0.3 Overall: 0.15 as measured by ISTEP, a standard norm-reference test Computation: –0.06 Conceptual understanding: 1.04 Overall: 0.49 (n = 338), as measured by a researcher-developed test</td>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental group: 187 students (10 classes); control group: 151 students (8 classes). Experimental and control classrooms in same school, spread over three different schools. Ratio: 5:2, 3:2, 2:4. Project teachers volunteered. Unclear about control teachers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Teacher Professional Learning and Development Best Evidence Synthesis Iteration**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Student outcomes</th>
<th>ES (over baseline)</th>
<th>ES (over control/comparison groups)</th>
<th>Design characteristics of studies using control/comparison groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32. (Confrey, Castro-Filho, et al. 2000)40</td>
<td>Academic Skills (High school-inner city) US</td>
<td>0.22 (n = 1,650 – one school), as measured by TAAS test. Duration: 3 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math-Algebra (High school-inner city) US</td>
<td>0.34 (n = 1,650 – one school), as measured by Algebra I EOC. Duration: 1 year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. (Curriculum Research and Development Group. University of Hawaii 2002)41</td>
<td>Science (Secondary)</td>
<td>2.85 (n = 128), as measured by the CTBS Science Level H Form U, a standardised instrument</td>
<td>Experimental group: 66 students; control group: 62 students. Students were randomly selected from 25 experimental classes and 25 control classes. Equivalency of the samples was established on the basis of standardised student achievement scores.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. (Datnow, Borman, et al. 2003)42</td>
<td>Reading for LEP (Elementary) US</td>
<td>0.62 (n = 867)</td>
<td>0.33 (n = 1547, in 26 schools), as measured by researcher-developed tests Duration: 4 years</td>
<td>Experimental group: 867 students (13 schools); control group: 680 students (13 schools) Schools were chosen according to whether they were perceived to be exemplary in their implementation efforts. Lowest performing schools were excluded. Participating schools varied in student demographics. 13 matched (by student demographics) comparison schools chosen for control group. All schools considered to be representative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math (for LEP) (Elementary) US</td>
<td>0.37 (n = 867)</td>
<td>0.11 (n = 1547, in 26 schools), as measured by researcher-developed tests Duration: 4 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. (Dubner, Samuel, et al. 2005)43</td>
<td>Science (High school)</td>
<td>0.19 (n = 3,481), as measured by Regents Science Exam Pass Rates</td>
<td>0.16 (n = 17,151), as measured by Regents Science Exam Pass Rates</td>
<td>Experimental group: 3481 students; control group: 13,670 students. Comparisons were made between classes. Teachers were volunteers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. (Fishman, Marx, et al. 2003)44</td>
<td>Science (Grades 6–8) US</td>
<td>0.73 (n = 2,925), as measured by a researcher-developed test Duration: 1 year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. (Flay &amp; Allred 2003)</td>
<td><strong>Reading (Elementary, and Secondary)</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.11 (n = 93 schools), as measured by the Florida Reading Test</strong></td>
<td>Experimental groups: group 1 = 45 schools, group 2 = 20 schools, matched sets – 12 of each (24 total); control groups: 28 schools, matched sets – 12 schools. Comparisons were made between schools; schools were matched for student socio-economic status, student turnover, and similar ethnic distributions. Matched sets were groups of three schools. School-level archival data was used.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aptitude</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.64 (n = 93 schools), as measured by FCAT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behavioural improvement</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.08 (n = 93 schools), as recorded by disciplinary referrals. Duration: 4–9 years</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>38. (Goldenberg &amp; Sullivan 1994)</th>
<th><strong>Reading (Grades 1–3: L2-English)</strong> US</th>
<th><strong>0.24, as measured by CAP. Duration: 1 year (1992–93) (n = 800 – total number of students in one district of LA)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Writing (Grades 1–3: L2-English)</strong> US</td>
<td><strong>0.16, as measured by CLAS. Duration: 1 year (1992–93) (n = 800 – total number of students in one district of LA)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading (Grades 1–3: L1-Spanish)</strong> US</td>
<td><strong>0.27, as measured by SABE. Duration: 1 year (1992–93) (n = 800 – total number of students in a district of LA)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>39. (Gottfredson, Marciniak, et al. 1995)</th>
<th><strong>Reading (Grades 1–5)</strong></th>
<th><strong>0.07 (n = 635), as measured by BSAP, standardised tests</strong></th>
<th>Three schools used. Experimental school A: 306 students; control school A: 329 students; control school B: 250 students. Comparison school B selected because of similarity to experimental school A. School B students selected were a stratified (by grade level) random sample. Comparisons made between schools and within school. Teachers were volunteers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Math (Grades 1–5)</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.10 (n = 635), as measured by standardised tests</strong></td>
<td><strong>–0.01 (n = 556), as measured by BSAP, standardised tests</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Student outcomes</td>
<td>ES (over baseline)</td>
<td>ES (over control/comparison groups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 40. (Hamilton & Gingiss 1993)

| Academic Self-Concept (Grade 5) | 0.04 (n = 122), as measured by standardised tests | 0.09 (n = 166), as measured by a researcher-developed academic self-concept scale | 5th graders only used for this analysis |
| Attachment to School (Grade 5) | 0.34 (n = 117), as measured by standardised tests | –0.11 (n = 163), as measured by a researcher-developed scale | |
| 41. (Hirshman 1996)

| Attitudes toward sexuality education (Grade 6) US | 0.33 (n = 788), as measured by a researcher-developed attitude scale | Experimental group: 21 schools, 35 teachers, 788 students. Most influential teachers compared with least influential teachers within same schools. Teachers either volunteered or were asked to participate. |
| Reading (Grades 2–5) US | 0.38 (n = 1,167), as measured in terms of NCEs. Duration: 3 years (1987–90) | |
| Maths (Grades 2–5) US | 0.52 (n = 1,167), as measured in terms of NCEs. Duration: 3 years (1987–90) | |
| 42. (Huffman, Goldberg, et al. 2003)

<p>| Physics (High school) US | 0.47 (experienced over beginning) (n = 288) 0.70 (beginning over control) (n = 194) 1.08 (experienced over control) (n = 250) as measured by the Force Concept Inventory Test | Experimental groups: group 1 (experienced) = 9 classes, 4 teachers, 172 students; group 2 (beginning) = 8 classes, 4 teachers, 116 students; control group: 6 classes, 5 teachers, 78 students. Comparisons made within and between schools. Comparison teachers matched to experimental group 2 teachers according to teaching experience and characteristics of students in their classes. Possible effect with class sizes and number of teachers: most teachers had 2 or more classes in the experimental group but control teachers only had 1 or 2 classes each. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Experimental Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43. (Kahle, Meece, et al. 2000)</td>
<td>Science (Grades 6–8)</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>researcher-developed test</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>8 teachers; control group: 10 teachers. Schools chosen randomly but had to have at least one SSI (Statewide Systemic Initiative) trained teacher. Then a sub-sample was chosen on the basis that they had at least 30% minority group students enrolled. SSI-trained teachers were randomly selected then matched with the non-SSI-trained teachers from the same school. Control teachers were volunteers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. (Klingner, Vaughn, et al. 2004)</td>
<td>Reading (Grade 4, particularly students with learning disabilities)</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>Gates-MacGinitie Level 4</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>113 students; control group: 98 students. Teachers were matched on years of teaching and education as well as student demographics. Comparisons made between classes. Permission was asked of students to participate, and 69% agreed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. (Maheady &amp; Harper 1991)</td>
<td>Spelling (Grades 4–5)</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>weekly spelling tests</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. (Mason &amp; Good 1993)</td>
<td>Math (Grades 4–6)</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>1,198</td>
<td>standardised tests of ITBS and the MMAT</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Experimental groups: 486 students, 25 teachers, 712 students, 30 teachers; control group: 538 students, 24 teachers. 9 schools were chosen based on mean aptitude and maths scores from the previous year. Schools were matched and then randomly assigned to treatment conditions. 98% of teachers participated by consenting to classroom observation. All groups of students were comparable. Comparisons were made between classes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Student outcomes</td>
<td>ES (over baseline)</td>
<td>ES (over control/ comparison groups)</td>
<td>Design characteristics of studies using control/ comparison groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. (McKenzie, Sallis, et al. 1993)</td>
<td>Quantity &amp; Quality of Physical Ed Activities (Grade 4) US</td>
<td>1.22 (n = 26 classes), as measured by a researcher-developed instrument</td>
<td>Two experimental groups: group 1 = 10 classes, group 2 = 8 classes; control group: 8 classes. 7 out of 12 schools from a single district were used. Schools were matched for size and ethnic make-up, then randomly assigned to one of three groups. Comparisons made between classes. School administrators volunteered.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. (Metcalf, Vontz, et al. 2000)</td>
<td>Civic Knowledge (Adolescent students) US, Latvia, &amp; Lithuania</td>
<td>1.0 (n = 1,412), as measured by CDI</td>
<td>Experimental group: 51 classes, 712 students; control group: 51 classes, 700 students. Individual student data aggregated by class. Comparison and treatment classes were comparable.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49. (Montes 2002)</td>
<td>Reading (Grades 6–8 – a high % of at-risk and ELL students) US</td>
<td>All: 0.05 (n = 1,350) English Language Learners: 0.19 (n = 277) At-risk: 0.05 (n = 1,073) as measured by the Reading Texas Learning Index</td>
<td>Experimental groups: 177 ELL students, 637 at-risk students, 126 ELL and at-risk students; Control groups: 100 ELL students, 436 at-risk students, 85 ELL and at-risk students. Comparisons made between classes. Programme and non-programme groups of students were similar.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maths (Grades 6–8 – high % of at-risk &amp; ELL students) US</td>
<td>All: 0.06 (n = 1,350) English Language Learners: 0.18 (n = 277) At-risk: 0.05 (n = 1,073) as measured by the Mathematics Texas Learning Index</td>
<td>Duration: I year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. (Mucherah, Lapsley, et al. 2004)</td>
<td>Sociomoral Climate in Elementary School Classrooms (Grades 4–5) US</td>
<td>0.32 (n = 67), as measured by a researcher-developed test. Duration: 10 weeks</td>
<td>Experimental group: 46 students; control group: 21 students. Comparisons made between classes. Classes randomly assigned to treatment and control groups. Permission slips were required from students.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Assessment Area</td>
<td>Grade Range</td>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>(Palincsar, Magnusson, et al. 2001) 59</td>
<td>Science – Conceptual Understanding</td>
<td>Grades 4–5</td>
<td>Normally achieving: 0.49 (n = 60) Low-achieving: 0.66 (n = 31) With learning disabilities and emotional impairment: 0.62 (n = 19), as measured by a researcher-developed test</td>
<td></td>
<td>Duration: 1 Year (1998–99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>(Parke &amp; Coble 1997) 60</td>
<td>Attitudes toward Science (Grades 6–8)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.59 (n = 325), as measured by a researcher-developed scale</td>
<td></td>
<td>Duration: 1 Year (1998–99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>(Phillips 2003) 61</td>
<td>Academic Skills (Grades 6–8) US</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.93 (n = 1,425), as measured by TAAS. Duration: 3 years (2000–02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>(Pritchard 1987) 62</td>
<td>Writing (High school) (US)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Junior High: 0.72 (n = 157); Senior High: 0.06 (n = 236); Overall: 0.39 (n = 393), as measured by researcher-developed tests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>(Raghavan, Cohen-Regev, et al. 2001) 63</td>
<td>Science (Grade 5) US</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.19 (over national norm) (n = 3,123), as measured by items related to the TIMSS 0.28 (over international norm) (n = 3,123), as measured by items related to the TIMSS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Duration: 1 Year (1998–99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Student outcomes</td>
<td>ES (over baseline)</td>
<td>ES (over control/comparison groups)</td>
<td>Design characteristics of studies using control/comparison groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56. (Saxe, Gearhart, et al. 2001)</td>
<td>Math (Grades 4–5) US</td>
<td>Conceptual Understanding: 1.63, Computation: –1.01, Overall: 0.31 (n = 23 classes), as measured by researcher-developed tests</td>
<td>Two experimental groups: 9 teachers, 8 teachers; control group: 6 teachers. Sample drawn within a 40 mile radius across UCLA. Data analysed between groups and within groups. Sample teachers were assigned to a group according to specific criteria. Then experimental subjects were stratified and randomised into two groups. These two groups were then matched for the extent of their participation in recent mathematics reform workshops. All subjects were volunteers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57. (Schacter &amp; Thum 2005)</td>
<td>Total Achievement in Reading, Math &amp; Language (K–6) US</td>
<td>0.35 (n = 3,123) in 2000–01, 0.41 (n = 2,649) in 2001–02 as measured by Stanford 9th Edition Achievement Tests (Grades 2–6). Duration: 1 year</td>
<td>Experimental group: 1,114 students in 2000–01, 1,277 in 2001–02; Control group: 2,009 in 2000–01, 1,372 in 2001–02. Achievement data were matched. Comparisons made between schools. Comparison schools chosen based on similarities to experimental schools.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58. (Schober 1984)</td>
<td>Economics (Secondary)</td>
<td>0.68 (n = 642), as measured by a standardised test of economic literacy</td>
<td>Two experimental groups: 7 economics teachers, 143 non-economics teachers (219 students overall); two control groups: 13 economics teachers, 84 non-economics teachers (423 students overall). Control groups were stratified and randomised; they were drawn randomly from all non-participant economics teachers and all non-participant non-economics teachers. Treatment groups were the entire population of participants. In-service workshops (7) were assumed to be similar. Each teacher selected their ‘best’ class for analysis.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attitudes toward Economics (Secondary)</td>
<td>0.12 (n = 642), as measured by a standardised survey scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Subject (Grades)</td>
<td>Reading (Grades 1–6)</td>
<td>Math (Grades 1–6)</td>
<td>Math (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Perceived math ability (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Reading (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59. (Stallings &amp; Krasavage 1986)</td>
<td>Reading (Grades 1–6)</td>
<td>0.09 (n = 102), as measured by the Stanford Achievement Test, and the California Achievement Test</td>
<td>0.11 (n = 102), as measured by the Stanford Achievement Test, and the California Achievement Test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math (Grades 1–6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60. (Stevens &amp; Slavin 1995)</td>
<td>Math (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Regular Students: 0.20 &lt;br&gt; Sp Ed Students: 0.47 &lt;br&gt; Gifted Students: 0.39 &lt;br&gt; (n = 873), as measured by the California Achievement Test</td>
<td>Experimental group: 411 students; control group: 462 students. Duration: 2 years. &lt;br&gt; 21 classes (2 schools) were matched by achievement scores, ethnicity, and socio-economic background with 24 classes (3 schools). &lt;br&gt; 75% of faculty in each school needed to agree to participate in order for the school to be a participant. Comparison schools did not need to volunteer; however, schools that were approached to participate but did not volunteer were not used as comparison schools.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Attitudes toward Math (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Perceived math ability (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Reading (Grades 2–6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attitudes toward Math (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Regular Students: 0.09 &lt;br&gt; Sp Ed Students: –0.02 &lt;br&gt; Gifted Students: 0.03 &lt;br&gt; (n = 873), as measured by a researcher-developed scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Regular Students: 0.25 &lt;br&gt; Sp Ed Students: 0.81 &lt;br&gt; Gifted Students: 0.67 &lt;br&gt; (n = 873), as measured by the California Achievement Test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Student outcomes</td>
<td>ES (over baseline)</td>
<td>ES (over control/comparison groups)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes toward Reading (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Regular Students: −0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sp Ed Students: −0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gifted Students: 0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 873), as measured by a researcher-developed scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Reading Ability (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Regular Students: 0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sp Ed Students: 0.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gifted Students: 0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 873), as measured by a researcher-developed scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Skills (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Regular Students: 0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sp Ed Students: 0.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gifted Students: 0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 1,012), as measured by the California Achievement Test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes toward Language Skills (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Regular Students: 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sp Ed Students: 0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gifted Students: 0.48</td>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 873), as measured by a researcher-developed scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Language Ability (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Regular Students: 0.26</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sp Ed Students: 0.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gifted Students: 0.68</td>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 873), as measured by a researcher-developed scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Relations (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>Regular Students: 0.42</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sp Ed Students: 0.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gifted Students: 0.46</td>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 873), as measured by a researcher-developed scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61. (Taylor, Pearson, et al. 2005)</td>
<td>Oral Reading Fluency (Grades 2–5)</td>
<td>0.37 (n = 733),</td>
<td>as measured by a standardised test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading (Grades 2–5)</td>
<td>0.05 (n = 723)</td>
<td>as measured by a standardised test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Writing (Grades 2–5)</td>
<td>0.30 (n = 607)</td>
<td>as measured by a standardised test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62. (Vandevoort, Amrein-Beardsely, et al. 2004)</td>
<td>Reading (Grades 3–6) US</td>
<td>0.14 ( (n = 243,792) ), as measured by SAT-9. Duration: 4 years (1999–2003)</td>
<td>Experimental group: 1,680 students from early and middle childhood teachers certified by control group: 242,112 elementary students in Arizona. Experimental group volunteered, not the control group. All districts were offered money for cooperation. One accepted but did not cooperate (refused to reveal their SAT scores). Gain scores used.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math (Grades 3–6) US</td>
<td>0.15 ( (n = 251,859) ), as measured by SAT-9. Duration: 4 years (1999–2003)</td>
<td>Experimental group: 1,719 students of early and middle childhood teachers certified by National Board for Professional Teaching Standards; control group: 250,140 students of unsuccessful applicant teachers. Both groups volunteered. All districts were offered money for cooperation. One accepted but did not cooperate (refused to reveal their SAT scores). Experimental group numbers much smaller than control group numbers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy/Language (Grades 3–6) US</td>
<td>0.09 ( (n = 250,605) ), as measured by SAT-9. Duration: 4 years (1999–2003)</td>
<td>Experimental group: 1,729 students of early and middle childhood teachers certified by National Board for Professional Teaching Standards; control group: 248,876 students of unsuccessful applicant teachers. Both groups volunteered. All districts were offered money for cooperation. One accepted but did not cooperate (refused to reveal their SAT scores). Experimental group numbers much smaller than control group numbers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Student outcomes</td>
<td>ES (over baseline)</td>
<td>ES (over control/comparison groups)</td>
<td>Design characteristics of studies using control/comparison groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63. (Villar &amp; Strong 2005)</td>
<td>Reading (Grades 2–6)</td>
<td>0.26 (n = 2,421), as measured by SAT-9. Duration: 1 year (2001–02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64. (Wilson, Darling-Hammond, et al. 2001)</td>
<td>Math (Grades 4, 6, &amp; 8) US</td>
<td>4th Grade: 0.16 6th Grade: 0.16 8th Grade: 0.21 Overall: 0.18 as measured by the growth on the Connecticut Academic Performance tests. (n = 389,325 – the total number of students in Connecticut) Duration: 6 years (1993–98)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65. (Wood and Sellers 1996)</td>
<td>Math (Grade 3) Computation: 1.49 Concepts &amp; Applications: 0.46 Overall: 0.98 (n = 382), as measured by ISTEP, a standardised, norm-referenced test</td>
<td>Computation: 0.45 Conceptual Understanding: 5.1 Overall: 2.78 (n = 382), as measured by a researcher-developed test. (Note: high ES possible because scores on pre-test very low)</td>
<td>Two experimental groups (different conditions): 119 students (6 classes); 129 students (6 classes); one control group: 134 students (7 classes). Teachers volunteered. Three of the participating schools contained both experimental groups in the same school. Two other schools only contained classes from the other control group. Comparisons made between classes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading (Grades 4, 6, &amp; 8)</td>
<td>4th Grade: 0.20 6th Grade: 0.17 8th Grade: 0.16 Overall: 0.18 (n = 389,325 – the total number of students in Connecticut), as measured by the growth on the Connecticut Academic Performance tests. Duration: 6 years (1993–98)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### IV. Studies from other countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Reference</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66. (Anderson 1992)</td>
<td>Active Reading &amp; Intentional Learning (Grades 6–11 delayed readers)</td>
<td>-0.73 (n = 248)</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Attitudes toward Math (Grade 3)</td>
<td>as measured by a personal-goals-and-beliefs scale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67. (Angrist &amp; Lavy 2001)</td>
<td>Reading (L1-Hebrew) (Grade 4)</td>
<td>2.09 (n = 16 classes), as measured by a researcher-developed instrument</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Math (Grade 4)</td>
<td>Experimental group: 9 teachers (+ 7 support teachers); control group: 7 teachers. 83 students in total. Teachers randomly assigned to experimental and control groups. All teachers volunteered and control teachers were offered training after experimental period was finished.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68. (Ross 1994)</td>
<td>Attitudes toward Help Seeking (Grades 7–9)</td>
<td>0.25 (n = 4,837), as measured by a state test</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Math (Grade 4)</td>
<td>0.26 (n = 5,073), as measured by a state test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69. (Ross, Roleiser, et al. 1999)</td>
<td>Attitudes toward Peer &amp; Self-evaluation (Grades 1–7)</td>
<td>0.59 (n = 1,228), as measured by Newman (1990) attitude scale. Duration: 6 months between pre- &amp; post-test</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Attitudes toward Help Giving (Grades 7–9)</td>
<td>0.26 (n = 1,228), as measured by Newman (1990) attitude scale. Duration: 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70. Rowe et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.31 (n = 10,126), as measured by a standardised test</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>Experimental group: 34 schools, 889 students; control group: 23 schools, 705 students. Student samples were matched.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
71. (Van der Sijde 1989)  
Math (Grade 8)  
The Netherlands  
0.09 (n = 33 classes), as measured by CITO  
Classes broken up into conditions 1–4.  
Condition 1: 13 classes;  
condition 2: 8 classes;  
condition 3: 6 classes;  
condition 4 (control group): 6 classes (with one dropped).  
Comparisons made between schools.  
Schools (with the participating teachers) were randomly assigned to a condition. Teachers were volunteers.

72. (Veenman, Denessen, et al. 2005)  
Math (6th Grade)  
The Netherlands  
0.37 (n = 33 classes), as measured by a standardised test  
Experimental group: 15 teachers, 24 students from 4 primary schools;  
control groups: 2 teachers, 12 students from 2 primary schools;  
1 teacher, 12 students from 1 primary school.  
Comparisons made between groups of dyads (two-pupil groups).  
Students were stratified (mathematics ability) then randomly selected from each group.  
Students were paired with differing abilities within each pairing.  
Teachers then excluded inappropriate pairings.  
Participation was voluntary.

73. (High-level Elaboration 6th Grade)  
The Netherlands  
1.12 (n = 48), as measured by a researcher-developed instrument  
Experimental group: 15 teachers, 24 students from 4 primary schools;  
control groups: 2 teachers, 12 students from 2 primary schools;  
1 teacher, 12 students from 1 primary school.  
Comparisons made between groups of dyads (two-pupil groups).  
Students were stratified (mathematics ability) then randomly selected from each group.  
Students were paired with differing abilities within each pairing.  
Teachers then excluded inappropriate pairings.  
Participation was voluntary.

5.2 Summary of findings
The detailed data in Table 5.1 have been averaged in two different ways in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 to provide a reference for interpreting the individual studies. Table 5.2 provides an average effect per study for a particular kind of outcome. For example, all reading effects for one study are combined. In this way each study contributes the same number of effects to each kind of outcome regardless of the number of effects reported. One hundred and fourteen effects were used in this table. The means presented are means of means and so must be interpreted with caution. Table 5.3, on the other hand, provides an average for all effects reported. Two hundred and twenty-seven effects were used in this table.

Where the univariate analysis of variance detected a mean score by category, the F, p, and eta² values are indicated. If not statistically significant, ‘ns’ was entered. Eta² indicates the proportion of variance in the effect size explained by the categories; the larger this value, the more the categories explain the effect size. Predictably, the values in Table 5.3 more often reached acceptable levels of significance because of the greater number of effects included in the calculations.

On a cautionary note, the purpose for presenting these tables is to provide a guide for the interpretation of individual studies. Our analyses have not conformed to the requirements of a meta-analysis and these tables are not intended to represent effect sizes that can be expected in specific instances or in general from professional learning and development interventions.
Table 5.2. The range and mean effect sizes of student outcomes averaged for each study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Effects per Study</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>seM</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>−0.73</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes toward Subject</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>−0.73</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literacy/Language Skills</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Academic Skills</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Processing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Outcomes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Personal Outcomes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Class of outcome</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>−0.73</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade level groupings</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>−0.73</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>−0.73</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other country</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Number of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>seM</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–999</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Type of control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>seM</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Type of instrumentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrumentation</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>eta²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### All Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Effects</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>seM</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>F = 3.30; p = .001; eta² = .13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literacy/Language Skills</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes toward Subject</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Academic Skills</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Outcomes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Processing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Personal Outcomes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of outcome</td>
<td>F = 3.25; p = .041; eta² = .03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3. The range and mean effect sizes for all effects
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade level groupings</th>
<th>172</th>
<th>0.61</th>
<th>0.07</th>
<th>0.28</th>
<th>0.34</th>
<th>0.90</th>
<th>-1.01</th>
<th>5.31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Country</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–999</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of control</td>
<td>F = 5.18; p = .02; eta^2 = .02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of instrumentation</td>
<td>F = 18.76; p = .000; eta^2 = .143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectively Scored</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verified Judgment</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students’ prior achievement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low/Special</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifted</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Māori</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European/other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasifika</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Even taking into account the limitations discussed above, some trends can be identified and used for the interpretation of individual studies. Firstly, for any given area, the effect sizes show a wide range, typically from a small negative effect to greater than 1.00. Secondly, the mean effect sizes are larger in some areas than others. For example, the effect sizes for writing and science are larger than those for mathematics and reading. These differences, however, need to be interpreted with caution because achievement in science and writing was more likely to be assessed using researcher-developed instruments while studies of mathematics and reading, in particular, were more likely to be assessed using standardised instruments. Effect sizes for researcher-developed assessment tools tend to be higher than for standardised tools.

The very high average effects for literacy/language skills are strongly influenced by the high effect sizes for student populations with special learning needs, for example, those participating in reading recovery, which typically included measures of both reading and writing.

Attitudinal, self-efficacy, social, and other personal outcomes proved more difficult to change than academic outcomes, except in reading. This finding may be partly explained by the lack of specific targeting of attitudes in most studies. They were more a by-product of different instructional approaches. In many cases, particularly in mathematics, attitudes declined in response to new instructional approaches. This finding can be interpreted in different ways.

For many of these aggregated effect sizes, the mean effect size is lower than the median, indicating that the mean effects are influenced by a few very high effects. This problem is particularly apparent in literacy/language skills, where the students in some studies began from a very low baseline, contributing to very high effect sizes.

When effect sizes are categorised by country, only New Zealand and the United States have sufficient studies to allow for the making of any inferences. The higher New Zealand effect sizes may be accounted for by the inclusion of reading recovery studies that had very high effect sizes because the population began from a low baseline.

Not surprisingly, the average and medium effects are higher for studies reporting against a baseline than for those reporting against a comparison or control group. The latter studies take expected gains into account. Also predictable is the larger effect for smaller studies than those involving more than 1000 students. These effect sizes are partly an artefact of the greater variability typically found in studies of larger populations and partly due to the difficulty of developing interventions for larger populations comprising only volunteers.

### 5.3 Measuring qualitative outcomes

Some studies reported outcomes in qualitative terms or reported numbers in ways that did not allow conversion to effect sizes. The writing team jointly made decisions about the inclusion and exclusion of these studies, based on the educational significance of the impact on students. The rise in status of a child with spina bifida from victim of personal tragedy to valued resource is one such example. Another was the substantial reduction in the percentage of suspensions in a New Zealand secondary school. This reduction in suspensions was more likely to have a greater impact on Māori students. Although not stated in this particular study, national statistics show much higher rates of suspension for Māori than non-Māori students.
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6. Professional Learning and Mathematics

We selected the studies in this group on the basis that they all had an explicit focus on promoting student learning and raising achievement in mathematics, typically through programmes that developed teachers’ content knowledge and/or their pedagogical knowledge. One of the interventions involved reading as well as mathematics. Another involved the whole-school implementation of a cooperative learning model across all learning areas but with a specific focus on mathematics. Apart from these, all the studies included in this group were primarily concerned with mathematics. There were other studies that measured student outcomes in mathematics but they were not considered for this analysis because the information they provided about student outcomes or what was involved in the professional development was insufficient to meet our criteria.

6.1 Studies considered

Eleven core and ten supplementary individual studies and groups of studies were included in this analysis. The core studies (Table 6.1) met our methodological criteria and provided evidence of moderate to high academic outcomes for students. The remaining ten studies (Table 6.2) were designated supplementary, either because they reported limited change in student achievement or because they did not provide enough information to meet our methodological criteria.

6.1.1 Core studies

Of the 11 core studies (Table 6.1), nine were from the United States with one each from New Zealand and the United Kingdom. Only one of the core studies discussed professional learning in a secondary school context. In some cases, core studies were made up of groups of studies that did not meet our criteria separately but did collectively. Where this is the case, the lead study is identified in the table and summarised in the text; the other studies in the group are listed in the table, enclosed with brackets.

Table 6.1. Mathematics: core studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Focus of PD</th>
<th>Student outcome assessed</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>School sector/year levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Focus of PD</td>
<td>Student outcome assessed</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>School sector/ year levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson, Chiang, &amp; Loe (1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fennema, Carpenter, &amp; Peterson, (1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fennema, Franke, Carpenter, &amp; Carey, (1993)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Franke &amp; Kazemi, (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Earl et al. (2003)</td>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Primary schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beard, (1999)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Higgins, Irwin, Thomas, Trinick, Young-Loveridge (2005)</td>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, proportion, and ratio</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Years 0–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higgins, (2004a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas &amp; Tagg, (2005a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young-Loveridge, (2005)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. Saxe et al. (2001)\textsuperscript{31} Integrated Mathematics Assessment – Conceptual understanding of fractions

9. Schorr (2000)\textsuperscript{32} Teachers’ content knowledge and assessment of students’ mathematical thinking

10. Stevens & Slavin (1995)\textsuperscript{33} Team Assisted Individualization-Mathematics – Cooperative learning

11. Wood & Sellers (1996)\textsuperscript{34} Problem-centred Mathematics

In the first study (Cardelle-Elawar, 1995)\textsuperscript{35}, the teachers from two different schools learned about teaching approaches designed to develop students’ metacognition in mathematics. The professional development consisted solely of a three-day workshop. Students’ attitude towards mathematics (ES = 4.27) and their mathematical achievement (ES = 4.63) improved as a result. These high effect sizes were possible because initial scores were very low (0–3 on the pre-test).

The second study (Carpenter et al., 1989; Fennema et al., 1993)\textsuperscript{36} relates to a professional development programme known as Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI). This programme supported teachers in learning to understand the development of children’s mathematical thinking. Importantly, the CGI programme does not prescribe or even recommend particular teaching practices. Effect sizes varied between 0.41 and 0.76, depending on the measure used.

The third study (Cobb et al., 1991)\textsuperscript{37} involved ten teachers of second-grade mathematics in the United States. The teachers attended a one-week ‘summer institute’, followed by regular professional development support over one school year. The professional development aimed to foster a socio-constructivist approach to mathematics teaching, in which the emphasis was on students constructing their own approaches to problem solving in order to develop their conceptual understanding of mathematics. The study presented evidence to show that the students of the teachers concerned were able to undertake computation (ES = –0.05 on norm-referenced assessment; ES = –0.06 on researcher-developed assessment) but developed better problem solving and conceptual understanding of mathematics (ES = 0.3 on norm-referenced assessment; ES = 1.04 on researcher-developed assessment). However, attitudes towards mathematics declined (ES = –0.23 on researcher-developed assessment).

The fourth study (Confrey et al., 2000)\textsuperscript{38} was the only study in this group set in a secondary school context. Like most of the others, it was based on a constructivist paradigm and addressed issues such as purposeful engagement with higher cognitive thinking and the use of multiple forms of representation. In this case, the primary vehicle for professional learning was the provision of a ‘replacement unit’ in algebra. This was seen as a transitional strategy, providing teachers with scaffolded support as they taught using the new approach for the first time, but it also created a context in which rich discussions concerning implementation and the underlying theoretical basis of the unit could take place between the teachers and the professional development provider (ES = 0.22). This study is included in the core group in spite of the relatively small effect size because it was the only one we could locate that pertained to a secondary school.
Study 5 (Earl et al., 2003) involved primary schools throughout the United Kingdom implementing the National Numeracy Strategy. Professional development was provided to support the introduction of a nationally mandated one hour per day of mathematics instruction. Learning content focused on aspects such as lesson pace, planning in accordance with objectives, and the use of assessment information to guide teaching decisions. Despite a relatively low effect size (0.18), this study is included as a core study because it related to such a large-scale, systemic reform.

Study 6 (Higgins et al., 2005), related to the New Zealand Numeracy Development Project, a nation-wide project that has involved approximately 460,000 students and 17,000 teachers. This is a system-wide initiative to develop teacher knowledge and raise students’ achievement in numeracy. Professional development emphasised the development of students’ strategic thinking and mathematical knowledge through discussion of multiple solutions to problems. For a year, nationally trained providers worked with groups of teachers whose students were at similar year levels. Teachers’ new practice showed positive impact on student outcomes (ES = 0.34; year levels 2–8), as measured by an instrument referred to as the diagnostic interview.

Study 7 (McClain & Cobb, 2001) was a case study of one first-grade teacher in the United States, Ms Smith, working closely with researchers over the course of one school year. Her professional learning was focused on finding a balance between valuing the mathematical ideas and solutions of her students, and acting in a more directive way that would support the students to come to shared understandings of mathematics without undermining their ‘intellectual autonomy’. This qualitative study did not report effect sizes.

Study 8 (Saxe, Gearhart, & Nasir, 2001) focused on a professional development programme called Integrated Mathematics Assessment, which aimed to develop students’ conceptual understanding of fractions rather than their computational skills with fraction problems. Teachers participated in one of three conditions. The first, the ‘professional learning’ condition, involved nine teachers from different schools participating in a five-day summer institute followed by ongoing support over the course of a year. The students of these teachers were able to demonstrate greater conceptual understanding of fractions than those in the other two groups (ES = 1.63 over the control group, and ES = 1.53 over the collegial support group), while maintaining similar scores for computation. The second group participated in a professional learning community of teachers, referred to as the ‘collegial support’ group, who met regularly to discuss implementation of the reform textbook without any external input from the professional development provider. The third group served as a control group and received the textbook only. The students of teachers in the collegial support condition achieved conceptual understanding scores that were no better than the control group and computation scores that were actually lower (ES = –1.01) than those of the control group who had received the textbook only. The report on the collegial support condition was designated a supplementary study.

Study 9 (Schorr, 2000) involved all the elementary schools in a low-income inner-city school district in the United States. Teachers participated in a programme that focused on developing their content knowledge of mathematics and their ability to make instructional decisions based on ongoing assessment of their students’ mathematical thinking. The students of the participating teachers demonstrated a greater ability to solve problems and explain their reasoning, as well as greater confidence in attempting alternative approaches to problem solving and connecting mathematics to their ‘real world’ experiences. This qualitative study did not report effect sizes.
Study 10 (Stevens & Slavin, 1995) involved a school-wide professional development programme aimed at introducing cooperative learning models across all learning areas in a United States elementary school. Teachers were trained in co-operative learning programmes that focused particularly on reading (Cooperative Integrated Reading and Comprehension) and mathematics (Team Assisted Individualization-Mathematics)—approaches that were applicable across all subjects. This study reported small but significant gains in mathematics computation scores (ES = 0.2), with much larger gains for special education students (ES = 0.49).

In study 11 (Wood & Sellers, 1996), teachers of third grade mathematics from different schools learned how to develop students’ conceptual understanding of mathematics by taking a socio-constructivist approach to mathematics teaching. They participated in a one-week summer institute with intensive follow-up support over the course of one school year. Student outcomes improved (average effect size = 0.98 or 2.78, depending on the assessment used). As in the Cobb study, attitudes towards mathematics declined (ES = −0.73).

### 6.1.2 Supplementary studies

Ten studies (Table 6.2) were designated as supplementary rather than core because they did not meet the criteria for inclusion, either on the grounds of inadequate outcomes or insufficient information about methodology. They were included as supplementary studies because of their value in informing conclusions drawn from the core studies.

#### Table 6.2. Mathematics: supplementary studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Focus of PD</th>
<th>Student outcome assessed</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>School sector/year levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Studies with low, no, or negative student outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Van der Sijde (1989)</td>
<td>Mathematics and behaviour management</td>
<td>Achievement and attitude to Mathematics</td>
<td>The Netherlands Grade 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Veenman et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Cooperative learning</td>
<td>Mathematics, high level elaborations</td>
<td>The Netherlands Grade 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Studies with insufficient information about methodology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. Others


6.1.2.1 Supplementary studies with low or negative student outcomes

Six studies with relatively low or negative student outcomes were included as supplementary studies because they provided rich information about circumstances under which professional learning opportunities were unable to achieve the desired differences in outcomes for students.

The first of these studies (Angrist & Lavy, 2001) described a three-year professional development intervention that involved all the teachers in ten elementary schools in Israel learning an approach referred to as ‘humanistic mathematics’. Developed by Alvin White, this is an inquiry-based approach in which multiple ways of problem solving are considered and the mathematics situated in ‘real world’ (includes historical) contexts. The professional development involved a one-week workshop followed by regular meetings in which teachers and a provider would review teaching methods for material to be covered the following week. Participation in the project was mandated and aimed to raise literacy as well as mathematics achievement.

The second of these studies (Mason & Good, 1993) examined professional development that supported the introduction of two new approaches to within-class ability grouping in schools that already streamed students into classes on the basis of ability. One of the within-class ability grouping approaches was called ‘two-group’ teaching and involved grouping students into two ability groups, based on students’ mathematics achievement in the previous year. These groupings then remained fixed for the rest of the school year. The other grouping approach was referred to as ‘whole class ad hoc’ teaching, with groups adjusted on a daily basis. Students in both the ‘two-group’ teaching (ES = −0.03) and ‘whole class ad hoc’ teaching (ES = 0.27) classes achieved higher scores in mathematical computation than students in the control group. Students in the ‘whole class ad hoc’ classes gained higher scores than those in the ‘two-group’ teaching classes (ES = 0.29). Although this study showed positive gains for students and might have been included as a core study, the gains were not as great as most others for studies of similar size.

The third study (Saxe et al., 2001) involved one of the treatment conditions, ‘collegial support’, from the eighth core study. As the name implies, teachers under this condition met regularly to discuss ways to improve students’ conceptual understanding of fractions. Unlike the ‘integrating mathematical assessment’ condition, however, teachers received no external input from professional development providers. The students of teachers in this condition achieved conceptual understanding scores that were no better, and computation scores that were in fact lower, than those of the control group.

The fourth study (Stallings & Krasavage, 1986) involved a three-year project in which all the schools in one district in the United States implemented an instructional model known as Madeline Hunter’s Instructional Theory into Practice. This programme sought to improve student outcomes in mathematics and literacy through the introduction of generic pedagogical practices including a set lesson design and strategies for behaviour management, motivation, and giving of instructions. This programme was implemented at a whole-school level and involved extensive ongoing professional development. In this programme, student achievement in both mathematics and reading rose slightly in the first two years, when the providers were
intensively involved, but fell dramatically in the third year when the providers withdrew their support.

The fifth of these studies (Van der Sijde, 1989) was set in the Netherlands and involved grade 8 teachers implementing a ‘teaching script’ aimed at improving students’ behaviour as well as their achievement in mathematics. The professional learning opportunity consisted of one day of training followed by eight sessions of classroom observation and feedback from the professional development provider.

Study six (Veenman et al., 2005) supported teachers to develop students’ behaviours in terms of their giving and seeking of help in cooperative learning situations, with the intention that this would have a positive impact on their mathematical achievement. The intervention was effective in increasing students’ elaborations (ES = 1.12) but had a more modest impact on students’ achievement (ES = 0.34).

6.1.2.2 Supplementary studies excluded on methodological grounds

Three other studies (Table 6.2) were classified as supplementary on methodological grounds, either because they provided limited information about the professional learning or about how student outcomes resulting from the professional learning were assessed.

The first (Britt et al., 1993) was set in New Zealand and involved 18 teachers from both intermediate and secondary schools working collaboratively to improve their practice. No student outcomes were reported but the study was included as a supplementary study because it had rich descriptions that were used to inform our discussion of professional learning through participation in professional communities.

The second (Fresko, Robinson, Friedlander, Albert, & Argaman, 1990) involved a four-year project to improve mathematics instruction and learning in two Israeli junior high schools in a low socio-economic urban area with historically low rates of achievement. Some improvements in students’ test scores seem to have resulted, although they remained low. Insufficient information was provided to calculate the effect size.

The third study (Trinick & Stephenson, 2005b) involved whole-school professional development of teachers of years 1–8 in a range of Māori-medium schools in New Zealand. The professional development occurred over two to three years and involved ongoing workshops and classroom visits. It was considered supplementary because no student outcomes were reported.

Another study (Kennedy, 1998) was not included as a core study because it was itself an analysis of other studies that had looked into the impact on student outcomes of professional development of teachers in mathematics and science. It is included as a supplementary study because it provides rich descriptions and analysis of professional development interventions that have achieved, or failed to achieve, positive outcomes for students in mathematics.

6.2 What works for whom in changing teaching of mathematics

This section synthesises evidence from studies that addressed teachers’ knowledge of mathematics and mathematics teaching. The section is structured according to each aspect of the framework in Figure 4.2: context, professional learning environment, content, activities constructed to promote the learning, and teachers’ reactions.

6.2.1 The context of the professional learning opportunities

In this section we identify aspects of the context (Overview 6.1) in which the professional learning opportunities occurred that appeared to be successful/unsuccessful in terms of
changing teachers’ knowledge of mathematics and mathematics teaching in ways that led to positive outcomes for students.

### 6.2.1.1 Infrastructural supports

Infrastructural supports such as funding and release time were not reported in many studies and, in others, the use made of these was not described in any detail. However, supports such as funding and time allocations for teachers to work together or with a professional development provider were associated both with core studies and with supplementary studies that had limited student outcomes. This indicates that it was not the funding or support that made the difference so much as how these resources were used.

### 6.2.1.2 Coherence with wider curriculum trends

The essential ideas about mathematics teaching in all the core studies were aligned with broader policy directions and current discourses from influential bodies (such as national subject associations) about the nature of mathematics, and mathematics learning and teaching within that context. Seven of nine United States studies, for example, directly justified the content of their professional development programmes by making reference to the Standards for School Mathematics, prepared in 1989 by the National Council of Mathematics.

---

**Overview 6.1. The context of the professional learning opportunities**

**Infrastructural supports**
- Supports such as funding and time allocations for teachers to work with one another or a provider were associated both with core studies and those with low or no impact. *What was important was how any additional time or funding was used.*

**Coherence with policy**
- All of the interventions in the core studies offered programmes of professional learning that focused on deepening content knowledge and that was aligned with directions advocated by policy makers or influential bodies such as national subject associations.

**Voluntary or compulsory**
- Volunteering was associated both with core studies and those that had low or no impact. *A commitment to engage did not need to be a prior condition; what was more important was that teachers engaged with the learning process at some stage.*

**Individual or whole-school**
- Professional learning involving all teachers from a school, department, or year level was associated both with core studies and those that had low or no impact. *Some form of collegial support was evident in all studies documenting significant shifts in practice.*
- *Collegial support involved colleagues and/or providers.*

**External expertise**
- All successful interventions involved expertise from someone external to the group of participating teachers.

**School leadership**
- Involvement of school leadership was given less emphasis than in other areas. *Where described, the role of leadership in the core studies was focused on providing a supportive environment for professional learning and its implementation rather than on providing expertise.*
Teachers found that adopting leadership roles in professional learning could be challenging.

**Time and frequency**
- Most, but not all, core studies involved professional learning over an extended period of time.

---

**Prevailing discourses**
- Several of the interventions in the core studies were successful despite there being considerable gaps initially between prevailing discourses and the approaches being promoted in the professional learning.

---

**Professional learning goals**
- All of the interventions in the core studies communicated clear goals that related specifically to student achievement in mathematics.

Policy makers appeared to be more directly involved in mathematics education than in other curriculum areas. Four of the core studies, for example, reported the involvement of government agencies at a national, state, or district level. Such direct involvement did not necessarily lead to positive outcomes, however—a similar proportion of the supplementary studies that failed to meet our impact size criteria was also directly initiated by policy makers. The pedagogical focus of the only study that was not specifically aligned with policy was informed by an extensive body of research. It appears, therefore, that alignment of policy, research, and practice was considered particularly important in mathematics.

**6.2.1.3 Voluntary or compulsory**

Whether participation in the professional learning was voluntary or mandatory was not a significant influence on outcomes. Teacher participation in professional development was fully voluntary in six of the eleven core studies. One other study had some characteristics of being voluntary in the sense that 75% of staff had to vote in favour of implementation before the programme developers would work with the school; participation presumably then became mandatory for all staff. The remaining four core studies were fully mandated. Participation in four of the six supplementary studies that had poor student outcomes was also voluntary, suggesting that whether participation was mandatory or voluntary had little effect on outcomes. What was more important was that the professional learning engaged teachers at some point. Joining the professional learning with a prior commitment to engage was not a necessary condition.

**6.2.1.4 Individual or whole-school**

In some of the core studies, teachers participated in professional learning as individuals and in others, alongside colleagues from their department or school. Positive and negative outcomes were associated with each condition, suggesting that neither was a necessary condition. What was important was that participating teachers were able to find some form of collegial support, whether within or from outside their school. In some circumstances, this support came from the professional development providers themselves.

The professional learning described in many of these studies appeared very challenging for at least some of the teachers involved as it required quite major shifts from what might be described as ‘traditional’ mathematics teaching. In all the core studies, some form of collegial support was available from other participants. Nine of the eleven core studies involved either the entire staff of the school or at least some other teachers from the school who taught at the same year level. We have assumed in all these cases that possibilities existed for collegial interaction and support. In the three other cases involving individual teachers who received professional
development independently of colleagues in their school setting\(^{56}\), all participants received extensive collegial support through relationships with teachers from other schools involved in the project, or through the relationship with a researcher/developer. For example, in the study of the three contrasting conditions, those in the integrated mathematics assessment group\(^{57}\) may have had the need for collegiality satisfied by the regular meetings at which teachers from different schools met and discussed progress. There were 13 such meetings held throughout the year.

It seems likely that teachers find participation in a group in which they can develop a shared sense of purpose and motivate and support one another highly conducive to professional learning when substantive change is required. It may, however, be a condition that can be satisfied by people other than teachers’ immediate colleagues. In the study involving one teacher\(^{78}\), for example, Ms Smith worked closely with the researcher for extended periods of time in a relationship that was described as a partnership of equals. Box 6.1 illustrates how the teacher–researcher relationship satisfied the collegiality condition.

**Box 6.1. An example of a collegial relationship between a teacher and a researcher**

As we began to collaborate with Ms. Smith, our interactions evolved into daily meetings after mathematics class during which time we would share informal analyses of the students’ developing ways of reasoning and observations about developing classroom norms ... In all of these meetings Ms. Smith participated as a full member of the research team. Although Ms. Smith viewed the project team as a resource which she could use in improving her developing practice, she did not view us as the authorities ... The discussions in which we developed taken-as-shared interpretations of classroom events constituted a supportive setting in which Ms. Smith could reflect on her practice and develop her pedagogical agenda and we could gain insights from the teacher’s perspective.

While collegial support may be a necessary condition, it is not sufficient as is evidenced by the fact that all of the supplementary studies with low outcomes for students also involved teachers participating in professional development alongside at least some colleagues from their school.

**6.2.1.5 External expertise**

All of the core studies involved expertise from outside the teachers’ own schools. The changes promoted in this group of studies typically required major shifts in thinking and practice. Shifts to what were typically more complex and sophisticated notions of mathematics learning required challenge and support from those with appropriate expertise.

In the study by Saxe et al. (2001)\(^{79}\), for example, students were required to develop a conceptual understanding of fractions that went beyond simple computation. The participating teachers were allocated to one of three conditions. In the control condition, teachers were given a new textbook as a professional resource but no professional development as such. The first of the professional development conditions involved major input from an expert over a considerable period of time. This input and the associated interactions resulted in positive outcomes for learners. The second professional development condition involved teachers working together regularly with the aim of supporting one another to implement the reform approach to teaching of fractions, but without any external input. This condition, referred to as the ‘collegial support’ condition, resulted in no improvement for students on measures of conceptual understanding, and in scores for computation that were lower than those of the students whose teachers were simply given the textbook.
The teachers whose students made significant gains in their conceptual understandings of fractions were those who had benefited from the input of external expertise. The professional development provider had extended their content knowledge of fractions, challenged beliefs that primarily valued computation, promoted beliefs that valued conceptual understanding, and provided them with a multitude of learning resources that had enhanced their ability to successfully implement the reform. Without the external expertise to challenge their beliefs and provide conceptual and practical tools, the teachers who received only collegial support were unable to implement the changes in ways that impacted positively on student learning.

### 6.2.1.6 School leadership

The involvement of school leadership in this group of studies was given less weight than was the case in other curriculum areas. This lower profile for leaders may be an artefact of fewer whole-school professional development programmes reported in mathematics and a higher number of instances in which the professional development involved individual teachers or just a small number of teachers from one school.

Even in the whole-school studies, school leaders did not adopt an expert role in relation to mathematics. It may be that what was being asked was as challenging for leaders as for the participating teachers. A key role for school leaders in this group of studies was to provide an appropriately supportive environment in which the professional learning and its implementation could take place.

### 6.2.1.7 Time and frequency

All but two of the studies documented interventions that involved regular, ongoing professional development over an extended time frame of at least a year, with some up to five years. That two took place over a limited period would suggest that an extended time frame is usually but not always necessary to achieve improved student outcomes. One of these interventions, a supplementary study that did achieve some gains in test scores, consisted of three 90-minute workshops within the first six weeks of the programme, followed by one observation each fortnight over the following three months. Feedback from these observations appears to have been limited and focused on the collection of data for research rather than the professional learning of the teachers involved.

The other intervention achieved one of the largest effect sizes but took place over one of the shortest periods of time. It is discussed in Box 6.2.

#### Box 6.2. Achieving a large effect size in a short time

In one study, researchers explored the effects of metacognitive instruction on the mathematics achievement of historically low-achieving students. The professional development provider delivered a three-day workshop, in total, 21 hours of contact time. Teachers were trained in the metacognitive instructional approach using a combination of lectures, demonstrations, open discussion, and simulation exercises. Despite the relatively short time and duration of this intervention the outcomes for this group of students with special learning needs was very positive.

While an extended time frame with frequent ongoing opportunities to learn does seem to be generally associated with professional development that results in positive outcomes for learners, it is not in itself a guarantee of success. Extended time with frequent contact was also a feature of the supplementary studies with poorer outcomes for students. What matters is what occurs within the time.
6.2.1.8 **Prevailing discourses and models of practice**

The interventions documented in the core studies successfully challenged prevailing discourses about mathematics teaching and learning that were often markedly different from those promoted in the professional learning.

Prevailing discourses and models of practice were primarily related to what counted as mathematics learning and teaching. While in some situations, teachers were already partly familiar with the practices being promoted in the professional development and were, to some extent, already sympathetic to the professional development goals, this was by no means true in all the studies. In the majority of core studies, there was a clear disjunction between teachers’ prevailing discourses about mathematics teaching and learning and those embedded in the professional development. The shift typically involved was from procedures and memorisation to mathematical inquiry and conceptual understanding.

The researchers involved in the New Zealand Numeracy Development Project (2005), for example, described the prior prevailing model of practice as typically involving an emphasis on written mathematical exercises following textbook progressions. In contrast, the practice promoted by the professional development emphasised the development of strategy-based thinking and mathematical knowledge through discussion of multiple solutions to problems. This represented a substantively different approach to teaching.

Box 6.3 illustrates the considerable gap between the prevailing teaching practices before the professional development, and those promoted in a study that was concerned with developing the metacognitive abilities of low-achieving students in mathematics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 6.3. Changing discourse and models of practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practices before the professional development</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics was about “focusing on students’ getting the right answer. This approach consisted of explaining the topic, lecturing, giving written assignments to students, and correcting these assignments using a check mark indicating the number of questions students answered correctly. For incorrect answers, teachers provided the right answer for the whole class orally or in writing on the chalkboard.” (p. 86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practices promoted by the professional development programme</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The professional development promoted an approach in which students were supported to be much more responsible for monitoring their own learning, whereas previously the teacher had been the sole arbiter of what constituted a right or wrong answer. Teachers learned to encourage students to consider multiple approaches to solving a problem, rather than believing that there was one ‘right way’. Because the process of problem solving was considered more valuable than the product, students were taught the metacognitive skills they needed to monitor their own progress as they problem-solved. In cases where their answer was incorrect they would be guided by their teacher but would be expected to identify where they went wrong and be responsible for finding a method of solving it correctly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It seems reasonable to assume that the narrower the gaps between existing and promoted beliefs and practices, the more easily bridged they will be. In the core studies, however, substantive changes in teaching beliefs and practices occurred that had a positive impact on students even when the prior prevailing discourses and models of practice were markedly different from those promoted in the professional development.
6.2.1.9 Professional learning goals

All of the core studies communicated clear goals about student outcomes that were specific to mathematics. All focused on mathematics achievement or attitudes towards mathematics learning. Many of the core studies focused particularly on developing students’ conceptual understanding of mathematics, typically by focusing on one area of mathematics, such as fractions, numeracy, or arithmetic.

Four of the supplementary studies with lower student outcomes addressed mathematics achievement in a more peripheral manner, typically through programmes that focused on general pedagogies thought to be applicable to all learning areas. The focus on mathematics was more incidental and proved less effective in improving student outcomes.

6.2.1.10 Relationships of respect

Many of the core studies described teacher–provider relationships that could be characterised as positive, respectful, and mutual. In the following example, the researchers portrayed the teachers as professionals, capable of applying principles from research (Box 6.4).

Box 6.4. Establishing a relationship of mutual respect

The researchers in this study wrote, “We made a point of communicating that we regarded them [the teachers] as professionals who were making instructional decisions, and that our role was to help them understand what we knew from research about children’s thinking. We told them that their role was to help us understand how the research knowledge about children’s thinking could be used in instruction.” (p. 562)

6.2.1.11 Teachers as diverse learners

While many of the core studies involved professional development for groups of teachers, there were usually opportunities for individual differentiation. The pattern typically consisted of generic training as a group, often in a formal workshop situation, followed by activities that allowed some individualised attention to the specific needs of teachers. These needs were followed up with observations of practice, or one-to-one planning sessions.

Like students, teachers are a diverse group of learners who bring to learning opportunities very different attitudes, knowledge, skills, and experience. Professional learning opportunities that treat teachers as a homogeneous group and do not provide opportunities for differentiation risk alienating some, as is illustrated in Box 6.5.

Box 6.5. An example of an undifferentiated professional learning opportunity

In this study, all teachers were required to take part in school-based professional development that involved implementing a specific pedagogical approach called the Hunter Instructional Skills. Researchers found that two of the teachers who participated in extensive professional development were already implementing these skills to a very high level before the training began as they had been trained earlier in their previous school. Their implementation of the programme actually reduced during the mandated professional development at their new school as they became bored with the programme and frustrated with the continued requirement to participate. As the researchers commented, “Given a chance, over the 4 years of this project, they might have learned other useful teaching skills in another staff development program.” (p. 134)
6.2.2 The content of the professional learning opportunities

In this section, we identify the kinds of knowledge and skills that were presented during professional learning opportunities that appeared to be effective in terms of changing mathematics teaching in ways that led to positive student outcomes. A summary of the key points from the core studies is provided in Overview 6.2.

Overview 6.2. The content of the professional learning opportunities

**Balance of theory and practice**
- The interventions in all of the core studies had a specifically mathematical focus.
- In all of the core studies, a strong theoretical basis for the intervention was clearly communicated.
  
  *No programme that focused solely on a generic pedagogy was successful in raising students’ achievement in mathematics.*

**Pedagogical content knowledge**
- Most of the interventions in the core studies involved teachers developing their own content knowledge of mathematics.
- Most of the interventions in the core studies developed teachers’ understanding of how students learn mathematics.

**Assessment**
- Most of the interventions in the core studies directly or indirectly addressed teachers’ skills for assessing students’ understanding of mathematics, sometimes with reference to developmental progressions.
  
  *Assessment was important in terms of teachers’ commitment to change: when they saw positive changes result for their learners, they became more committed to the new approach.*

**High integration**
- Most of the interventions in the core studies developed teachers’ understanding of the interrelationships between their knowledge of mathematics, how children learn mathematics, and their skills to assess students’ understanding of mathematics.

The studies discussed in this chapter form a group that is perhaps more cohesive in terms of content than any of the others. All of the 11 core studies had a strong theoretical orientation that was clearly communicated through the professional learning opportunities. In various ways, teachers engaged with the current research findings that underpinned the particular approaches being promoted.

Ten of the 11 studies shared an emphasis on the development of students’ conceptual understanding of mathematics in an environment in which multiple approaches to mathematical problem solving were encouraged. In addition to this emphasis, these studies shared some striking commonalities with regard to the content provided through professional learning opportunities.

All provided teachers with learning opportunities that focused on their pedagogical content knowledge of mathematics rather than their ability to implement a particular pedagogy. All developed teachers’ understanding of their students’ mathematical thinking and their ability to assess it. All helped teachers to evaluate the effectiveness of their teaching on the basis of assessments of students’ mathematical thinking, and to make instructional decisions based on deeper knowledge of their learners.

One other core study introduced a more generic pedagogy, but with a specific focus on how that pedagogy applied to mathematics, and included mathematical content knowledge. One
was concerned with the introduction of cooperative learning across all areas of an elementary school, but utilised a programme called Team Assisted Individualization-Mathematics\textsuperscript{60}, which was specific to mathematics, rather than treat cooperative learning as a generic pedagogy.

In clear contrast, four of the six supplementary studies that had lower student outcomes\textsuperscript{91} focused solely on pedagogy and provided no evidence that they addressed either teachers’ mathematical content knowledge or their assessment skills. Of these four studies, the content of one\textsuperscript{92} consisted solely of teachers sharing their existing knowledge in a professional learning community, without further external support. A second focused on the implementation of a generic pedagogy, with no specific focus on mathematics\textsuperscript{93}. The remainder, while ostensibly addressing pedagogy within a mathematics context, seemed to lack any real focus on mathematics as a content area\textsuperscript{94}.

In this section we will look briefly at each of the key content components of professional learning that were associated with particular student outcomes in mathematics, before discussing the interplay between them.

### 6.2.2.1 Balance of theory and practice

All the studies with substantively improved student outcomes had a strong theoretical underpinning that was clearly communicated to teachers. All the core studies, at the very least, made references to theory and current research findings as a rationale for the new practices. For example, in one study\textsuperscript{95}, teachers received an “… explanation of the processes and the rationale behind them, and a detailed manual on how to use the program in a classroom” (p. 331). In another\textsuperscript{96}, the main vehicle for professional learning was a “replacement unit”, consisting of activities and resources for a particular topic. Such an approach could lead to a change in teaching practice without a corresponding change in the teachers’ understanding or their ability to apply the underlying principles in other situations. The researchers stressed, however, that this approach was “a transitional strategy”\textsuperscript{97}, not an end in itself, with the intention being that it would scaffold teachers into the new approach by providing them with a higher level of classroom support as they taught a topic using the new approach for the first time. Because the replacement unit was seen as a vehicle for strengthening teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge, not as an end in itself, a strong emphasis was placed on conveying to teachers the cognitive dimensions underlying the design of the unit, which they referred to as its “scheme” (p. 184).

In another study\textsuperscript{98}, much greater weight was given to theory than to practice. Teachers in this case developed theoretical understandings of “… addition and subtraction word problems and how children think about them” (p. 504). In this professional learning opportunity, no instructional practices were prescribed; instead, “teachers discussed principles of instruction that might be derived from the research and designed their own programs of instruction on the basis of these principles” (p. 505).

Of the six supplementary studies that had lower outcomes for learners, three\textsuperscript{99} were noticeably less theoretical in their orientation and were focused more on teachers’ implementation of prescribed practices than their understanding of the theoretical basis for those practices. One\textsuperscript{100} consisted solely of a professional learning community with no external input. The discussions in this case appear to have been confined to particular classroom practices.

The benefits of a theory-oriented approach and the limitations of a practice-oriented approach will be developed further in the remainder of this section.
6.2.2.2 Pedagogical content knowledge

The aim of most studies was to develop an approach that focused on students’ conceptual understandings of mathematics and encouraged them to use multiple problem-solving strategies. Such a vision clearly implies the need for a much greater level of pedagogical content knowledge than that which is required to teach students a procedural approach to computation. It is not surprising, therefore, that ten of the 11 core studies addressed teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge. Perhaps it is equally unsurprising that four of the six supplementary studies with lower student outcomes did not. This emphasis on content in the core studies indicates that the programme developers shared the belief, expressed by Saxe, Gearhart, and Nasir\(^{101}\), that “teachers’ knowledge of mathematics should be deeper than the content of the curriculum they are teaching” (p. 61).

6.2.2.2.1 Teachers’ knowledge of how students learn mathematics

Teachers’ understanding of how students learn mathematics was reported as a major component of professional learning in ten of the 11 core cases.\(^{102}\) This could be expected, given that so many of the studies in this group were concerned with developing students’ conceptual understanding of mathematics. In all cases in which this was a major feature of the professional learning, it was associated with the development of teachers’ ability to assess students’ understanding of mathematics.

Several of the core studies addressed teachers’ understanding of student developmental progressions.\(^{103}\) This understanding was associated both with learning content (where the aim was to help teachers identify developmental problems\(^{104}\) and as an aspect of assessment. In the New Zealand Numeracy Development Project\(^{105}\), for example, developmental progressions were presented in the form of a ‘number framework’ that described increasingly sophisticated stages of strategy and knowledge. Teachers learned how to conduct a diagnostic interview, which provided a means of establishing where students’ thinking fitted on the framework. A teaching model provided teaching approaches matched to each stage of the framework as a guide to teaching increasingly abstract representations of mathematical ideas. The close connection between assessment of students’ understanding and teaching activities was a major feature of this professional development project.

6.2.2.3 Assessment

Assessment was also a major component of the professional development in all the core studies: not only the level of assessment, but the way in which it was integrated into cycles of teaching and learning. Their assessment skills allowed teachers to judge the impact of changed practice on their diverse student learners and make ongoing adjustments to practice in order to be more effective.

One explanation for this emphasis on assessment may be that the skills needed to assess students’ computational skills in mathematics are very different from the skills needed to assess their conceptual understandings. Teachers needed support to develop new assessment skills if they were to successfully make the transition to the new approach.

A second explanation may relate to the new approaches taken to mathematical computation. Many of the programmes encouraged students to employ multiple problem-solving strategies rather than follow a fixed set of rules. The range of processes to be assessed was, therefore, far greater and, as a consequence, teachers needed broader and more adaptable assessment skills\(^{106}\).

Box 6.6 illustrates how one teacher regarded her prior ability to assess students’ understanding of mathematics and how the teaching practice of another was enhanced by the learning of new ways to assess understanding. Both these teachers participated in the Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) programme\(^{107}\).
"I have always known that it was important to listen to kids, but before I never knew what questions to ask or what to listen for" (Carpenter et al., 1989, p. 530).

"CGI is real strong and powerful for me because I can get a handle on all my children, from the lowest to the highest ... I feel that I can know what they are doing and challenge them where they are and help them to feel successful where they are and where they get to ... The more I see children using these strategies, that gives me knowledge to try and see if other children have these strategies, and it helps me to direct them or lead them without telling them" (Fennema, 1993, p. 580).

Only one core study did not directly report the extent to which teachers learned how to assess students' mathematical understandings during the training, but in both, assessment formed the basis of implementation. This study fostered both individual and group accountability in cooperative learning situations. Such accountability requires assessment.

In all these studies, new assessment knowledge and practices allowed the professional learning opportunities to continue when new strategies were applied back in the classroom. As teachers grappled with new practices and new priorities, they were able to assess their impact on students and learn how to adjust their practice accordingly. Aligning assessment with teaching purposes is crucial if assessment is to fulfi l this function. Non-aligned assessments cannot.

### 6.2.2.3.1 Assessment as a component in teachers' commitment to change

In a number of the core studies, assessment was also a significant factor in generating and maintaining teacher enthusiasm for the promoted approach. It is reasonable to expect that new teaching practices will be reinforced when teachers observe that they are having a positive impact on student outcomes. Such reinforcement can only occur, however, when teachers have the assessment tools with which to see these changes in student outcomes, and when they have come to value them. Neither of these conditions can be assumed, especially in cases such as these studies, where the processes and outcomes promoted in the professional learning were fundamentally different from those of prior practice. An example of student outcomes reinforcing teacher commitment is outlined in Box 6.7 and the process is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

### Box 6.7. Assessment as a component in one teacher's commitment to change

**Teacher:** But what really, really convinced me was working that first year with my kids in first grade, and the more problems I asked the better they got ... It was the students who convinced me that CGI works, and they went far beyond what I ever expected that they could do (p. 579).

**Researcher:** When children begin to show increased learning, teachers continue to implement new methodologies that result in improved learning, and so the circle continues ... The more she used the knowledge, the more the children learned, and the more she was committed to CGI as an approach to instruction (p. 580).
Another significant function of assessment in this group of studies was to problematise current practice and create cognitive dissonance. This function is discussed in the section on learning processes (6.2.4).

### 6.2.2.4 Studies that focused on pedagogy only

As mentioned above, four of the six supplementary cases that failed to meet our criteria for student outcomes focused solely on pedagogy and did not provide teachers with resources to develop their mathematics content knowledge or assessment skills.

One of the supplementary studies that had negative student outcomes in mathematics achievement encouraged teachers to implement a prescriptive set of teaching behaviours in the form of a ‘teaching script’. While the professional development was successful in terms of changing teachers’ classroom practices, these practices had negative outcomes for students. In fact, the condition that resulted in the greatest teacher change had the most negative student outcomes.

We suggest that such approaches underestimate the complexity of teaching and just how important it is for teachers to be responsive to their students. Elsewhere we have suggested that teachers base their practice on their personal theories about how to be effective, and that the traditional hallmarks of an expert are a holistic grasp of relationships within a particular context and the ability to fluidly and efficiently solve problems of practice in theoretically consistent ways. Prescribing particular approaches without developing teachers’ theoretical understandings or giving them the tools they need to be responsive to the needs of their students is unlikely to be effective.

Under some circumstances, professional learning that was relatively prescriptive in terms of the teaching approaches being promoted had positive, albeit smaller outcomes. The conditions under which such an approach was able to be effective in one supplementary study is discussed in Box 6.8.
Box 6.8. The ‘active teaching and active learning’ approach

The ‘active teaching and active learning’ approach to mathematics described by Mason and Good promotes a very structured lesson sequence with specified time frames for reviewing homework, actively teaching new concepts, seatwork, and so forth. What distinguished this approach from other similarly prescriptive approaches that failed to improve outcomes for students was that it encouraged a higher degree of responsiveness to students than was evident in those other studies. The professional development providers emphasised that the approach was not a ‘straightjacket’ and provided teachers with both the freedom and the tools they needed to modify the approach in response to the particular needs of their own students in their own classroom context. To this end, teachers learned approaches to "actively assess student understanding, and use other methods designed to maintain appropriate classroom management, time-on-task, accountability ... Furthermore, teachers were encouraged to be active decision makers and use the models flexibly depending on lesson context” (p. 339).

Such responsiveness to students was made necessary by the grouping of students in the ‘whole class ad hoc’ approach promoted. In this approach, ability-based groups were adjusted daily on the basis of the teachers’ ongoing, largely informal, assessment of students. So, within a well-defined framework, teachers were given both the freedom and the tools they needed to adjust their new practice to their own students in their own context.

6.2.2.5 Integration of content

A notable feature of many of the studies in this group was the high level of integration of the various components of professional learning content. Teachers learned to make instructional decisions on the basis of the interplay between their pedagogical content knowledge, their knowledge of how students learn mathematics, and their ability to assess their students’ mathematical understanding. One example of this integration is presented in Box 6.9.

Box 6.9. Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI)

This professional development was focused on developing teachers’ mathematical content knowledge, their understanding of students’ mathematical problem solving, and ways to assess it. In this professional development, no specific instructional practices were prescribed, but rather, “teachers discussed principles of instruction that might be derived from the research and designed their own programs of instruction on the basis of those principles ... Much of the workshop was devoted to giving teachers access to knowledge about addition and subtraction word problems and how children think about them. The initial goal of instruction was to familiarise teachers with research on children’s solutions of addition and subtraction problems. Teachers learned to classify problems, to identify the processes that children use to solve different problems, and to relate processes to the levels and problems in which they are commonly used” (Carpenter et al., 1989, pp. 504–505).

In a review of mathematical studies, Kennedy (1989) said of CGI:

“I suspect this type of program content benefits teachers in two ways. First, in order to understand how students understand particular content, teachers also have to understand the content itself, so that subject matter understanding is likely to be a by-product of any program that focuses on how students understand subject matter. Second, by focusing on how students learn subject matter, in-service programs help teachers learn both what students should be learning and how to recognise signs of learning and signs of confusion. So teachers leave these programs with very specific ideas about what the subject matter they teach consists of, what students should be learning about that subject matter, and how to tell whether students are learning or not. This content makes the greatest difference in student learning” (p. 25).
6.2.3 Activities constructed to promote the professional learning

In this section, we synthesise information about the various activities included in the professional learning opportunities that led to improved student outcomes. Our summary of the synthesis is provided in Overview 6.3.

Overview 6.3. Activities constructed to promote the professional learning

Alignment of content and activities

• There was clear alignment between the intended learning content and the professional learning activities provided. 
  *Many activities served to reinforce a multitude of different understandings.*

Professional instruction was followed by multiple opportunities to learn

• The interventions in all of the core studies involved some form of direct instruction from someone with appropriate expertise.
• The interventions in all of the core studies provided information about theoretical principles.
• Instruction was accompanied by multiple opportunities for teachers to construct meaning and translate theory into practice over an extended period of time.

Activities to translate theory into practice

• In all but two of the core studies, teachers participated in a variety of activities to support the translation of theoretical principles into classroom practice over an extended period of time.
• In several core studies, initial activities focused on problematising teachers’ existing practice.

Observations and feedback

• Ongoing observation of classroom practice and feedback from a peer or professional development provider was associated both with core studies and those with low or no impact.

Teachers working at own level in curriculum

• Most core studies involved activities in which teachers were positioned as learners, either at their own level of understanding or at the level of the curriculum they were teaching, typically as a vehicle for developing their content knowledge of mathematics and their awareness of their students’ mathematical thinking.

Examining student outcomes

• The majority of core studies involved teachers examining student understandings of mathematics and making instructional decisions on the basis of them.

Participating in professional communities

• All studies reported some opportunity for teachers to discuss mutually identified issues.
• Participation in professional communities was not in itself sufficient to change teaching practice in ways that had a positive impact on student outcomes.

In all the core studies, there was a clear alignment between teacher learning activities and teacher learning goals. In many instances, one activity served a number of purposes; for example, teachers developed their content knowledge of mathematics as they watched a particular pedagogical approach being modelled.

The activities described in the different studies varied but there was considerable consistency in the overall structure of the programmes: all core studies but one provided some direct teaching of new content by an external professional development provider in a workshop-type situation early in the professional learning experience and all provided multiple learning opportunities where teachers could translate theory into practice. This structure is shown in diagrammatic form in Figure 6.2.
6.2.3.1 Activities to create dissonance/problematise existing practice

Several of the studies involved professional learning that was specifically designed to create cognitive dissonance. This dissonance typically involved challenging teachers’ beliefs about the nature of mathematics, for example, by advocating an approach focused more on conceptual understandings and less on procedural computation or by challenging teachers’ assumptions about what their students were capable of achieving. A variety of activities was used to achieve this. For example, in several cases teachers were shown videotapes of students solving problems and explaining the strategies that they used. Some expressed surprise that the students were capable of such high-level thinking. The activities used to foster cognitive dissonance are explored in greater depth in the section on learning processes (6.2.4).

6.2.3.2 Activities that helped teachers translate theory into practice

As discussed in the previous section, this group of core studies with substantive student outcomes had a particularly strong emphasis on theory. Teachers were given multiple learning opportunities to translate theory into practice.

In all the core studies, teachers were able to see examples of the programme in practice, either by viewing videotapes of classroom practice or observing model lessons taught by a peer or professional development provider.

In one study, teachers viewed videotapes of expert teachers conducting interviews in order to assess their students’ mathematical understanding. In another, teachers watched a videotaped lesson demonstrating cooperative learning. One school-based intervention created a model classroom in which teachers would observe and discuss model teaching. In another, teachers positioned as students solved mathematical problems and the professional development provider modelled how to give metacognitive feedback. In all these situations, the opportunity to see examples of effective practice served to bridge the theory-practice divide.

In one study (see Box 6.10), a teacher watched a professional development provider take a lesson with her own students. As well as providing opportunities to watch teaching practice, this allowed the teacher to take a back seat and learn more about her own learners, their understandings of mathematics, and what they were capable of.
6.2.3.3 Observations and feedback

Professional discussions and feedback to teachers, based on classroom observations of their implementation of new approaches, are associated both with core studies that had substantive student outcomes and with studies that failed to meet our criteria for student outcomes. Five of the core studies clearly reported situations in which teachers were observed and received feedback from an outside professional development provider. Another reported some observation but it was not clear whether this was for the purpose of professional learning or research. Observation and feedback were also associated with four of the six supplementary studies that had lower student outcomes. In one of these, teachers were observed by the trainers at least twice during each two-month interval between training sessions, and by the principal in some cases. The contrasting outcomes suggest that while observation and feedback may support teachers to implement or refine new practices in ways that have a positive impact on students, they do not guarantee it.

6.2.3.4 Providing student activities and materials

The provision of student activities and materials was another means by which teachers were supported to translate their learning into classroom practice, but in no case was this sufficient in itself.

Six of the core studies clearly reported teachers being provided with student activities and materials as part of the professional learning. Such activities and materials were used variously to help make teachers’ transition to the new practice less onerous and as a resource to support the translation of theoretical ideas. In one intervention, teachers were given an oversupply of instructional activities and notes so that they would be supported but not dependent on the materials as they would have to decide which were most appropriate. In another, teachers received detailed instructional activities and resources but how they were used varied from provider to provider. They were sometimes used as a resource in themselves and sometimes as a resource to support theoretical ideas.

In another intervention, the main vehicle for professional learning was a unit, consisting of activities and resources, to be used to replace an existing unit that covered topics such as ratio, qualitative motion, slope, linear functions, and simultaneous equations. This replacement unit was seen as a transitional strategy that would scaffold teachers into the new approach by providing them with a high level of classroom support as they taught a topic using the new approach for the first time. It was also seen as a means of building teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge as they met with other teachers and a professional development provider to discuss and analyse their experiences.

In no study was the provision of such materials sufficient in itself to bring about changes in teacher practice that led to improved student outcomes. The one intervention that attempted this was unsuccessful. In all the other core studies in which activities were provided, they were just one component of professional learning that sought to develop theoretically-based and coherent practice.
6.2.3.5 Teachers working at own level in curriculum

Teacher participation in the kinds of activity that they were being encouraged to use with their students was reported in a range of studies and served a variety of purposes. Such activities were used to model new approaches, deepen teachers’ own mathematical knowledge, give them insight into the learning processes and experiences of their students, and provide a vehicle for discussions about practice. Five of the core studies described activities in which teachers participated in activities positioned as students. In five, the activities were set at the teachers’ level rather than that of their students so that, as well as providing an opportunity for the professional development provider to model a particular approach, the teachers’ own mathematical content knowledge would be extended, giving them greater insight into their own—and consequently their students’—mathematical thinking. In one example (see Box 6.11), teachers worked in pairs to develop their knowledge of fractions.

### Box 6.11. Teachers working at own level in mathematics

Teachers were asked to play the role of a pizza store manager and propose a strategy for distributing leftover pizza to the homeless each evening; teachers worked in pairs to partition sets of partially eaten pizzas (sets of fractional parts of units such as 3/4 of a circle or 2/3 of a rectangle) into fair shares. This activity was a more challenging version of the lessons for elementary students, where students partition a whole number of cookies (circles) or brownies (squares) into fair shares. After the activity, the professional development provider engaged the teachers in reflection on part–whole relations, and relationships among different representations of fractions. At the conclusion, teachers were invited to step back into their roles as teachers and to reflect on practices they had just participated in as learners (p. 61).

In another study, teachers engaged in activities that aimed to develop students’ cognition in mathematics. In this case, teachers solved the same problems as their grade 2 students, but only after they had been converted to base 8 to make them more challenging. One benefit of such activities is that they provided a context in which teachers could collaboratively analyse a wide range of issues related to mathematics teaching practice. An example is described in Box 6.12.

### Box 6.12. Teachers’ thinking as a source of mathematical ideas

As they worked on the problem activities, they were encouraged to share ideas about the mathematical content. In discussions immediately after, the teachers would share their mathematical thinking and reflect on the mathematical thinking of their peers. This provided a context for rich discussions about important mathematical ideas and, subsequently, the pedagogical implications for implementing these ideas in their own classrooms. In follow-up meetings, teachers were encouraged to analyse and assess the mathematical ideas that were elicited from their students when these activities were implemented in their own classrooms (p. 210).

6.2.3.6 Examining student outcomes and understandings

Perhaps surprisingly, only one of the studies in this group explicitly reported that teachers analysed quantitative student achievement data as part of the professional learning opportunities. In that case, teachers engaged with disaggregated data from reports of national assessments and were expected to collect data routinely and analyse it against curriculum targets. This is not to suggest, however, that assessment in a wider sense was not an important feature in core studies of professional learning. A large proportion of the core studies had teachers participating in activities in which they analysed students’ mathematical understanding by means such as watching videotaped interviews with students articulating their problem-
solving strategies and interviews that they conducted themselves with their students. A major focus of most core studies was the promotion of practice based on sound knowledge of students’ mathematical understanding.

6.2.3.7 Participation in professional communities

Participation in some form of learning community was a necessary but not sufficient condition. All of the core studies involved teachers working with others in some form of collegial relationship, usually with members from their own school community, but in some cases, in professional learning communities comprised of teachers from other schools or even just the teacher and the provider. Despite the apparent need for teachers to have a shared purpose if they are to successfully implement new approaches in ways that impact positively on learners, not all professional learning communities had positive outcomes for students. The one case in this group of studies where teachers worked only with each other in a professional community failed to meet our outcomes criteria. This case is discussed in Box 6.13.

Box 6.13. A case of professional learning communities not working to improve student outcomes

In this study, researchers investigated the impact that different professional development models had on students’ conceptual understanding of fractions. Teachers were assigned to one of three different treatment conditions. The Integrated Mathematics Assessment (IMA) group received extensive professional development. A second was a Collegial Support group, which met nine times in the course of one year. The third was set up as a control group in which no professional development was provided other than the ‘reform’ textbook.

The teachers in the Collegial Support condition were offered none of the focused help with subject matter, understanding of children’s mathematics, or reform-minded approaches to instruction offered to those in the IMA group. Rather, they self-selected areas and topics for exploration. The professional development provider attended the meetings but did not set the agenda or give advice in regard to curriculum or pedagogy.

Under this condition, students performed no better in terms of conceptual thinking about fractions than did the students in the control group and they actually performed worse than the control group in terms of solving fraction problems.

Professional learning communities that lack external expertise are necessarily restricted to the collective understandings in the room. The following case, however, shows that even when expertise exists within a group, it is not necessarily used to address issues of content knowledge (Box 6.14).

Box 6.14. Professional learning communities

This study involved a professional learning community made up of mathematics teachers from both intermediate and secondary schools. As a general rule, the researchers found that these two groups had different professional development needs. In general, the intermediate teachers were stronger in pedagogy and had less mathematical content knowledge, while the reverse was true of the secondary teachers. The professional learning community was effective in developing pedagogy but was not effective in developing teachers’ mathematical content knowledge: “Whereas the secondary school teachers seemed to gain pedagogical content knowledge from their association with the intermediate school teachers, the converse was not often true. The mathematical activities provided at group sessions had a divisive effect in that secondary school teachers dominated discussion of the mathematics... Professional conversations enabled teachers to gain insight into the mathematics of their students and effective teaching methods but they were not particularly useful in extending conceptual or connected knowledge of mathematics” (p. 149).
6.2.4 Learning processes

As we have noted elsewhere, written accounts of professional development do not generally report clearly on teacher learning processes and reactions, yet it is these that constitute the ‘black box’ between professional learning opportunities and teacher outcomes (see Figure 2.1). This omission is also true of professional learning in mathematics, particularly with regard to the extent to which teachers’ own prior knowledge is cued, retrieved, or consolidated. There is considerable evidence, however, that for many teachers, engagement in professional development in mathematics creates dissonance with existing beliefs about mathematics and how to teach it. Part of the process for resolving such dissonance involves understanding new information. These processes are summarised in Overview 6.4.

Overview 6.4. Learning processes

Creating dissonance with current beliefs about mathematics teaching and learning

• Many of the interventions in the core studies involved challenging teachers’ existing beliefs about what was most important in mathematics and what their students were capable of.

    Teachers whose student outcomes improved resolved their dissonance and implemented new approaches to the teaching of mathematics.

New information

• In all the core studies, new information to deepen understandings and refine skills consistent with the new position was part of the professional learning opportunities.

Consolidating prior knowledge

• The extent to which prior knowledge was cued, retrieved, or consolidated was not clearly reported in the core studies.

    Cueing, retrieving, and consolidating prior knowledge was evident only in those studies in which no change in student outcomes was evident.

6.2.4.1 Creating dissonance with current position

As might be expected, considering the difference between prevailing discourses about mathematics and the approaches being promoted, a degree of dissonance with teachers’ current positions was a feature of many of the studies. In others, the extent of the changes to practice that followed the professional learning suggests that there must have been earlier cognitive dissonance.

In addition, there were parallels between the dissonance created for teachers and the dissonance advocated with regard to student learning. Most of the core studies had aspects of a cognitive constructivist perspective, which Wood and Sellers described as “a process in which children attempt to overcome obstacles or contradictions that arise from engaging in purposeful activity. From this point of view, social interaction is viewed as a means by which opportunities are created for transformations to occur in the individual’s thinking. In this respect, the conflict that arises between differing points of view, along with the individual’s resolution, creates situations in which changes in thought may occur” (p. 338).

In a number of the studies, ‘conflict’ followed surprise on the teachers’ part, typically in response to what their students did or did not understand about some aspect of mathematics. Surprises of this kind occurred during the formal professional learning opportunities, for example, when teachers viewed videotapes of children solving problems, and later in teachers’ own classrooms, particularly as they applied new methods of assessment that helped them better appreciate their students’ mathematical understanding. Sometimes the surprise was at the unexpected sophistication of students’ problem solving, sometimes the reverse was true.
as teachers discovered just how superficial their students’ understanding was of concepts that they had assumed had been mastered. Several examples of such dissonance are illustrated in Box 6.15.

**Box 6.15. Creating dissonance**

"In fact, some of the results really blew me away, it was the processes, what they knew … I had children who I had expected to do better, but they didn’t, and I had some children who I had expected to be at a certain level and [they] ended up quite high up in terms of their cognitive processes, but because they didn’t give me the answer, I just assumed, oh no, you’re this level … It got rid of all my pre-conceived ideas about where they were. Yeah, there are things that I have changed that I would never have done before if it wasn’t for the testing and finding out exactly where my children were at. Yeah, things have changed.” (Higgins et al., 2005, p. 35)

"Some of the findings blew me out of the water. Place value, keeping track of five places, we had taken for granted. Students had a veneer of knowledge … Schools have to respond to kids wherever they are.” (Irwin & Niederer, 2002, p. 90)

"I think going through the workshop last summer helped, because I have never done these kinds of problems in my life and again, it was exposure and knowledge, you know? And then I cemented it this year when I saw the kids could do it. Well, if they (children on the videotapes during the workshop) can do it, my kids can do it, too. So, I started right away and I was really amazed how much (my kids) knew.” (Fennema et al., 1993, p. 579)

Dissonance in these cases was very important in terms of problematising aspects of teachers’ current practice and engendering support for the new practice. This approach contrasted with one in which teachers were introduced to new pedagogical practices without a rationale that arose from their own practice context. Box 6.16 describes how professional development providers problematised one teacher’s current practice and then supported her to construct new practice.

**Box 6.16. Problematising current practice**

In another study (McClain & Cobb, 2001, pp. 8–9) the professional developers observed that one teacher “would allow all her students to share their solution methods. In addition, she accepted all their contributions equally and did not attempt to contrast solutions or to indicate that some were particularly valued.” The professional development providers saw this practice as problematic because they felt that the teacher should play a more proactive role in guiding students’ understanding of what an adequate solution would be, and also because students’ participation in these discussions “appeared to involve waiting quietly for their turn to explain, but without listening to others’ explanations.” The professional development providers worked with the teacher to explore her reasons for pursuing this practice. She “justified her role in these discussions by explaining that she did not want to be an authority in the classroom. She made it clear that judging the worth of students’ contributions violated basic tenets of her non-impositional educational philosophy.” In an attempt to problematise her current practice, the professional developers “asked her to watch a videotape recording of one of the whole-class discussions and to focus on the learning opportunities that arose for the listening students. In doing so, she became aware that the listening students were not engaged and thus that the discussions did not contribute to their intellectual welfare.”
6.3 Bringing it all together

The majority of the interventions documented by the studies in this group promoted ideas about the nature of mathematics and mathematics teaching that were fundamentally different to what might be termed ‘traditional’ approaches to mathematics. As such, the shifts that teachers were asked to make were challenging and, in all cases, significant external support was required to make them happen. By definition, the interventions described in the 11 core studies were all successful in supporting teachers to change their practice in ways that had positive outcomes for students. So it is clear that significant and positive shifts in teaching practice are possible when the right content is provided with the right kinds of support in the right kinds of circumstances. The purpose of this section is to summarise what we have learned about these ‘right’ conditions.

The interventions documented in the core studies all shared a focus that was specific to mathematics, clearly articulated goals to teachers that related specifically to student outcomes in mathematics, and provided teachers with a range of mathematics-based content. Attempts to improve student achievement through implementation of a pedagogy that lacked a mathematics focus were not successful in improving mathematics outcomes for students. This finding is consistent with a recent meta-analysis of the impact of professional development on student outcomes. While there may well be pedagogical principles that apply to all subjects, attention to these was not sufficient to have a positive impact on students’ achievement in mathematics. All the core studies had, at minimum, some tailoring of generic pedagogy to a mathematical context. See, for example, the study of a school-wide cooperative learning approach that included a mathematics module. But in most cases, the approaches taken were specific and exclusive to mathematics.

Whether teachers volunteered or were obliged to participate and whether participation involved a whole school or an individual teacher appear to be less important than a positive professional learning environment, the provision of sufficient time, and consistency within the professional learning experience and the wider social and educational context.

Given the significant shifts that were asked of teachers in the core studies, it is not surprising that the professional learning took place in environments that were supportive. Most programmes took place over an extended period of time and provided ongoing support with multiple opportunities to learn. All the interventions documented in the core studies engendered a sense of shared purpose among the participants, and the relationships between teachers and professional developers, when described, struck a balance between being supportive and being challenging. In several instances, professional developers specifically stressed that they viewed teachers as peers and the professional learning experience as a reciprocal one.

All of the core studies with positive outcomes for students were of interventions that promoted approaches consistent with those of the wider mathematics community. They were either initiated by policy makers or directly influenced by bodies such as national subject associations. They had strong internal consistency and the opportunities provided for teacher learning were consistent with the principles of student learning being promoted. In one case, for example, the promotion of cooperative learning in the classroom was mirrored by the creation of cooperative leadership structures, ensuring that the medium did not contradict the message.

The content of the learning was far and away the most influential factor in determining whether professional learning would result in improved mathematical outcomes for students. The differences between the programmes that led to substantive student outcomes and those that had a much lower (or even negative) impact related mainly to learning content. Neither the overall context in which the professional learning took place or the types of activities in
which teachers participated were markedly different in the successful and the less successful cases. What distinguished the learning activities was not their form, but their content. The successful programmes focused deliberately on mathematics and provided teachers with a range of knowledge, understandings, and skills that related directly to mathematics, while the unsuccessful programmes took a more generic approach. Successful programmes developed teachers' content knowledge of mathematics and their understanding of students' mathematical thinking, while the unsuccessful programmes focused exclusively on pedagogy.

In no case was it sufficient for teachers to simply learn how to implement prescribed teaching practices. In all successful interventions, the content served to develop teacher understanding of the theoretical basis for the practices being promoted, as well as the complex relationship between the key elements of teacher subject knowledge, pedagogy, assessment, and how students learn. In contrast, in the four supplementary studies that failed to meet our criteria for student outcomes, the focus was on pedagogy only.

One explanation for the limited (in one case, negative) impact of such approaches is quite simply that they underestimate the complexity of teaching and learning. Teachers need tools that allow them to be responsive to the needs of their own students and there is a risk that in prescribing teaching practices without providing such tools, the focus can shift off students and on to programme implementation fidelity. It could be argued that this is no more than a short-term effect of implementing something new and that, as teachers gain confidence in the new approach, their responsiveness to students will be restored, but the study involving Madeline Hunter's Instructional Theory into Practice model suggests otherwise. In this study, student achievement in mathematics initially increased slightly but dropped again after two years of implementation. Instead of familiarity with the pedagogy leading to a restoration of responsiveness, familiarity may be associated with monotony. Kennedy has suggested that this may be due to these instructional models being "simply more boring to implement, for they prescribe an almost invariant daily routine ... it may well be that both teachers and students need more variety than these models allow" (p. 19). Clearly, one can never assume that the implementation of supposedly effective teaching strategies will automatically result in positive outcomes for students, for it is unlikely that any particular teaching strategy will be effective for every learner in every context.

Core studies addressed assessment in a number of different ways, none of which was apparent in those studies that had less impact on student outcomes. Assessment provided the initial challenge to existing practice, the basis for instructional decisions, and the motivation to continue with the professional development as teachers saw their students make accelerated progress. It is hardly surprising that assessment should be such an important component of teacher professional learning as teachers need the skills to understand the impact of their instruction on students if they are to be able to tailor their instruction to meet diverse student needs.

It is the interchange between the various components of mathematical learning content that appears to be crucial. Successful professional learning offered well-developed conceptual understandings of mathematics so that teachers could, in turn, develop the conceptual understandings of their students. Teachers were then able to assess their students' understandings, knew how to interpret the implications, and were able to base instructional decision making on them.

Box 6.17 gives an example of how the various components of a 'cognitively oriented approach' combined to impact on one participant's teaching.
Box 6.17. Applying knowledge in the classroom

When asked what knowledge was important to her as she made instructional decisions, one teacher who had participated in professional learning in Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) replied:

"The knowledge of the content of the problem solving, the problem types and the solution strategies and you have to have the foundation yourself, before you can impart it for your kids ... (CGI) is a philosophy versus a recipe ... You as a teacher have to take the knowledge that CGI is about problem types, about solution strategies, about how children develop cognitively, and you have to apply that to your own teaching styles. Then, the outcome of that is, as a teacher you have to be a supreme listener to kids, and not only do you learn to just listen, but then you learn what to listen for and what might be some possible next steps you might want to take" (p. 580).

Kennedy's analysis of professional learning in mathematics identified the most successful programmes as being "more cognitively oriented, interested in how students come to understand mathematical ideas, and interested in student reasoning, analysis, and problem solving in mathematics." She concluded that "a strong case can be made for attending more to the content of inservice teacher education and for attending less to its structural and organizational features." This synthesis supports Kennedy's view.
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7. Professional Learning and Science

We selected the studies in this group because all had an explicit focus on promoting student learning in science or improving student attitudes towards science. They illustrate a variety of approaches to promoting professional learning, including formal workshops, working alongside practising scientists, and providing curriculum materials. Most studies focused on general science, with one specific to physics.

7.1 Studies considered

Eight individual and groups of core studies were included in this category (Table 7.1). The core studies were those that met our methodological criteria and had evidence of moderate to high outcomes for students, either in terms of achievement in science or attitudes to science. Some of the studies we consulted did not meet our methodological criteria but were able to provide further information relating to the core studies; these are identified by brackets in the table. Seven of the core studies were from the United States and one from the United Kingdom. In addition, five supplementary studies were included in the synthesis. These were considered supplementary either on the grounds of inadequate outcomes or insufficient information about methodology. Three were from the United States and one each from New Zealand and the United Kingdom.

7.1.1 Core studies

All the core studies were of interventions that specifically targeted science.

The first (Adey, 1999, 2004, 2006) comprised a group of studies referred to as Cognitive Acceleration through Science Education (CASE) in the United Kingdom. This science programme targeted the higher-level thinking skills of year 7–8 students in order to “increase the intellectual capability of students to deal with complex scientific concepts” (p. 4). The CASE professional development typically involved entire science departments in eight days of workshops and five or six half-days of in-school support from professional development providers, spread over two years. Positive outcomes in terms of students’ cognitive development were reported, with an effect size of 0.64.

The second (Bianchini et al., 1995; Bianchini, 1997) involved two studies in science, based around the Program for Complex Instruction. Complex instruction involved three components: group tasks requiring multiple intellectual abilities, centred around a big idea; a classroom management system of cooperative norms and procedural roles; and treatments used by the teacher to equalise rates of student interaction. The professional development described in Filby involved an initial two-week training programme that presented the underlying theory, modelled lessons, and gave participants opportunities to practise components and whole lessons. According to Cohen, the first week of a typical Complex Instruction workshop was devoted to theory presentation, analysis of situations, and practice by the workshop participants. During the second week, participants were videotaped while practising with groups of students. They then reviewed the tapes with a trainer. Teachers were then observed nine times in the first year of implementation and were given feedback on three of these occasions. Positive student outcomes were reported, with an effect size of 1.06 (n = 80).
### Table 7.1. Science: core studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Focus of PD</th>
<th>Student outcome assessed</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>School sector/year levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Bianchini (1997); Bianchini, Holthuis, &amp; Nielsen, 1995</td>
<td>Program for Complex Instruction Developing conceptual and higher-order scientific thinking through open-ended problem solving in cooperative learning situations</td>
<td>Scientific knowledge and understanding</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Grades 6–8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Buysse, Sparkman, & Wesley, 2003) Inquiry-based approach to science learning
(Cutter, Palincsar, & Magnusson, 2002)
(Palincsar, Magnusson, Collins, & Cutter, 2001)
(Palincsar, Magnusson, Marano, Ford, & Brown, 1998)
(Magnusson & Palincsar, 1995)

Transformational Science Teaching
Problem-based learning in authentic contexts

Promoting hands-on, inquiry-based science instruction

The third study (Curriculum Research and Development Group, University of Hawaii, 2002; Yamamoto, 1997) in this group took place in the United States and is referred to as Foundational Approaches in Science Teaching (FAST). The programme has been used by 6,000 teachers in 36 states and 10 countries, and focused mainly on grades 7–9. The professional development involved a two-week course, followed by monthly meetings for a year, and provided a comprehensive curriculum consisting of resources, activities, lesson plans, and lists of materials. The teaching programme focused on developing inquiry-based approaches to science learning, with an emphasis on developing students’ critical thinking. Very positive outcomes for students were reported in this relatively small-scale study (ES = 2.85, n = 128).

The fourth study (Huffman et al., 2003) was from the United States and was referred to as the Constructing Physics Understanding in a Computer-Supported Learning Environment Project (CPU). Secondary school teachers who participated in this programme learned how to use computer-based activities, software, and pedagogy developed for a variety of topics. Training took place over a year, with five days’ training per topic. Using the Force Concept Inventory test as a measure of students’ understanding of the topics of force and motion, outcomes were positive: ES = 0.47 (experienced over beginning, n = 288), ES = 0.70 (beginning over control, n = 194), and ES = 1.08 (experienced over control, n = 250).

The fifth study (Kahle et al., 2000) involved eight teachers from different schools and aimed to raise the science achievement of their urban, African-American, middle-school students. The professional learning opportunities focused on developing standards-based teaching practices and consisted of a six-week summer institute followed by six seminars held over the following 12 months. Positive achievement outcomes were reported for students whose teachers had participated in the professional learning compared to those whose teachers had not. The effect size was 0.39 (n = 374), measured by a researcher-developed assessment tool.
The sixth study (Palincsar et al., 1998, 2000, 2001) was actually a group of studies, referred to as Guided Inquiry supporting Multiple Literacies (GiMML), which promoted inquiry-based approaches to science teaching and learning. These studies involved United States teachers of grades K–5. The professional learning consisted of a two-week summer institute followed by twice-weekly after-school meetings held throughout the year and a one- to two-week block in which professional development providers would visit teachers to observe, provide feedback, and plan collaboratively. Positive gains in students’ conceptual knowledge, as measured by a researcher-developed test, were reported, with effect sizes for regular students of 0.49 (n = 60), low-achieving students of 0.66 (n = 31), and for students with learning disabilities and emotional impairment, 0.62 (n = 19).

The seventh science study (Parke & Coble, 1997) was referred to as Transformational Science Teaching and was concerned with improving students’ attitudes to science by developing problem-based approaches to science learning, in authentic contexts. Teachers in this United States-based intervention examined state and national goals for science education and current research into science teaching and learning and then collaborated with professional development providers to construct their own practice in ways that connected new knowledge with their own values and experiences. The intervention involved all the science teachers of grades 6–8 in one district, and took place over one year. Positive outcomes in terms of students’ attitudes to science were reported, with an effect size of 0.59 (n = 325).

The eighth study (Raghavan et al., 2001) in this group was of a large-scale reform that eventually involved 30 school districts in the United States. The programme was referred to as Local Systemic Change and was an initiative of the National Science Foundation, targeting grades K–6. The goal of the project was to promote hands-on, inquiry-based science instruction. Assessments of student understanding of scientific concepts and processes showed effect sizes of 0.19 (n = 3,123) over national and 0.28 over international (n = 3,123) rates. Although these effect sizes are lower than those typically considered ‘moderate’, the large number of students involved makes this an important study.

### 7.1.2 Supplementary studies

Five studies (Table 7.2) were designated as supplementary rather than core because they did not meet the criteria for inclusion on the grounds of either inadequate outcomes or insufficient information about methodology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Focus of PD</th>
<th>Student outcome assessed</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>School sector/year levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Bell (2005)</td>
<td>Inquiry-oriented science education</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Caulfield-Sloan &amp; Ruzicka (2005)</td>
<td>Using higher-order questioning strategies to develop students’ understanding of scientific concepts</td>
<td>Understanding of single topic (taught in one lesson)</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Grade 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first study (Bell, 2005) in this group was referred to as The Learning in Science Projects (LISP). This was a series of five major research projects conducted in New Zealand between 1979 and 1998. The five projects shared a constructivist philosophy and all emphasised an inquiry-based approach to science learning. This group of studies is included in the supplementary category because, although the studies provided rich data about the professional learning experiences of participating teachers and convincing evidence that these did lead to significant shifts in teacher practice, evidence of student outcomes was not reported.

The second supplementary study (Caulfield-Sloan & Ruzicka, 2005) had positive outcomes for students but were in too narrow a domain to be included as a core study. Caulfield-Sloan and Ruzicka investigated the impact of professional development in the use of higher-order questioning strategies on third grade students’ understanding of scientific concepts and processes. The professional development was limited to one workshop and involved teachers learning how to apply higher-order questioning strategies in one specified lesson. Teachers were then observed teaching the lesson and a rubric assessment of students’ understanding was conducted. The students of teachers who had participated in the workshop performed better than those who had not, with an effect size of 1.27 (n = 120).

The third study (Dubner et al., 2005; Samuel, Silverstein, & Dubner, 2004) involved teachers working as fully contributing members of university research science teams over the course of two summers. Positive outcomes for the students of participating teachers were reported, with higher pass rates in the Regents Science Examination than those of a control group (ES = 0.16, n = 17,511) but the gains were not sufficiently large for this study to be designated a core study.

The study by Fishman et al. (2003) was based in the United States and involved a large-scale, systemic education reform but the outcomes assessed were restricted to map reading skills related to watersheds. An effect size of 0.73 (n = 2,925) was achieved. Although the effect size was high, it related to only one lesson in a very narrow range of skills.

The fourth supplementary (Leat, 1999) study was included because, although it did not report student outcomes, it provided a rich analysis of cases in which professional development in scientific thinking skills failed to influence teacher practice. This study was directly relevant to our analysis of another study discussed in this chapter as well as informing our understanding of barriers to changing teaching practice in ways that impact positively on student outcomes.

### 7.2 What works for whom in changing student outcomes in science

This section synthesises evidence from studies of interventions that addressed teachers’ knowledge of science and science teaching in ways that had positive outcomes for students. It is structured according to the five aspects of the framework set out in Figure 4.2: context, professional learning environment, content, activities provided, and teacher reactions.

#### 7.2.1 The context of the professional learning opportunities

The context in which the professional learning opportunities occurred that appeared to work in terms of changing the teaching of science in ways that led to positive outcomes for students is identified in this subsection. A summary of the synthesis is provided in Overview 7.1.
Overview 7.1. The context of the professional learning opportunities

**Infrastructural supports**

- The core studies provided too little information about infrastructural supports such as funding or release time for any conclusions to be drawn.

**Coherence with policy**

- The interventions in all the core studies promoted approaches to science teaching that were consistent with both current research findings and with their policy contexts.

**Voluntary or compulsory**

- Volunteering was not a necessary condition for successful professional development, neither was it a guarantee of change.
- The content and form of the professional learning opportunities were more important than volunteering in achieving teacher ‘buy-in’.

**Individual or whole-school**

- A similar proportion of studies involved teachers participating in professional development independently of their school colleagues, and teachers participating as part of a whole science department or school.
- Core studies in which teachers participated independently of their school colleagues developed collegial groups among participants.

**External expertise**

- All the core studies involved expertise from outside the participants’ school environments.
- ‘Cascading’ models of professional development in which external providers trained teachers as trainers had mixed outcomes but could be successful under certain circumstances.

**School leadership**

- Insufficient information was provided to draw conclusions about school leaders’ involvement.

**Time and frequency**

- All core studies involved professional development over extended periods of at least one school year, with some up to five years, with relatively frequent input, particularly in the initial stages.
- One-off learning opportunities may be sufficient to bring about changes that are of limited scope, but not substantive changes in practice and outcomes.

**Prevailing discourses**

- Some cases of professional development were successful despite initial differences between the prevailing discourses of the teachers and the ideas being promoted.

**Professional learning goals**

- In all the interventions in the core studies, professional learning goals specific to science were explicitly shared with teachers.

---

7.2.1.1 Infrastructural supports

The core studies provided too little information about infrastructural supports such as funding or release time for any conclusions to be drawn about the impact of their presence or absence. In an intervention documented in one of the core studies, teachers attended a six-week, content-based, summer institute followed by six seminars during the following year and earned graduate credit on completion of the professional development. Teachers involved in Guided Inquiry supporting Multiple Literacies (GiSML) were given limited amounts of release time to work with a professional development provider during a two-week block at their school. In the study of CASE, teachers identified a lack of time for post-observation feedback sessions...
as a constraint\textsuperscript{47}, but this professional development still achieved positive outcomes for learners. No other examples of infrastructural supports were identified in the core studies but the supplementary study involving teachers working over two summers as part of university-based scientific research teams involved considerably more support. These teachers were paid \$US6,000 per summer plus \$2,000 for materials. Although other benefits accrued from teacher participation in the scheme, its impact on student outcomes was relatively small for the funds invested.

\subsection*{7.2.1.2 Coherence with policy}

Seven out of the eight core studies\textsuperscript{48} were from the United States and were consistent with a policy environment that reflected the notion that “virtually all contemporary educational reform documents call for the teaching of science to be inquiry based. The assumption guiding this mandate is that as students engage in inquiry activity, they acquire the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind that will enable them to come to deep understanding of the big ideas in science and to become skilled in the process of engaging in scientific reasoning.”\textsuperscript{49} Each of these studies\textsuperscript{50} claimed that their intervention was consistent with The National Science Education Standards\textsuperscript{51}. “In addition to improving content knowledge,” this reform document “recommended the use of varied types of instruction, including cooperative groups, open-ended questioning, extended inquiry, and problem-solving. Further, they recommended that assessments be embedded in instruction and that students be provided with multiple ways to demonstrate content understanding and process skills, such as by portfolios, exhibitions, and performance tasks” (p. 1020)\textsuperscript{52}. Of these seven studies from the United States, two were directly initiated by the National Science Foundation\textsuperscript{53}, one received funding from this body\textsuperscript{54}, and the remainder claimed that their intervention was consistent with the 1996 standards\textsuperscript{55}. The only core study to come from the United Kingdom\textsuperscript{56} also promoted an inquiry-based approach, with the aim of developing students’ thinking skills. The extent to which this focus was consistent with policy in its wider context was not reported.

It is significant that all cases of professional development that led to positive outcomes for students were part of wider and coherent movements in science teaching and learning that were underpinned by strong research bases. No core study took place in a policy or research vacuum.

\subsection*{7.2.1.3 Voluntary or compulsory}

The extent to which professional development in the core cases was voluntary or compulsory varied. Two of the studies related to interventions that were fully voluntary\textsuperscript{57} and three to interventions that were compulsory\textsuperscript{58}. In the remaining three core studies, the extent to which participation was voluntary was either not reported\textsuperscript{59} or varied, sometimes involving whole departments and sometimes individual teacher volunteers.\textsuperscript{60}

It cannot be assumed that what works for a teacher who volunteers will necessarily work for a teacher who is compelled. In one supplementary study\textsuperscript{61}, for example, teachers volunteered (and were paid) to spend 16 weeks of summer vacation time participating in professional learning with scientist colleagues. It is unlikely that teachers could be compelled to make this level of commitment. There is some indication that these volunteers were more enthusiastic than their peers prior to this professional learning experience because they had three times as many students involved in after-school science clubs as non-participating teachers\textsuperscript{62}. Their commitment to such activities increased further as a result of their participation in the programme.

In short, volunteering is neither a necessary condition for, nor a guarantee of, positive outcomes for students. As we have argued in the synthesis of other categories, what is important is that teachers ‘buy in’ at some point. Buy-in is related more to the content and form of the professional development than to whether teachers do or do not volunteer.
7.2.1.4 Individual or whole-school

Four of the eight core studies involved professional development in which all the teachers of a particular school or department participated together, while the others involved only individual teachers or pairs of teachers from any one school. The success of the outcomes for individual participants calls into question the frequently heard claim that effective professional development must involve whole staff or departments.

On the other hand, networking and collegiality among participating teachers does seem to be an important condition because this was noted specifically in two of these latter three studies. One, for example, involved a six-week summer institute followed by six meetings held at intervals throughout the year. The teachers involved came from the same urban area and similar type of school, but not the same school. Another study described the development of a community of practice that involved teachers from different schools learning together in two week-long summer institutes and then meeting regularly for half a day twice-monthly during the school year. Conditions for collegiality were created by networking with participants from other schools. In another supplementary study, teachers participating in scientific research work experience developed collegial relationships with university faculty both during their time at the university and at monthly meetings held over the course of the following year.

7.2.1.5 External expertise

All of the core studies involved expertise from outside the participants’ own school environments. Although, in several situations, the participants themselves were regarded as a significant resource, there was only one situation in which external expertise was complemented by internal expertise in a structured way.

External expertise was probably necessary because the approaches promoted in these science interventions involved significant changes in practice for many of the teachers concerned. Such change required extensive support in terms of extending theoretical knowledge and translating it into practice. External input, however, did not equate to dictation or prescription. In this group of studies, two involved communities of practice in which teachers had considerable autonomy but were constrained in how they exercised it by sets of principles that underpinned the approaches advocated. In both, the external ‘expert’ challenged teachers’ theories of action. In one, teachers discussed issues and were able to design their own curriculum, reflecting their own beliefs about teaching. These beliefs were challenged in a variety of ways by the presence of the external provider and through discussion of a wide body of research concerning teaching and learning in general, and science in particular.

In one core study, a cascading model was used whereby teachers were ‘trained to be trainers’, able to take responsibility for the ongoing professional development of their colleagues at school. As discussed in Chapter 6, a change in role of this kind can be very challenging. This was the experience of teachers in one study of a whole-school reform: “A comment we frequently heard from these teachers was that this project required them to relate to their colleagues in different—and not altogether comfortable—ways. For the first time, they were being asked to have fellow teachers change what they did in the classroom. Many teachers found this new role challenging and even unsettling” (p. 9). The challenges and potential benefits of such an approach, as discussed in one of the science studies, are outlined in Box 7.1.
Box 7.1. Cascading models: training the trainers

Teacher-tutors were trained to support their colleagues to implement the CASE thinking skills programme. They received five additional days of training, organised and delivered a session at a national Cognitive Acceleration convention, and were accompanied on their initial visit to schools by local education authority officers or university staff.

Many of the teacher-tutors initially felt uncomfortable about taking on this ‘expert’ role. One said, “In a way, at the start, I almost avoided my tutees because I felt awkward, I didn’t know where I stood. When you see the other tutors, you know where you stand, but when you go in to other teachers’ classes, you feel that you are supposed to know more than everybody else.” Another teacher-tutor commented, “The tutor’s role is to do with supporting the teachers and developing their expertise, and that is a difficult skill. It’s not just being the teacher’s friend.” The teachers identified the same issue, with some commenting that the teacher-tutors may have been too diffident about identifying areas that needed attention and giving constructive feedback.

As well as coping with the demands of a ‘challenging and unsettling’ new role, teacher-tutors also had practical considerations to deal with that arose from their being away from their own classes for 10 days.

Despite these challenges, the researchers concluded that the professional development programme involving teacher-tutors was perceived as exceptionally successful in enhancing teachers’ pedagogy and children’s learning skills. In addition, many of the tutor-teachers felt that as well as developing a new set of skills in professional leadership, their role in observation and feedback had had a positive impact on their own teaching.

Professional development interventions of this kind, which involve external providers training teachers within the school to train teachers, need to take account of the interpersonal challenges that the teacher-trainees will inevitably face. In this situation the approach seemed successful for it was associated with positive outcomes for students.

7.2.1.6 Time and frequency

All the core studies involved professional development over extended periods of at least one school year and up to four or five years. One of the supplementary studies was an exception in that the professional development consisted solely of one workshop, yet it appeared to have positive outcomes for students. In this case, however, the workshop was focused on applying higher-level questioning strategies to one particular lesson and the student outcomes pertained only to that lesson. While the principles that the teachers learned may have been applicable to other lessons, there was no evidence provided to suggest that such transfer did in fact take place.

As well as being implemented over significant periods of time, in all the studies with a positive impact on students that provided the information, the professional development was scheduled at relatively frequent intervals. In some situations, this was two meetings per month, in another, six sessions during the year, and, in the study that took place over five years, it was approximately 70 hours per teacher. Significantly better student outcomes were reported for studies where teachers participated for longer periods of time, indicating that, when complex change is required, participation in a professional learning opportunity is more effective for those teachers who participate in it for longer.

Time may also be required to embed the professional learning. In one case, high school physics teachers engaged in learning about computer assisted learning. Three groups of teachers were studied: ‘experienced’ teachers who had participated in similar professional development some years earlier, ‘beginning’ teachers who had been trained within the past two years, and a control group who had had no training at all. While the students of the beginning and experienced teachers achieved significantly higher scores than those of the control teachers in
assessments of their understanding of force and motion, the students of experienced teachers achieved significantly better results than those of the beginning teachers.

This finding does not, of course, mean that lengthier professional development is necessarily more effective. As our synthesis of other categories has established, instances of professional development, involving extended periods of time and ongoing, frequent, professional learning opportunities, have resulted in negligible or worse outcomes for students. What matters more is the content and form of the learning. By definition, time and frequency need to be ‘sufficient’, but what is ‘sufficient’ will depend on other factors such as the complexity of the learning and the degree of change required. As we have shown in this section, a one-off workshop may be sufficient to train teachers to apply a particular pedagogical approach to a prescribed lesson, but it is not sufficient to bring about deeper, sustainable shifts in teacher practice.

Adey (2006) claimed that “The classic 1-day INSET is a total waste of money, except for simple technical instruction such as how to use an interactive whiteboard” (p. 54)\(^2\). Our synthesis of science studies would largely support this view.

### 7.2.1.7 Prevailing discourses and models of practice

As discussed earlier, all interventions documented in the core studies had similarities in that they promoted some form of ‘inquiry-based’ approach to science teaching and learning, which placed the student at the centre of learning and valued the development of problem-solving processes over memorisation of scientific facts. In some situations at least, the prevailing discourses of teachers before the professional development were at considerable odds with those promoted by the providers. One study went so far as to claim that a “pedagogy of poverty” prevailed in many of the urban schools in which the professional development took place—pedagogy that was characterised by low teacher expectations, teacher-centred instruction, and limited opportunities for experiment/inquiry\(^3\). In another study, teaching prior to the intervention was focused on the rote learning of science facts instead of scientific problem solving or conceptual understanding\(^4\). Clearly, at least in some situations, prevailing discourses can be successfully challenged and new practices put into place.

### 7.2.1.8 Professional learning goals

In all the core studies, professional learning goals and underpinning, theoretical principles specifically related to the teaching and learning of science were made explicit to teachers. None of the interventions concerned attempted to effect improved outcomes in science through a generic pedagogical approach. In one, the goals extended to developing students’ thinking skills in general, but the researchers stressed that the focus on a science context was essential. These authors posed and answered the question: “Can we not address high-level thinking skills directly, context-free? I think the answer is no, because we have to think about something, we need matter to think about”\(^5\). Another intervention aimed to develop higher-order thinking skills and social skills with general applicability, but again, this professional development took place within a science context.

### 7.2.2 The content of the professional learning opportunities

In this section we synthesise the evidence from this group of studies as it relates to the content of the professional learning opportunities provided to the participating teachers. The key points are summarised in Overview 7.2.
### Overview 7.2. The content of the professional learning opportunities

#### Content to support a particular programme
- The interventions in many of the core studies provided detailed science content related to particular instructional programmes.

#### Integration of theory and practice
- All the core studies involved the development of theoretical understandings that went beyond immediate practice.

#### Pedagogical content knowledge
- The interventions in most of the core studies developed teachers’ content knowledge of science.
- The process of teachers learning science content appears to have been more important than the new content knowledge itself.
- All interventions that developed teachers’ content knowledge also developed their understanding of pedagogy.

#### Knowledge of assessment
- Improving assessment was closely related to learning science content.
- An increased focus on students’ conceptual understanding of science necessitated a change in both assessment content and use.

---

#### 7.2.2.1 Content to support a particular programme

One distinctive feature of this group of studies was that much of the professional learning content related to a particular programme or curriculum. Five of the eight core studies involved professional learning that was focused on a complete science programme in which teachers were provided with substantial support in the form of instructional materials such as unit and lesson plans, worksheets, and detailed instructions for activities. In another, teachers received a complete series of one-off lessons that could be incorporated into an existing science programme in order to develop students’ thinking skills.

#### 7.2.2.2 Integration of theory and practice

The interventions documented in all of the core studies struck some balance between providing teachers with practical teaching approaches and materials and developing their deeper theoretical understanding of the principles underlying the subject matter, related pedagogy, and how students learn. None went so far as the Cognitively Guided Instruction professional development in mathematics, in which teachers were only given theoretical principles and were themselves largely responsible for translating them into practice.

Although many of the studies related to the implementation of pre-planned programmes, in no case were the instructional materials regarded as sufficient in themselves to bring about changes in teaching practice. All the successful interventions provided teachers with learning content that went beyond a ‘how-to’ guide. In one study, the project initially focused on supporting teachers to use the instructional materials provided, but the researchers found this approach problematic as it meant that “sessions on pedagogy were isolated from each other and from the context of the instructional modules. Although this approach allowed for focus on one pedagogical principle in depth, it did not facilitate easy transfer into classroom practice … To advance teachers’ understanding of science content and the inquiry process, professional development sessions were redesigned to explicitly link module content, instructional strategies, and assessment” (p. 424).
While the weight given to theory and to practice was different in the various core studies, all involved the development of theoretical understandings that went beyond immediate practice. Foundational Approaches in Science Teaching (FAST) was one of the more ‘practice focused’ of the studies. In this highly structured programme, teachers received extensive support in the form of curriculum materials, detailed unit and lesson plans, and worksheets. But teachers wishing to use this programme were required to participate in professional development to develop their understanding of the theoretical basis of the programme, with “an emphasis on inquiry as a whole teaching philosophy, distinct from simply using hands-on activities.”

In other cases, theory was given greater emphasis. The intervention involving Complex Instruction, for example, provided teachers with pedagogical strategies aimed at raising the status, participation, and achievement of their ‘low status’ students. Teachers learned practical approaches designed to achieve this, as well as an understanding of ‘expectation states theory’, in which these approaches were grounded. This theory contends that “an individual’s access to materials, participation, and influence in a group is determined by his or her status” (p. 3). Status characteristics can include academic ability, gender, ethnicity, social class, and popularity. It seems unlikely that providing teachers with practical strategies to change the status of some students would be effective without first developing a theoretical understanding that socially constructed notions of status affect student participation and achievement, and that a teacher can influence the assignment of status in his or her classroom.

See Box 7.2 for a rationale from one study for the development of theoretical understandings.

**Box 7.2. A rationale for theory that goes beyond immediate practice**

Teachers who participated in the CASE thinking skills programme received a complete set of activities to use with their students. These were structured, stand-alone, one-off lesson plans. The researcher involved in this study stressed that the provision of such materials alone would be inadequate to effect change in student outcomes. “Teaching for cognitive acceleration is not a straightforward process. As with any approach to the teaching of thinking, the teachers need to have an understanding of the underlying principles and almost always need to re-engineer their classroom methods, I suggest that any approach to the teaching of thinking which offers a ‘quick fix’, or a set of simple tactics that a teacher can follow from printed material alone is underestimating the subtlety of the pedagogy required to enhance students’ thinking... cognitive acceleration requires teachers to inspect their own assumptions about the nature of teaching and learning, and gradually come to terms with quite new approaches in the classroom” (Adey, 2006, p. 45). Three central ‘pillars’ of the programme: cognitive conflict (developed from Piaget), social construction (based on Vygotsky), and metacognition formed the theoretical basis for much of their re-engineering.

One teacher who had participated in this professional learning commented, “Obviously I couldn’t have done it without the PD days. All of it is valuable really, but particularly the theory and actually how you do the activities. Without the theory it wouldn’t really mean that much, you would just be doing it by rote” (p. 129).

### 7.2.2.3 Teachers’ content knowledge

Five of the eight core studies in this group reported components of the professional development that were explicitly aimed at raising teachers’ content knowledge of aspects of science. Two of the studies reported that teachers’ content knowledge was developed through the teaching materials provided, while in another, teachers were given professional readings. These readings both developed teachers’ content knowledge of light and informed their understanding of children’s conceptions of light and light-related phenomena. In another study, teachers’ content knowledge of science was the primary focus, based on the rationale...
that "when teachers cover topics about which they are well-prepared, they encourage student questions and discussions, spend less time on unrelated topics, permit discussions to move in new directions based on student interest, and generally present topics in a more coherent way" (p. 1022).

One explanation for this emphasis on teachers’ content knowledge in science is that inquiry-based approaches to teaching science demand a greater depth of content knowledge than more traditional approaches. In one situation, for example, a teacher realised that, while she had been a successful science student herself, the kind of content knowledge she had was not necessarily the right kind for an inquiry-based approach, which valued understanding over memorisation. When she reflected on her own education, she realised that “I did well in school because I was a good memoriser. No one ever really assessed my understanding, and consequently there was a lot that I didn’t understand. When I started re-examining the practice of teaching, I realised … I couldn’t teach it to students if I didn’t understand it. Understanding is more than just asking someone to define a particular term. It is easy to give definitions if you have memorised them, but now I ask my students, ‘Can you apply the idea, can you think of an example, can you give me an analogy, can you relate the idea to anything else other than just the definition?” (p. 780)

The process of developing teachers’ content knowledge of science may be more significant in influencing positive changes in practice than the new content knowledge itself. Box 7.3 describes a supplementary study in which teachers deepened their content knowledge of just one highly specific aspect of science, but this specific acquisition was associated with a general increase in students’ scientific content knowledge. Although the effect sizes were relatively low, they were positive. The authors of this study propose that, as teachers learn new science content, they may also develop stronger identities as scientists and science teachers and greater empathy with their students as fellow learners.

**Box 7.3. ‘Practice what you teach’**

‘Practice What You Teach’ is the slogan of Columbia University’s Summer Research Program for Science Teachers. Science teachers commit eight weeks in each of two consecutive summers to work as full-time members of university research teams. Teachers work in a particular department, gaining content knowledge and technological skills in aspects of a scientific discipline, such as organic chemistry, molecular biology, oceanography, or astrophysics. "What is common to all of these work experiences is that all teachers are treated as professionals, challenged to think independently and creatively, and engaged in the study of authentic contemporary scientific problems. These experiences stretch teachers intellectually and personally, and enable them to understand the way successful scientists practice science.” Teachers in the programme meet weekly for seminars during each summer to discuss teaching practices. "While teachers who participate in the program gain substantial content knowledge, we do not believe increased content knowledge explains their students’ increased achievement … At best, teachers enhance their content knowledge of material covered in a one to two week segment of a year-long high school science course. Such material is unlikely to be the focus of more than one or two questions on a standardized test.”

Rather than content knowledge per se being the reason for improved achievement, the researchers believe that "program participation increases teachers’ confidence, problem-solving skills, professional abilities, and identity as teachers; and that these factors elevate their ability to stimulate student interest in science.” A research experience encourages and empowers teachers to focus on student understanding and reasoning, not on facts and rote memorisation. For example, by the end of their first summer at Columbia, teachers report that "... they reduce the frequency with which they say to students 'That’s right,' or 'That’s wrong,' and increase the frequency with which they say, 'Why do you think that?' … They have gained the confidence to tell students, ‘I don’t know the answer to that question, but I do know how you and I could find it out.’"
7.2.2.4 **Pedagogical content knowledge**

Five core studies documented interventions that developed teachers’ content knowledge in science; the same interventions also developed teachers’ understanding and ability to implement an associated pedagogy. These pedagogies were all closely aligned with the *National Science Education Standards*, published by the National Research Council in 1996, and all could be characterised as ‘inquiry-based’ approaches that promoted a move away from passive absorption of information towards active or interactive approaches including cooperative groups, open-ended questioning, extended inquiry, and problem solving\(^{101}\).

In one of these interventions, content knowledge was a more important focus than pedagogy\(^{102}\), while in another two, the reverse was true\(^{103}\). Whatever the balance, in none of the core studies was teachers’ content knowledge in science developed independently of an aligned pedagogy. Even the supplementary study involving the summer science work experience for teachers\(^{104}\) (see Box 10.5) included a pedagogical component in the weekly seminars, in which programme organisers and participants shared ideas for implementing their learning in the classroom.

7.2.2.5 **Emphasis on pedagogy only**

Three of the eight core studies concerned interventions that did not directly develop teachers’ content knowledge of science, focusing instead on developing their ability to implement a particular pedagogy. The first of these, CASE\(^{105}\), was concerned with developing students’ higher-level thinking. The second, Complex Instruction\(^{106}\), involved a pedagogical approach designed to address the participation of ‘low-status’ students in science classrooms and develop their higher-order thinking. The third\(^{107}\) involved the use of a computer-based pedagogy in physics classrooms.

In each of these studies, the pedagogy was strongly grounded in theoretical principles and in no case did the professional learning amount to little more than a ‘how-to’ guide for good practice. Furthermore, in each study the pedagogy was either specifically developed for a science context\(^{108}\) or a generic pedagogy adapted to science\(^{109}\). In no core study was the implementation of a generic pedagogy, devoid of a science focus, sufficient to impact positively on student outcomes in science. Adey, one of the authors of the CASE study, comments: “It might be asked whether any subject matter is necessary. Can we not address high-level thinking skills directly, context-free? I think the answer is no, because we have to think about something, we need matter to think about” (p. 38)\(^{110}\).

7.2.2.6 **Teachers’ knowledge of how students learn**

Content aimed at developing teachers’ understanding of how students learn was explicitly reported in only two of the core studies\(^{111}\) and one of the supplementary studies\(^{112}\) but was implicit in the others through the provision of a theoretical rationale for the constructivist, inquiry-based approach that each promoted. This approach presupposes a greater focus on student thinking and understanding. One of the two interventions to explicitly address this issue was CASE\(^{113}\), which focused on developing teachers’ understanding of students’ cognitive processes and accelerating their development. The other involved teachers engaging with current research findings about how students learn. The researchers in this case noted that “The teachers’ dialogue, which in the beginning conversations of Phase 1 focused on the numerous problems and barriers that plagued them in their classrooms, shifted to conversations about how students learn, how students know when they have learned, and what is important to learn” (p. 777)\(^{114}\).
7.2.2.7 Knowledge of assessment

Learning about assessment was reported as a significant component of content in six of the eight core studies. In each of these, assessment was closely aligned to the inquiry-based approaches being advocated. Teachers needed tools to assess their students’ understanding of scientific concepts and processes rather than their knowledge of facts. Assessment was seen to be an integral part of a continuous learning cycle for both teachers and students. The general shift from an emphasis on knowledge of facts to an emphasis on processes for inquiry was paralleled by a corresponding shift from summative to formative assessment.

Inquiry-based approaches put more responsibility on students to monitor their own progress and on their teachers to encourage them to try different approaches and test their usefulness. Just as students engaged in inquiry-based science learned to evaluate the worth of their processes and findings, their teachers learned to evaluate the impact of their practice on their students’ understandings. The following description of the professional learning in FAST shows just how similar inquiry-based approaches for students and for teachers can sound: “Evaluation was multidimensional and a dynamic part of teaching. The dialogue between teacher and student was intended to help the student assess strengths and weaknesses and identify what needed to be learned. In essence, evaluation built on student strengths as learners, was ongoing and continuous. The ongoing formative process included observation of student participation in class and small-group discussions, critiques of student projects and performance of laboratory investigations and tests, interviews, and self-rated scales completed by each student” (Young 1991).

Implementation of inquiry-based approaches appeared to be dependent on aligned assessment. Raghavan et al. (2001), for example, focused initially on teachers’ implementation of particular instructional strategies, but soon found that this was not enough to enable teachers to enact an inquiry-based approach. They then redesigned the professional learning to explicitly link module content, instructional strategies, and assessment.

Increased teacher responsiveness to students was also dependent on aligned assessments. In CASE, which aimed to develop students’ thinking skills, teachers needed tools with which they could assess student understandings so that they would be “able to ‘read’ an individual’s response or the progress of a whole lesson in terms of the levels of understanding exhibited and the challenge provided” (p. 25). The importance given to assessment in this intervention is discussed in Box 7.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 7.4. The importance of assessment in a thinking skills programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“What are teachers of thinking required to do? Teaching for the development of reasoning in children is the antithesis of teaching for the recall of factual content. The development of critical thinking, or higher-level reasoning, in children requires by definition that children be given an opportunity to exercise their own minds, to engage in critical appraisal, to risk opinions in a sympathetic atmosphere and then have the opinions challenged in a rational but respectful manner ... To create such an atmosphere, the teacher needs to have ... an intimate understanding of the range of reasoning and arguments displayed by his or her pupils ... mastery of a range of techniques such as leading questions, suspending judgement, setting challenges appropriate to particular children, and the ability to interpret children’s utterances in terms of the type of thinking they are using” (p. 25).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Box 7.5 describes a situation in which teachers who were engaged in learning how to implement an inquiry-based approach to science realised that the change in pedagogy demanded a change in assessment.
Box 7.5. New assessment approaches for a new pedagogy

In one project, assessment was a major aspect of the professional development and, as a result, teachers began to rethink the purpose of assessment and to design assessments that provided continuous feedback about student understanding. These assessments were embedded within the science lessons so that they became part of the learning process. As a result of the professional learning experience, one teacher realised that traditional assessment approaches were not appropriate to inform an inquiry-based approach that valued understanding over memorisation:

“There are different ways to assess other than ‘here is your paper with your questions, write the answer.’ We have talked about different kinds of assessment which has brought home to me that the testing which I have been doing really doesn’t tell me a lot … you know what they have taken in their notes and studied because they can fill in the blanks, or they can memorise the definition. But when you ask them, ‘What does this mean?’ instead of writing down what they really think it means, all they’re doing is writing the definition that they have memorised …” (p. 778)

One teacher described her different perspective on assessment as a result of participation in this professional development:

“In the old way I used to assess, using fill-in-the-blank, multiple choice, and short answers, I would look at it and think, ‘Okay, I did a good job teaching this topic or concept.’ But once I really started looking at my assessment and at the way I was teaching, and when I started changing my assessment, I found that my students were not understanding the content. I was too focused on low-level knowledge.’

7.2.2.8 Equity

In addition to providing learning content aimed at improving science outcomes for all students, the interventions described in two studies provided teachers with learning content aimed at specific groups of students. The Complex Instruction project aimed to increase the participation of ‘low-status’ students in group work and, therefore, their achievement.

According to the theoretical framework of this programme, some groups of students have high status on the basis of characteristics such as academic ability, gender, ethnicity, social class, and popularity. Participation in groups is determined by status, and in accordance with the expectations of teachers, peers, and the students themselves. In the professional learning situation, teachers were trained in strategies designed to address issues of status and equalise student participation in group work. One such strategy, referred to as the ‘multiple abilities treatment’, involved teachers challenging students’ notions of what it means to be ‘smart’ by emphasising the diverse skills demanded by designated tasks and stressing that no one student had all the skills required. ‘Assigning competence’ was another ‘status treatment’, in which teachers gave public and specific recognition for the contributions made by low-status students. Achievement rose accordingly. Another intervention focused particularly on raising the achievement of African-American students in urban settings. Most of the professional development related to teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge of science, but a module related to gender and ethnic equity was also included. Although this programme was recognised by the Educational Testing Service as exemplary for minority and female, middle-level students, no specific details relating to its content or achievement outcomes were provided.

7.2.3 Activities constructed to promote the professional learning

In this section, we synthesise the evidence concerning the types of activities that promoted professional learning in ways that the providers intended. See Overview 7.3 for a summary.
Overview 7.3. Activities constructed to promote the professional learning

Sequencing of activities

- All the studies had some direct teaching of new concepts in the initial stages of the professional learning, followed by activities designed to support their transfer to practice.

Activities to translate theory into practice

- In all the studies, participants were provided with at least two different types of professional learning activities, but no particular type was universal.

Demonstrations of classroom practice

- Most of the interventions provided teachers with opportunities to see particular approaches implemented in real or simulated classroom situations.

Receiving instructional materials

- Most of the interventions provided teachers with substantial amounts of support in the form of instructional materials.

  In no case were the supplied materials believed to be sufficient in themselves.

Being observed and receiving feedback

- Most of the interventions documented in the core studies did not provide opportunities for teachers to be observed and receive feedback.

Teachers taking part in learning activities positioned as students

- Only two studies reported such activities (which were more common in mathematics, for example).

  When used, such activities served a multitude of roles.

  While useful in certain circumstances, it is clear that such activities were not essential.

Comparing own theories with new theories

- Three studies reported the active involvement of teachers in a process in which their own beliefs about teaching and learning were engaged.

  In these situations, teachers had considerable input into the construction of new practice.

Participating in professional communities

- The interventions described in all the core studies involved teachers participating in some form of learning community in which they shared their ideas, experiences, and challenges in order to support each other to implement changed practice.

7.2.3.1 Sequencing of activities

Elsewhere in this synthesis (see Chapter 6), we noted that activities were typically sequenced so that ‘front-loading’ of the content of the new learning was followed by a range of activities designed to translate the new knowledge into practice. This group of studies also followed this pattern.

All the core studies in this group had some direct teaching of new concepts in the initial stages of the professional learning, followed by multiple opportunities for teachers to translate this learning into practice. All provided at least two forms of ‘translation’ activity but no one activity was common to all. The range of learning activities included direct instruction, modelling, observation and feedback, sharing of instructional materials, and discussion.
7.2.3.2 Demonstrations of classroom practice

Many of the studies reported that teachers were provided with opportunities to see particular approaches implemented in real or simulated classroom situations, either through modelled or videotaped lessons. The thinking skills programme, CASE, for example, presented simulated demonstrations of lessons in off-site centre-based situations as well as model lessons delivered by teacher-tutors in authentic classroom situations. These were "... cited by 86% of teachers as some of the most useful aspects of the PD programme. They were clear that it would not have been sufficient just to read about the activities and that it was crucial to see them demonstrated or simulated. Modelling the teacher's language, particularly questioning techniques, played an important part in increasing teachers' confidence to carry out activities" (p. 127). Demonstrations in teachers' own classrooms were also well received, with one teacher commenting that "Demonstrations are more helpful than anything, because they are actually specific to your class and because whoever it is who is demonstrating can choose your most difficult group and you can see what they do" (p. 130).

The study described in Box 7.6 illustrates how such modelling, and the rich discussions that followed, helped teachers to develop an understanding of the complexity of implementing an approach that fitted the GisML orientation.

**Box 7.6. Modelling**

In one case, teachers experienced the programme GisML as learners. Each morning in a week-long workshop, teachers would work on an area of scientific inquiry similar to one they may use with their students. The professional development provider assumed the role of the teacher and modelled teaching practices that reflect the spirit of GisML: e.g. calling students' attention to particular phenomena that were emerging; introducing questions for reflection, opportunistically introducing certain scientific conventions that would aid the inquiry (e.g. the use of a light meter to measure brightness), and identifying the scientific language for ideas the 'students' were generating. ("Since we are using the word 'flow', scientists would call that 'current'.") In the afternoon, teachers would question the professional development provider about her practice during that morning's instruction. "For example, the group raised questions regarding Shirley's decision making about when to answer a question and when to encourage the students to pursue the question themselves ... It became clear that there were numerous practices associated with this orientation to teaching, and that the decisions Shirley made relative to these practices reflected features of the context, few of which could be captured as algorithms. The richness of educational practice was revealed as teachers commented on the broad range of features regarding Shirley’s teaching to which they were attuned: her facial expressions, her careful choice of words, her differential responses to different participants, and the continuous decision making in which she was engaged."

7.2.3.3 Receiving student activities

A significant feature of studies in this group, unlike for those with a mathematics focus, was that the interventions in all but two of the nine core studies provided teachers with substantial amounts of support in the form of instructional material such as unit and lesson plans, worksheets, and detailed instructions for activities and experiments that they could directly use in their classrooms. In five of these studies, these materials constituted a complete science programme; in another, they served as a series of one-off lessons that could be incorporated into an existing science programme in order to develop students' thinking skills, and in one other, they were designed not to be used as ready-to-go resources but as samples of what could be done. The intervention that did not provide detailed teaching materials involved teachers designing their own science curriculum.
In none of these studies were the supplied instructional materials regarded as sufficient in themselves to bring about changes in teaching practice. In every core study, the intervention provided teachers with learning content that was more than a 'how-to' guide to implementing provided programmes, and all gave teachers theoretical understandings of principles that went beyond what immediate practice required. The Learning in Science Projects, for example, provided teachers with activities that they could use as “technicians and novices rather than experts” and which would “lead to better learning conditions, better classroom management, ‘feeling better about myself as a teacher’, and to better learning outcomes” (p. 185). The activities served to deepen teachers’ understanding in wider ways by providing common teaching experiences that then became the focus of professional conversations about issues such as assessment and understanding student thinking.

As noted above, one of the interventions documented in these studies initially focused on supporting teachers to use the instructional materials provided, but the researchers found this approach problematic because it meant that “… sessions on pedagogy were isolated from each other and from the context of the instructional modules. Although this approach allowed for focus on one pedagogical principle in depth, it did not facilitate easy transfer into classroom practice … To advance teachers’ understanding of science content and the inquiry process, professional development sessions were redesigned to explicitly link module content, instructional strategies, and assessment” (p. 424).

### 7.2.3.4 Being observed and receiving feedback

Three studies describe how observation and feedback was offered to teachers as a means to help them translate their professional learning into classroom practice. While this appears to have contributed to the success of these interventions, observation and feedback is not a necessary condition for improved student outcomes—most of the core studies did not, in fact, report such opportunities.

In two of the studies, the cycles of observation and feedback appeared limited. In the case of Complex Instruction, teachers were typically observed nine times over the course of a year but received feedback on only three occasions. In the case of GisML, teachers in the initial one-week summer institute observed one another teaching students in a holiday programme. These lessons were videotaped and then shared and discussed with the other participants. A small number of classroom observations of ‘authentic’ lessons in the teachers’ own schools were made by university staff over a one- to two-week programme of visits. The process in this case was unusual in that the observer provided feedback on the same lesson on three separate occasions. Feedback was provided by the professional development provider during and then after the lesson, using a videotape. The videotapes were then discussed by other participants in the community of practice. This process is described in Box 7.7.

#### Box 7.7. A triangulated approach to classroom observation and feedback

During their delivery of a unit on light using the GisML approach, “… all teachers had a University-based member present during some portion of the teaching, providing feedback during the course of the instruction. The amount and nature of the feedback varied significantly, depending largely on how the teaching activity unfolded and the nature of the context. The feedback ranged from sharing an observation with the teacher about comments a small group was making in their investigation that might be fruitful to monitor, to contributing questions to a class or small group discussion, to suggesting an instructional move the teacher might wish to consider. Virtually all GisML teaching was videotaped, with a remote microphone placed on the teacher” (p. 15). The teacher and professional development provider analysed the videotape together after the lesson, and in many cases presented it for discussion at meetings of the ‘community of practice’ that operated as part of the ongoing professional learning. Therefore, lessons were observed by the professional development provider, by other members of the professional community, and by the teachers themselves.
Teachers in another study reported that they found a cycle of classroom observation and feedback helpful in supporting their implementation of new practices. Their responses indicate that while an observation and feedback cycle may not be a necessary activity, it may nevertheless be useful. See Box 7.8.

**Box 7.8. Teacher reactions to classroom observations to support thinking skills**

Teachers involved in the thinking skills programme, CASE, reported that the feedback they received from professional development providers was not only useful in helping them identify difficulties they were experiencing in implementing the new approaches, but that it also helped to boost confidence and reassure them that they were "on the right lines and that they were making progress" (p. 131). One teacher, for example, said: "When my teacher-tutor came in it was good, lots of positive feedback and just a couple of things to work on. That was helpful because sometimes you don’t realise what you are saying or what you are actually doing, unless someone says, ‘that was a really good question’." (p. 132)

Another teacher reported that the feedback she received challenged her to move beyond merely delivering the activities, and supported her to use them in a way more consistent with their theoretical basis: "I think when I was first doing ‘Let’s Think!’, I was doing the activities without actually thinking about it in theory terms ... I have found it much more helpful now that I can put the two together. I can say to myself, ‘Right, I need to think about asking them if this reminds them of anything,’ so they are doing some sort of bridging ... just to actually be able to think about it more in terms of the theory, rather than just doing the activity, that’s why the observations have been helpful." (p. 131)

### 7.2.3.5 Teachers taking part in learning activities, positioned as students

Only two core studies reported teachers participating in learning activities as students. This is perhaps surprising, given the significantly greater incidence of this activity in the group of mathematics studies discussed in Chapter 6. In both of the studies, the activity served simultaneously as an opportunity to observe the modelling of a particular instructional approach; as the basis for rich conversations about what was observed; to familiarise teachers with instructional materials; and to afford greater insight into the learning experiences of students. An example of this type of activity (from GlsML) was described in Box 7.6. One of the benefits of such activities is that they help teachers to understand the learning experience from their students’ point of view. In The Learning in Science Projects, for example, a teacher who had participated in learning activities positioned as a student commented that it was these activities that had given her the confidence to implement the new approach in the classroom and had helped her to support her students as they faced demands posed by the new approach. "I said to them, ‘I know what you are going through, I did exactly the same thing, just give it a bit of time, give it a try and I know it is going to work’. And they went through the same process. That was the initial thing that got me on to it.” (p. 34)

### 7.2.3.6 Engaging with professional readings

Four of the eight core studies involved teachers in professional readings related to science, or to science teaching and learning. These studies focused more on readings related to science teaching and students’ learning, and literature about science reform. In one, a Vygotsky reading group developed from the wider community of practice. In another, reading was a major focus of the professional learning. Teachers used their readings of current research as the starting point for the development of their own curriculum, which incorporated learning from the readings, and their own experiences and values. This study is discussed further in the two sections which follow.
Comparing own theories with new theories

Only one of the documented interventions actively engaged teachers in a process in which their own theories were engaged and used for the co-construction of new approaches to teaching. What distinguished this study from the others in this group was the high level of input teachers had in shaping the new practice. Exploring and challenging teachers’ theories of action can deepen their understanding of new practices, and promote greater ‘buy-in’. In Box 7.9, the researcher noted that engaging with a teacher’s theory of action is a more respectful approach than simply prescribing practices.

Box 7.9. Treating teachers as skilled professionals

This researcher commented that because the teachers were very well qualified, “One cannot treat such people as technicians, asking them to perform certain actions in the classroom without providing them with an opportunity to study the theory underlying the actions, to argue about alternative approaches, and to build their own new skills on the basis of ownership rooted in understanding” (p. 26).

In Box 7.10, the researcher makes the point that addressing teachers’ theories of action or orientation is of key importance because they shape all instructional decisions. Addressing specific practices without attending to the beliefs that underpin them may be counter-productive.

Box 7.10. ‘Orientation’ determines teaching decisions

In the case of GtSM, a teacher’s theory of action was known as their ‘orientation’. Orientation is thought of as a ‘conceptual map’ that guides instructional decisions on such matters as daily objectives, the content of student assignments, and the use of textbooks and other curricular materials. "We submit that a teacher’s orientation, because it reflects knowledge and beliefs regarding a particular epistemology, provides enough common points with other individuals with the same orientation to facilitate working together in a community and yet leaves room for individual variation in practice due to context differences. Thus, one guiding principle that we have employed in constituting our community of practice is to focus at the level of orientation, and have as a common goal the development of practice consonant with this orientation, rather than promoting a particular set of strategies or a particular pedagogical model ... A corollary to this principle is that a teacher’s orientation influences all the other elements of PCK: student understanding, curriculum, instruction, and assessment” (pp. 7–8).

Professional learning opportunities that genuinely engage teachers’ theories will not necessarily be able to achieve consensus on a new theory or approach. In the situation described in Box 7.11, the process changed the beliefs and practices of some, but not all, of the participating science teachers.
In one project, teachers discussed current research literature and their own beliefs about science teaching and learning. "As teachers spoke about their practice during these seminars, they observed how ideas from research gave them other ways to think about their classrooms, a process which they commented was quite different from previous experiences with staff development, in which they were told and trained or simply given fun activities to entertain students. From these conversations teachers rethought their beliefs about teaching and learning. For some teachers, ideas from research conflicted with their personal beliefs to such an extent that they were unable to incorporate them into their belief system. These teachers were allowed to voice disagreement with research, citing personal belief to support their views. They were provided opportunities and encouraged to stay in conversations with other teachers and university faculty over the academic year and to continue to share their personal observations about effective teaching. The goal was not to try to convince all teachers of some truth, but rather to maintain open communication about teaching and learning." (p. 778)

7.2.3.8 Participating in professional communities

All core studies involved teachers participating in some form of learning community in which the participants’ ideas, experiences, and challenges were shared in order to support each other to implement the changed practice. Sometimes these operated simply as discussions that took place within other learning opportunities, while in three, the use of groups was more formalised and played a much larger role in the professional development. At its most basic, nevertheless important, level, the value of such collegial support is summed up by this teacher’s comment: “What is really useful is getting together with everybody else and being able to talk about the problems ... That support, it really lifts the weight from your shoulders” (p. 129). This feeling was echoed by a teacher in The Learning in Science Projects, who said, “If we are developing a new method of teaching then I think we are going to all need support from each other and I can turn around and say ‘that didn’t work for me, it was a disaster and I really don’t want to try it again’ and somebody will say, ‘Well, I went well, I did this and this,’ and maybe you will see something that they have done that might be different that might change it.” (p. 36)

The active participation of the external provider was a feature of the professional community in all core science studies. In one case the professional development provider worked initially to establish a shared orientation amongst the teachers, which then became the basis for the community of practice. In another, the provider introduced current research findings and national policy statements and these became the basis for the development of the teachers’ own curriculum.

7.2.4 Learning processes

Overall, this group of science studies provided too little information about teachers’ learning processes and their reactions to the professional development for generalisations to be made about the learning processes involved—other than that all core studies involved teachers becoming aware of new information and skills and implementing or adapting these for classroom practice. This omission means that what happens in the ‘black box’ between professional learning opportunities and teacher outcomes (Figure 2.1) remains uninterpreted. See Overview 7.4 for our summary of this aspect of the synthesis.
Overview 7.4. Learning processes

New information

- In all the core science studies, information to deepen understandings and refine skills, consistent with the new position, was part of the professional learning opportunities.

Creating dissonance with current position (values and beliefs)

- Only two core studies explicitly reported the creation of dissonance but the difference between traditional approaches to science and those advocated in the professional development indicates that dissonance was likely to have been a common feature.

Consolidating prior knowledge

- Cueing, retrieving, and consolidating prior knowledge was reported explicitly in only two studies.

Only one study reported that the learning process resulted in teachers experiencing dissonance with their previous beliefs about practice. In this intervention, dissonance was created by exposing the tensions between the current research literature on science teaching and learning and the teachers’ existing beliefs. This led most of the teachers to rethink their beliefs about teaching science and to make substantive changes to their practice. The process described in this study illustrated several features of dissonance as a learning process. It involved active engagement and ownership of change because the teachers did not simply implement an approach to science teaching, they designed a curriculum that was consistent with their changed beliefs. Creating dissonance, however, is a risky business because, for other teachers, “the ideas from research conflicted with their personal views to such an extent that they were unable to incorporate them into their belief system” (p. 779). Creating cognitive dissonance is unlikely to be a useful process for a professional provider who is primarily interested in achieving implementation fidelity.

Creating dissonance or cognitive conflict was one of the ‘pillars’ of the study involving a thinking skills programme. The researcher in this case stressed the importance of achieving consistency between the learning approaches being promoted for students and those experienced by teachers in the professional development opportunity, and acknowledging emotive as well as cognitive conflicts.

If you want to promote the use of cognitive conflict, then present your teacher audience with some cognitive conflict at their own level. Anne Robertson (professional development provider) has a quiver full of problems which really make teachers think, after which she asks them not just metacognitive questions—“How did you solve that?”—but also meta-emotive questions: “How did you feel when faced with the problem?” Responses such as “panicky” and “I’d hate to have to do that if I wasn’t surrounded by sympathetic colleagues” open the way to a discussion about how their students are likely to feel in similar situations. (p. 162)

Changing underlying theories about teaching and learning is a challenge and the learning processes involved are necessarily complex. One of the supplementary studies presented evidence of a teacher changing her beliefs about science teaching as a result of trying to implement new practice and then seeing the benefits for her students. This situation is discussed in Box 7.12.
Box 7.12. Learning through teaching

A teacher involved in The Learning in Science Projects described how challenging it was to change the way she saw her role: from that of expert who supplied the right answers to rather less of an expert who probed her students to come up with their own explanations. “Although my intentions were good I found it wasn’t easy to let go of the control. The speed at which the children asked the questions had me answering instinctively, and my other instinct is to ask questions which lead to the ‘right’ answer. It was only in hindsight (and using a tape recorder, a great help) that I saw missed opportunities, and saw that the assumptions I was making in some of my questions could have inhibited a child’s willingness to give an answer if it was different from where my question was leading.” Despite these difficulties, the teacher persisted because she found that: this approach gave her greater insight into the way her students were thinking; it led them to monitor their own understanding and take increased responsibility for their learning; and they responded to the new approach with enthusiasm and interest. She concluded, “In spite of the fact that everything possible that could go wrong with the unit did go wrong, I am a convert.”

7.3 Bringing it all together

There were many similarities in the programme aims of the eight core studies related to science. All promoted some kind of inquiry-based approach to science, which was grounded in constructivist theories of learning and emphasised the development of students’ conceptual understanding of science rather than memorisation of scientific facts.

All the professional learning discussed in our studies took account of the influence of the wider context, with all the United States studies citing the influence of the same set of standards. All the interventions described in the studies promoted approaches to science teaching that were consistent with current research literature and policies, suggesting that it may be difficult to attempt changes that are not supported by research or consistent with policy trends. All the core studies involved some measure of collegiality between participants. All involved the engagement of external expertise that provided learning content, some form of challenge to the status quo, and some of the support needed for change. All those that led to substantive changes in practice took place over a period of at least one year and provided relatively frequent, ongoing support throughout that time. Although it was possible to change specific, narrowly defined practices in a one-off professional development, it seems that substantive changes take much longer. In all the core studies, explicit, science-related professional learning goals were shared with the participants.

On the basis of these studies, the other specific contextual conditions considered cannot be said to be essential to success, though, by themselves or in combination, they may have played an important role in particular programmes. There was no evidence to support the claim that school or departmental leadership, or infrastructural supports such as funding and release time, are, or are not, necessary to effect positive changes in science teaching practice. Whether the professional learning was voluntary or compulsory; whether it involved whole departments, schools, or individual teachers only; and whether or not teachers were already sympathetic to the programme goals were true of the successful interventions in roughly equal proportions. The conditions that were most closely associated with success were those that related to the content and form of the professional learning experiences.

An important feature of this group of studies was the extent to which the professional development served to support the implementation of particular instructional programmes, rather than develop teachers’ ability to independently plan programmes, units, lessons, and activities. One researcher noted that “materials come as a complete package and the inherent danger is in taking something off the shelf that looks as if it will stand alone, but in fact it is suffused with the need to think carefully about implementation” (p. 395)154. One teacher echoed this thought, saying, “The danger is people think that you don’t have to plan because you are told...
what to do ... but without it you panic" (p. 395). All interventions involving programmes that were to some extent 'pre-packaged' avoided this trap by providing professional development opportunities alongside the materials—in one case making participation in professional learning a condition of purchase of the materials. In all studies the professional development participants were encouraged “to think carefully about implementation” and sought to develop teachers’ theoretical understanding of the materials and the recommended practice. In no study was the provision of instructional materials, in itself, sufficient to change teacher practice in ways that resulted in improved outcomes for students.

The interventions detailed in the core studies provided a variety of learning content, addressing many different aspects of science and reflecting different, but in no cases contradictory, theoretical perspectives. Some programmes focused most on teachers’ content knowledge and others on pedagogy, but all were specifically tailored to a science context and all developed theoretical understandings that went beyond practice. It may be a tautology, but in all the successful interventions, teachers were provided with the content they needed to implement new approaches to science teaching in ways that resulted in positive outcomes for students. When, for example, a programme required increased focus on students’ higher-order thinking skills, teachers were given the skills to assess their students’ scientific understandings instead of just their recall facility. Given that influential scientific bodies are promoting such higher-order knowledge, we take these results as evidence of improvement in instructional practices.

All the interventions in the studies involved a similar sequence of learning activities in which direct teaching of new concepts was followed by activities designed to reinforce the learning and support its transfer into practice.

While it appears to be necessary to have a variety of activities, no one particular activity was shown to be essential. All programmes provided at least two different types of learning activity but no one activity was common to all. Activities included opportunities to see particular approaches implemented in real or simulated classroom situations, being observed and receiving feedback, and taking part in learning activities positioned as students.

All the core studies involved teachers participating in some form of learning community in which the participants shared their ideas, experiences, and challenges in order to support each other to implement the changed practice, but the specific activities that teachers engaged in to achieve this varied considerably.
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8. Professional Learning and Literacy

The studies in this group were of interventions focused on developing teachers’ understandings of curriculum, pedagogy, and/or pedagogical content knowledge within the context of enhancing literacy achievement for diverse learners. Literacy has been variously defined. In a narrow sense, literacy is knowing how to read and write text. In a broader sense, it is being able to use and understand the written, spoken, and visual texts expected by society and valued by individuals and communities. The emphasis of the professional development was mostly on reading or writing. Ten core studies with a primary focus on reading (five also involved writing) and three with an exclusive focus on writing were identified for the analysis. These studies all demonstrated substantive positive outcomes for students. Nine of the ten core reading-focus studies reported student outcomes for primary school students, while the tenth reported outcomes for middle school students. Of the three studies with a writing focus, two reported outcomes for primary school students and one for secondary. All the studies involved formal, structured professional development rather than incidental professional learning.

Most of the studies were from New Zealand and reflected the priority given to literacy since 1999, following the publication of the Report by the New Zealand Literacy Experts Group. This report noted the high average literacy achievement of New Zealand students but expressed concern about the wide disparities that were described in the introduction to this synthesis. The drive to reduce disparities has led to a focus on schools situated in communities with the lowest levels of income and employment and the highest percentages of Maori and Pasifika students. As a result, many of the New Zealand studies were of professional development structured around whole-school interventions, funded directly by the Ministry of Education, with the goal of building teaching capacity.

8.1 Studies considered

The 13 core studies and groups of studies that met our criteria for methodology and outcomes for students were primarily from New Zealand and the United States, with one large study from the United Kingdom and a smaller study from Canada (Table 8.1). A number of related studies that provided further information about the core studies were also consulted; these are denoted by brackets in Table 8.1. Eleven studies that did not meet our methodological and/or outcomes criteria are listed in Table 8.2 as supplementary studies; all were from New Zealand and the United States.

8.1.1 Core studies with a mainly reading emphasis

Of the ten core studies that had a reading emphasis, five measured reading outcomes only and five measured both reading and writing achievement.

Table 8.1. Literacy: core studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Focus of PD</th>
<th>Student outcome assessed</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>School sector/year levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anderson (1992)3 (Anderson &amp; Roit, 1993)4</td>
<td>Collaborative ‘Transactional Strategies’ for reading comprehension: special education students</td>
<td>Reading comprehension</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Earl et al. (2003)</td>
<td>National Literacy Strategy</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Basit, 2003)</td>
<td>Reading and writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Beard, 1999)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Brown, Millett, Bibby, &amp; Johnson, 2000)</td>
<td>Reading and writing for students' literacy achievement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(DfES, 2003)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(DfES, 2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>English &amp; Bareta (2006)</td>
<td>Reading and writing</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Parr et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jinkins (2001)</td>
<td>Responding to individual needs</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Multi-age levels K–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>McDowall, Boyd, Hodgen, &amp; van Vliet (2005)</td>
<td>Literacy for lowest achievers: reading and writing</td>
<td>NZ/US</td>
<td>Years 1–2, lowest achievers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Schmitt, Askew, Fountas, Lyons, &amp; Pinnell, 2005)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>McNaughton et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Reading comprehension</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Years 4–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Phillips &amp; Smith (1997)</td>
<td>Teacher self-monitoring and child achievement in reading and writing</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Years 2–3, lowest achievers, low socio-economic population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Phillips et al. (2001)</td>
<td>Early literacy</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Years 0–1, low socio-economic population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Timperley (2005a)</td>
<td>Literacy: progressing students' literacy achievement</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Years 0–1, low socio-economic population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timperley &amp; Robinson (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timperley &amp; Wiseman (2003)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Timperley &amp; Phillips (2003)</td>
<td>Literacy: challenging expectations and progressing students' literacy achievement</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Years 0–1, low socio-economic population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. PD/PL with a writing emphasis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Parr et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Fung (2006)</td>
<td>Critical thinking, reading, and writing</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Year 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first study (Anderson, 1992) was of an intervention that involved 16 teachers in grades 6–11 special education classes. The focus of the intervention was on the use of strategies to help struggling adolescent readers take an active approach to reading informational texts. The professional development treated reading as a cognitive problem-solving process. Teachers were presented with a list of ‘transactional strategies’ for reading comprehension, designed to help students make their thinking explicit and develop their metacognitive skills. Teachers’ current practice was evaluated against this list and areas for change were identified. Overall, students in the experimental group demonstrated more use of cognitive strategies for active reading and intentional learning than students in the control group. Results on the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Comprehension Test also favoured experimental students (ES = 2.09).

The second study (Earl et al., 2003) concerned implementation of the National Literacy Strategy and involved all the primary school teachers in England and Wales. Teachers were required to change their practice in response to government initiatives aimed at increasing the percentage of 11-year-olds reaching level 4 (the ‘expected level’) in the national assessment for English. Strategies for literacy teaching were given to teachers, who then adapted them to their own contexts. Teacher reactions to the mandatory nature of the project were mixed, as many did not accept that there was a teaching problem; but most reluctantly accepted its value when positive outcomes for students were confirmed. Although the student achievement gains over the four-year period, 1998–2002, were relatively small (ES = 0.18 for reading, and 0.14 for writing), this study was included as a core study because of the systemic changes involved.

The third study (English & Bareta, 2006; Parr et al., 2006) involved teachers from 91 schools participating in the national professional development in literacy project initiated by the New Zealand Ministry of Education. Schools selected either a reading or a writing focus. The professional development began with an analysis of teacher and student learning needs, which was followed by focused instruction designed to address those needs over a two-year period. After two years of implementation, participating students, particularly the lowest-achieving ones, demonstrated substantial gains in writing: average ES = 1.27 (ES = 2.05 for lowest 20%), as measured by asTTle; and in reading: average ES = 0.87 (ES = 1.97 for lowest 20%), as measured by STAR. Māori students benefitted with higher than average gains in reading (ES = 0.93) and average gains, similar to those of the rest of the cohort, for writing.

The fourth study (Jinkins, 2001) promoted an approach to literacy that was balanced, assessment driven, and based on a coherent theory of teaching and learning. Three teachers designed individualised teaching programmes for three low-achieving students in each of their classes. The goal of the programme was to raise the reading levels of these students to national norms or above. Teachers used student assessment data to determine individual strengths and needs and drew from a range of teaching strategies. The students were reassessed after 12 weeks. Over the period, seven out of nine students made accelerated reading gains of between two months and a year. The achievement data provided did not allow us to calculate effect sizes but the gains were clearly substantive for this group of students with special needs.

The fifth study (McDowall, Boyd, Hodgen, & van Vliet, 2005) concerned teachers being trained in Reading Recovery, an early-intervention programme for the lowest-achieving readers and writers after one year at school. The goal of the programme was to accelerate the reading levels of these students to national norms or above. The professional development (described in Schmitt et al.) developed teachers’ knowledge of a variety of teaching practices that would support them to implement individually designed sequences of instruction and provided training in the use of assessment tools to determine individual students’ specific learning needs. Students with the lowest achievement at the start of the programme made the greatest gains (ES = 3.73).
The sixth study (McNaughton et al., 2004) concerned an intervention designed to raise the reading comprehension of year 4–8 students from schools serving low socio-economic communities with high proportions of Māori and Pasifika students. The intervention aimed to develop quality research-based teaching practices that would be effective with linguistically and culturally diverse students. The professional development strategy was to use assessment information to identify students’ strengths and needs and then design teaching practices that improved student outcomes. After implementation for two school years (2003–04), reading outcomes improved, with overall ES = 0.34, as measured by STAR.

The seventh study (Phillips & Smith, 1997) involved an intervention aimed at raising the reading and writing attainment of low-achieving six- to eight-year-old students. All had already had intensive remedial instruction (Reading Recovery) but had not made sufficient progress. The professional development focused on developing teachers’ skills in observing students and using a flexible range of strategies. Of the 23 students who completed the programmes, 18 were able to read text at or above their age-equivalent level as measured by a running record. Effect sizes could not be calculated from the data provided but substantive improvements were evident.

The last group of studies from New Zealand concerned different but closely related aspects of professional development. The study by Phillips, McNaughton and MacDonald (2001) involved six months of professional development in literacy, focused on teachers’ careful observation of their students at entry and on accelerating their reading progress by the use of specific approaches at each level. It was appropriately called Picking up the Pace, because most participating students (all from low-income communities) showed significant gains in a range of reading and writing skills (ES = 0.48, as measured by Clay’s Observation Survey), compared with the non-participating members of their cohort.

The remaining studies in this group are related to this initial study (Phillips et al., 2001). The group of three studies analysed the learning opportunities in a variety of schools once the initial professional development in early literacy had finished. Findings showed that, in all but one school, the teachers’ professional learning continued, with concomitant gains in student achievement (ES = 0.88). The case of the school where the teachers attended the professional development but did not engage is included as a supplementary study. In the final study, Timperley and Phillips (2003) examined how teachers’ expectations of student achievement changed over the course of the professional development.

### 8.1.2 Core studies with a writing emphasis

Three studies that focused on writing were included as core studies (Table 8.1). One was from the United States and two were from New Zealand. The United States study involved middle and high school students; those from New Zealand involved primary school students.

The United States study (Pritchard, 1987) was part of the National Writing Project (NWP). The NWP emphasised the writing process first and control of the language second. The professional development consisted of an intense three- to five-week summer institute during which teachers wrote at their own level and discussed their work with their colleagues. Applying the model in their classrooms, teachers encouraged students to work in their pre-writing and peer response groups when doing writing work. After three years of implementation, students of the participating teachers significantly outperformed students of non-participating teachers, although junior high students benefited more (ES = 0.72) than senior high students (ES = 0.06), as measured by a researcher-developed writing test.
The second study (Parr, Timperley, Reddish, Jesson, & Adams, 2006) was a case study of a New Zealand primary school where a needs analysis approach was taken to writing. Five teachers of students in years 2–6 participated. As part of their involvement in the Literacy Professional Development Project, teachers were presented with a summary of their teaching practice based on classroom observations and asked to identify the beliefs that underpinned it. The teachers were then introduced to new methods of practice, based on the needs they had identified through this process, and incorporated these into their practice. Student writing outcomes after four months were positive (ES = 1.03, as measured by asTTle). This study is presented as a case in Appendix 1.

The third study (Fung, 2006), also from New Zealand, focused on critical thinking in a writing context and involved a collaboration between an expert on critical thinking and three year 6 teachers in a decile 5 school. Teacher professional development involved action research on redesigning and implementing curriculum units so that they better integrated critical thinking, language, and content knowledge. After implementation for two school terms, participating students demonstrated significantly better performance than non-participating students in creative writing (ES = 1.07), analytical reasoning skills (ES = 0.88), and evaluative reasoning skills (ES = 1.46).

8.1.3 Supplementary studies

Of the 13 supplementary studies identified (Table 8.2), two had a narrow domain focus, three reported low or no gains in student achievement, and the others did not report sufficient information to ascertain the methodological adequacy of the study. These supplementary studies were included to inform conclusions drawn from the core studies.

Table 8.2. Literacy: supplementary studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Focus of PD</th>
<th>Student outcome assessed</th>
<th>School sector/year levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I. Studies with a narrow domain focus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>II. Studies with low or no gains in student achievement</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Angrist &amp; Lavy (2001)42</td>
<td>Reading in Hebrew</td>
<td>Reading (also mathematics)</td>
<td>Israel Elementary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Davis (2006)43</td>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>Reading comprehension</td>
<td>NZ Years 5–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Maclver &amp; Kemper (2002)44</td>
<td>Reading (includes writing)</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>US Elementary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Timperley, Parr, &amp; Higginson (2001)46</td>
<td>Literacy leadership</td>
<td>Reading, writing, and oral language</td>
<td>NZ Primary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. Studies with insufficient information about student outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study (Year)</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Grade/Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Rau (2004)</td>
<td>Reading assessment using observation survey developed for Māori students</td>
<td>Reading accuracy</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Years 1–2, Māori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Timperley (2005b)</td>
<td>Literacy: effective leadership</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Years 0–2, low socio-economic population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Vaughn (2001)</td>
<td>Reading comprehension and content area reading</td>
<td>‘Performance on high-stakes tests of reading’</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Grade 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1.3.1 Supplementary literacy studies with a narrow focus

Two supplementary studies with a narrow focus were identified (Table 8.2). The first (Baker & Smith, 1999) was focused on explicit teaching of phonemic awareness and alphabet in the United States. Kindergarten teachers from two elementary schools serving low socio-economic populations participated. Students’ phonemic awareness improved (ES = 0.29 over control; 0.81 over baseline).

The second (Maheady & Harper, 1991) concerned spelling and involved eight elementary school teachers who were trained in the use of a behavioural intervention known as Class-Wide Peer Tutoring. The duration of the professional development varied as it depended on how long it took teachers to implement the programme with a high level of fidelity. Improvements in spelling were evident as measured by weekly spelling tests (ES = 0.31).

8.1.3.2 Supplementary studies with low or no gains in student outcomes

Five supplementary studies that reported low or no gains were included in this section. These studies provided rich information on the circumstances under which professional development in literacy led to limited or no change.

The first of these studies (Angrist & Lavy, 2001) was from Israel and focused on an intervention designed to improve reading (in Hebrew) and mathematics across 30 schools. The professional development focused on pedagogy only and promoted a teaching cycle consisting of systematic diagnostics, individualised instruction, and evaluation (0.25). The same gains were not replicated in religious schools that started the programme a year later. The study made a case for teacher training programmes being a more cost-effective option for increasing student achievement outcomes than smaller class sizes or a longer school day.

The second study (Davis, 2006) involved literacy leaders from six New Zealand schools teaching year 5–9 students in a low socio-economic school community with a long history of underachievement in reading. The goal of the professional development was to raise student outcomes in reading comprehension by emphasising the importance of sharing learning goals with students, student use of metacognitive strategies, and explicit instruction in comprehension strategies. Although student gains in the STAR pre- and post-tests of reading achievement were evident with an effect size over the baseline of 0.31, the effect size was only 0.08 when
compared with a control group. These gains were not sufficient to meet our criteria for inclusion as a core study. They were, however, greater than those in the other two supplementary studies in this category, which showed no gains.

The third study (MacIver & Kemper, 2002) was conducted in the United States and involved teachers using the Direct Instruction model to teach literacy. Strongly positive results for this initiative had been reported elsewhere in the literature, but the only study that we were able to locate that had details of the professional development found no measurable impact on student outcomes. As this synthesis focuses on unpacking the black box of professional development rather than the effectiveness of particular teaching strategies, we have included this study in the supplementary category. Teachers were required to use a predetermined sequence of instruction, with scripted lessons to support implementation. The focus of the professional development was to support teachers to implement the programme as designed. Gains in one part of the study were comparable to those of students in schools not using the programme. Other material suggested greater gains, but the information provided was insufficient to determine its validity.

The fourth study (Montes, 2002) involved teachers adapting their practice to incorporate language-learning strategies into all content areas using the CAPE (Content Area Program Enhancement) programme for English Language Learners. The professional development was directed at training teachers to support students from high-poverty and high-minority communities, with a particular focus on English language learners. Teachers were trained in the use of the Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach, which focused on using learning strategies in cooperative settings to accelerate the acquisition of both language skills and academic content. Teachers planned interdisciplinary units and learned to use technology to support their lessons. The professional development involved monthly interactive training sessions, in-class demonstrations, and a week-long summer institute. After a year of implementation, students demonstrated some gains in reading (ES = 0.05 for all students, ES = 0.19 for English language learners). Similar effect sizes were evident in mathematics.

The fifth study (Timperley, Parr, & Higginson, 2001) evaluated an intervention aimed at reducing systemic underachievement in education in New Zealand. The intention was to train literacy leaders from primary schools so they could take a lead role in their schools. While the providers understood the aims of this professional development, the literacy leaders they worked with did not share them. Although many schools developed a more consultative and collegial way of working, the initiative did not impact on teaching practice and there was no evident change in student outcomes.

8.1.3.3 Supplementary studies with insufficient information about methodology to judge adequacy

Six supplementary studies provided useful information on the New Zealand Māori and United States contexts. They were categorised as supplementary because limited information was supplied about the professional development undertaken or on changes in student outcomes resulting from changed teacher practice.

The first study (Coburn, 2001) considered how teachers negotiated the meaning of a literacy reform agenda in California. No student outcomes were assessed but the study provided rich descriptions of how messages were interpreted by teachers and professional development translated into teachers’ own practice contexts.

The second study (Fisher, 2001) involved teachers from a high school where the achievement scores of students were among the lowest in the state. A leadership team consisting of senior teachers, administrators, and university personnel trained the teachers to use seven literacy
strategies that had been identified as effective from the research literature. After a year of implementation (1999–2000), students’ reading scores increased overall by 12% as measured by the Gates-MacGinities reading test, enabling the school to meet state accountability targets for the first time in 15 years. This study is included in the supplementary category because the reporting of student achievement scores did not meet our methodological criteria.

The third study (Norton, 2001) related to a two-week summer institute with a reading and writing focus. The participating teachers learned strategies for teaching reading, writing, and grammar. The school disaggregated data and identified problems that had previously been ‘hidden in averages’. We include this study because it informed the synthesis with respect to a particular use of assessment data and because it was one of the few school-initiated cases.

The fourth study (Rau, 2004) was of an intervention that trained resource teachers to use a Māori translation of an assessment tool. The tool allowed teachers to identify areas of strength and need in literacy and to inform next teaching steps. Teachers were given intensive training in the use of this tool and then trained others in its use. The results were positive but could not be attributed to the initial professional development with any certainty.

The fifth study (Timperley, 2005b) involved the teachers of students in years 1–3 in one school learning how to use assessment information on a range of literacy skills to inform their teaching practice. The school served a lower socio-economic community in an area that had a high proportion of Māori and Pasifika students. An analysis of assessment information showed that the students had good letter–sound knowledge but were unable to use this knowledge to write words. The professional development took the form of an action research project. Teachers worked together to develop strategies to help students transfer their letter-level knowledge to their writing. After a year of implementation, students showed greater ability at writing words in isolation and in their narratives.

The sixth study (Vaughn, 2001) was from the United States and focused on enhancing reading comprehension and content-area reading for students with high learning needs in general education classrooms. The professional development programme consisted of three research-based, multi-level instructional practices in a programme that had been developed and refined since 1996. In the final study, 10 middle-school teachers of grade 6 students participated in a six-month training programme involving workshops and follow-up support. Although it was reported that the proportion of students passing high-stakes tests was greater that year, there was insufficient information for the study to be included in the group of core studies.

8.2 What works for whom in literacy?

This section synthesises the evidence from the studies that focus on literacy teaching and learning. It includes studies with a broad literacy emphasis, those with a specific focus on reading or on writing, and those with a narrower domain, such as spelling or phonemic awareness. The section is structured according to the aspects of the framework in Figure 4.2: context, professional learning environment, content and activities provided as part of the professional learning opportunities, and teachers’ reactions.

8.2.1 The context of the professional learning opportunities

In this section, we identify contextual aspects of the professional development that appeared to contribute or not contribute to changes in teachers’ literacy practice that had positive outcomes for students. A summary of key features is provided in Overview 8.1.
Overview 8.1. Key features of the context for literacy

**Initial circumstances**

- Neither who initiated the professional development nor whether it was voluntary or compulsory was associated with particular outcomes for students.

**Time**

- Length of time appeared to be less important than frequency of contact, but most of the studies concerned interventions lasting six months or more.
- A shorter time was sufficient for professional learning involving a narrow domain, such as spelling.
- Where the professional development was intensive (for example, daily during a summer institute), a shorter period was required.

**Expertise/leadership**

- All the interventions in the core studies made use of external expertise and most included an element of leadership training or involvement.
  
  *But involving experts did not always lead to improved student outcomes.*

**Goals/accountabilities**

- In all the interventions in the core studies, goals were both explicit and shared. All activities were linked to the achievement of stated goals.

**Prevailing discourses**

- In some of the studies, discourses were initially linked to teachers’ theories about the limited capacity of their students, but as teachers became more skilled in specific teaching approaches, their expectations of students increased and their discourses reflected a greater sense of efficacy.

**Infrastructural supports**

- Most interventions provided some form of infrastructural support, such as release from class.
- The input of experts (researchers and/or providers) was funded in all interventions, typically from an external source.

### 8.2.1.1 Voluntary or compulsory and initiated by whom?

There is little in this group of studies to suggest that volunteering—either by the individual teacher or the school—is necessary for professional development to result in improved outcomes for students. The majority of studies in which schools volunteered were from New Zealand, where the Ministry of Education rarely mandates professional development, so schools typically elect to opt in to initiatives that are offered. We were unable to ascertain whether teachers within each school volunteered or not. Participation in the professional development associated with the literacy strategies in the United Kingdom was clearly mandated. There was only one core study in which a school initiated professional development independently of a wider project. In this case (situated in a school in the United States), the principal led the teachers’ professional learning.

Teachers’ motivation and engagement throughout the professional development appeared to be more important than volunteering: the initial enthusiasm of volunteers is not always sustained when they realise that major changes in practice are expected or they find their theories of practice challenged. Box 8.1 describes a case in which initial motivation waned as teachers became aware of the extent of the changes expected.
Box 8.1. Waxing and waning of teacher motivation

Teachers were initially very motivated to be involved in the professional development offered because they were presented with research showing accelerated progress of students like theirs, following the introduction of an alternative approach to teaching reading. As they became involved in the professional development, however, they realised that they were being asked to make fundamental changes to the way they taught reading and writing. The extent of the change was unexpected. At this point, their motivation decreased markedly.

As they tried the new approach and found it to be effective in moving their students through beginning level texts, teachers came to value it more and became motivated to acquire further skills and knowledge. For a long time, however, they combined their previous ways of teaching with the new approach, which resulted in extra time spent teaching reading at the expense of other curricula. As they became more confident that the new approach was sufficient on its own, they gradually discarded old strategies.

8.2.1.2 Time

The professional development associated with the core studies ranged in length from a few weeks\(^72\) to more than two years. Time appears to be a necessary but not sufficient condition. The only case of professional development that had no impact on student outcomes lasted for a year\(^73\). When, however, a relatively narrow curriculum area is targeted, much less time appears to be necessary. In the case of the spelling study\(^74\), for example, the professional development took the form of brief individual teacher consultations supported by a textbook. Teachers were able to implement the programme with a high degree of fidelity after a maximum of seven 20- to 30-minute sessions (the mean was 6.62 sessions). So the consultation time involved amounted to no more than three hours. This example suggests that individualised and specific interventions with a narrow focus can take a relatively short time.

To achieve substantive change in reading or writing, however, longer and more frequent involvement was needed. The professional development in most of the core studies involved formal sessions at least once a fortnight—seldom less than once a month. It appears that frequent contact is important for sustaining the change process, given that most of these studies involved fairly substantial changes in teacher practice, together with the beliefs, values, and understandings on which that practice was based. The modification of practice and beliefs was an iterative, rather than sequential, process. Frequent contact with experts maintained the focus on new learning.

The one exception to this iterative pattern of input and practice was found in a study focused on writing\(^75\), where teachers volunteered to be involved in a three-week summer institute. The brief but intense professional development was sufficient for teachers to develop new understandings and apply them effectively in their own contexts, apparently without further intervention.

8.2.1.3 Expertise and leadership

All the interventions detailed in the core studies utilised external experts who were researchers and/or providers with high levels of domain-specific knowledge. The majority of these interventions\(^76\) also provided specific training for school leaders. The purpose of such training was typically to ensure the sustainability of the learning, but its effectiveness in achieving this goal was rarely tested. In several of the studies\(^77\), teacher leaders worked in collaboration, offering practical expertise while providers and/or university researchers provided theoretical input.
In several studies, the teachers and/or leaders involved were identified as having particular interest or expertise in literacy, but researchers found that their understandings, theories, and practical expertise varied enormously. When teachers are nominated or volunteer to be literacy leaders, expertise should not be assumed. In some cases, this variable expertise was a hindrance to professional learning. Phillips & Smith reported that “Some teachers, particularly those who had very clear and fixed ideas about these children’s needs and the activities they should be engaged in, found it very difficult to hear what was being discussed and come to terms with suggestions being made by the team.” (p. 25)

One of the main functions taken on by school leaders was to analyse assessment data and oversee its use. In one follow-up study spread over four consecutive years, the role played by leaders in leading evidence-based discussions of student data was strongly linked to the sustainability of new practice. Box 8.2 describes how two of these leaders used assessment data to inform teaching programmes in their schools and demonstrates how their different approaches impacted on student outcomes.

**Box 8.2. Sustaining change through internal leadership**

The leaders of seven schools observed in the early stages of the four-year project placed different emphases on the way student assessment data were used. The following statements from two of the leaders concerned illustrate these differences. In the first example, data were afforded little importance:

> "What we’re going to do today is, I just wanted to just very quickly go through the latest bit of data—I’ve given you a copy but I know it’s a paper war and just have a look at it today, and if you don’t want it just give it back to me. You don’t have to file it or anything like that this stage … it’s just hand-written.” (The leader from a lower-performing school)

In contrast, the second example involved a leader who regarded the use of data as both important and urgent:

> "This is a valuable time—collecting all that data in and just looking at it. Although it is a pain getting it ready, it is the only way we are going to make a difference. I will give it out to you in a minute and you can have a look to see in your class who is below and who is above [the national benchmark] and look especially at the ones just below and think, ‘What am I going to do to make sure they are not below next time?’” (The leader from a school with significantly higher reading achievement)

In the third year of this follow-up study, all seven schools came to use assessment data in ways similar to that in the second example, and student achievement improved correspondingly. (Timperley, 2005a)

### 8.2.1.4 Professional learning goals

In all the interventions documented by the core studies, the professional learning goals were explicit and shared with participants. Whenever accountabilities or student achievement targets were set, they were consistent with the goals. While this sharing of explicit goals seems to be a prerequisite for successful professional learning, the example in Box 8.3 shows that providers cannot assume that participants necessarily share an understanding of what is required or intended. In this study, outcomes did not improve.
Box 8.3. The importance of a shared understanding

The goal of a national literacy initiative in New Zealand was to raise the achievement of low-performing students. Achievement of this goal was addressed in two ways. The first was to develop more learning-centred leadership in the schools. School leaders did not share this understanding and therefore did not see the need to change their approach. Instead, they responded by establishing more collegial and collaborative processes, in line with their own theories of effective leadership. Asked why he was satisfied with the initiative, a principal gave the following (fairly typical) response—one that focused on collegiality rather than instructional improvement:

"Because it was a whole-school thing, there was buy-in and input from most of the staff so everyone had a role to play. Everyone could have a say in the whole thing."

The second problem was lack of a shared understanding about the goal to reduce achievement disparities through developing evidence-informed practice. While the professional development providers sought to close gaps by examining assessment results and identifying needs, teachers were content if their lowest-achieving students made progress, even if they still lagged way behind. One teacher expressed this view on the use of achievement data:

"I don’t need data to see that it has been successful. I mean, you can see by the children’s attitudes and all the extra things that we are putting in. I mean, I look at my three bottom children and even though they are not catching up, they haven’t caught up but they have made gains. I mean, we do little extra things for those children."

As well as understanding the broad goals of the programme, participants need to have a shared understanding of the specific goals of each component at each stage. Without this understanding, confusion and/or negative reactions can be the result, as the example in Box 8.4 shows.

Box 8.4. The importance of linking professional learning goals to activities

In the Literacy Professional Development Project, teachers’ classroom practice was observed by providers who then gave feedback. The purpose of the observations was for providers to work with teachers on their specific learning goals. But when teachers were interviewed by the researchers following the feedback sessions, they typically were unable to articulate any specific learning, only a generalised understanding of purpose, such as "[The observation was] a snapshot of where I am in my teaching."

In addition, some teachers were unclear about how the feedback they received was linked to messages from other parts of the professional development or to their individual learning goals. One teacher actually rejected the feedback she was given, commenting, "I’ve come from a completely opposing viewpoint to the complete and utter opposite and now I’m really confused about what I should be doing." This confusion was not explicitly addressed.

The more successful examples from this study had a set of criteria for effective practice linked to the teachers’ learning goals, against which to reference improvements in practice. This reference point allowed both the teacher and the facilitator to negotiate how practice could be changed. One teacher made the following comment after repeated opportunities to learn, practise, and reflect, using the criteria:

"I feel things are now falling into place easier ... to me, I struggled with what makes a level 2 argument and once I understood that, then it was easy enough to teach it and get the kids to learn the parts ... once you know what you are doing then you can actually teach the kids. That's the big thing."
8.2.1.5 Prevailing discourses

Teachers’ prevailing discourses prior to and during the professional development provided an indication of their current theories about students and their belief in their students’ ability to learn. In one study, these theories were based on an assumption that some students were unable to learn due to factors beyond the teachers’ control, such as home background or inherent ability. Professional development providers challenged this assumption by producing evidence that contradicted it, showing that students could learn faster if taught differently. As the teachers examined and discussed the evidence, their theories and discourses changed. As they became more confident with the new strategies and saw the resulting improvement in the achievement of their students, the teachers’ discourses came to reflect their greater sense of efficacy and their new awareness of the positive impact they could have on student outcomes.

8.2.1.6 Infrastructural supports

A range of infrastructural supports, mostly in the form of funding and release time, was made available to the schools in these studies. In all cases where external experts were involved, the necessary funding was provided. When whole schools were engaged in professional development projects initiated by central administrative agencies, release time was provided so that teachers could participate.

Considerable funding was made available to develop schools’ capacity to lead literacy developments themselves. The time provided reflected the depth of learning involved—ranging from 15 full days to two full days followed by a further 17 half-days. A supplementary study in which only two full days’ release was provided for literacy leaders did not have the anticipated impact on teacher practice, though the limited time was not the only reason for the lack of impact.

One issue with release time was highlighted in a United States supplementary study where teachers were given substantial release time to attend workshops and plan collaboratively. Teachers were reluctant to be out of class so much and instead asked that the professional development take place during their non-contact time. This situation is discussed in Box 8.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 8.5. Issues with release time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers were unwilling to use release time made available for their involvement in professional development for two reasons. Firstly, they felt that relief teachers did not have sufficient knowledge of their students to meet their learning needs adequately, resulting in lost teaching time. Secondly, they were concerned about the availability of quality relief teachers. Sometimes, not enough relief teachers were available due to the need for so many staff to be released simultaneously. At other times, a teacher’s preferred substitute was already engaged, leaving only less skilled relievers available. When released from their classrooms, teachers wanted to feel that their programmes were not going to be disrupted and that their students were in good hands.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In many of the core studies, school leaders had a crucial role to play in providing infrastructural support. They provided an environment that supported the professional learning goals either directly or indirectly by, for example, organising release time, making a priority of the professional development in school and classroom programmes, timetabling, and making suitable venues available for professional learning.
8.2.2 The content of the professional learning opportunities

In this section, we identify the kinds of knowledge and skills presented during professional learning opportunities that appeared to be effective in changing teachers’ literacy practice in ways that led to positive student outcomes. A summary of the key points is provided in Overview 8.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overview 8.2. Key features of the content of the professional learning opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pedagogical content knowledge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pedagogical content knowledge was strongly linked to theories about literacy and about how students learn to read and write.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The rationales given for introducing pedagogical content knowledge depended on the context. They included:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to understand instructional practices that can better meet the needs of underachieving students;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to promote students’ higher-order thinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some core studies focused on effective teaching strategies only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Theories underpinning literacy practice and student learning were pivotal to the effective translation of content into practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shared theories</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The meaning of new theories of practice was mediated by teachers’ existing theories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In all the core studies, teachers’ existing theories were engaged rather than bypassed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple uses of assessment:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assessment was used for these purposes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to inform the focus of professional development by identifying professional learning needs;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as a catalyst for initial and ongoing engagement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to test the effectiveness of practice with particular students;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to identify student needs in order to focus teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developing content knowledge at teachers’ own level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The development of content knowledge was a major focus of professional development in writing and critical thinking for primary teachers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2.2.1 Pedagogical content knowledge

The term ‘pedagogical content knowledge’ encompasses knowledge of the subject, knowledge of how to teach, and knowledge of learners. In the case of reading and writing, knowledge of the subject consists primarily of knowing specific linguistic features of text and how they work. This knowledge underpins teachers’ ability to make effective moment-by-moment pedagogical decisions in their classrooms.

In all the core studies in this category, considerable emphasis was placed on pedagogical knowledge and/or pedagogical content knowledge. This knowledge was strongly linked to theories of literacy and student learning. The rationales for introducing the knowledge, and for choosing the type of knowledge to promote, depended on the context in which the professional development was taking place.
In reading, for example, the goal of most of the interventions discussed in the core studies was for teachers to understand the instructional practices that would most effectively meet the learning needs of students or groups of students who were not making adequate progress in response to current teaching methods. New pedagogical content knowledge was introduced to accelerate the progress of these students. However, one study with a focus on writing dealt with a more general problem: student outcomes across a whole school. In this study, knowledge was introduced about effective teaching strategies, together with knowledge about how texts achieve their communicative and rhetorical purposes. Another initiative drew on pedagogical content knowledge to promote students' higher-order thinking in their writing.

Most of these interventions made use of research knowledge about effective instructional approaches to improve the literacy achievement of all students. An example of the use of research to inform the content of professional development is outlined in Box 8.6.

**Box 8.6. Using research on effective teaching strategies**

The staff at a Californian high school with achievement scores among the lowest in the state selected seven strategies identified in the research literature as successful in raising literacy achievement. Those selected could be adopted at every level and across every curriculum area taught. The strategies were: read-alouds, charts, graphic organisers, vocabulary instruction, writing to learn, structured note taking, and reciprocal teaching. This shared decision by all staff resulted in the articulation of a school-wide focus on instruction. Each strategy was incorporated into accountabilities as it was introduced through professional development. The following example describes how reciprocal teaching was incorporated into a physical education class:

The teacher introduced the rules of volleyball by providing students with a text that explained all the rules of the game. He could have explained the rules verbally, but he knew that reading, asking questions, and clarifying the rules in small groups would both foster literacy skills and increase his students’ understanding of the game. “When we overheard a student remark, ‘Hey, isn’t this reciprocal teaching?’ we knew that we had succeeded in making this strategy clear to our students.” (p. 73)

McNaughton et al. cautioned professional developers about promoting specific strategies without foregrounding their purpose for reading. Observations of teachers and students in their study of low-achieving students showed that teachers taught and students used a range of so-called ‘effective’ strategies. They discovered that what was missing was an understanding of the purpose for using those strategies, that is, comprehending text. It was only through a careful analysis of how teaching practices were reflected in student learning that these authors were able to target the professional development appropriately.

Greater emphasis was given to developing teachers’ content knowledge in the core studies focusing on writing and critical thinking than in those with a reading focus. This may have been due to the stronger research base that underpins the teaching of reading; the teaching of writing and critical thinking has not received the same attention from researchers. Typically, new writing content knowledge was introduced to support teachers to respond to identified student learning needs, rather than for more general reasons. The exception to this context-driven approach was the National Writing Project, where teachers attended a three-week summer institute focused on generic methods for teaching writing.

Whether focused on reading or writing, all the interventions documented in the core literacy studies ensured that teachers had access to theories and principles underpinning literacy practice and student learning that could inform their practice in the many, varied, and continually changing contexts in which they taught. In contrast, an intervention that failed to impact on teacher practice or student achievement focused on process rather than improving
content knowledge. Literacy visions were established and action research projects initiated, but no specific effort was made to improve teachers' pedagogical content knowledge as it related to literacy instruction.

8.2.2.2 Shared theories

Understandings, beliefs, and goals shared by providers and teachers were a feature of all the core studies but absent in one of the supplementary studies that had no impact on student outcomes. In addition (in those studies that reported this issue), mutual understandings of theoretical principles were negotiated between researchers and/or providers and teachers in ways that allowed teachers to translate theory into practice. This negotiation of meaning was consistent with the idea that teachers need to develop theoretical knowledge on which to base their practice, rather than simply comply with a set of practices that have been predetermined by researchers or providers. McNaughton et al. (2004) describe the iterative process of forming, testing, and refining theories through critical discussion about teaching and learning needs. This was seen as a collaborative process in which understandings were mediated and shaped by the theories of both researcher and teacher.

Teachers are adult learners with considerable practical experience and professional knowledge and the evidence suggests that they rarely accept new or alternative theories without convincing evidence that they are relevant and worthwhile94. The meanings of new theories are mediated via existing theories. Bypassing teachers' existing theories about effective literacy teaching can lead to the rejection of new practice that is based on alternative theories. Box 8.7 illustrates how, in one school, teachers mediated meanings95.

Box 8.7. How teachers’ theories influence their understandings

Cynthia Coburn spent a year observing how teachers in one Californian elementary school collectively interpreted, negotiated, and adapted messages about effective reading instruction. Teachers with different theories constructed different understandings of the same messages. In one example, teachers in two groups came to different understandings about what it meant to use assessment to inform instruction. The first group understood reading instruction to be a particular sequence of skills. Using assessment to inform instruction, therefore, meant knowing where in the sequence a child was, and planning and teaching accordingly. They concluded: “Using assessment to inform instruction is the skill work … We plan learning centre work based on the skills they need to know and it goes in a particular sequence.” (p. 16)

A second group working on the same question believed that skills should be taught in response to students’ needs rather than in a set sequence. They constructed their understanding of this concept as developing lessons in response to the particular needs of a student, no matter what the sequence. One teacher summarised the group’s response in the following way: “So we’re saying it’s ongoing observation of students … you are constantly looking at what they are doing and when you see something they are having trouble with, you plan a mini-lesson.” (p. 16)

In these formal professional learning sessions, the sharing of diverse perspectives sometimes allowed teachers to challenge one another’s theories. When there was a very broad range of different perspectives, however, the teachers tended to construct responses reflecting the views of the more dominant members. The composition of the groups was critical to how key messages were interpreted.

Informal settings worked differently. The tendency to seek out like-minded teachers in informal settings created situations of greater homogeneity. As a result, informal settings tended to be more supportive and also more conservative, reinforcing rather than challenging individual points of view.

The process that emerged was one in which teachers, in conversation with their colleagues in formal and informal settings, co-constructed understandings which were strongly influenced by existing theories, made decisions about which messages to pursue in their classroom, and negotiated technical and practical details of implementation (p. 3).
8.2.2.3 Multiple uses of assessment

Assessments provide teachers with information that can help them understand student learning needs. In the literacy studies, assessment information was used variously to determine the content of the professional development, to provide evidence of scope for alternative practices, to test the effectiveness of teaching practices for particular students, and as a catalyst for teachers to engage in professional development.

All the core New Zealand studies and one from the United States made much of using assessment information to identify students’ learning needs. Once these needs had been identified, the providers worked with teachers to discover the ways in which they needed to teach differently. These teaching needs then informed the content of the professional development. In this way, teacher learning and student learning were closely interlinked.

In all these interventions, teachers were encouraged to move beyond using assessment data to group and label students, and to use it instead as the basis for identifying alternative practices, based on different theoretical principles, that could better meet the specific needs of their students. One study found that this shift resulted in teachers feeling more successful, which led them to attend more closely to the impact of their teaching on their students and to take more responsibility for outcomes. The process of change was iterative, with actions and outcomes shaping and being shaped by each other.

In all but one of the core literacy studies assessment was used to measure the impact of changes in practice on students, and inadequate progress was treated as a teaching problem. Teaching and learning were seen to be closely interrelated.

At times, dissonance was created by presenting assessment information that called teachers’ current beliefs into question. Teachers discovered that students like theirs could learn faster than they had thought possible and this served as a motivator for them to modify their teaching practices. In this particular study, assessment data was the catalyst for change as well as a basis for deciding the direction that the change should take. (See the section on prevailing discourses in Chapter 9.)

In two supplementary studies, an analysis of student assessment information provided the initial catalyst for teachers to engage with the professional development. Dissatisfaction with current levels of achievement led these schools to adopt new teaching practices. To ensure accurate data gathering, interventions in which teachers used assessment tools to identify student learning needs usually included some form of training. The importance of accuracy is illustrated by the example in Box 8.8.

Box 8.8. The importance of accuracy in the use of assessment tools

This study explored how teachers’ knowledge of students’ needs impacted on their decision making and how this affected student achievement. The study tracked nine students, seven of whom made accelerated progress. The importance of correct administration and use of assessment tools was highlighted when one teacher used running records for two of her students with accuracy rates well below the 90% required to establish an appropriate instructional reading level.

[The] two students, while showing growth in critical knowledge and skills, remained on the same level throughout the study. In reviewing the baseline data, the researcher discovered the teacher had not calculated the accuracy levels on the running records correctly and had these students reading from texts that were in the frustration level. Her understanding of the purpose of the running record and all its components was not clear, and therefore, her application was incomplete. Her misapplication resulted in less focused instruction and had a clear impact on student learning (p. 282).
Both students failed to make adequate progress in reading because the incorrect text level was identified from the initial assessment. These students were still reading the same level after 12 weeks of instruction, but seven peers who were placed at the correct instructional level made between six months’ and two years’ gain in reading level over the same period.

### 8.2.2.4 Developing content knowledge at teachers’ own level

In the core studies, writing and critical thinking were the two areas in which curriculum content knowledge was presented at the teachers’ own level. The focus on these areas, not reading, probably reflects greater concerns on the part of providers about the depth of teachers’ knowledge. Besides developing their content knowledge, one of the purposes of the tasks in which teachers worked at their own level was to model appropriate pedagogical techniques. The same two purposes applied to similar studies of professional learning in mathematics in which teachers were situated as learners. The example in Box 8.9 shows how teachers learned to use critical thinking skills themselves in order to understand how to teach them to their students.

**Box 8.9. Increasing teachers’ own level of expertise in curriculum content**

The aim of the intervention was to support classroom teachers to raise student achievement in terms of the Thinking Critically objective, as specified in the English curriculum for New Zealand schools (NZ Ministry of Education, 1994). Three year 6 teachers and their students participated in this school-based, collaborative action research project.

Professional development first improved the teachers’ own understanding of the principles, theories, and skills of critical thinking that underpinned the conceptual model entitled Collaborative Reasoning: Critical Thinking Based Learning and Instruction. The teachers then learned how to use their conceptual understanding, in collaboration with the researcher, to redesign curriculum units that integrated the teaching and learning of critical thinking, language, and content knowledge. In particular, the teachers learned how to probe, assess, extend, and give feedback to students about their thinking during their reading and writing instruction. Further professional learning and development occurred in cycles of implementation, observation, reflection, and revision across three school terms.

### 8.2.3 Activities constructed to promote the professional learning

In this section, we synthesise the evidence concerning the types of activities used to promote professional learning in literacy. Some of these activities involved external providers directly; in others, teachers participated without such provider input. The activities used in the different studies varied, but all except one of the interventions had a similar overall structure. They typically began with a rationale or catalyst for engagement. Participants were introduced to the conceptual basis for the alternative approaches advocated. Teachers were then given opportunities to translate their new understandings into practice. Further activities designed to help teachers refine the new practice in their own classrooms were also offered sequentially or iteratively. This process is similar to that observed for other curriculum areas and is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

The one intervention that did not have a structure of this kind consisted of a three-week summer institute in which teachers engaged in intensive professional development positioned as students working at their own level in writing. Once the teachers returned to their classrooms, no further support was available to assist them to refine their practice or to translate it into their own contexts. It may be that, in this less-supported form of teacher professional development, volunteering is an important condition.
In all other cases where substantial changes in practice and student outcomes were evident, the learning was iterative, with multiple supported opportunities for teachers to work with, revisit, and use new knowledge in their own contexts and with their own students. A summary of this section of the synthesis is provided in Overview 8.3.

### Overview 8.3. Activities constructed to promote professional learning

**Professional instruction**
- The interventions in all the core studies began with a rationale to engage, followed by initial instruction in the underlying theoretical principles related to pedagogical practices and/or training in procedures (such as assessment) or specific programmes.
- The role of the provider was often to mediate the theoretical messages derived from research, making them available to teachers.

**Activities used to link key ideas to teaching practice**
- Different combinations of activities allowed teachers to negotiate meaning.
- Construction of meaning involved teachers developing understanding of links between their current and evolving theories and practices and the new professional learning.
- Engaging with selected professional readings, aided by provider mediation of the messages.
- Watching demonstrations of practice (most effective when students were similar to those in teachers’ own contexts).

**Activities to enact key ideas in the teachers’ own classroom**
- Activities were effective when there were clear and shared understandings of the theoretical framework underpinning the practice and where multiple opportunities to engage were provided.
- The most frequently used activity consisted of observations and feedback, where teacher practice and provider input were allowed to shape and refine understandings.
- Opportunities to plan collaboratively were successful where there was a clear framework outlining the preferred teaching practices and where data on student outcomes and learning needs were available.

**Participation in professional learning communities**
- A common element in all the core studies was the establishment of a professional learning community with shared contexts and similar needs.
- Some communities were school-based; others were off-site and involved teachers from different schools meeting for a common purpose.
- Professional learning communities did not always support new professional learning and in some cases served to maintain the status quo.

### 8.2.3.1 Professional instruction

The interventions detailed in the core studies all began with some kind of rationale to engage and this was followed by initial instruction, including instruction in the underlying theoretical principles. These principles developed pedagogical content knowledge and were delivered in face-to-face situations by an expert professional development provider or researcher. These initial sessions typically included information about how to translate the theoretical principles into practice. This translation function, taken on by the provider, was often pivotal in mediating the theoretical messages derived from research, combining them with expert curriculum knowledge, and making them recognisable to and usable by teachers.
8.2.3.2 Activities to link key ideas to teaching practice

The interventions described in the core studies made use of different combinations of activities to help teachers develop deeper understandings of the links between their current and evolving theories and practices and the new professional learning. Facilitators often discussed these theory–practice links with a more expert colleague or professional development provider as issues arose in the iterative process by which teachers translate theory into practice. In a number of New Zealand studies, new theories presented by the professional development providers were explicitly compared with teachers’ existing theories. This process assisted teachers to understand how new practice was connected with underpinning pedagogical principles. These negotiated processes may have been more obvious in the New Zealand studies because central administrators have limited authority to mandate particular teaching practices. Teachers must, therefore, be persuaded of the benefits of new practices rather than compelled to enact them. This environment provides a greater incentive for providers of professional development to help teachers construct meaning than does an environment in which the educational jurisdiction allows for imposition.

Engagement with professional readings was not often reported in the core studies. When used, readings were often theory-based and not directly related to teacher practice, so time was set aside for teachers to discuss the implications for their own contexts. Professional development providers introduced them at points in the programme where the material was thought likely to be salient and useful and often mediated the messages to ensure that they were clearly understood.

Watching someone modelling the particular teaching approach being advocated in the professional development—either in person or on video—was another way in which providers linked theory and practice. This activity was described in seven of the core studies. In all cases, this modelling of practice followed an introduction to underlying theoretical principles. Modelling is not always effective, however. One study found that teachers were unlikely to benefit from modelling if they did not fully understand the principles underpinning the modelled practice, the particular aspect of practice that was being modelled, and the reason why that aspect was being modelled.

Observations of other teachers’ practice proved to be valuable in a study where the provider’s attempts to give constructive feedback to a teacher were unsuccessful. Box 8.10 describes how the provider used this activity to respond to the teacher’s specific professional learning needs and to reinforce the links between theoretical principles and practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 8.10. Demonstrating practice to clarify links between theory and practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The professional development provider had observed a teacher’s guided reading lesson with her five-year-old students and had offered feedback on several occasions. She became aware that this approach had not been successful in engaging the teacher or changing her teaching. She had observed, however, that when she modelled the practice she was talking about, the gap between theory and practice was bridged more effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I realised when I talk to her, it doesn’t sink in ... so I’m trying not to talk too much to her now. I’m just trying to show her ... She was much better when I modelled things for her and I gave her an observation sheet and told her to take note of everything that she’d seen and to try and analyse things a bit ... I’m taking her to see another new entrant teacher who’s brand new and who is also struggling and I’m also taking her to see an experienced teacher and I’ve got them each to talk about two different things with her.” (p. 27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The teacher described the experience of observing others in the following way:

"... visiting the other schools and just observing how the other teachers teach writing. I think I was having low expectations of my children and I’ve got high expectations now ... I just thought, ‘OK, they are five they can only write one sentence type.’ ... After observing at the other school and they were doing narratives and I thought, ‘My gosh, my goodness me,’ and I thought, ‘My kids could do that.’ Yes, well, here I was thinking I was doing the right thing.” (pp. 27–28)

8.2.3.3 Activities to support teachers to enact key ideas in their own practice settings

The activities described in this section provided opportunities for teachers to translate new knowledge into their own practice contexts. The activities were effective when there were clear links to the theoretical frameworks that underpinned practice, and shared understandings of these links, but were less effective when these were lacking.

In all the core studies, except for the National Writing Project study, time was allowed for teachers to revisit ideas and incorporate change gradually into their practice so that change would become embedded. As was noted in the section on Time (8.2.1.2), the frequency of the professional development opportunities in most interventions allowed for new practice to be developed gradually and for teachers to be supported through the process of change.

Being observed and receiving feedback was the most commonly used activity both in the core studies and in the supplementary studies that had positive student outcomes. It was usually associated with a discussion of practice with a more expert colleague or the provider. Teachers were encouraged to analyse their current practice in the light of new theory and to construct new practice that was more closely aligned with the theoretical principles of the professional development.

In a number of studies, cycles of observation and feedback were used to help translate theory into practice. Box 8.11 describes how teachers in Māori-medium settings learned to use an assessment tool and analyse the data gained for the purpose of informing their teaching practice.

Box 8.11. Ensuring consistency in the use of assessment tools

This intervention introduced teachers to a newly developed assessment tool—the Observation Survey in Māori. Trainers who were conversant with both the administration and the analysis of the tasks elaborated on these before teachers practised using the tool themselves. As they did, they were observed and received feedback. Iterative cycles of practice and feedback occurred until the trainers were satisfied that the teachers were able to use the tool to the standard required. This process of refinement ensured that data gathered was of consistently high quality and that teachers were able to analyse it to determine students’ strengths and needs.

Collaborative planning to implement new learning was another activity used to help teachers translate theory into practice. It ties in closely with the development of professional learning communities (discussed in the following section). Collaborative planning was a successful activity when teachers were given a clear framework outlining the preferred teaching practices and when student achievement information was available for the purpose of monitoring and adjusting new practice. In this situation, the role of the provider was to challenge teachers’ assumptions about the causes of student outcomes and to ensure that teachers used student outcomes as the basis for their planning and reflecting on the effectiveness of their practice.
Although several studies reported that teachers were provided with prepared student activities and material, this was less common than in the other categories, such as science, and appeared to play a minor role in literacy professional development.

### 8.2.3.4 Creating professional learning communities

In all the core studies, teachers participated as members of a professional learning community. These communities came in a variety of shapes and sizes: whole schools\[114\], groups of teachers within a school\[115\], and individual teachers and leaders\[116\] learning off-site. By participating in a learning community, teachers were able to work together to compare their theories, plan collaboratively, or reconstruct practice. Box 8.12 discusses the role played by learning communities in the case of one intervention\[117\].

**Box 8.12. The value of professional learning communities**

Opportunities for colleagues to observe and discuss one another’s practice were an integral component of Reading Recovery training. Teachers watched lessons from behind a one-way mirror and discussed their observations and analyses of what was happening. In these conversations, they articulated their questions and dilemmas and described teaching practice in detail. This process built professional knowledge of a theory in action and continually required teachers to move beyond what they saw and explore their understandings and interpretations of what was happening. The links between the teaching practice and the students’ learning were explored in context. This professional learning community was able to share goals, discuss similar teaching challenges, and discuss students with common needs—even though the teachers came from different schools.

While participation in a professional community appeared to be a necessary condition for professional development that impacted positively on student outcomes, it was not sufficient. In the literacy studies, professional learning communities did not always promote professional learning. Box 8.13 discusses such a case and shows how teachers can reject new practices and support one another to maintain the status quo\[118\].

**Box 8.13. Gatekeeping to reinforce the status quo**

Coburn studied how teachers worked together to construct understandings from the messages given in professional development and how they selected which ideas they would engage with and which they would dismiss. Their reasons for rejecting ideas and approaches all came back to prior assumptions about the nature of their students or of literacy teaching and learning and thus served to reinforce and entrench the status quo. Teachers gave the following reasons for rejecting the alternative teaching approach:

- It did not apply to their grade level.
- It was too difficult for their students.
- They were philosophically opposed to aspects of the approach (for example, the assessment of comprehension was deemed “too traditional” as it used story excerpts and multiple choice questions).
- It was outside the bounds of comprehensibility (for example, when it was suggested that individualised instruction be adopted, one teacher said, “How can you possibly teach reading without putting kids in groups? That’s crazy!”)
- The ideas “didn’t fit” with how they currently taught students reading or were “unmanageable” due to time constraints, record-keeping requirements, or behaviour management issues.
8.2.4 Learning processes

Most of the core studies provided sufficient information on learning processes to be included in this section (only one of the studies, from the United States, did not). Most of the interventions concerned promoted more than one learning process. The synthesis of evidence from these studies is summarised in Overview 8.4.

Overview 8.4. The learning processes

Consolidation of prior knowledge
- Consolidation of prior knowledge was not a major aim or emphasis in any of the studies, though in some, new pedagogical knowledge was systematically built around existing curriculum knowledge.

Introduction of new information
- This was the most frequently reported learning process. The new information was deeply situated and usually presented in the form of pedagogical content knowledge together with the theoretical understandings and principles underpinning it. At times, new information generated dissonance.

Dissonance and repositioning
- In those studies that reported dissonance:
  - It was usually triggered by demonstrating the greater effectiveness of alternative teaching approaches.
  - Teachers became convinced of the value of new approaches when they saw them having a positive impact on the achievement of their own students.
  - Teachers gained a greater sense of agency in promoting their students’ learning and a reduced sense that outside influences predetermined student underachievement.

Consolidation of prior knowledge was not reported as the primary aim or emphasis in any of the core studies, but in some, new pedagogical knowledge was built on existing curriculum knowledge. In studies where the stated aim of the professional development was to enhance existing practice (rather than introduce an entirely new approach), prior knowledge was used as a starting point for the change process.

Introduction and assimilation of new knowledge and skills was the most frequently reported learning process. The new information was generally in the form of pedagogical content knowledge and the theoretical understandings and principles that underpinned it.

8.2.4.1 The creation of dissonance, and repositioning

Dissonance was created by demonstrating the effectiveness of alternative teaching approaches. The studies that reported this learning process all related to the professional development of teachers working with students from low-income communities where reading levels typically fell well below the national average. Most were from New Zealand, with some from the United States. These studies found that once teachers had used the new teaching approaches with their own students and seen the positive impact on achievement, most became convinced of the value of the new learning and also of their own agency in their students’ learning outcomes. In most cases, this process resolved the dissonance and resulted in reconstructed practice. In some cases, however (see the following section), the end result was rejection.
8.2.5 Teachers’ responses

All the core studies that reported teachers’ responses found that a majority of teachers engaged with the professional learning and changed their practice in some ways. Teachers’ responses often reflected the type of learning process in which they had engaged. This association was particularly evident in interventions that created dissonance. As teachers encountered new information that challenged their existing beliefs or offered new possibilities for their students’ learning, they often chose to actively engage with the new approaches and theories and to change their practice substantially. In four of these studies, however, groups of teachers rejected the new theory and practice and elected to continue with their existing practice. In three of those cases, teachers selected only parts of the new theory and practice and incorporated these into their existing ways of teaching. These teachers were a minority of those involved. Where they formed the majority, student outcomes did not change.

In all the studies, both core and supplementary, the evidence suggested that teachers who made changes to their practice were motivated by the desire to improve learning outcomes for students rather than by compliance requirements. Even in those cases where teachers rejected or only partially implemented new approaches, it appeared (based on the commentary provided) that teachers chose this course of action in the belief that existing practice would better serve the needs of their students.

Teachers in a number of New Zealand studies moved beyond simply adopting new theories and approaches and developed self-regulatory learning skills. They evaluated and adapted their practice in light of their students’ progress, refining and reviewing their knowledge of how best to enhance their students’ achievement and extending and enriching their own theories as a result.

8.3 Bringing it all together

In this final section, we draw together our findings from this group of studies to answer the question ‘What works for whom, and why, and under what circumstances?’ The biggest group of studies that met our selection criteria comprised those that had a literacy focus and (in all but four) the target was those whose learning needs were not being met by current practice and who were, as a result, achieving at levels below those of their peers.

The demands of literacy teaching and learning are complex and challenging. All primary teachers invest a significant part of their classroom time teaching students to read and write. Secondary teachers are highly trained in their subject areas, but do not necessarily consider themselves to be teachers of literacy. Thus, whenever approaches to literacy teaching were the subject of professional development, substantial change was required of teachers.

‘Craft knowledge’, developed through practical classroom experience, routinely guides teachers’ day-to-day actions. This knowledge, together with their experience as professionals and the discourses in which they engage both formally and informally, shapes teachers’ theories about literacy and how it should be taught. Existing theories can compete strongly with new approaches when the principles underlying them are in conflict. These theories are often implicit rather than explicit and need to be engaged if change is to take place. The challenge for professional development providers, therefore, particularly when calling for substantial changes in practice, was to not simply supply teachers with new and more effective ways of teaching, but to convince them that these would improve the learning outcomes for students whom they typically believed incapable of making the gains advocated.

Success in implementing new approaches was affected by a number of factors. These included: the degree to which teachers understood and shared the goals and understandings presented in the professional development; teachers’ understandings of underlying theories and principles, and the opportunities they were given to translate these into their own contexts; the availability of mutually accepted evidence for the effectiveness of the new approaches; the
time and frequency of opportunities afforded teachers to translate new learning into practice and to refine it; and the opportunity to work in professional learning communities with others who shared the same goals and faced the same challenges.

For teachers to access the content of professional development, they needed to share beliefs, understandings, values, and goals with the provider. This condition could not be taken for granted. In the interventions detailed in the core studies, the process of getting to this point was both gradual and iterative, with multiple opportunities for teachers to revisit and refine their understanding of the messages they were hearing. When teachers involved in the Literacy Leadership Project\(^{133}\) did not share goals and understandings with the providers, they relied on their existing theories to inform what they believed was new practice but which, in reality, resembled prior practice.

The unique context that constituted the working environment of each teacher influenced how new methods would be translated into practice. For successful translation, teachers required an understanding of the theoretical principles underpinning the pedagogical content knowledge that related to the new practice. With this understanding, they were able to respond as professionals to their students rather than applying new strategies in ways that were divorced from the realities of their classrooms. In the study where the focus was on teacher implementation of a set of separate strategies, supported by scripted lessons\(^{134}\), teachers did not have the opportunity to engage with the new theory and adapt it to their own contexts; their success was judged by the degree to which their practice followed the programme outline, not the outcomes for their students—and these showed no greater gains than those whose teachers had used alternative teaching methods.

An important factor in all the core studies was the availability of assessment tools to establish the need for change, judge the effectiveness of changes designed to raise student achievement, and help teachers decide what they and their students needed to learn. Where teachers did not have a strong focus on improving student outcomes through the use of assessment data\(^{135}\), the outcomes rarely changed.

The importance of repeated opportunities for teachers to encounter, understand, translate, and refine new theories and related practices was apparent in most of the core studies. In most, extended time was structured so that teachers were given multiple occasions and a variety of activities to link theory and practice, revisit theoretical understandings, and refine practice. Where such opportunities were not given, neither extended time nor frequency of contact were sufficient to change teacher practice or improve student outcomes.

Finally, the establishment of professional learning communities was a feature of all the core studies and some of the supplementary studies. To be effective, these communities needed to have input from an expert leader, establish common goals, and be concerned with the learning of students who had similar needs.
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9. Reframing Teachers’ Social Constructions of Students

We selected this focus as one of the broad categories for this synthesis because it became apparent from our examination of the literature that, at least in some circumstances, improved outcomes for students were associated with teachers thinking differently about the students they taught. The interventions considered in this chapter typically sought to redress some kind of inequality.

9.1 Studies considered

Eight core studies, one of which was actually a group of studies, were included in this category (Table 9.1); all were from the United States and New Zealand. As elsewhere, the core studies are those that met our methodological criteria and had evidence of moderate to high academic and/or social outcomes for students. In one instance, additional material that did not meet our methodological criteria was consulted (the source is bracketed in the table). Five supplementary studies were also included, to shed light on what did not work so well.

9.1.1 Core studies

Two subgroups were identified within the group of core studies. One of these comprised those studies that made explicit the goal of changing how teachers thought about students in terms of their social positioning or their abilities. The second comprised those that focused primarily on the acquisition of some kind of content or pedagogical knowledge, addressing more indirectly the issue of how teachers thought about their students.

The second group was not easy to establish because, for interventions such as cooperative learning, such reframing is an underlying principle of the pedagogical approach. In the core studies, heterogeneous grouping was promoted as a way of encouraging teachers to abandon conventional notions of intelligence, to think about it in a more encompassing sense, and to celebrate linguistic, cultural, and ability diversity—or as a way of providing previously marginalised groups with equal access to higher levels of instruction. One cooperative learning study promoted this wider agenda and was included in this chapter; others had a more functional focus—typically to examine the effectiveness of different ways of grouping students using new pedagogical strategies, without reference to the wider social agenda. These studies were not included in our analysis. A brief description of each of the core studies is provided below.

Table 9.1. Reframing teachers’ social constructions of students: core studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Focus of PD</th>
<th>Student outcome assessed</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>School sector/year levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Alton-Lee et al. (1997)³</td>
<td>Gender positioning</td>
<td>Self-esteem</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Regular intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Alton-Lee et al. (2000)⁴</td>
<td>Social positioning of disability</td>
<td>Disability as a resource</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Regular primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Bishop et al. (2005)⁵</td>
<td>Te Kotahitanga</td>
<td>Essential skills and numeracy</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Regular secondary years 9–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Bianchini, 1997)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Bianchini, Holthuis, &amp; Nielsen, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Cohen &amp; Lotan, 1997b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Good, Burross, &amp; McCaslin, 2005)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Cohen, Lotan, Abram, Scarfoss, &amp; Schultz, 2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Phillips (2003)</td>
<td>Success needs to include all students; Innovative curriculum.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Middle school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8a.</td>
<td>Timperley &amp; Phillips (2003)</td>
<td>Expectations of achievement from students in low-decile schools; reading</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>Years 0–1, low decile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8b.</td>
<td>Timperley &amp; Robinson (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first study (Alton-Lee, McBride, Greenslade, & Nuthall, 1997)\textsuperscript{17}, referred to as ‘the Antarctic study’, the principal and teachers from an intermediate school rethought how they depicted gender stereotypes in their teaching materials, looking particularly at a unit about Antarctica. When they reviewed their resources, the teachers were shocked to find that they featured exclusively men: women were invisible. With the assistance of a university professor, the teachers revised their resources and invited women scientists to come and speak to the students. The result was that girls participated in class more confidently. The self-esteem of both boys and girls (as measured by the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory) improved (ES = 0.64 for girls), and the difference between the genders was reduced.

The second study (Alton-Lee et al., 2000)\textsuperscript{18} involved a single teacher who had completed postgraduate action research. A theme introduced into the course was the social positioning of students with disabilities. The ‘personal tragedy’ position treats disability as a problem or deficit located within the individual and which requires ‘fixing’; the ‘social constructivist’ position views disability as a product of social factors that create barriers and limit opportunities for participation. The teacher concerned carried out a further action research cycle to address the marginalisation of a student with spina bifida. The strategy was to replace the personal tragedy framework with a social constructivist framework. As a result, the student with spina bifida came to be viewed by other students as a valuable resource. This study was qualitative, so no effect size was available.

The third study (Bishop, Berryman, Powell, & Teddy, 2005)\textsuperscript{19} in this group related to an intervention known as Te Kotahitanga and involved a large number of teachers from 12 secondary schools. The focus was on challenging the pedagogical relationships and social
positioning of Māori students in English-medium classrooms in New Zealand. Students collaboratively developed stories about their experiences of school and these stories were used to challenge teachers’ ways of thinking about Māori students. The professional development went on to help teachers develop more interactive ways of teaching year 9 and 10 Māori students, with positive outcomes reported, particularly for lower-achieving students, in terms of their learning of essential skills (ES = 0.42 in 2004, and 0.31 in 2005, as measured by the Essential Skills Assessment) and numeracy (ES = 0.76, as measured by asTTle).

The group of Cohen’s studies20 related to the introduction of Complex Instruction as a means to address issues of student equity and diversity and foster higher-level conceptual learning and creative problem solving. Complex Instruction units are built around 'big ideas', use open-ended tasks, and depend on the teacher to make connections and stimulate higher-order thinking. Teachers received two weeks’ training with follow-up support. These studies consistently reported substantive outcomes for students, with a particular focus on science (ES = 1.06, as measured by a researcher-developed test).

The fifth study in this group (Moxon, 2003)21 involved a medium-sized secondary school that was challenged to reduce its high rate of student suspensions and chose to do so by setting out to improve the social and emotional climate of the school through the introduction of a school-wide restorative justice programme. Suspensions decreased from 32.9 per 1000 students in 2000 to 10.4 per 1000 in 2004.

The sixth study (Phillips, 2003)22 involved student achievement at a Charter school. When teachers examined the achievement profiles of subgroups of their middle school students, they were challenged to address the learning needs of all students. Although student achievement was high overall, a large group was not succeeding. The teachers reviewed their practices and introduced a more innovative curriculum designed to better meet the needs of all students. Students showed significant gains in their learning of academic skills when their performance was assessed using the previous year as the baseline (ES = 0.93, as measured by the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills).

The seventh study (Stevens & Slavin, 1995)23 was a two-year study of the impact on two elementary schools of their adoption of a cooperative school model for school and classroom organisational and instructional processes. Teachers were provided with an understanding of the inclusionary philosophy behind cooperative learning and given training, materials, and follow-up assistance. Compared with the matched controls, the two cooperative learning schools had higher student outcomes in reading (ES = 0.25) and maths (ES = 0.20) for regular students. This was also true for gifted students (ES = 0.39 maths, 0.67 reading), as well as those with special needs (ES = 0.47 maths, 0.81 reading). Social relationships also improved, particularly between students with learning disabilities and their non-handicapped peers (ES = 0.86).

The final study (Timperley & Phillips, 2003)24 in this category consisted of two related studies. The first25 explicitly examined how teachers’ expectations of students from low-income communities changed as they engaged in professional development related to early literacy acquisition. Much to the surprise of the 26 participating teachers from six schools, new pedagogical approaches led to greater achievement in reading for year 1 students (ES = 0.53). This led, in turn, to teachers having a greater sense of efficacy and heightened expectations of students in their first year of schooling.

The second of these two studies (Timperley & Robinson, 2001)26 examined three case studies of schools whose teachers had engaged in professional development similar to that in the first study (Timperley and Phillips, 2003). Two of these case studies provided an analysis of how changed expectations could be observed in teachers’ practice and their interactions with one another. The other identified why teachers in the third school failed to change their practice after participating in the same professional development as the teachers in the other two schools. This study is included as a contrasting, ‘negative’ study. As it was a qualitative study, no effect sizes were reported.
9.1.2 Supplementary studies

Four supplementary studies (Table 9.2) that did not meet the criteria for inclusion as core studies were used to inform the conclusions drawn from the core studies. The first, comprising three separate studies, was excluded from the core group because insufficient detail was provided on the methodology. It was included as a supplementary study because the school-based changes implemented had a large impact on typically disadvantaged students and because it provided rich descriptive data on what appeared to work for them.

Two other studies were categorised as supplementary because the teachers concerned failed to change their social construction of students, or their interactions, even though it appeared that such change was vital if outcomes for students were to be lifted. The fourth study related to the Teacher Expectations and Student Achievement (TESA) programme—frequently used in the United States for staff development—which was designed to reduce disparities by addressing teacher expectations of low-achieving students. It was included in the supplementary category because the outcomes for student achievement, academic self-concept, and attachment to school were very mixed, with the more robust measures actually indicating a negative effect. Teachers’ attitudes to students were not measured directly. These three no-change studies, together with the study referred to in Timperley & Robinson above, contribute to our understanding of professional development that does not improve outcomes for students.

Table 9.2. Reframing teachers’ social constructions of students: supplementary studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Focus of PD</th>
<th>Student outcome assessed</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>School sector/year levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. (Ancess, 2000)³² | Case 1: Providing access to high-stakes math curriculum  
Case 2: Putting ambitious goals into action.  
Case 3: Rethinking expectations in terms of learning | Case 1: Course taking and passing rates in math  
Case 2: Attendance and graduation rates  
Case 3: Writing, math, college admission rates | US | High schools for at-risk students |
| 2. (Lipman, 1997)³³ | Increased teacher collaboration | Not assessed, no change in teaching | US | Junior high with changing student demographics |
| 3. (Cazden, 1990)³⁴ | Reducing differential treatment of Māori students | Not assessed, no change in teaching | NZ | Primary |
| 4. (Gottfredson et al., 1995)³⁵  
(Kerman, Kimball, & Martin, 1980)³⁶ | Teacher expectations | Reading, math, academic self-concept, and attachment to school | US | Grades 1–5 |
9.2 What works for whom in reframing teachers’ social construction of students

This section synthesises the evidence from the studies that addressed how teachers thought about their students in terms of social positioning, their inclusion in the full range of classroom activities, and their own expectations of student achievement. The section is structured according to each of the aspects of the framework in Figure 4.2: context, professional learning environment, content and activities, and teachers’ reactions.

9.2.1 The context of the professional learning opportunities

In this section, we identify aspects of the contexts of the professional learning opportunities that appeared to contribute to changing teachers’ social constructions of students in ways that led to positive outcomes for students (Overview 9.1).

Overview 9.1. The context of the professional learning opportunities

Infrastructural supports
• There was no evidence of a clear relationship between infrastructural supports (such as funding and release from class) and successful outcomes for students.
  What was important was how any additional time and funding were used.

Voluntary or compulsory
• Volunteering was associated both with interventions that had substantive impact and with others that had low or no impact.
• In many core studies, schools volunteered but teachers did not.
  What was more important than volunteering was that teachers engaged in the learning process at some point; a prior commitment to engage was not necessary.

Expertise
• The interventions in all the core studies made use of expertise external to the group of participants.
• This expertise was provided either by someone from outside the school or by a high-status person from within the school who was prepared to challenge the status quo.

Leadership
• In the school-based core studies, leaders were involved in the professional learning even when they did not have relevant expertise.

Prevailing discourses
• Where prevailing discourses were problematic, they were typically based on the assumption that some groups of students could not or would not learn as well as others.
• In successful interventions, these discourses shifted, with teachers taking more responsibility for promoting student learning.

Time
• Professional development that had substantive impact on student outcomes took place over a relatively long period: from six months to five years.
  But participation for an extended period was not a guarantee of success.
  It was important that professional development challenged existing assumptions and provided alternative pedagogies that were better able to meet the needs of students.
Professional learning goals

- Successful interventions had explicit professional learning goals. In some, teachers’ existing social constructions of students were challenged directly; in others, indirectly, with the professional development focusing on raising achievement through alternative pedagogical approaches.

9.2.1.1 Infrastructural supports

The first aspect of the context to be considered was provision of infrastructural supports such as funding and release time. As far as we were able to ascertain, in most of those studies that involved a year level or a whole school37, a reasonable amount of release time was provided for participating teachers. In those interventions that involved one or two teachers, no release time was made available38. However, the most generous provision of all (two hours per day) was found in the intervention39 that led to no evident change in teacher practice or attitudes during its year-long implementation period: generous provision of time does not necessarily lead to positive outcomes for students. As for our analysis of curriculum-based professional development (Chapters 6–8), what mattered was what happened during the time made available, and how any additional funding was used.

9.2.1.2 Voluntary or compulsory

In most of the studies where part or all of a school was involved, the school opted in voluntarily, but there was usually some form of pressure on teachers within the school to participate. The high rate of school-level volunteering may be an artefact of the high proportion of New Zealand studies in this category, as New Zealand schools are rarely compelled to participate in professional development activities. In the study involving the individual teacher40, the professional learning arose out of an action research project that was part of postgraduate studies, and a financial incentive to upgrade qualifications had been offered. But two of the unsuccessful studies41 also involved volunteer teachers, so volunteering cannot be considered a condition for success. A more important condition than initial volunteering was whether, over the time of engagement in professional learning, teachers were able to see that changed practices were having a positive impact on their students.

Initial volunteering is no guarantee that enthusiasm won’t wane when serious challenges are made to teachers’ existing assumptions about students and how to teach them effectively. In Timperley and Phillips42, for example, teachers were initially hopeful about learning new skills for teaching early literacy but became sceptical and resentful of facilitator challenges to their beliefs about students and the expectation that they needed to change their practice substantively. As they learned more about the alternative approach to teaching literacy and students’ achievement began to improve as a result, most of the participating teachers engaged with the key ideas and became more willing to change their practice.

All the secondary school interventions involved cross-disciplinary cooperation. Yet getting secondary schools to buy in to an inter-disciplinary approach can be a major challenge because of what has been described as the ‘Balkanisation’ (compartmentalisation by subject area) of the curriculum at this level43. A supplementary study describes how one principal44, when introducing ambitious achievement goals for students who would traditionally be considered ‘at-risk’, managed to get cross-disciplinary cooperation going by starting with a small group of volunteers and working outwards from there (Box 9.1).
Box 9.1. Getting buy-in across a secondary school

The initiative described in this high school study used the volunteer principle in a slightly different way. It was started by the principal and a small group of teachers who realised that they needed to change the curriculum and the teaching approach if they were to be successful in improving outcomes for their at-risk student population. These teachers were organised into a self-contained unit. At the end of the first year, the improvement in student outcomes became evident. The results were given wide publicity and the target students were able to present their work and their experiences in the programme to other faculty members. These teachers were impressed with the authenticity of the students’ responses to their questions. After some years, the majority of the faculty voted to restructure the school into autonomous, interdisciplinary teaching teams. Some teachers did continue to oppose the reform, so the principal clustered them together and worked with them intensively to support their development while ensuring that they did not burden or distract their more engaged colleagues.

9.2.1.3 Engagement of expertise

All the successful core studies involved someone with expertise from outside the school who was prepared to challenge the ways in which teachers thought about their students. As noted above, in one of the supplementary studies, this expertise came from the principal45. Cohen’s work on Complex Instruction46 has demonstrated the value of having the support of experienced educators with a research background in social science or psychology. But the best of expertise—whether internal or external—can be negated when school leaders conspire with their teachers to maintain the status quo47 or when teachers support one another to resist change48 (see Box 9.2).

Box 9.2. Maintaining the status quo

In response to pressure from the school district to integrate African-American students into a predominantly white school, a group of teachers were given two hours release per day over a year-long period to plan collaboratively so they could better meet the needs of these students. Over the year, they focused less on how their practice might be contributing to poor outcomes for students and more on perceived student shortcomings. The only African-American teacher in the group, who could see how this discourse and consequent teaching practices were impacting negatively on the students, was increasingly marginalised and eventually shifted to work in a non-academic stream. Her expertise was discounted and nothing changed for the students in the other teachers’ classrooms.

9.2.1.4 Leadership

School leaders were involved in the professional learning in all the school-based core studies. In one supplementary study (noted above49 and see Box 9.3), the principal led the professional learning. In others, school leaders participated as learners50. Sometimes leadership was shared with other staff but, in such situations, the leaders themselves did not abdicate responsibility. In the studies related to Complex Instruction, Cohen51 noted that producing equitable classrooms requires schools to change the way they are organised, so naturally, leaders must be involved. The successful introduction of equitable classrooms requires changes in the curriculum and changes in the school. One school discovered that the high average achievement of its students as a whole disguised the low achievement of a large group52. Box 9.3 describes how the principal got his teachers to accept responsibility for developing more demanding curricula for their under-served students.
In a school that catered well for its higher-achieving students but poorly for its lower-achieving students, the principal wanted to create a leadership team that used its classroom knowledge as a starting point. He said to the teachers:

"Now guys, don’t think I don’t know what you’re going through. I was there, and I’m as guilty as the rest of you. But we’ve got to make it a priority. Now let’s talk about how we’re going to do that. Let’s get a plan of action to shift this focus more to the classroom” (p. 252).

This principal also provided teachers with a non-contact period for professional learning. He did not dictate what should occur during this time, but did require the teachers to keep diaries of what they had learned (not what they had done). He also kept a diary himself. In this way, he was able to have an ongoing professional learning dialogue with the teachers during the change process.

**9.2.1.5 Prevailing discourses**

Prevailing discourses were identified from the New Zealand studies (insufficient information was reported in those from the United States). These New Zealand studies found that teachers were typically unaware of the impact of their prevailing discourses on the way they thought about and taught students. It was only when these discourses were challenged during professional learning that they developed this awareness. The prevailing discourse of the teacher in Alton-Lee’s study on the positioning of disability\(^5\), for example, came from the ‘personal tragedy’ position, where disability is thought to be a problem or deficit located within the individual and in need of ‘fixing’. Operating within this discourse, students with disability are treated in a compensatory—rather than educational—way. The teacher’s shift in discourse was the result of being exposed to a social constructivist model, which interpreted disability as the product of social factors that created barriers and limited opportunities for equal participation. How this alternative way of thinking changed the way in which the teacher worked with her student is described in a case study found in Appendix 1.

In the Antarctica study\(^4\), teachers were shocked to realise that their referents and resources were all male-oriented: women were invisible; it appeared that only men broke the exploratory and scientific frontiers of Antarctica. Once they became aware of this bias, the teachers reconstructed their resources. They also invited a woman scientist and expedition leader and a young conservationist who had worked in Antarctica to speak to the students.

In other studies\(^5\), the problematic prevailing discourses were typically focused on assumptions about what students could not or would not learn or do. Instructional practices and classroom discourses were based on these assumptions in ways that were at times detrimental to teacher–student relationships. Successful interventions either challenged such discourses directly or showed teachers that their students could learn if taught differently. The result was that prevailing discourses shifted from blaming students and their parents, and teachers became more focused on how to teach their previously-failing students. Box 9.4 shows how expectations changed for teachers in the early literacy intervention.
When teachers were asked, prior to the professional development, about the relative influence of community, whānau/family, and teachers on student achievement in schools situated in low-income communities, most focused on problems with the children or their families. Their ideas included:

"The children come to school with limited experiences."

"A lack of oral language."

"Lack of interest from parents/caregivers."

After the course, they indicated a greater willingness to examine the influence of their own practice. At this point, their responses included:

"We don’t know how to teach them to read effectively."

"Sometimes the strategies/methods of how to deal with English as a second language children are not there."

"Teacher/school expectations."

### 9.2.1.6 Time

In all the core studies, exposure to new ideas and practices took place over a considerable period, from a minimum of six months through to several years. Intensive initial input was typically followed by further, spaced opportunities to learn. Even extended time frames did not, however, necessarily lead to the required changes in beliefs or practices if the expertise engaged did not challenge the status quo or if leaders helped to reinforce it.

### 9.2.1.7 Professional learning goals

All the interventions documented in the successful studies had explicit professional learning goals that related directly to student outcomes. These typically included mastery of alternative pedagogical relationships to change the nature of interactions both between students and between students and their teachers. Some goals focused very directly on achievement, while others focused on pedagogical relationships designed to improve student participation, achievement, and other social outcomes.

In the study on the introduction of restorative justice, for example, the goal was for teachers to interact differently with students in order to reduce the number of suspensions and stand-downs in the school. A shift in thinking located the cause of behaviour problems in relationships rather than individuals and led to teachers addressing them in ways consistent with this orientation. Relationships were the key to improvement rather than the implementation of a ‘tough love’ policy.

### 9.2.2 The content of the professional learning opportunities

In this section, we synthesise the evidence concerning the content of the professional learning opportunities provided to teachers. ‘Content’ covers both what was new and that which served to deepen knowledge and refine skills. The key points are summarised in Overview 9.2.
Overview 9.2. The content of the professional learning opportunities

Integration of theory and practice

• In all the core studies, the interventions involved the acquisition of new understandings and skills related to alternative pedagogies and ways of interacting with students. These were presented in terms of the theoretical principles that underpinned them, together with a clear rationale for why the alternatives being put forward were more effective for particular groups of students.

Identifying problems in the teaching–learning relationship as a motivator to engage

• Each core study identified a specific problem in the teacher–learner relationship that needed to be addressed if outcomes for students were to improve.

A new vision for teaching and learning

• A rationale for change, often accompanied by practical examples and evidence of better outcomes, formed the basis for a vision of what might be possible for particular groups of students.

Social constructions of students and relationships

• Some of the interventions in the core studies explicitly addressed how teachers’ social constructions of students influenced teacher–student relationships and how alternative pedagogies and ways of interacting communicated different social positions.

Negotiating meaning

• Alternative pedagogies all focused on providing improved opportunities for students to construct meanings of concepts taught and professional development was consistent with this approach. Pedagogical approaches were usually embedded in understandings of how students learn.

9.2.2.1 Integration of theory and practice

It was noteworthy that, in all the interventions documented in the core studies, the understandings and skills presented were strongly grounded in specific theoretical principles. These principles came with a clear rationale for why the alternative pedagogical relationships were more effective for particular groups of students. Teaching strategies were then presented in terms of these principles. There was no theory/practice divide. In Boxes 9.5 and 9.6 respectively, we outline how this was done when introducing cooperative learning into two schools61, and restorative justice into a high school62.

Box 9.5. A clear rationale for introducing cooperative learning

Before teachers were asked to introduce cooperative learning into their schools and classrooms, the benefits of doing so were explained: cooperative learning provides all students with more active learning experiences, equal access to learning, and a more supportive social environment—which also benefits teachers. Then, using cooperative learning strategies, the teachers were shown how to translate the principles into pedagogical practices.
In the case of the school that set out to reduce suspensions through the introduction of restorative justice, it was the locating of problems in relationships rather than individuals that helped teachers to understand the implications for their own practice. Demonstrations of the kinds of interactions that would promote reconnection with students and build or enhance teacher–student relationships made sense within this theoretical framework.

**Identification of problems with the teaching–learning relationship as a motivator to engage**

In all the core studies, it was identification of outcomes issues or problems in teacher–learner relationships that provided the basis and motivation for change. Sometimes, problems in learning outcomes were revealed when student achievement data was disaggregated. In these studies, it was the examination of the data that helped teachers identify individuals or groups of students who were not achieving well, and/or teaching practices that were not having the desired impact. And it was the identification of these patterns that gave teachers the motivation to learn how to do things differently. The process, however, led nowhere if teachers or their leaders explained away the problems revealed in the analysis by attributing them to the students, their homes, or their communities. Such external attribution was evident in studies of two interventions that resulted in no change in outcomes for students. To act as a motivator for change, the focus needs to be on the relevance and implications for teaching of all information about students and their learning. Box 9.7 shows how achievement data can be disaggregated by student group. In Box 9.8, the data on students’ early literacy skills were disaggregated, revealing a programming emphasis on basic rather than advanced skills.

**Disaggregating data by student group**

Teachers in an urban middle school in the United States believed that they were catering well for their students. Two-thirds of the students were enrolled in the ‘magnet’ programme, which had produced many distinguished graduates. The principal said, “The big picture looked beautiful; it was wonderful.” But disaggregation of data by student group revealed considerable disparities between the achievement of the ‘magnet’ students and the ‘regular’ students, producing what the principal described as a “notion of discomfort”.

**Disaggregating data by basic and advanced literacy skills**

The professional development began with the facilitator working with the teachers to disaggregate reading assessment data for students at the end of their first year at school. Assessments had been done of letter identification, letter–sound relationships, word identification, concepts about print, writing vocabulary, and text reading. Compared with other students nationally, students from these low-decile schools did well on the lower-level skills but were well below national norms for the higher-level skills of writing vocabulary and text reading. Teachers were asked to think about the emphasis they gave to these different skills in their programmes. They discovered that what they had emphasised, their students had learned; what they had paid less attention to, their students had failed to learn so well. Unfortunately for the students, it was the higher-level skills that had been neglected.
The systematic collection of data in relation to the implementation of Complex Instruction went beyond simply looking for evidence of achievement and learning. Cohen encouraged participating school leaders to go into classrooms and see how Complex Instruction was working, to find out what the teachers were having difficulty with, and which features of the approach were connected to learning outcomes.

It is not only student achievement data that can be used to identify problems in ways that serve as a motivator for change. In the Te Kotahitanga study, designed to improve the pedagogical relationships between teachers and students in New Zealand secondary schools, the data comprised stories from engaged and disengaged students and from parents/whānau, principals, and teachers. Box 9.9 describes how the project used these stories to challenge teachers’ social construction of students. More details are provided in the case study Establishing a Culturally Responsive Pedagogy, found in Appendix 1.

**Box 9.9. Collaborative stories as data**

In order to constructively engage teachers in rethinking their deficit theories, Te Kotahitanga employed a kaupapa Māori strategy of ‘collaborative storying’, which sought to authorise the various participant voices in a particular situation. Early in the professional development experience, teachers were presented with stories that had been compiled during an earlier phase of the project. These stories came from students (both engaged and non-engaged), their parents/whānau, principals, and teachers and concerned the influences on students’ educational engagement and achievement. There were marked differences between the descriptions of daily realities provided by the students themselves, those parenting them, principals, and teachers. The extremes were represented by the teachers and the students.

Teachers attributed the difficulties experienced by Māori students to personal deficiencies. They pathologised the daily experience of Māori students—many believing that Māori learners were simply less capable of educational achievement because of limited language skills and poor home backgrounds. But the students’ powerful stories focused primarily on their classroom experiences and their relationships and interactions with teachers. They recounted the negative attitudes and beliefs they experienced, and their sense of being excluded when teachers mispronounced their names and Māori words. They were also able to identify positive relationships—with teachers who knew and trusted them and made an effort to know them as Māori. In addition, they described how their achievement could be enhanced through a range of alternative pedagogical approaches that essentially were more discursive and inclusive than the expert–novice transmission model that was their experience in many classrooms.

Generalised problems, not located specifically within a teacher’s practice context, did not appear to be enough to provide motivation for changes that impacted on students. For example, in the TESA intervention, which had little effect on achievement, no specific problem was identified within the participating school other than that it was desirable to have high expectations of students so that they should not be disadvantaged.

### 9.2.2.3 New vision for teaching, learning, and relationships

Problems identified from student data are more likely to be accepted as important and relevant to the teaching–learning relationship if teachers can envision an alternative and have the confidence that they will be appropriately supported to make the necessary changes. If these conditions are not met, teachers are likely to feel blamed. Under these circumstances, it is natural to look to external causes for explanations of learning and social problems. In the core studies, alternative visions were provided in a number of ways. In the Antarctic study, teachers could see how they could be more inclusive of women in their unit on Antarctica. In the study about the positioning of disability, the teacher could see how a child with spina bifida could be a resource for her year 1 students. In Te Kotahitanga, a more discursive teaching model, identified by Māori students as effective in promoting their learning, was
presented to and studied by teachers during a marae-based hui. Teachers in the schools adopting cooperative learning strategies were shown how to use such strategies to promote the social and academic inclusion of students with learning disabilities. Box 9.10 illustrates how a new vision of reading acquisition was presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 9.10. Presenting a new vision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The facilitator used a series of video clips to show a group of teachers how to accelerate the acquisition of basic reading skills. These clips showed a child whose initial skills were similar to those of the students from these teachers’ low-income communities. Using the approach about to be presented in the professional development, the clips went on to show how the student’s reading progress was accelerated over the course of a few teaching sessions. The teachers were surprised and became interested in learning more about this approach to teaching literacy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.2.2.4 An emphasis on pedagogical relationships

One of the distinguishing features of this category is that all the core studies showed explicitly or implicitly how teachers’ perceptions of students—in terms of who they were and what they should be learning—were reflected in their relationships with the students, and the content of what they were offering. A change in pedagogy also meant a change in relationships, and, at times, curriculum content. Cooperative learning, for example, was promoted as a way to include students with learning disabilities in regular classroom activities and, in doing so, to expose them to more cognitively demanding material.

If changed pedagogical relationships are to result in changed achievement, teachers may need to understand the curriculum in greater depth so that they can teach it differently. In the professional development associated with Complex Instruction, teachers examined the curriculum in depth because it was a central premise of the approach that more demanding curriculum content should be made available to students who had typically been exposed to low-level, less demanding curricula. Improved relationships in the context of an impoverished curriculum are unlikely to have much impact on student outcomes.

Although nearly all the core studies focused on the teaching–learning relationship, the study that described the introduction of restorative justice into a school showed that a change in relationships could also impact on student behaviour, both inside and outside the classroom.

9.2.2.5 Constructing meaning

Most of the core studies documented pedagogical shifts that required teachers and students to jointly construct meanings for curriculum content. This process was promoted through group work and/or interactions with teachers. This emphasis on negotiating meaning and implications for practice contrasts with the professional development programme that aimed to increase student achievement through raised teacher expectations, yet had outcomes that were more negative than positive. This programme focused on three strands of prescribed teacher behaviours: equitable distribution of response opportunities across high- and low-achieving students, positive personal feedback, and personal regard focusing on proximity, courtesy, and personal interest. The lack of emphasis on improving the quality of curriculum content may partly explain the lack of impact of the professional development. If student outcomes are to be improved, prescription of particular affective-type teaching behaviours cannot be divorced from teaching and learning content.
9.2.3 Activities constructed to promote the professional learning

Professional learning opportunities were often described as workshops, coaching, etc. The documentation typically provided nothing more than a superficial analysis of the activities that were effective or ineffective. In this section, we synthesise the evidence (such as is available from these studies) concerning the types of activities likely to promote professional learning in ways that were intended by the provider. (See the summary in Overview 9.3.)

Overview 9.3. Activities constructed to promote the professional learning

Professional instruction followed by multiple opportunities to learn

• The interventions described in the core studies all involved instruction from someone with appropriate expertise. This person provided theoretical overviews on particular teaching approaches or the social positioning of students and challenged existing assumptions.
• Instruction was accompanied by multiple opportunities for teachers to construct meaning, to develop a deeper understanding of theory–practice links, and to compare new and existing theories.

Activities that integrated theory and practice

• Teachers were provided with opportunities to practise what they had learned, discuss problems that arose in terms of theory–practice linkage, and deal with challenges to their existing assumptions. These were then followed by further opportunities to learn and practise.

Examining student outcomes and understandings

• The interventions described in the core studies helped teachers to examine how their practice impacted on their relationships with students and/or their students’ understanding of the curriculum.

Participation in professional communities

• In all the core studies that involved two or more teachers, the teachers formed or were part of a professional community in which they planned collaboratively and examined the impact of their practice on students.

Collaborative planning may be necessary for improving student outcomes but it is not sufficient, particularly if teaching–learning links are not a primary focus.

9.2.3.1 Professional instruction followed by multiple opportunities to learn

In each of the interventions described in the core studies, the professional development provider presented the underpinning theoretical principles. These principles related to pedagogical practices, the social positioning of particular groups of students, or teacher–student relationships. Following this presentation, teachers were given multiple opportunities to learn, via activities such as discussing changes in teaching practice with more expert colleagues or the facilitator, watching a video demonstration or modelling of practice, or being observed and receiving feedback.

During the introduction of the restorative justice programme, for example, an external facilitator led teacher workshops that covered the principles and practice of restorative justice. These workshops were followed by a series of in-school staff meetings at which key concepts were discussed and ways of connecting/reconnecting with students through restorative conversations demonstrated and practised. Teachers who found themselves in challenging situations where students exhibited serious behaviour problems received coaching and ongoing support from specialist staff as they learned to engage with students on the premise that relationships were the issue.
The importance of such continuing support was evident in an early phase of Te Kotahitanga. Some teachers attended the initial marae-based part of the programme but did not get ongoing support in their schools. These teachers failed to implement the key features of the effective teaching profile, even though they had expressed the intention to do so at the completion of the initial phase. It appears to be too difficult to change practice in such fundamental ways without ongoing support.

### 9.2.3.2 Activities that integrated theory and practice

As noted in the section on the content of the professional learning opportunities, theory and practice were closely integrated. The professional learning activities documented in the core studies focused on this integration, rather than on a set of teaching strategies divorced from theory. Box 9.11 provides an example from the study relating to early literacy acquisition.

#### Box 9.11. Integrating theory and practice

Early in the series of ten half-day sessions, the teachers of emergent readers were presented with a key theoretical concept that underpinned the approach to teaching reading. This idea was that to be successful emergent readers, children needed to understand the author’s message, and that teaching approaches needed to provide young readers with the skills and understandings to do this. This idea contrasted with many of the teachers’ own ideas; they typically defined success for emergent readers in terms of the acquisition of a set of itemised skills such as recognising letters, making letter–sound connections, and learning a set of basic words.

The new teaching methods were deliberately framed as an ‘approach’ to teaching reading—rather than a ‘programme’ for teaching reading—to underline the importance of understanding the rationale for why particular strategies should be used at particular times. Teachers learned how to observe students closely from this theoretical perspective so that they could judge when the students had acquired key skills and were ready to move on to further skills that they would need in order to understand the authors. Demonstrations were provided to illustrate how to put theory into practice. At workshops, teachers were invited to discuss issues they were struggling with and were encouraged to continue these discussions between workshops, in their school-based professional communities.

### 9.2.3.3 Examining student outcomes and understandings

Having seen the value of data for identifying student learning or relationship problems, the teachers in most of the core studies continued to monitor the impact of their teaching and interactions on students in some way. In those studies that involved two or more teachers, the skills to monitor this impact were typically part of the professional development. This ongoing monitoring allowed the teachers to continually refine their practice.

In the study that concerned the construction of disability, the teacher herself developed a monitoring technique that allowed her to understand how the inclusion in the group of a boy with spina bifida was impacting on five-year-olds’ perceptions of disabilities. This teacher creatively adapted a ‘thinking books’ approach, which she had encountered during her postgraduate course, asking her students to draw their experiences and reflections. As the case A Needs Analysis Approach (Appendix 1) illustrates, in early drawings the boy with spina bifida was depicted as marginalised and insignificant. As the unit of work progressed, he was depicted as a more central character.
A contrasting study was the study of teacher expectations\(^8,\) in which change was initiated through the prescription of a set of preferred teaching behaviours. This time the provider was less successful in impacting on teacher expectations or student achievement. Examining the impact on students was not part of the process, so teachers were not focused on monitoring whether their changed behaviour was having the desired effect. Peers were encouraged to observe each other and monitor particular behaviours but this monitoring did not extend to observing how these behaviours were affecting students.

9.2.3.4 Participation in professional communities

Participation in professional communities that provided opportunities for teachers to plan and negotiate the meaning of new knowledge and skills was reported by all the core studies that involved two or more teachers. It was also reported by two of the studies\(^9\) that found no change to student outcomes, indicating that while such participation may be a necessary condition for professional learning it is not enough to ensure improved outcomes for students.

A feature of the professional communities documented in the core studies was that some kind of data was accepted by teachers as an indicator of progress towards desired goals. Such data variously comprised desired teaching practices\(^9,\) indicators of relationships with students\(^1\), and achievement outcomes\(^2\). A second feature was the presence of a leader who was prepared to challenge the meanings that teachers attributed to the data, along with their assumptions about teaching practices, relationships, and/or achievement. A third feature of these professional communities was an unrelenting preoccupation with teaching–learning or teacher–learner connections. Desired changes in teaching practice or ways of interacting were always referenced to their impact on students.

By way of contrast, the teachers involved in the professional development that set out to improve outcomes for African-American students were allocated generous amounts of time for planning and discussing practice with colleagues but made few changes to their practice\(^3\). In this situation, the effectiveness of teacher deliberations was never referenced against outcomes for students—either in terms of relationships or achievement—and teachers continued to attribute particular student behaviours to deficits located within the students. This allowed the effectiveness of teaching practice to remain unexamined. Similarly, in the school where no change in teaching practice or student outcomes was apparent despite extensive professional development in early literacy\(^4\), participation in the professional community only served to reinforce existing thought and practice. The teachers and their leader refused to accept that student learning might be accelerated if they taught higher-level skills, despite the progress of similar students in the other participating schools. Without any reference to comparative student outcomes, teachers continued to assert the belief that their programme was more effective than the alternative approach.

9.2.4 Learning processes

Only the New Zealand studies have been included in this section because those from the United States reported insufficient detail on the learning processes for any conclusions to be drawn. The synthesis of the evidence from these New Zealand studies is summarised in Overview 9.4.
Overview 9.4. Learning processes

Creating dissonance with current position (values and beliefs)

- The interventions documented in the New Zealand core studies all challenged existing assumptions about relationships, pedagogy, and/or students and their achievement.
- Those teachers whose student outcomes improved resolved the dissonance, reconstructed practice, and repositioned their relationships with their students and/or students' relationships with each other.

New information

- In all the core New Zealand studies, provision of new information and of theoretical understandings consistent with the new position was part of the professional learning opportunities.

Consolidating prior knowledge

- Cueing, retrieving, and consolidating prior knowledge only was a feature of those studies in which there appeared to be no change in student outcomes.

9.2.4.1 Creating dissonance with current position

The interventions documented in this group of studies presented teachers with considerable challenges. It is not surprising that these created dissonance—a function of the gap between teachers’ current views of teaching, students, and/or learning and those being advocated in the professional development. In situations where there were entrenched learning and achievement problems—as was the case in many of these studies—something quite fundamental needed to change if the targeted students were to learn more effectively. Creating dissonance that could lead to fundamental change was the purpose of many of the professional learning opportunities provided.

In some interventions, the awareness of a powerful theory played a major role. Sometimes the theory challenged existing beliefs, as was the case for the teacher who enrolled in the action research course and found herself confronted with the impact of her own well-meaning construction of disability as personal tragedy. At other times, the theory opened up new possibilities for addressing an acknowledged problem, as was the case in the introduction of the restorative justice programme in a New Zealand secondary school.

In yet other interventions, dissonance was created by unexpected outcomes for alternative teaching practices. This was the case where teachers were shown how alternative teaching approaches could lead to accelerated reading progress for young students from low-income communities. When they employed the alternative approach in their own classrooms, they could see the rapid progress of their students and became convinced of its efficacy. In each of these interventions, a key to their impact was a shift in teacher perception—from one that saw student underachievement as the result of external forces to one that recognised the considerable influence teachers had over outcomes for students.

Other interventions created dissonance through the use of data, particularly where data documented the unintended consequences for their students of teachers’ current practice and positioning. In one study, the stories of engaged and disengaged Māori students assisted teachers to think about how they interacted with their own Māori students and how those interactions impacted on their relationships. In another, a survey of teaching resources for a unit on Antarctica highlighted the unintentional invisibility of women in the curriculum and the impact this had on both boys’ and girls’ valuing of women and on patterns of participation.
In all these cases, the teachers were given multiple opportunities to learn and to change. As part of the professional learning, new information was provided for the purpose of deepening understandings and refining skills consistent with the new position. Blame did not appear to be a feature of any study.

The interventions in the core studies stand in contrast to the interventions in the three studies that failed to impact on teaching practice or student outcomes. It appears that in none of these latter studies was any kind of dissonance created for the participating teachers. In one of them, the teachers continued to believe that the causes of student learning problems resided solely with the students and their families. The contribution their teaching was making to the problem remained unexamined. In another study, teachers were presented with a set of desirable behaviours that they were expected to implement in order to give more equitable opportunities to students, but there was no evidence that their assumptions about students or teaching were challenged as part of the process.

9.2.4.2 Teachers’ responses

Most of the core studies provided some evidence that teachers actively engaged with the new ideas presented and changed their practice to a greater or lesser extent. None of the interventions documented appeared to take place in a situation where there was high-stakes accountability or an environment focused on compliance, so it is reasonable to assume that engagement and change were outcomes of the professional learning rather than compliance demands.

Creating dissonance and keeping those experiencing it engaged is not without its risks—it could be likened to walking a tightrope. Rejection of new ideas is a likely outcome if teachers are taken too far out of their comfort zone. This is illustrated by the study in which teachers refused to adopt the new ideas promoted in professional development workshops on early literacy teaching. In fact, the teachers at the school concerned actively rejected the approach advocated. In research interviews they individually and collectively asserted the superiority of their current programme over the recommended alternative.

A second feature of the responses of the teachers in this group of core studies is the frequency with which the structured professional learning included the development of self-regulatory skills: targets were set for students, and teachers learned how to self-monitor and receive feedback. These monitoring and self-regulatory processes were as varied as the studies themselves and included using thinking books as a means for five-year-olds to record their reflections on their learning, monitoring beginning students’ reading levels, and monitoring the number of students suspended from school. The frequency with which self-regulatory learning was reported in these studies may reflect the fact that the original motivation for the professional development arose out of student difficulties: there was an immediate and urgent problem to solve. Under these circumstances, it is likely that the participants would want to see if changed practice was in fact contributing to a solution.

9.3 Bringing it all together

The remaining challenge of this section is to conclude by summing up what works, for whom and why, and under what circumstances. We begin by noting that the students who benefited from the professional learning and development in the interventions documented in these studies were typically those who were socially and academically marginalised. There was no evidence, however, that their more advantaged peers were disadvantaged in any way as a result of the resulting changes in practice—most often, they were similarly advantaged.

In many respects, the changes required of teachers in this group of studies were a bigger ‘ask’ than those in any other group, so it is not surprising that the professional development took place over an extended period of time, with multiple opportunities to practise, receive support, and continue to be challenged. Teachers needed this extended time to migrate from their earlier
positions and prevailing discourses, understand the new position in sufficient depth to learn
new pedagogies and approaches consistent with it, and develop the self-regulatory skills needed
to ensure that identified problems were on the way to being solved. This required teachers
to construct new meanings for the teaching–learning and teacher–learner relationships. Not
surprisingly, one-off professional learning events, even if they lasted several days, were not
enough to develop new understandings in sufficient depth to change practice in ways that
impacted positively on students. As Cohen warns, “Beware of people who claim that they have
a simple solution that will achieve this goal [of an equitable classroom] without extensive staff
development, change in curriculum, and change in the school” (p. 3)\(^{108}\).

Engaged leaders were also a feature of these studies. It is not surprising that teachers making
major changes to their practice needed to know that their leaders understood what was
required and to be encouraged by them to make changes. When leaders acted to reinforce the
status quo rather than challenge it, teachers were quick to do the same.

In all the core studies, it was a problem in search of a solution that motivated teachers to
engage in professional learning. Problems were typically framed in terms of the impact of
teaching interactions and practice on students and provided the rationale for change. The
problems were not always apparent up front—sometimes they became so through engagement.
Professional development providers typically structured their learning opportunities in ways
that would bring such problems to the surface.

Teacher engagement and understanding was expected at both a theoretical and practical level.
No intervention offered teachers ‘handy hints’ to implement as they wished. Instead, a deep
theoretical understanding was demanded and teachers were given opportunities to translate
this theory into classroom practice.

By contrast, the study by Gottfredson et al.\(^{109}\) of the Teacher Expectations and Student
Achievement (TESA) programme in the United States—a programme that provided teachers with
a set of techniques designed to raise their expectations and reduce disparities—is illustrative
of what does not work particularly well, and why\(^{110}\). Yet TESA is “one of the most-used offerings
in staff development programs across the country”\(^{111}\) (p. 42). Despite the popularity of the
programme, student outcomes as reported in this study were very mixed. Most of the students
on the receiving end of the programme actually scored less on a range of measures than those
in a neighbouring school whose teachers did not receive the professional development.

Our analysis revealed important differences—both in content and process—between the TESA
programme and interventions documented in the core studies that had substantive impact on
students. Firstly, teachers in the TESA programme were not presented with a problem in need
of a solution from their own practice context, other than the generalised finding that low teacher
expectations could disadvantage low-achieving students. Whether the participating teachers
did, or did not, disadvantage their students in the ways assumed was never established. There
was, therefore, no urgency to solve an immediate problem of practice grounded in an analysis
of the impact of the participating teachers on their students. Nor were teachers presented with
a challenge to examine their existing assumptions and practices. They were all volunteers so it
was likely that they wanted to maximise learning opportunities for their low-achieving students.
What was missing was an analysis of the extent to which their current practice advantaged or
disadvantaged the students they taught. Given that the providers were committed to training
the teachers in new teaching techniques, it can be assumed that they believed current practice
to be problematic in some way.

Secondly, the content of the professional learning opportunities comprised a set of discrete
teaching techniques. Although a rationale for these techniques was provided as part of the
professional development programme, they consisted essentially of a set of behaviours which
teachers were expected to implement. Despite the name of the programme, teachers’ expectations
of students were not addressed directly or indirectly, nor did the professional development
programme include the acquisition of inquiry skills that teachers could use to assess how
the new teaching behaviours and/or the old behaviours were impacting on their students’ learning. Other approaches that prescribed what teachers should do without equipping them with the skills to inquire into their impact were similarly ineffective in changing teachers’ practice in ways that impacted positively on students. As the authors of the TESA study note, “mere training” is insufficient to produce meaningful change in schools.” We would add, mere training is insufficient particularly when an issue as complex as teachers’ social constructions of students is to be addressed.
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10. What the Evidence Tells Us about Some Topical Issues

In this chapter we examine the evidence relating to five contextual and content issues often thought to impact on the effectiveness of professional development. These are: the multiple roles of assessment in promoting teacher learning, leadership, and professional development, the role of teachers’ theories, the qualities of professional learning communities, and effective professional development in secondary schools. The question guiding this chapter is, ‘What evidence is there that these issues impact on professional learning in ways that lead to improved outcomes for students?’

10.1 Issue 1: Multiple roles of assessment in promoting teacher learning

Some kind of assessment was reported in every study in this synthesis (it was a requirement for inclusion), but it was often carried out after the event by an external person and was unrelated to teacher learning about assessment and its uses. It was this latter function of assessment that interested us, and approximately half the core studies that reported substantive impact on student outcomes made specific reference to teachers developing their understanding of, and use of, assessment. The types of assessment varied widely: from students’ drawings and interviews to close observation of student work, to standardised tests. Assessment was always used for more than one purpose. In this section, we synthesise the evidence related to how assessment was used in the studies and conclude with reflections on how it can be used to promote professional learning. See Overview 10.1 for a summary of findings.

Overview 10.1. Multiple roles of assessment in the core studies

Assessment of students for the purpose of improving teaching was a feature of half the studies that had substantive outcomes for students

- In all these studies, assessments were used to provide an analysis of the teaching–learning relationship in order to improve teaching.
- Student learning was seen to be a function of teaching, and assessment data a means of refining teachers’ understanding of the teaching–learning relationship.

Ways in which the assessment information was used:
To identify the next steps for teaching—at an individual, class, or programme level;
To review the effectiveness of teaching;
To provide motivation for teachers to engage in professional learning.

No core study intervention addressed assessment only; each also addressed one or more of:
Pedagogical content knowledge;
Interpretation of assessment information;
Use of assessment information to guide teaching and learning.
10.1.1 Studies used in the synthesis of assessment use

Twenty-seven core studies were used in this part of the synthesis. We also included five supplementary studies that incorporated assessment in the professional learning opportunities but which did not demonstrate related substantive impact on student outcomes. These studies helped us identify circumstances in which assessment as part of professional development did not appear to work.

10.1.1.1 Core studies included in the analysis of assessment use

The core studies considered for this section of the synthesis are listed in Table 10.1, together with the curriculum area for which student outcomes were assessed and the use made of the assessment information. The information in the table should be viewed as a guide only, because our reliance on published reports—particularly for the international studies—means that some information is incomplete. This caution is, of course, applicable to all sections of the synthesis. The table lists those uses of assessment that the authors considered worth reporting. For reasons of space, only the lead study is given for groups of studies but it should be noted that the information about how assessment was used was sometimes found in one of the other studies in the group. (Details of the lead and linked studies can be found in Chapters 6 to 9.)

Table 10.1. Assessment use: core studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Curriculum</th>
<th>How assessment was used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Alton-Lee et al. (2000)</td>
<td>Cross-curricular</td>
<td>To gain knowledge of students’ thinking in order to inform next teaching steps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Confrey et al. (2000)</td>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>The emphasis was on understanding student thinking and achievement data, but the exact purpose for this was not made clear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Earl et al. (2003)</td>
<td>Literacy and numeracy</td>
<td>Assessment based on state standards determined what was taught and was used to review effectiveness at programme level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


15. Moxon (2003) Relationships with students To reflect on effectiveness of communication with students showing behavioural difficulties.


17. Parr et al. (2006) Reading and writing To identify patterns of student needs, inform next teaching steps, and evaluate progress.


20. Ross et al. (1994, 1999) Generic pedagogy Teachers generated their own questions and data and applied these to their own contexts.

21. Saxe et al. (2001): Condition 1 Math Teachers with largest student gains used ongoing assessment to understand student thinking and to inform next teaching steps.


27. Higgins et al. (2005) Numeracy To inform next teaching steps and determine progress at end of year.

10.1.1.2 Supplementary studies included in the analysis of assessment use

The only supplementary studies considered for this analysis were those in which assessment was a major component. One study, by Hohepa and colleagues in Māori-medium settings, appeared to have a positive impact on student outcomes, but the data did not permit calculation of effect sizes. The other studies met our methodological criteria but reported weak outcomes for students. They were included in this group to help identify the circumstances under which assessment may not be effective in promoting professional learning. These studies are too numerous to list but are referenced in the text.

10.1.2 Uses of assessment: What worked for whom and why

What the studies listed in Table 10.1 had in common was that assessment information was used to provide an analysis of the teaching–learning relationship for the purpose of improving it. Student learning was seen to be a function of teaching. Assessment was not divorced from its implications for teaching.
Most often, teachers used assessment information to guide their decisions about what steps to take to advance student learning at the individual, class, or programme level. Less frequently—but central to the impact on students of several studies—assessment information was used by teachers to review the effectiveness of their teaching. In some studies, it was used as a motivator for teachers to engage, either at the beginning or during the course of the professional learning opportunities. We now consider each of these three purposes in turn.

10.1.2.1 Informing next teaching steps

The most frequently-reported use of assessment was to inform next teaching steps at the individual, class, or programme level. Ongoing assessment of students’ thinking and learning enabled teachers to be responsive to their particular needs and to appropriately tailor instruction. Box 10.1 describes how a teacher assessed her students by means of interviews and observations and then used the information to adapt her mathematics instruction31.

Box 10.1. Using assessment to guide instruction

Ms J’s year 3 mathematics programme was based on the principles of cognitively guided instruction. A researcher reports:

“... assessment was multifaceted: it was formal as well as informal, written and oral, and done in group or individual sessions. The main purpose of the assessments appeared to be to gain knowledge that could be used in making decisions about how to structure the learning environment for individual children.”

Ms J. did formal interviews with her students three times during year 3 and used the information obtained to buttress her informational observations of the children. During Ms J.’s formal assessment, she asked the child to solve a problem and questioned him or her as to how the problem was solved. Depending on the child’s responses, he or she would be asked to solve either harder or easier problems. The problem types that could be solved, the size of the number the child understood, and his or her solution strategies were carefully recorded. Depending on the level of maturity of the child’s responses to the problem types, Ms J. made decisions about what to ask the child about the other mathematical content areas.

Informal assessment took place during regular mathematics classes when Ms J. questioned children, either in groups or individually, about their thinking and problem-solving procedures. Observation of the children’s use of counters or other manipulatives also provided information about their thinking. Assessment usually had a specific purpose, and knowledge gained from the assessment was often used immediately.

It should be noted that several of the conditions identified in these core studies facilitated such use of assessment information. A key factor was teachers’ deeper pedagogical content knowledge, which put them in a position where they could interpret the information they acquired. Many studies focused on students’ thinking and learning processes in a particular curriculum. This element was missing from two32 of the three supplementary studies that reported little change in student outcomes, which indicates that assessment can’t be used to inform teaching independently of content knowledge and teacher understanding of how students learn that content.

Through professional development, the teacher discussed in Box 10.2 had acquired not only the necessary pedagogical content knowledge but also the skill to interpret the meaning of assessment information for teaching and learning. Such information is of little use without that skill. In their report on the United Kingdom literacy and numeracy strategies, Earl et al.33 expressed concern that when assessment information in the form of numbers suddenly became the currency of conversations about improving literacy and numeracy, the numbers were often interpreted with little understanding of their derivation or how they might be used to inform teaching.
The skills of interpretation for teaching purposes are complex. In New Zealand, McNaughton and colleagues spent a year scoping student learning needs by analysing reading assessment data from the upper primary school years. Following each assessment, teachers and researchers delved into the data to see what it could tell them about the understanding of the students. Student outcomes improved as teachers learned to access and use this information. See Box 10.2 for a snapshot of the process.

Box 10.2. Using assessment information to understand student learning needs in reading

In these primary schools (located in a suburb of low socio-economic status), it was assumed by most teachers that students’ factual comprehension of text was adequate, but not their inferential comprehension. Because this assumption was so deeply held, they had never checked it out in any systematic way. The researchers’ analysis of students’ responses on a multiple choice test did not, however, support the assumption, so the teachers decided, with the assistance of a research team, to investigate exactly what students could and could not do.

The students then completed a second reading assessment that revealed that their vocabulary levels and sentence comprehension were closer to national norms than their paragraph comprehension. Paragraph comprehension was assessed using a cloze test, where the students were asked to insert missing words at various points so that the paragraph would make sense. They found that students were not using the context of the paragraph when making their choices.

The next step was to link this finding to teaching practices. Classroom observations by the research team revealed that the teachers were giving affirmative and generalised feedback to students in relation to their efforts to work out the meaning of text, even when they were wrong, so students were not getting the corrective feedback they needed.

Armed with this information, the teachers were able to work with the researchers to help the students to incorporate more checking procedures into their reading, with a consequent improvement in their ability to comprehend text at the paragraph level.

It does not necessarily follow, however, that teachers who have the skills to interpret data will be inclined to use information from assessments to focus their teaching. Only one of the core studies referred to this issue, but in one of the supplementary studies, it was the primary reason why an early literacy professional development programme failed to impact on student outcomes. In this study of students from a community of low socio-economic status, the teachers and their leaders used assessment information to label students and to confirm their view that they were achieving at the level that should be expected. Reading difficulties were attributed to the students’ home backgrounds and a general inability to learn.

10.1.2.2 Review of teaching effectiveness

The use of assessment information to review teaching effectiveness was implicit in most studies, but explicit in only ten. In these, the review always involved identifying next teaching steps. Box 10.3 describes how teachers used assessment information in an early literacy project.

Box 10.3. Using assessment information to review teaching effectiveness

In two New Zealand primary schools where students made greater progress in their first year than those in similar schools located in neighbouring suburbs of low socio-economic status, the teachers regularly reviewed the progress of their young readers. All the teachers had access to graphs of the students’ progress that were benchmarked against expected levels of achievement. They worked together to identify those who had made adequate progress since the last review and those who were falling behind. Changes to the programmes of those in the latter group were discussed as the teachers tried to work out what to do next to accelerate their progress.
10.1.2.3 A motivator to engage

Less frequent, but central to the success of several studies38, was the use of assessment information to motivate teachers to engage either at the beginning of or during the professional learning programme. In one whole-school intervention in the United States39, assessment information provided the motivation for initial engagement. The principal and the teachers at this school had taken pride in the high average achievement of their students on the Texas state tests (TAAS). When the data was disaggregated as required by the state authorities, it painted a different picture and provided the motivation for teachers to learn how to teach differently (see Box 10.4).

Box 10.4. Assessment information providing the motivation to engage

The principal explained that, prior to the requirement to disaggregate student achievement data obtained from the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS), "the big picture looked beautiful; it was wonderful; all of our Vanguard (magnet) students were doing great" (p. 251).

As a Texas public school they were required to disaggregate student achievement data by four socio-economic groups: African-American, Hispanic, white, and economically disadvantaged. Once this had been done, the gap between the different student groups became apparent. The polarisation of the groups created what the principal referred to as "a notion of discomfort".

As a result of the process, the teachers changed their practice. The principal explained, "We have focussed on data specific to every child in this school for the last three years now. We pick it apart so that we know exactly how students are doing when they come to us, instead of not having a clue and not really being concerned because our 900 students (the magnet students) make everything look great ... We took the item analysis, and we went through the objectives. We looked at the items kids were getting wrong. We had department meetings and asked ourselves, 'What does this mean?' And some teachers realised they hadn’t taught the concept before the TAAS test was given in April" (p. 255).

In another New Zealand study40, in which teachers learned new approaches to teaching early literacy, a close analysis of the improved reading levels that resulted from the new teaching approach provided the motivation for teachers to continue to change and refine their practice. Box 10.5 describes how this occurred.

Box 10.5. Iterative cycles of teaching and progress heighten teachers’ sense of efficacy

Students in these schools (located in two communities of low socio-economic status) were traditionally slow to acquire literacy skills. Looking for ways to speed up this progress, the teachers of the year 1 students agreed to take part in a six-month course. At the beginning of the course, they were shown a video of a student similar to those they taught making rapid progress over a series of lessons. This video helped them to see what might be possible. Following the early introduction of a few new strategies, they began to see greater progress. As the course progressed, many of their treasured ideas about teaching literacy were challenged and their motivation began to waver. What kept them engaged, however, was the accelerated progress their students were making, as demonstrated by their regular assessments of students’ reading levels. As they became more confident with the new strategies, the teachers’ sense of efficacy was strengthened in tandem with their students’ improved reading levels.
10.1.3 Forms of assessment

Assessment is typically thought of in terms of standardised tests and (in the United States in particular) state tests. The reported use of state tests in these studies was very limited and in only one was there any mention of state tests being used to promote professional learning instead of as a measure of the outcomes of a professional development course or programme. This was the study described in Box 10.4, where teachers discovered that, in spite of the high average achievement of the students in the school concerned, as evidenced by state tests, a large group was failing to benefit from the instruction offered. These results became the catalyst to engage in the professional development.

Other kinds of standardised test were used to great effect, providing both rich diagnostic information from which to teach, and information about students’ achievement relative to that of others of a similar age. It appears that it is not—as is sometimes claimed—standardisation that is the problem, rather it is the depth of curriculum content assessed and whether teachers can use the data gained to inform their work. Tests of superficial content, divorced from the curriculum, are unlikely to help teachers determine what to teach in ways that will promote substantive student learning.

Where assessment was used on a daily basis to inform next teaching steps it was inevitably relatively informal. For example, in a study involving year 1 students in New Zealand, a teacher used an adaptation of a ‘thinking books’ approach, each day asking her students to draw their experiences and reflections. (See the case study Translating Theory into Practice, found in Appendix 1.) In a study of professional development with a focus on writing, teachers used a combination of standardised assessment and informal student interviews (Box 10.6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 10.6. Using a combination of assessment strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The teachers in this New Zealand primary school were about to begin professional development in writing, with a provider and researcher working alongside. They had chosen writing because their assessment of students, using exemplars of writing at different levels, had shown the writing levels to be low.  

During the first observation of teaching practice, students’ understandings about writing were assessed by interviewing them in small groups. Their answers revealed that most of them believed that learning to write involved writing long stories, punctuating and spelling them correctly, and presenting them neatly. The teachers’ intended learning goals focused on the deeper features of the writing, such as content, structure, and vocabulary. The teachers were surprised at the students’ answers and, with the assistance of the professional development provider, began to be more explicit about the intended learning. After a few lessons, they assessed the students’ understanding of the learning goals by interviewing the students themselves.  

A few weeks later, they assessed the students more formally using a curriculum-based assessment tool (asTTle) to make a closer diagnosis of their knowledge of writing and to identify what they needed to learn next. Through engagement with this assessment tool, they improved their pedagogical content knowledge and their understanding of students’ learning progressions in writing and were able to focus their writing instruction more effectively. |

10.1.4 Why assessment should be so powerful

When used in formative ways, it is not surprising that assessment should be such a powerful component of professional development in terms of impacting on student outcomes. Formative assessment has been shown to have one of the strongest influences on student learning and, in a meta-analysis of influences on student achievement, Hattie has identified that much of its power arises from the part it plays in providing feedback to enhance learning. Scrutiny of the studies included in Hattie’s meta-analysis reveals that assessment information in feedback is
effective when it can answer three questions for the learner: ‘Where am I going?’, ‘How am I going?’, and ‘Where to next?’ Being able to answer these questions promotes self-regulated learning because the learner has an awareness of the learning goals, uses the assessment information to identify the gaps between their skills and knowledge and the learning goals, and has the confidence to set about closing these gaps. These self-regulatory skills were a key feature of studies where teacher and student outcomes were sustained after the regular involvement of external providers had been withdrawn (see Chapter 11). For teachers as learners, these three questions needed to be answered in two ways. The first related to their students, the second to themselves.

10.1.4.1 Where am I going?

It is not always easy to determine from the descriptions of the core studies how well the assessment information provided answers to all three questions for the student and teacher learners. The first question required teachers to have a vision of where they and their students were heading. Assessment information unrelated to learning goals loses much of its value. It is reasonable to assume that the participating teachers had some knowledge of what it was that the students in their classes needed to learn, whatever the year level, and so were able to answer the question. But the situation is not as simple as it may seem. In the section of this synthesis on reframing teachers’ social construction of students (Chapter 9), it was identified that some teachers needed to change their expectations of particular groups of students if those students were to be given the same learning opportunities as others. Low expectations lead to low-level goals. Knowing what constitutes adequate progress and being committed to helping students make such progress is of crucial importance if teachers are to use assessment information to accelerate the learning of those not currently benefiting fully from the education system.

Some of the core studies found that teachers had explicit goals for themselves as learners to better help their students to make progress. Such a shared understanding was not evident in any of the supplementary studies that led to no change in student outcomes.

10.1.4.2 How am I going?

It can reasonably be assumed that in the interventions reported in the core studies, teachers were shown how to answer this second question in terms of the progress of their students. The widespread use of standardised and researcher-developed measures indicates that student information was readily available to participants. Some studies showed how this information, when related to explicit goals, motivated teachers to engage in the professional learning opportunities.

Availability of information does not, however, guarantee sound interpretation. Earl et al. noted in their evaluation of the literacy and numeracy reforms in England that many teachers were unable to interpret assessment information. They needed what these authors described as greater ‘assessment literacy’. In particular, these authors showed that it was important that those who interpreted assessment information should understand that an assessment was not a label or an absolute, but part of a picture of the learning and achievement of a particular student or group of students.

It was less obvious whether the interventions documented in the core studies equipped teachers to answer the ‘How am I going?’ question in terms of their own progress as teachers. Box 10.7 outlines how this and the other two questions were answered for both teachers and students in a formative assessment professional development opportunity in New Zealand.
Box 10.7. Answering the feedback questions using assessment information

At the beginning of the professional development, teachers videotaped their teaching practice and worked with the professional development provider to assess their practice against a set of practice profiles. These profiles described progressive stages of teacher competence in the use of formative assessment. The process allowed the teachers to identify where they were going, how they were going, and what they needed to do next. Their progress against the profiles was reviewed throughout the year of the professional development contract.

At the same time, the teachers assessed their students on a standardised reading assessment that provided them with rich diagnostic information so they could answer the same questions in relation to their students. The professional development provider assisted them to interpret this information for teaching purposes and to share it with their students, so they too could answer the questions, ‘Where am I going?’, ‘How am I going?’, and ‘Where to next?’

10.1.4.3 Where to next?

The reading assessment information for the students in the above study (Box 10.7) provided the basis for teachers to answer the ‘Where to next?’ question for their students. Much of the assessment-related professional development in this study and in the other core studies was directed at helping teachers understand what students needed to learn next. What was also evident in these core studies was the relative absence of the use of state tests for this purpose. Typically, the assessments used were informal observations, researcher-developed assessments, or standardised assessments that provided rich diagnostic information on students’ learning. Choosing the right kind of assessment is essential if it is to be used for formative purposes.

It was surprising how infrequently mention was made in any of the studies showing student gains about deepening teachers’ understanding of developmental progressions through the curriculum53—particularly given how important this knowledge is when trying to answer the ‘Where to next?’ question. Apart from a few notable exceptions54, this knowledge appeared to be assumed rather than explicitly addressed. But we would argue that, if teachers are to answer the question in detail and at depth, they need explicit knowledge of curriculum progressions in the content area concerned.

Absolum’s study (see Box 10.7) documented how formative assessment teaching profiles made it possible for teachers to measure implementation of formative assessment practices in their classrooms against a series of progressions. It should be noted that it was not advocated that these profiles be used without a close eye also being kept on whether implementation was impacting on students’ learning; the evidence we have synthesised shows that a focus on teaching practices independent of student learning is not particularly effective in impacting on that learning.

10.1.5 Implications for professional learning and development

Learning to understand and use assessment information was part of the professional learning experience in about half the core studies associated with substantive impact on student outcomes. Uses of assessment information included determining the next steps for teaching and learning, reviewing the effectiveness of teaching, and motivating teachers to engage with professional learning. For assessment information to be used in this way, teachers needed to understand that assessment was about informing the teaching–learning relationship, not about labelling students.

Teachers who could answer three questions about themselves and their students were the most likely to use assessment for these purposes. These questions were ‘Where am I going?’ (which required teachers to have a vision of themselves as effective and their students as successful); ‘How am I going?’ (which is about giving and receiving feedback concerning the gap between...
vision and reality—feedback that motivates the learner to engage; and ‘Where to next?’ (the learner can be secure in the knowledge that they can, with assistance if necessary, close the gap between vision and reality). When teachers were able to answer these questions for themselves they could identify their own learning needs and develop the self-regulatory skills needed to progress towards goals. These self-regulatory skills are associated with sustainability (see Chapter 11). When teachers were able to answer these questions for their students, they could identify next teaching/learning steps and develop focused teaching programmes. To do so, they required in-depth pedagogical content knowledge and an understanding of student progressions in relation to the curriculum.

10.2 Issue 2: The role of school leaders in promoting professional development

Much of the responsibility for promoting the professional development of teachers rests with school leaders. With the devolution in 1989 of many administrative responsibilities to the local school, professional development in New Zealand became the responsibility of boards of trustees, who typically exercised it through the principal. There is also increasing international recognition of the importance of the role of leaders in organising and promoting the learning of those they lead.

How leaders can best fulfil this role depends on how leadership itself is understood. We have identified four models of leadership and suggest that all contribute to an understanding of what leaders need to know and do in order to promote the learning of their people. The first model is the visionary leader, who provides overall direction and the motivation to pursue the vision. While the heroic version of this leadership style has been largely discredited as a desirable and sustainable option, elements of it continue to be important. In the context of professional learning, it is important that the leader articulates a vision of how things might be different for the school’s diverse student population, ensures that the collective effort is coherent with the vision, and motivates teachers to work towards achieving it.

One of the criticisms of this first model is that leaders also need to manage the more mundane aspects of school life. Visions are not pursued in an organisational vacuum. We do not intend to enter the leadership versus management debate, but we recognise that leadership for professional development involves a strong organisational component, the ability to make things happen.

Greater emphasis has been placed recently on leadership that actively promotes a climate of teacher learning within the school. Stein and Nelson argue that “Professional development for teachers is not sufficient to change instructional practice, especially across an entire system. Teachers must believe that serious engagement in their own learning is part and parcel of what it means to be a professional and they must expect to be held accountable for continuously improving instructional practice. Similarly, principals must not only be capable of providing professional development for their teachers, but also have the knowledge, skills, and strength of character to hold teachers accountable for integrating what they have learned in professional development into their ongoing practice” (p. 425).

This demanding notion of leadership, associated with the realisation that what is being asked may be well-nigh impossible to deliver, has led to the view that effective leadership is and should be distributed. According to this view, leadership is “a set of functions or qualities shared across a much broader segment of the school community that encompasses administrators, teachers and other professionals and community members, both internal and external to the school. Such an approach imposes the need for school communities to create and sustain broadly distributed leadership systems, processes and capacities” (p. 376).
From this perspective, part of the leader’s job is to build capacity within a school by developing the intellectual and professional capital of its staff; this includes leadership potential.

In our analysis, we have synthesised for each of the above models of leadership the evidence that is associated with effective (and less effective) outcomes for teachers and the diversity of students (see Overview 10.2 for a summary). Inevitably there are overlaps, so the distinctions we make are, to some extent, artificial.

Overview 10.2. Leadership roles found in studies with substantive positive outcomes for students

Developing a vision
- The vision encompassed an alternative reality for student outcomes and possibilities for curriculum content and pedagogy.
- The vision was coherent with wider environmental and school policies.

Managing and organising
Establish priorities and reduce competing demands.
Engage reluctant participants by putting forward compelling reasons to do so, providing effective content, and engaging teacher theories.
Ensure focused and productive opportunities to learn.
Engage appropriate expertise.
Promote participation in professional communities focused on promoting the teaching–learning relationship in evidence-informed ways.

Leading the professional learning
Promote a challenging learning culture.
Know what content and learning activities are likely to be of benefit.
Promote evidence-informed, self-regulated learning for sustainability.

Developing the leadership of others
Distribute leadership by developing teacher leaders with specific areas of focus.

10.2.1 Developing the vision

Visions, usually expressed as goals, targets, or opportunities, were a key feature of most core studies. Visions encompassed a number of dimensions.

First was the vision of an alternative reality for student outcomes. In order for teachers to engage in meaningful professional learning in situations where student achievement had been depressed for some time, for example, teachers needed to believe that alternative outcomes were possible. In some of the core studies⁶¹, these new possibilities were a powerful catalyst for teachers to engage in the professional development and became the basis of teacher goals for student outcomes.

A vision of alternative possibilities also applied to curriculum content and pedagogy, particularly in studies of mathematics and science. A focus on deeper meanings and processes, instead of facts and formulas, provided an alternative vision of ways to think about curriculum content and how to teach it⁶².

Visions, goals, and targets can also promote coherence within the school and with the wider policy environment. It was particularly clear in the mathematics and science core studies that the pedagogical approaches being promoted were consistent with those sanctioned by
national bodies and the policies of the relevant educational authorities. Conversely, in a New Zealand literacy study in which no change in student outcomes was apparent, teachers were unaware of the concerns about the country’s achievement profiles that the initiative was designed to address. Teachers judged their success on criteria relating to the middle- and high-achieving students, rather than the low-achieving students who were the intended targets of the initiative.

A coherent, unifying vision was also important for schools because the complex nature of the demands on teachers’ time can quickly overwhelm, to their detriment and that of their students. Following an extensive analysis of student outcomes, Bryk et al. identified the importance of coherence in the Chicago reforms in the 1990s. The schools that ensured that their various efforts were coherent were more successful than those that allowed them to become fragmented.

10.2.2 Managing and organising

Schools do not thrive on visions alone. Professional learning opportunities need to be organised and managed. In the studies analysed, there was more evidence related to this aspect of leadership than any other. Coherence depends as much on the practical organising and managing functions of leadership as on the vision-setting function. Priorities need to be established and competing demands rationalised if the in-depth professional learning that will lead to positive outcomes for students is to happen.

Another feature of leadership, one that links vision and management, relates to the engaging of teachers who are reluctant to take part. Allowing some teachers to opt out of learning how to teach in more effective ways can have consequences for generations of students. Yet healthy scepticism is sometimes warranted, because there were studies that showed no improvement in student outcomes even when the interventions had resulted in changes to teacher practice.

There was little direct evidence in the core studies about how to engage disengaged teachers but some indirect evidence indicated possibilities. Volunteering was not associated with successful outcomes any more frequently than compulsion. What was important was that teachers engaged in the learning process at some point. Engagement depended more on the purpose behind the initiative and the content and form of the professional development than whether teachers volunteered or not.

It appears that professional development that engaged teachers’ theories was more successful in engaging teachers in the professional learning itself. It was important that teachers’ theories were regarded not as problematic but as worthy of debate and testing in terms of the outcomes for diverse students. In the study that best describes such engagement, it was made clear that no particular approach was entitled to automatic privilege. Through an iterative process of advocacy and testing, the providers and teachers came to a consensus about what was needed if student outcomes were to change. A fuller description of this process is provided in topical issue 3, Section 10.3.

Many core studies reported that substantial funding went into releasing teachers from classroom duties so that they could engage in professional learning opportunities. The relationship between time and professional learning is, however, complex. The study that reported the most generous provision of release time also reported little impact on students. Conversely, several interventions that offered minimal release time had a major impact on student outcomes. The difference was a measure of the extent to which the activities in which teachers engaged during that time deepened their understanding and extended their skills. The content presented and the activities in which teachers engaged were more important than the amount of time provided. A recurring theme was that teachers needed multiple opportunities to learn, with sufficient frequency and over a sufficiently long period of time for deep learning of new content and skills to take place.
Funding was also used for the purpose of engaging appropriate external expertise. Nearly all the core studies involved external experts. This finding nevertheless needs to be treated with caution for two reasons. The first is that the involvement of external experts was sometimes associated with poor student outcomes; even though, in these studies, the teachers implemented recommended practices with fidelity, student outcomes remained static. It is therefore crucial that the right external expertise is selected. The second caution relates to publication bias. Researchers are more likely than others to write up results in academically acceptable ways, so their reports more frequently met our methodological criteria and were included in the synthesis. Some supplementary studies that appeared to report positive outcomes for students were championed by school leaders but failed to meet our methodological criteria. It may well be possible to rely on internal expertise, but the evidence base for this is currently very limited.

Organising opportunities for teachers to process new information within a professional community was also identified as an important leadership function. All the core studies reported opportunities for teachers to work together, typically for planning purposes and to analyse the impact of their teaching on student learning. The relationship between participation in professional communities and student outcomes was, however, complex. While such participation was a consistent feature across the core studies, supplementary studies with neutral or negative outcomes also reported teacher participation in professional learning communities. Where such participation was the sole professional development activity, teacher learning was limited. Even when combined with other learning activities, it was important that professional communities focused squarely on promoting understanding of the teaching–learning relationship in evidence-informed ways.

### 10.2.3 Leading the professional learning

Leading the learning is central to the focus of this synthesis. This meant more than just organising opportunities for teachers to learn. It meant that leaders became involved in the learning itself and promoted learning cultures within their schools. In this section, we examine three aspects of this leadership role. The first relates to managing teachers’ and leaders’ own engagement in the learning process. By management and engagement we mean: ensuring that new information is understood; engaging dissonance constructively when challenging existing assumptions about teacher–student relationships, pedagogy, or student achievement; and ensuring that opportunities to learn are productive. We do not mean to imply that leaders were solely responsible for the professional learning process—particularly where external expertise was utilised—rather, that it was for them to ensure that learning for the purpose of enhancing student outcomes was taking place.

Managing process, however, is only one aspect of the leadership challenge. The second is about knowing what content and learning activities are likely to be of benefit. In-depth knowledge of theory that could be used as the basis for teaching and learning decisions, together with an understanding of how to translate theory into practice, appeared to be particularly important. These understandings needed to be applied to iterative cycles of assessment, teaching, and learning. The effectiveness of teaching was never divorced from its impact on student motivation, engagement, and learning. Assessment was used both to identify student learning needs and as a tool to inquire into the effectiveness of practice.

The third challenge is for leaders to understand what is required if improvements in student outcomes are to be sustained once major external support is withdrawn and the drive and initiative must come from the teachers themselves. In those few studies that reported sustained improvement in student outcomes, the professional development had provided teachers with a strong theoretical base that served as a framework for principled changes to practice, the skills to inquire into the impact of their teaching on student learning, and, above all, the skills to understand their students’ problematic thinking. These elements were absent from the only study that reported a decline in student outcomes once external support was withdrawn.

This evidence is consistent with what is known about the conditions that promote self-regulated learning. Teachers who had inquiry skills and content knowledge, and who received support from their leaders, were in a position to regulate their own learning. As discussed earlier, self-regulated learners are able to answer three questions: 'Where am I going?', 'How am I going?', and 'Where to next?' In the core studies, being able to answer these questions was consistently associated with impact on student learning. 'Where am I going?' is about vision and rationale—essential if teachers are to engage in professional learning opportunities. 'How am I going?' is about the effectiveness of teaching and progress towards the vision. 'Where to next?' speaks of the need for a detailed and theoretically sophisticated knowledge of curriculum content and student progressions on which to base instructional decisions. When teachers are able to answer these questions they are also likely to drive their own learning.

The context in which teachers taught also impacted on sustainability. If teachers are to engage in evidence-informed inquiry and theoretical development, then leaders need to promote these activities as core business. Perhaps their most important function is to create infrastructure and conditions that are conducive to teachers monitoring the impact of their work on student outcomes and examining the implications of such monitoring for future teaching.

10.2.4 Developing the leadership of others

Several studies documented interventions that systematically developed teacher leadership in a particular area of curriculum or pedagogy. Typically, the training was based on a ‘cascade’ model in which external experts trained teacher leaders, who then trained teachers. This process was followed because it was believed that it would lead to sustainability but there was no evidence in any of the studies that sustainability was in fact achieved. A caution needs to be sounded concerning this model, in that two studies found that teachers sometimes felt uncomfortable about taking on the role of ‘expert’. Their discomfort made them diffident about identifying areas that needed attention and when giving feedback. Another study found that those who volunteered to be curriculum leaders were not always those with relevant expertise. Distributed leadership may be a highly desirable goal but it is not without its own set of difficulties.

10.2.5 Implications for professional learning and development

In many of the school-based studies, leadership played a very important role. We have identified four different roles that leaders may adopt: developing a vision of how teaching might impact on student outcomes, managing the professional learning environment, promoting a culture of learning within the school, and developing the leadership of others in relation to curriculum or pedagogy. In no core study did leaders take on all four roles. All, however, were adopted by leaders in various ways that led to positive outcomes for students. Effective leaders did not leave the learning to their teachers—they became involved themselves.

10.3 Issue 3: Teachers’ existing theories

During the synthesis process it became evident that many of the core studies that reported substantive outcomes for students also reported some kind of engagement with teachers’ existing theories of practice during the course of the professional learning opportunities. At final count, 20 studies made specific reference to such engagement. Other core studies did not make it clear if theories were engaged, but it appears that in a high proportion of the supplementary studies with no or low impact this was not the case. In some of these studies, teachers were provided with opportunities to learn but the content and activities were left largely to their own discretion. In others, teachers were taught (and expected to implement) a set of behaviours considered by the providers to constitute effective teaching practice. When the professional development related to curriculum goals with a relatively narrow focus (such as spelling or phonemic awareness), ensuring that teachers implemented a particular set of
behaviours appeared to be sufficient to impact on student outcomes. In this section, we examine why engaging their theories of practice appeared to be important when asking teachers to address complex curricula, and what the implications of this might be for those providing professional learning and development.

By ‘teacher theories of practice’, we mean personal theories that consist of particular beliefs and values; related knowledge, skills and practices; and desired outcomes. Teacher values and beliefs may relate to society and include, for example, the kind of community they wish to promote through education and/or the knowledge and skills considered to be of worth. Values may also be much more local or specific, relating, for example, to the teaching strategies believed to be effective for a particular group of students. By ‘engaging’ with theories, we mean examining current practice in the light of its outcomes for students and then constructing new theories, which, based on the available evidence, should lead to better outcomes.

As far as we were able to determine, construction of new theories usually occurred during the opportunities to learn that followed the initial ‘front loading’ of new ideas (see Figure 6.1). In the main synthesis, we identified a typical sequence of activities that consisted of a rationale or catalyst to engage, the presentation of the content of the new learning, and provision of a range of activities designed to help teachers translate the new knowledge into practice. This latter element appears to be very important: teachers need to understand the implications of new practice for existing practice.

Other studies report an equally effective approach that involved problematising teaching practice in relation to student outcomes and engaging teachers’ theories about effectiveness throughout the professional learning opportunities. One example of this approach was a New Zealand study that aimed to develop better pedagogical relationships between Māori adolescents and their teachers. Teachers’ theories came under scrutiny as the assumptions that underpinned their reading of classroom dynamics were challenged by students’ stories of what it was actually like for them. Starting from this challenge to their existing theories, teachers worked together with the professional development providers to construct new understandings of the kinds of relationships needed in their classrooms. Ongoing support helped them to develop such relationships.

10.3.1 The need for theory engagement

In our search for an explanation for the importance of theory engagement, we went beyond the literature on professional development and consulted the literatures on cognition, the social psychology of change, and policy. Given the broad base of this literature, generic terms were normally used for those being asked to change their practice. Spillane et al. (2002) use the term ‘implementing agents’. For the purposes of this synthesis, we are assuming that the implementing agents are teachers and that the change messages are those being promoted in the professional learning opportunities; we adopt these referents for the sake of clarity.

Several reasons appear collectively to account for the greater impact of professional development that engaged (rather than bypassed) teachers’ theories of practice. The first relates to the nature of teaching itself. Teachers do not need to be reminded that teaching is a complex activity. At minimum, any effective teaching act requires teachers to integrate their understanding of the content to be taught with decisions concerning how to best present that content to that particular group of students. There is no simple recipe; every context is different. Policy environments differ, what constitutes valued knowledge differs, communities, teachers and students differ.

It is into this complex environment that teacher educators attempt to inject messages about change and improvement.

Given this complexity, the challenge for providers is to present professional development messages in ways that make sense to the teachers they expect to influence. As Spillane et al. (2002) claim, “Sense-making is both necessary and unavoidable” (p. 162). Sense-making is not simply a matter of professional development providers making their messages clear to teachers
(as appears to be the case when they expect teachers to enact a specific set of behaviours). Nor is it about leaving teachers to make their own professional judgments without first having had the adequacy of their existing theories challenged. Sense-making is a complex process involving interaction between an individual’s existing cognitive structures (knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes), the situation in which they practise, and the providers’ messages. Decontextualised messages about change do not take this interplay of influences into account.

In a detailed study of teachers’ reactions to feedback following classroom observations, Parr et al. demonstrated how teachers’ beliefs influenced their interpretation of providers’ messages. In another study, by Spillane et al., feedback offered an ideal opportunity for theory engagement and sense-making. The two sessions that engaged teachers’ theories led to immediate and substantive changes in practice. Following sessions that bypassed their theories, the teachers did not act on the feedback they were given, either because they disagreed with the observers’ judgments about their practice or the worth of the alternative practices advocated, or they had no idea how to integrate the alternative practices into their existing practice.

In a Californian study, Coburn described how situations, particularly the social interactions taking place within them, led to the same messages about reading instruction being interpreted in different ways by different teachers, even within the same school. Informal alliances exerted an equal or greater influence than formally constructed networks. The implication is that situation, far from being a mere backdrop to providers’ messages, is a constituting element of the sense-making process. As noted in the introduction to this synthesis, Putman and Borko assert that:

> The physical and social contexts in which an activity takes place are an integral part of the activity, and the activity is an integral part of the learning that takes place within it. How a person learns a particular set of knowledge and skills and the situation in which a person learns become a fundamental part of what is learned. (p. 4)

Another issue in the sense-making process is what is referred to by Kennedy (1999) as ‘the problem of enactment’: teachers need to translate what is learned into their particular teaching context. This United States study involving the video analysis of teaching practice and beliefs demonstrated how decisions about lesson content and process were subject to many influences other than the messages of those who wished teaching practice to change. In their moment-by-moment decision making, teachers made trade-offs that had the effect of filtering, diluting, and changing the implementation-as-intended of standards-based teaching practices. It was not that the teachers disagreed with the principles of the reform ideas, it was that they had difficulty enacting them in their classroom situations. Part of the difficulty was that the messages were interpreted by teachers in terms of their own theories about effectiveness. The principle of making knowledge accessible to all students, for example, was interpreted as encouraging student participation. Often this participation was achieved at the expense of another principle, increasing the depth of intellectual engagement. Teachers needed to engage much more deeply with theory and its implications for practice in order to know how to make knowledge accessible in the form of intellectually demanding tasks.

### 10.3.2 Mediating competing theories

Robinson and Lai explained how important it is to engage teachers’ prior understandings in any change situation. According to them, teaching practice can be thought of as a problem-solving process: how to manage and engage students, how to teach particular content, and how to do it all within the available time and resources. These problems are resolved—usually on the run—in accordance with an integrated theory of action based on a coherent set of beliefs, values, and practical considerations. This problem solving is mostly tacit and routine, not conscious and deliberate. Professional learning that seeks to change practice needs to help teachers understand their own underpinning theories of action and examine what is tacit and routine so that these theories and practices can be evaluated and decisions made...
about what should be changed. Without such engagement, it is unlikely that new learning will be adequately integrated with existing theories. The consequences of this range from non-implementation to adaptation-beyond-recognition.

Some adaptations of new practice simply end up layered on top of existing practice. Such adaptations result when teachers believe that they are implementing new practice but, due to limited understanding of what this means, they implement only superficial features or procedures, leaving the core of existing practice intact. This process is referred to by Bransford et al. as *over-assimilation* and is identified in many studies that were not included in the body of this synthesis because teaching practice did not change. Firestone, for example, found that mathematics teachers reported substantive changes to their teaching practice in line with standards-based reforms when, in reality, they changed some structural conditions (for example, did more group teaching), but continued to use their existing teaching strategies. From a theory engagement point of view such adaptations are to be expected if teachers’ theories have not been engaged in ways that equip them to make principled comparisons between existing and new practice. Adaptations will inevitably be made as teachers respond to their particular contexts. The issue is not that teachers should ‘do it right’ but whether they have sufficient understanding of the principles to recognise the differences between the old and the new.

Conventional analyses of implementation problems have typically concluded either that the messages were unclear or unrealistic or that teachers were unwilling or unable to change. More nuanced understandings of the issues, based on, for example, sense-making theories, have recently emerged. Putting the evidence from our core and supplementary studies together with the theories outlined above, we suggest that the challenge is to mediate competing theories at the interface between the change messages (coming from the professional development providers) and the myriad agendas that teachers must cope with in their practice situations. It can almost be taken for granted that providers’ theories and teachers’ theories will be different and in competition with one another. Every teacher’s practice is grounded in a theory about how to be effective, based on their experience and their knowledge of the practice context. The more experienced the teacher, the more likely it is that their theory will be coherent. Indeed, ‘novice-to-expert’ progressions typify the expert as one who has a holistic grasp of relationships within a particular context and is able to fluidly and efficiently solve problems as the need arises.

If providers did not have different theories of how to be effective, they would not be asking teachers to change. Given this, competing theories should be expected and accepted. It follows, then, that during the process of professional learning both providers and teachers need to engage with the others’ theories concerning what constitutes desirable practice and the beliefs on which that practice is based.

### 10.3.3 Definitions of success

A theory competition approach does not assume the superiority of either the providers’ or the teachers’ theories; instead, it assumes that the worth of particular teaching theories and practices needs to be negotiated. It is, however, quite possible to reach agreements that have no greater value than the original theories. One way to increase the probability that negotiation will result in better outcomes for students is to make these the criteria against which success will be judged. Does the negotiated theory make a difference to students in terms of these outcomes? Cooperative learning, for example, is based on principles of social justice and inclusion. Yet Ross reported that the students of teachers who felt highly efficacious in implementing cooperative learning strategies following professional development were less willing to offer and seek help than their counterparts in other classes. The definition of success, therefore, needs to go beyond implementation of particular practices or measures of teacher confidence. Theories and associated practices need to be rigorously evaluated in terms of their impact on students.
Professional learning opportunities, therefore, need to equip participants with the skills to test and verify theories, for without such skills teachers are unable to judge the worth of prior or new practice. How do they know that their students are benefiting or not benefiting? Implementation of desired practices, regardless of who is advocating them, is no guarantee of better outcomes for students.

10.3.4 Resistance

Teacher resistance to change is often portrayed negatively. It is true that if student outcomes are poor, teacher refusal to engage in improving practice is problematic. But as noted above, not all change achieves the desired outcomes. When this is the case, resistance may well be in the best interests of students.

Resistance can be framed in terms of competing theories about how to be effective. In a study by McNaughton et al., teachers’ theories about reading comprehension were based on ensuring that students used particular strategies, and praising and encouraging them when they did. In their interactions with students, teachers did not comment on the appropriateness or accuracy of their responses. One strategy involved predicting what was likely to happen next in the text. Teachers encouraged and reinforced use of this strategy by responding with praise, such as “Good prediction” and “That was clever”, regardless of whether the prediction made sense. Students’ comprehension of text remained low despite the teachers’ conscientious efforts.

In this situation, the researchers introduced a competing theory. They suggested that students’ predictions should be linked explicitly to the text and their accuracy checked. They advocated that teachers should focus on these behaviours in their responses and not commend predictions regardless of accuracy or context. After discussion of the competing theories, many teachers changed their practice, making sure that students checked the text before arriving at a prediction. Because the teachers made changes to their practice based on an understanding of the principles of the competing theory, there was no resistance. The rate of focused teacher responses went up from an average of once in 120 minutes to an average of once in 7–8 minutes. Students’ comprehension of text improved accordingly.

A problem these researchers encountered early in the process was that some teachers took theory testing as a personal or professional attack. Spillane et al. explain this response partly as a strategy for preserving self-esteem. Professionals want to believe that they have performed well in the past and are hesitant to concede that their efforts may have been misdirected. This is most likely to happen when particular practices are central to their professional self-concept. Typically there is a power imbalance between providers and teachers and this can inhibit the open expression of teacher theories. There is no easy solution to this problem, only ongoing theory engagement and checking of student outcomes.

10.3.5 Sequence of change

Sense-making is not a linear process. Although most core studies reported some kind of theoretical introduction or challenge to teachers’ existing theories, the in-depth engagement needed for changed practice did not necessarily occur at this time. Such engagement appeared to require iterative cycles involving presentation and understanding of new theories, changes in practice, and changes in student outcomes. In the studies that provided sufficient detail, the process was more akin to a journey than an orderly sequence of events.

The initial catalyst for sense-making through theory engagement differed from study to study (not all identified such catalysts). In one, it was the introduction and negotiation of the meaning of a powerful theory that was in competition with teachers’ existing theories. In others, it was an analysis of current practice and the introduction of competing theories that asserted greater effectiveness for alternative practices. In yet others, an analysis of what students did or did not know challenged teachers’ existing theories. Sometimes teachers changed their theories only after introducing practices advocated by providers and seeing the impact on
student outcomes. In other situations, it was the realisation that current practice was having negative outcomes for particular groups of students that provided the catalyst. There is clearly no one ‘best’ sequence. Given the extended engagement reported in most of the core studies, it is clear that sense-making is an ongoing journey. The greater the discrepancy between current practice and new practice, the longer the journey is likely to be.

10.3.6 Implications for professional learning and development

Should existing teacher theories be considered a problem or an asset? We suggest that this is the wrong question. Teachers’ theories exist—they are a necessary and integral part of practice. A better question is ‘How can teachers’ existing theories be engaged, debated, and challenged during professional learning opportunities in ways that ensure ongoing theory improvement?’

A much greater problem than teachers’ existing theories of practice is the assumption made by some professional development providers that their preferred practices should be implemented without engaging these theories. Effective teaching is much more than a set of prescribed behaviours; it is an activity that integrates a teacher’s existing cognitive structures (knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes) and every aspect of the situation in which they practise. Elsewhere in this synthesis we have noted that the most effective theories are integrated around the notion of responsiveness to students. We suggest, therefore, that what matters is that teachers consider their teaching practices and the theories that underpin them, in order to maximise their students’ opportunities to learn—and that they test the effectiveness of their efforts in terms of student outcomes.

10.4 Issue 4: Professional learning communities

All the core studies reported teacher participation in some form of structured professional group; this is one of the most consistent findings across the full range of studies. These groups were mostly school-based, but, at times, involved participants from different schools and/or researchers. The opportunity to process the meaning and implications of new learning with one’s colleagues appears to be fundamental to the change process, where that change impacts positively on student outcomes.

Participation in structured professional groups was, however, associated with neutral or negative outcomes for students in several studies. These studies show that it is possible for teachers to be given generous amounts of time to collaborate and talk together, only to have the status quo reinforced, with change messages misunderstood, misrepresented, or resisted. Lipman, for example, described how teachers who were given two hours of non-contact time per day to find an answer to African-American underachievement interacted in ways that reinforced existing deficit thinking and structural inequalities. Those who held alternative theories and could have served as a resource for the group’s deliberations were marginalised.

So in this section we focus on identifying the characteristics of those professional communities that were associated with enhanced student outcomes and those that were not. Unfortunately, the quality of the evidence base is uneven. Although the core studies frequently mention professional communities, few describe their features in detail. They typically do little more than say that there were opportunities for discussion and interaction, and report that improved collaboration occurred. Indeed, the purpose of the communities in many of the studies did not seem to extend much beyond this limited function. In four studies, professional communities were the main vehicle for change and were described in greater detail, but three of these showed no improvement in student outcomes. Given this picture, we have selected different features from a range of both core and supplementary studies to provide the evidence base for this section.
In our analysis, we are taking for granted the usual organisational arrangements—such as a time and place to meet and talk—without which a professional community cannot operate. We exclude any analysis of communities that existed outside the school, not because they were unimportant, but because few provided specific detail. The potential importance of such communities is clear from a study of teacher involvement in a community of scientists, where opportunities for participation included regular seminars at which implications for teaching were discussed. The teachers’ confidence, problem-solving skills, professional abilities, and identity were enhanced as a result of this participation, strengthening their ability to stimulate student interest and achievement in science. This study was, however, the only one of its kind.

10.4.1 The nature of professional learning communities within schools

Part of the explanation for the variable accounts of professional communities and associated outcomes is a lack of shared understanding among those who write about them. The concept of community has its origins in anthropology, with common themes of interdependence, participation, shared interests, and meaningful relationships. Work in the early 1990s focused on how professional communities were formed and functioned, from the perspective of participating teachers. It became apparent that while teachers found professional communities a source of support, they typically had little impact on the learning of their students, so the focus moved to identifying the qualities of communities that promoted professional learning.

As a consequence, a new rationale for such communities—one that went deeper than simple mutual support—was found in theories of distributed cognition and the need for shared expertise to navigate the complexities of teaching. This perspective is articulated by Newmann:

> It [teaching] usually requires information, expertise and support far beyond the resources available to the individual teacher working alone in an isolated classroom. Teachers who collaborate with their colleagues are more likely to be effective with students, because they will benefit from expanded resources. (p. 1)

Others have focused on benefits that relate to the social nature of learning. From this perspective, learning is not merely subject to the influence of social factors, it is a social phenomenon. In this synthesis, we have sought to understand how these expanded resources and opportunities to participate determined what was learned and how the learning was supported.

10.4.2 The qualities of professional communities that promote teacher and student learning

Two key qualities and several related conditions are identified in Overview 10.3. These include participants being supported to process new understandings and their implications for teaching, and a focus on analysing the impact of teaching on student learning.
Overview 10.3. Qualities of professional communities that promoted teacher and student learning

Participants were supported to process new understandings and their implications for teaching.

- Dialogue challenged problematic beliefs and tested the efficacy of competing ideas.
- Expertise external to the group brought new perspectives and assisted in developing these dialogical norms.

The focus was on analysing the impact of teaching on student learning.

- Artefacts representing student learning helped ground discussions.
- Teachers had high but realistic expectations of students and believed they could make a difference.
- Norms of collective responsibility for students replaced teacher-focused norms of individualism and autonomy.

10.4.3 Support to process new understandings

The first quality represents a hybrid of the older emphasis on community and mutual support and the more recent cognitive orientation towards professional learning. At their most basic, the professional communities reported in the core studies supported participants to process new information and to understand the implications for teaching. In order to make a difference to student outcomes, teachers found themselves having to engage in learning that typically seemed a major challenge. As one teacher commented when struggling to understand the implications of professional development in science, “What is really useful is getting together with everybody else and being able to talk about the problems ... That support, it really lifts the weight from your shoulders”115. Mutual trust and respect are obviously very important if a professional learning community is to offer support to its participants.

Support can, however, be a double-edged sword because collegial interactions can equally well support maintenance of the status quo. Trust, respect, and support may be characteristics of the community but be marshalled to excuse discriminatory teaching practices116, to remove the focus from teaching quality117, and/or to justify continuing with practice that is less effective than that being promoted by the professional development118.

A condition that differentiated the change-supporting communities from those that reinforced the status quo was the set of norms that governed dialogue. When the dialogue failed to challenge problematic beliefs or to test the efficacy of competing ideas, the status quo was likely to be further entrenched. When the reverse was true, the status quo was likely to be challenged119. Earl and Katz120 refer to the disposition that underpins the latter orientation of teacher dialogue as “an inquiry habit of mind”. Without such a disposition, dialogue within a professional community is likely to be more a ritual than a learning opportunity.

Involving someone with expertise external to the immediate community was a condition associated with effectiveness and with more challenging dialogue. All studies of professional communities that did not lead to improved outcomes for students lacked external input121. In these studies, challenges to assumptions held by community members typically did not happen, either because there was no one in the group with the necessary expertise or because challenges were perceived to be counter-cultural (threats to existing group norms). In effective communities, alternative perspectives introduced by external experts served to deepen teachers’ understandings. Not only were external experts able to introduce new perspectives, they were not constrained by existing dialogical norms.

McNaughton and colleagues122 described how they engaged and challenged teachers’ existing beliefs and the theories of practice, using an independent but sophisticated analysis of the
teaching–learning relationship. Within their school-based professional communities teachers had discussed strategies to raise their students’ reading comprehension levels but had struggled to have an impact. An initial analysis of classroom observations showed that they were using strategies typically associated with effective teaching; the practices they had developed within their own communities were consistent with doing things ‘right’. However, when the researchers made a more in-depth analysis of the teaching–learning relationship, they found subtleties that the teachers had not been able to recognise. The teachers were then able to refine some key elements of their practice, with associated improvements in student comprehension. The teachers’ disposition towards inquiry underpinned the process. This ensured that, although the researcher–teacher dialogue was challenging, it was also respectful.

10.4.4 The impact of teaching on learning

The second quality of effective professional communities was a focus on analysing the impact of teaching on student learning. The connection between effective teaching and effective learning was taken as a given, and a priority was made of enhancing the ability of teachers to respond to students’ learning needs. Activities that supported this focus included collaborative planning, peer observations, and reviews of student responses. An emphasis on the teaching–learning relationship was earlier identified (in the main synthesis) as a key to effective professional development. The importance of this emphasis is mirrored in professional communities.

A condition that supported a focus on the analysis of student learning was the presence of artefacts that served to ground teachers’ deliberations in the realities of practice. These included student work, understandings and reactions, test results, and videos of teaching practice. In some studies, a student perspective was gained in a different way, by teachers taking part in activities positioned as students—either at their own level or the students’ level of understanding—followed by discussion of the implications for their own practice.

In a contrasting study, Little made a detailed analysis of three professional communities in United States secondary schools, describing how group dynamics worked against such grounding. These communities appeared to exemplify effective practice by reserving time to identify and examine problems of practice, opening up new possibilities, disclosing uncertainties, and asking for advice, but in reality, they provided limited opportunities for the participants to learn. One limitation was teachers’ superficial, decontextualised descriptions of practice, expressed in generalised language that lacked shared meanings. In these circumstances, it was difficult for teachers to assist one another to be more effective.

Another condition associated with a focus on the analysis of teaching–learning interactions relates to the beliefs that teachers hold about students and their own efficacies in terms of student outcomes. Newmann puts it this way in his analysis of effective professional communities:

Teachers are focused on student learning. They assume that all students can learn at reasonably high levels, and that teachers can help them, despite many obstacles that students may face outside of the school. Within a strong professional community, this focus is not enforced by rules, but by mutually felt obligation among teachers.

(Newmann 1994, p. 3)

In contrast, a focus on external explanations for poor student learning was a feature of at least two studies in which professional communities failed to have an impact on either teaching practice or student outcomes. In one of these (a New Zealand study), participation reinforced the teachers’ and leader’s belief that their students came from such impoverished backgrounds that the approach to literacy being promoted in the professional development would simply push them beyond their abilities, only to fail later. These beliefs were never tested or challenged, despite students in neighbouring schools showing evidence of accelerated and sustained progress when using the alternative approach.
The final condition that we identified in the core studies was that norms of collaboration and collective responsibility for student learning replaced norms of individualism and autonomy that emphasised the conditions of teaching. Nearly every core study that described school-based professional communities reported greater collaboration among teachers and more collective responsibility for students. The focus on promoting student learning was, however, sometimes more implicit than explicit. Without such a focus, collaboration can become a sharing of ‘war stories’ instead of a means for improving the learning of students, as shown in one supplementary study.

There is a risk that increased collective responsibility is perceived to undermine the teacher autonomy that is often taken as a hallmark of professionalism. For some teachers, reduced autonomy may connote reduced professionalism. The charge has been made that changes in teaching over the last 20 years amount to a ‘deprofessionalising’ of the teaching workforce. The basis of this charge is the perception that teachers are now required to meet goals defined by others, to engage in technical management of students and curricula, and to be publicly accountable. What earlier concepts of professionalism typically did not address was the issue of how to bring about change in situations where the recipients of public education were failing to benefit. To achieve such change, teacher autonomy needs to be balanced with a measure of collective responsibility and accountability.

It appears from other evidence in this synthesis, however, that reducing autonomy to the point where teachers are dictated exactly what is to be taught and how also fails to serve students well, and this could justify the above concerns. It was repeatedly shown that professional development based on tight prescription had little or no impact on student outcomes or, if it did, initial improvements were not maintained. For teachers to benefit from the enhanced expertise and resources that professional learning communities can offer, it appears essential that they should have some room to exercise professional discretion. Otherwise the learning opportunities offered teachers would merely emulate student drill-and-skill sessions.

Drawing on other parts of this synthesis, it appears that two conditions need to balance the autonomy and collective responsibility scales. The first is that frameworks used to guide discretionary decisions are understood in some depth so that they can serve as theoretical tools on which to base discussion and instructional decisions. The second is that judgments concerning the effectiveness of practice are focused on agreed outcomes for students. These two conditions obviously also have implications for the content of more formalised professional development.

### 10.4.5 Implications for professional learning and development

Participation in professional learning communities can either promote professional learning or work against it (by reinforcing the status quo). Communities that promoted professional learning in ways that impacted positively on student learning had a set of definable qualities. These included a focus on opportunities to process new understandings and their implications for teaching, the introduction of new perspectives and challenging of problematic beliefs, and an unrelenting focus on the impact of teaching on student learning. Simply giving teachers time to talk was not enough to promote either their own learning or that of their students.

### 10.5 Issue 5: Professional learning in secondary school contexts

In this section, we consider professional learning issues that are specific to secondary school contexts. There are a number of major differences between primary and secondary schools that might be thought to influence the kinds of teacher professional development likely to have a positive impact on student outcomes. Secondary schools are typically larger, the students are older, and the curriculum content is more sophisticated. Teachers are more subject-specialised...
and usually teach one or two subjects to five or six classes at a number of different year
levels—instead of many subjects to a single class. High-stakes assessment is a preoccupation.
Pre-service teacher training is different. And secondary school teachers are generally believed
to have more specialist content knowledge but less pedagogical knowledge than their primary
school counterparts.

While all these differences were alluded to in individual studies, the pattern that emerged from
our synthesis was one that was overwhelmingly similar, not different, to the overall synthesis.
We found no significant differences in terms of the activities provided, the learning processes,
the length of time or frequency of the professional development, or where it was held or who
delivered it. Even the types of teacher learning content provided were similar, though geared to
different levels. On the basis of this synthesis it seems likely that, as far as effective professional
learning goes, there is more variation within the schooling sectors than between them.

One feature unique to secondary schools does, however, exert enormous influence on
how professional learning in the sector can and should be structured, and that is the way
schools are organised into subject-based departments. This feature has been referred to as
‘Balkanisation’\textsuperscript{136}. How the different core studies dealt with this issue is discussed below.

### 10.5.1 Classification of studies

Eleven studies involving professional development and learning in secondary school contexts
provided evidence of improved student outcomes and met our methodological criteria. A
summary of these core studies is given in Table 10.2. It should be noted that the number of
studies is small and that one of them\textsuperscript{137} achieved a relatively small effect size.

We encountered a classification issue that stems from differences between countries. In terms
of age, grade 8 in the United States is equivalent to year 9 in New Zealand but while grade 8
is most often the last year of junior high/middle school in the United States, year 9 is typically
the first year in a New Zealand secondary school. The difficulty is compounded by the fact that
junior high/middle schools in the United States vary considerably in terms of how they are
organised. In some cases, they are structured similarly to a New Zealand secondary school:
the teachers specialise in particular content areas and the students move from teacher to
teacher throughout the day. Others are structured more like a typical New Zealand primary
school: the students have one teacher who teaches a range of different subjects, and there is
some specialist teaching. For this reason, it was decided to exclude United States junior high/
middle schools from this group, except where the professional development was specifically
aimed at teachers of grade 8 (New Zealand year 9) students and/or the school was organised
into departments.

Table 10.2. Teacher professional learning in a secondary school context: core studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Focus of the professional learning</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Cross-curricular or specific to a particular content area?</th>
<th>Who was involved?</th>
<th>Effect size of student outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Adey (1999, 2004)\textsuperscript{138}</td>
<td>CASE</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Content area specific</td>
<td>Whole department</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Anderson (1992)\textsuperscript{139}</td>
<td>Reading: special needs students</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Content area specific</td>
<td>Individual teachers only</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Several other studies described professional learning that included both primary and secondary contexts but, except for one, did not report student outcomes for secondary school students in ways that allowed the effect size to be calculated. Where they provided rich descriptions of professional learning specific to secondary schools, these studies were included in the supplementary category (see Table 10.3).

Table 10.3. Teacher professional learning in a secondary school context: supplementary studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Focus of the professional learning</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Cross-curricular or specific to a particular content area?</th>
<th>Who was involved?</th>
<th>Effect size of student outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
10.5.2 The issue of departmental structures

The organisation of secondary schools into separate, relatively autonomous, subject-based departments is the characteristic that most clearly distinguishes them from primary schools, and the characteristic that poses the greatest challenges to those who seek to change teacher practice through professional learning. Elmore has claimed that “High schools are, in many ways, the acid test of accountability policies. They are typically large, complex, and loosely-coupled organisations. They are usually balkanised into subject-based departments, each with its own distinctive culture ... It is difficult to imagine a less promising institutional structure for being responsive to external pressure for change and improvement” (p. 197)155.

Broadly speaking, there are two approaches that providers of professional learning can take in response to this issue: confine professional development to particular learning areas or attempt to transcend or remove departmental boundaries.

10.5.3 Professional learning that is specific to a particular content area

As shown in Table 10.2, all but three of the 11 core secondary school studies effectively avoided the problem of departmental divisions by specifically targeting a particular curriculum area. Clearly, if the content of the professional learning is specific to a particular curriculum, departmental boundaries are not a hindrance—they may even be an asset. Adey156, for example, has claimed that “In secondary schools the department is the natural unit of collegiality for a subject-based innovation” (p. 167). Hubermann157 goes further, asserting that departmental structures are so embedded that attempts to transcend departmental boundaries are based on “goofy logic”: “How much collaboration can we expect between 8th grade physics teachers, 11th grade English teachers and physical education instructors? ... I would rather look to the department as the unit of collaborative planning and execution in a secondary school ... This is where people have concrete things to tell one another and concrete instructional help to provide one another” (p. 230).

Of the eight subject-based studies, three were school-based, while five involved individual teachers of the same subject but from different schools.

It seems to be widely accepted as a generalisation that secondary school teachers have more specialised subject knowledge but less pedagogical knowledge than their primary school counterparts. Secondary school teachers usually teach only one or two subjects, and these are most often subjects that they have studied at university level. But most have had only one year of teacher training, compared with three years for primary teachers. These differences have given rise to the adage ‘Secondary school teachers teach subjects, but primary teachers teach students.’ It might be expected, therefore, that professional learning opportunities for secondary school teachers would place less emphasis on their subject content knowledge and more on their pedagogical knowledge. Surprisingly, we did not find this to be the case: subject content knowledge was a major feature of the professional learning in the majority of subject-based studies of professional learning, and in nearly half of the secondary school studies as a whole158.
There are several reasons that might explain this emphasis on content knowledge. Firstly, the increased age and intellectual sophistication of students raises the bar in terms of what counts as adequate subject knowledge. In one study, for example, some of the participating teachers were not confident in their knowledge of the algebra they were expected to teach\(^{159}\). Secondly, teachers are not necessarily specialists in the subjects that they teach. This was particularly true of newly introduced subject content. For example, in Tasker’s study of teacher professional learning related to HIV/AIDS\(^{160}\), the teachers were teaching a topic that they had not taught before—it was part of a health curriculum that had been introduced relatively recently. In another study, non-specialist teachers were required to teach a unit on economics that had been newly mandated by the district\(^{161}\), while in yet another, a civics education module was introduced into an existing social studies curriculum\(^{162}\).

### 10.5.4 Cross-curricular professional learning in a secondary school context

In most of the studies, difficulties associated with departmentalisation did not arise because the professional learning was limited to a particular learning area. Despite the prevalence of subject-specific professional learning there are clearly situations in which reformers would like to transcend departmental boundaries and bring about changes that are broader in scope. Using the department as the unit for professional learning may be fine when addressing issues that are specific to a particular learning area but school-wide initiatives require teachers to think and coordinate their efforts across departmental boundaries\(^{163}\). As Siskin\(^{164}\) (1997) concludes, departmental divisions confront reformers with powerful barriers to school-wide communication and community.

#### 10.5.4.1 Major structural reform

A major structural reform is one way of addressing the challenges that the departmental structure poses to teacher professional development, but only one supplementary study documented such a reform. In this study\(^{165}\), a secondary school was restructured into six self-contained, autonomous, interdisciplinary teaching teams, based around particular themes. One of these teams created a programme in which students’ studies of literature, mathematics, physics, and physical education were all integrated around the theme of motion. The courses were team-taught and staff implemented a ‘fail one—fail all’ grading policy, where all the teachers in the programme had to reach consensus on the single overall grade that was to be awarded to each student. This innovation in curriculum integration arose out of a teacher’s conviction that many students avoided physics because they were intimidated by the mathematics involved and that the high language needs of their predominantly ESOL students would be better met by an integrated, cross-curricular approach to literacy. Researchers claimed that this restructuring facilitated teacher learning by providing more opportunities for teachers to observe, discuss, and be observed by their peers, and to develop a more in-depth and holistic knowledge of the individual learning needs and strengths of their students. Senior managers at the school felt that this structure enabled them to better support the teachers in their professional learning because they were dealing with a small number of teams rather than a large number of individual teachers.

All other studies of professional development either made use of existing school structures (such as subject departments) to organise the professional learning or established structures (such as cross-curricular discussion groups) that complemented rather than replaced existing structures.

As shown in tables 10.2 and 10.3, only three of the 11 core studies, and one supplementary study that had positive but smaller effect sizes than the others, involved cross-curricular professional learning and three of these four studies were school-based. In the other study\(^{166}\), individual teachers from different areas of the curriculum participated in off-site professional
development focused on cooperative learning. While they presumably had to relate to teachers from other curriculum areas during the professional learning and were able to successfully apply generic approaches to teaching and learning to their own particular subjects when back in the classroom, they did not have to deal with departmental barriers within their own schools.

We have identified four factors common to the three cross-curricular, school-based studies that appear to have enabled them to overcome the barriers posed by departmental boundaries and to change teacher practice in ways that resulted in improved outcomes for students:

1. Firstly, and perhaps obviously, the focus of the professional learning was on an aspect of teaching that was relevant to all learning areas. The QUILT study focused on improving teacher questioning skills; Te Kotahitanga, on improving relationships between teachers and their Māori students; and the restorative justice intervention, on improving school climate and reducing suspensions. The content of the other two cross-curricular studies could also be seen to similarly constitute generic educational activity. It seems that for cross-curricular professional learning in secondary contexts to be successful, the learning content must both be relevant and be seen to be relevant to teachers of different subjects.

2. In all three studies, leaders at senior management level committed time and resources to the project and provided public support for it. In each case, one senior staff member had formal leadership responsibility for the professional learning programme. For example, the study that documented the introduction of restorative justice policies and practices into a school reported that the principal was strongly supportive of the programme, allocating considerable resources to the professional learning in both its initial and maintenance phases and regularly and publicly backing the programme. The school appointed a restorative justice coordinator who was responsible for providing ongoing professional learning opportunities. Such leadership is particularly important and challenging in secondary schools, where departmental divisions have to be transcended in order to achieve a shared vision and common purpose.

3. All three studies used a variety of structures other than subject departments for grouping teachers for professional learning purposes. In all the studies, some sessions involved all the participants, while others engaged staff in smaller groups and/or as individuals. Three of the four studies grouped teachers according to a common class they taught, rather than by subject. Teachers involved in Te Kotahitanga, for example, participated in regular ‘co-construction’ meetings at which teachers from different curriculum areas met to discuss issues affecting the engagement of Māori students in a particular class that they all taught. They set and worked towards common targets for this class, targets such as improving attendance or increasing engagement of particular students. The restorative justice study reported similar opportunities in the form of conferences involving all the teachers of a particular class, often with the students themselves, where the discussion centred on issues and solutions. In all three studies, these cross-curricular forums supported a shift in teacher focus—away from subjects and onto students and generic issues.

4. All four studies involved some mechanism that helped teachers translate the new practice into their own classroom contexts. While this was true of all studies with positive outcomes for students, regardless of sector, it is likely to have been even more important at secondary school level because the teachers had not only to translate theory into practice, but they had to translate generic pedagogies into classrooms that were highly specialised by subject. In these studies, opportunities for individualised support were provided, usually in the form of one-to-one planning, observation, and feedback sessions.
10.5.5 Implications for professional learning and development

Despite the significant differences that exist between primary and secondary schooling, the characteristics of effective professional development were very similar for both, with only one aspect markedly different: the challenge of promoting learning across the school. This fourth consideration in no way contradicted the findings of the synthesis as a whole. We suggest, therefore, that the overall findings of this synthesis are relevant to those involved with professional learning in secondary schools, provided that the issue of departmental structures is addressed.
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11. Sustainability

If teacher engagement with new ideas and practices is to be more than a brief encounter, there are issues of sustainability to be considered. Long-term impact is likely to be more important than short-term gains. Coburn\(^1\) described the typical scenario when a reform of some kind is initiated: a short-term influx of resources, professional development, and other forms of assistance to facilitate implementation, which then dissipates over time as the external support is withdrawn. Sustainability typically examines what happens in this latter phase\(^2\). For example, the central question addressed by Century and Levy\(^3\) in their paper on sustainability was “How do we ensure that the programs we are implementing will last?” This question immediately begs another: ‘What aspects of the programmes should be lasting in one year’s time or in five or ten years’ time?’ The simple answer is ‘The programme or pedagogical approaches that were promoted through the professional learning/development experience.’ Given that little in teaching happens exactly as intended, and that the enactment of “surface manifestations (such as discrete activities, materials, or classroom organisation) rather than deeper pedagogical principles” is a common scenario\(^4\) (p. 4), a more sophisticated answer is needed. One possibility is that the underlying principles of the programme/approach and the associated teacher beliefs and norms of social interaction with students are maintained over time\(^5\). Sustainability under these circumstances requires sufficient depth of principled knowledge for teachers to be able to recognise what is consistent and inconsistent with the changed practice being promoted.

There is a tension, however, between maintenance of particular practices or principles and the central issue addressed in this synthesis—the promotion of professional learning in ways that have positive outcomes for diverse students. To expect only that teachers will implement what others require of them, whether principles or practices, is a very limiting approach to professional learning, and one that we reject as an ideal. We would expect any definition of sustainability to include reference to ongoing professional learning that will lead to continuing improvement.

Improvement is often associated with adaptation. For example, Century and Levy (2002) define sustainability as “the ability of a program to maintain its core beliefs and values and use them to guide program adaptations to changes and pressures over time.” A concern we have with this definition is that adaptation does not necessarily lead to improvement. Timperley and Wiseman\(^6\) found that the students of teachers who made the greatest adaptations to an approach to teaching literacy, on the grounds that such adaptations better met the needs of their students, actually had poorer literacy outcomes than those whose teachers implemented the approach as intended.

A simplistic solution to this conundrum is to judge sustainability on the basis of improved student outcomes. Judgments made solely on this basis, however, are as problematic as judgments based on adaptations. It is well recognised that focusing on test scores can lead to a narrow and impoverished curriculum\(^7\). Alternatively, if tests are of sufficient quality that they are worth teaching to, such a focus may lead to an enriched curriculum as more worthwhile content is covered in greater depth. Given the emphasis in this synthesis on student outcomes, one of our key criteria for judging sustainability has to be continued, improved, worthwhile student outcomes. A reliance on tests as measures of improvement can have unintended consequences that impact on sustainability, such as decreased teacher morale and motivation\(^8\). On the other hand, increases in test scores following changed practice can boost morale and motivate teachers to persist with the changes\(^9\).

Sometimes the conditions that make for sustainability are not considered until the end of a professional development programme—or even after it has finished. Our view is that the conditions for sustainability are set in place during the professional learning experience as much as after it. For example, if ongoing inquiry into the impact of practice on students is a condition associated with sustainability, then teachers must be given the opportunity to learn the skills to engage in such inquiry.
When mapping the studies onto the framework, we identified a number of factors in the professional learning context that may contribute to sustainability. A principal factor, alluded to above, was the extent to which the professional learning opportunities equipped teachers with the skills for ongoing inquiry into the impact of their practice on students, and whether such learning opportunities continued over time.

A second factor was whether the professional learning experiences were sufficiently principle-driven for teachers to understand how their adaptations fitted with the fundamental principles of the change agenda and their practice context. Depth of principled knowledge has been consistently identified as an essential condition for sustaining quality practice.

A third factor relates to the social context in which the teaching/learning was situated: in what ways did the wider policy and organisational arrangements that governed teachers’ practice contexts support or inhibit the sustainability of principled practice and improved student outcomes? Particularly important were ongoing opportunities for teachers to deepen relevant knowledge and skills and to work and learn collaboratively with colleagues as they tested the impact of their teaching on student outcomes.

11.1 Methodological approach

Consistent with the selection policy used elsewhere in this synthesis, our first step was to identify those studies that reported on student outcomes after external support had been largely or completely withdrawn. This definition did not preclude all further use of external expertise but it did preclude further support from the experts associated with the programme or support of similar intensity. The outcomes reported may have improved, been maintained, or have declined. As noted above, we were mindful of the possibility that the outcomes being measured may not have been worth sustaining but we found that this was not an issue in any of the studies that reported them.

What was a problem was the small number of studies that provided information about the ongoing impact of professional development on students. Some authors explained how, in an effort to maximise the chances that changes would be sustained, structures and processes were put in place while the external providers were involved with the school. These typically took the form of leadership training and the provision of opportunities for teachers to meet and discuss new practices. Other authors saw sustainability in terms of the continued engagement of external providers with schools. From a policy perspective, we considered ongoing dependence on providers to be problematic, with respect to both cost and the goal of developing a skilled and self-improving professional workforce. In this circumstance, professional learning would always be dependent on someone else.

Sometimes, the evidence for sustainability took the form of reports from teachers that they were continuing to implement the new programme or approach. The problem with such evidence is that self-reports of implementation and enthusiasm are not necessarily associated with maintenance of gains in student outcomes. Researchers who followed up the Madeline Hunter model in the United States, for example, received very positive reports from teachers, while student achievement declined significantly. We must reiterate that the evidence base for this chapter on sustainability is very thin, and the conclusions, therefore, should be considered speculative.

For the studies that did report student outcomes following the withdrawal of external support, those characteristics of the professional development that were identified in the introduction to this section were mapped onto the framework used for the main synthesis. These included:
• Which aspects of the professional development (behaviours, principles, theories, etc.) were expected to be sustained (stated or implied)?
• At what level (for example, classroom, year level, whole-school) was it expected that implementation would be sustained?
• What kinds of conditions for sustainability were put in place during the professional learning/development? (Tools for evidence-informed inquiry? A focus on theory/principle? Any other conditions?)
• What kinds of conditions for sustainability were put in place after external support was withdrawn? (Was implementation integrated in a way that was coherent with the school curriculum, state/national policy? Was implementation institutionalised through school restructuring? Was implementation institutionalised through school re-culturing?)

11.2 What works for whom to sustain improved student outcomes

Within the limitations of the small evidence base, a number of qualities were identified that were associated with sustainability. These are summarised in Overview 11.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overview 11.1. Conditions found in studies that demonstrated sustainability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The professional development content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A strong theoretical understanding provided the foundation for principled changes to practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Teachers were equipped with the skills to inquire into the impact of their teaching on student learning, particularly to understand students’ thinking when problematic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisational conditions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Leaders provided conditions for collective, evidence-informed inquiry, and for improved pedagogical content and assessment knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New teachers were systematically inducted into the school’s approach to professional learning and new principals continued with the approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ongoing engagement was motivated by an identified problem with student outcomes for which the participating teachers and their leaders continued to take responsibility and believed they had the capacity to solve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Theories were developed that located solutions to the problem in the educational opportunities provided by the school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solutions were consistent with the theories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress was monitored at an organisational level and adjustments made as required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Competing initiatives and policy directions were minimised.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.2.1 Professional development content

What was common to all the core studies that demonstrated ongoing improvement in student outcomes was the emphasis on equipping teachers with a strong theoretical knowledge (as the basis for principled changes to practice) and the skills to inquire into the impact of their teaching on student learning—particularly in relation to understanding the thinking of students who are experiencing difficulties. The theoretical base gave teachers the tools to understand what they needed to change; the evidence identified when change was needed and whether it was successful.

Franke et al. elaborated this theory–evidence interface in their research into the sustainability
of the Cognitively Guided Instruction approach to mathematics. For these authors, their engagement with teachers was driven by two principles. The first was to focus teachers on the ideas underlying the development of children’s thinking about mathematics. The second was, building on teachers’ existing knowledge, to create continually-evolving organising frameworks of children’s mathematical thinking so that teachers were able to respond to the evidence of observations and inquiry. They believed it essential that providers gave teachers a theoretical framework on which to base their thinking about their students’ mathematical understanding and make instructional decisions: theory was the tool that enabled them to respond to the evidence. This approach resulted in consistent gains in students’ mathematical thinking and contrasted markedly with more prescriptive approaches described in other sections of this synthesis. The authors18 offered this explanation of the process:

Self-sustaining, generative change does not involve acquiring a set of procedures to implement with fidelity; rather, it frequently entails teachers making changes in their basic epistemological perspectives, their knowledge of what it means to learn, as well as their conceptions of classroom practice. It means conceptualising teacher change in terms of teachers becoming ongoing learners ... For change to become generative, teachers must engage in practice that serves as a basis for their continued learning. (pp. 67–68)

These authors tested the extent to which their beliefs were realised in practice by following the development of three teachers’ thinking over a period of four years. They found that two of the teachers engaged in the inquiry processes described above but at a relatively superficial level. These teachers monitored what worked for their students and tested the effectiveness of what they had learned in the professional development programme in their own practice contexts. They learned that students could construct strategies to solve a variety of types of problems and this finding supported their continued use of classroom routines that involved children inventing their own solutions. Their own knowledge, however, remained relatively static.

The third teacher engaged in more generative change. She inquired into the strategies her students were using to solve problems, then struggled to understand the teaching implications. Understanding her students’ thinking was her primary goal, and, by engaging at this level, her own knowledge continued to grow and her practice to evolve.

The three other classroom-based studies that reported sustained or improved student outcomes also focused on developing teachers’ inquiry processes, training them to use evidence of the impact of their teaching on student learning, together with their understanding of the underlying theoretical principles, to guide improvements to practice. In one of these studies, developed as a case study in Appendix 1, an encounter with a powerful theory of disability led a teacher to rethink her understandings of students with disabilities, how she interacted with them, and how she portrayed them to other students. Working with her new understandings, she used an adaptation of Swann and White’s19 ‘thinking books’ activity to access and analyse her five-year-old students’ thinking about disability and then adapted her practice in response.

Another of the studies by McNaughton et al.20 combined an evidence-informed approach and the development of theoretical tools in a three-phase intervention that improved the reading comprehension of culturally and linguistically diverse students. The first phase involved a close examination of the students’ strengths and weaknesses, together with current teaching practice, in order to understand the students’ learning needs and the instructional match (or mismatch). The researchers then discussed with teachers and leaders competing theories about the ‘problem’ and evaluated the evidence to determine which theory was likely to be valid. The evidence-informed activities continued into the second phase, but with the addition of focused professional development designed to develop teachers’ theoretical understandings and teaching strategies.

In the third phase, most of the responsibility for professional learning shifted onto the clusters of schools themselves. There were four components to this. The first was ongoing analysis of student achievement data, feedback, and critical discussion with school leaders, which
continued with the assistance of a researcher. Leaders took responsibility for discussing the trends and their implications with teachers. The next two components were the responsibility of the school: continuation of the learning circles that were developed in the earlier phases, and the development of planned inductions into teaching and professional learning for new staff. The fourth component was a teacher-led conference, in which school teams developed action-research projects designed to assess different aspects of their programmes. A researcher helped them formulate research questions and focus their papers.

The order of theory and evidence-informed inquiry was reversed in an intervention reported by Timperley. In this intervention, teachers engaged in intensive professional development focused on early literacy acquisition. Their beliefs were engaged and challenged as they came to understand the approach being advocated and the theory underpinning it. Students’ acquisition of reading skills was accelerated. After the formal external input came to an end, senior staff from within the schools concerned took on the responsibility of ensuring that their teachers continued to be supported to develop evidence-informed inquiry processes. At regular intervals, the leaders and teachers interrogated students’ rates of progress in reading and identified those who were not making adequate progress. Using the theoretical understandings acquired during the earlier professional development as tools, teachers adapted their practice to maximise the learning opportunities for these students. Teachers were increasingly motivated as analysis confirmed their students’ progress.

The following three studies lend support to the claim that sustainability is associated with the acquisition of theoretical understandings and the skills to use evidence as the basis for instructional decision making and judging effectiveness. They differ from the core studies in that they relate either to specialist programmes (operating outside the regular classroom), or in that the outcomes for students were either mixed or not sustained.

The first of these studies involved training specialist teachers in a structured programme of lessons designed to accelerate the acquisition of early literacy skills by young students. Known as Reading Recovery, the programme operated outside the normal classroom; it has been implemented in a wide range of countries with very similar outcomes reported. It was similar to other interventions with sustained outcomes in that its theoretical underpinnings formed a major part of the training and decision making was strongly evidence-informed. It was different from other interventions in that the structure of individual lessons was fairly much prescribed, although teachers did have discretion to respond to individual student needs within the prescribed structure.

The second study related to England’s literacy and numeracy strategies project. Although methodologically sound, it fell between our criteria for core and supplementary studies because the impact of the intervention on student outcomes was relatively small. Given its national significance and the sustained outcomes (even though short of government expectations), this project has features that we must consider. In common with the interventions documented in the first four studies above, this project used evidence to identify problems and to monitor progress (in this case, at both national and local levels). Teachers regularly collected data on progress toward curriculum targets. Attention was given to the teaching–learning relationship, with a strong focus on students’ work and what this meant for next teaching steps. An early adaptation to the strategy was to allow greater responsiveness to the needs of diverse learners. Although it was difficult to be sure from the written accounts, it appears that the strategies were represented to teachers less theoretically than was the case in those interventions that had greater impact on student outcomes.

What these strategies shared with Reading Recovery, however, was a more prescriptive lesson structure and content. It may be that when programmes are ‘brought to scale’, a greater degree of prescription is required for both implementation and sustainability purposes. But,
given the small evidence base for this conclusion, exactly what should be prescribed remains uncertain.

The next study demonstrates how certain kinds of prescription, in the absence of evidence-informed teacher inquiry, do not lead to sustained student outcomes. The researchers were following up the successful implementation of the Madeline Hunter model\textsuperscript{24} of school improvement. During the first three years of the programme, teachers received intensive training in lesson structure and pedagogical practices, underpinned by the theoretical rationale. The training was described as “relatively prescriptive”. Substantive gains in reading and mathematics plus improved student engagement were apparent and the programme received wide publicity. The gains were associated with high levels of implementation integrity. The final year of the programme was designed so that principals and teachers would take over and accept responsibility for sustaining the programme. While for each of the first three years teachers received ten days’ training, in the fourth this was reduced to participation in a two-day retreat with two further days for follow-up observations and consultations for those who wanted them. Teachers were encouraged to write their reflections, and these were invariably positive; collegial coaching was encouraged; weekly or bi-monthly staff meetings held at each school provided opportunities for teachers to continue to grow professionally and to share ideas.

Much to the surprise of the researchers, classroom observations during this fourth year showed that implementation was highly variable, and student achievement scores in reading and mathematics dropped significantly. The teachers who diverged most from the model had lower rates of student engagement. The authors of the study\textsuperscript{25} explained the decline in this way:

... innovative practices [that] teachers learn will not be maintained unless teachers and students remain interested and excited about their own learning. A good staff development program will create an excitement about learning to learn. The question is how to keep the momentum, not merely maintain previously learned behaviour. If teaching tools gained in training programs aid teachers to be reflective and regenerative, to consider which strategies to use under which conditions, to estimate what is known and what needs to be learned, teachers may continue to grow after the intervention stops. Unless teachers internalise teaching strategies so that they feel comfortable using the strategies and teaching is made easier and more fun, teachers will stop using the strategies when the staff developers leave. Strategies that have been learned superficially will eventually be disregarded. (p. 137)

11.2.2 Organisational conditions

All but one of the three studies that met our sustainability criteria were school- rather than individual-based. In all three, the context supported conditions that have been identified as essential for ongoing teacher learning: leaders actively promoted teachers’ development of theories of effectiveness by analysing the evidence of what was or was not working for students experiencing problems; discussions about teaching were always related to implications for learning; and teachers met regularly to interrogate data and used their increasingly sophisticated theoretical knowledge to solve learning problems.

Teacher turnover is inevitably a threat to sustainability. In the two studies that reported sustained student outcomes\textsuperscript{26}, this threat was managed by ensuring that new teachers were inducted into the schools’ inquiry-based practices. Induction of management is probably a more difficult issue, particularly where the employing authority doesn’t appreciate the need for stability in the school’s theoretical and methodological approaches. The study by Timperley highlights how destabilising it can be for a school when a new principal is appointed who ignores the evidence and advocates alternative theories of effectiveness.

Other supplementary studies that identified organisational conditions supportive of
sustainability did not meet our methodological and/or outcomes criteria. They nevertheless lent weight to the above findings and added to our understanding of organisational conditions that promote sustainability.

Enthusiastic claims for sustainability were found in three United States studies, one of which actually involved three different cases, which were championed by school leaders. Unfortunately these studies did not meet our methodological criteria because they provided too little information on student outcomes and, in some cases, the professional development itself. Some common themes were nevertheless evident. In each situation, engagement was motivated by a problem with student outcomes that the participating teachers and leaders accepted some responsibility for solving. The leaders strongly conveyed the twin messages that the current situation was unacceptable and that the school had both an obligation and the capacity to make a change. Theories were developed that located the solutions to the identified problem in the educational opportunities the school provided. Inquiry was made into the effectiveness of teaching practice. Ancess concluded that teacher inquiry into their own practice, in relation to a particular group of students for whom they have set specific goals, can be a rich source of teacher learning and a powerful opportunity for improving student performance.

In all these studies, teachers were given considerable discretion as long as their efforts were based on the agreed theory of the problem, fell within a broad framework of agreed solutions, and were having the desired impact on student outcomes. In all the studies, the effectiveness of teachers’ efforts as they made changes was continually checked against the impact on students. This impact was judged by means such as test results and analyses of students’ work.

In all the three studies, teachers participated in school-based professional learning communities for the purpose of planning, solving ongoing problems, and reviewing student progress. The schools moved to a more collegial style of operation and organisational arrangements were restructured to allow this to happen. In the three cases studied by Ancess, this restructuring also provided a different kind of experience for the students. It should be noted that, while restructuring was carried out in response to identified needs, it was not seen as a solution in itself; “teacher learning and practice, restructuring, and student outcomes … are interconnected in an interdependent constellation and their relationship varies in detail, is context specific, unpatterned, reciprocal, and dynamic rather than linear and static” (p. 615).

Two of the three studies took place in environments of high accountability due to the requirements of state standards. The schools recognised that they were not meeting these standards and, rather than rejecting them, decided to change the quality of the education being offered. In the third study, local and school-based target setting was used both as a tool and an incentive for generating more effective teaching practice and school organisation.

A fourth supplementary study followed up the impact of different comprehensive school reform models on students with limited English proficiency. Datnow et al. found that five of thirteen schools continued to use their various models with high implementation integrity. This study was not included in the core group because the achievement outcomes for the schools involved were described only as “generally equivalent” to those of students from matched-comparison schools. However, the researcher’s analysis identified three conditions likely to lead to sustained practice. The first related to alignment—in particular, the importance of policies and priorities being aligned and predictable. The capacity of teachers to continue with reform practices was compromised by competing accountabilities and competing pedagogical practices and curricular foci. The second condition was continuity of leadership committed to the reform. The third related to teachers’ social constructions of language-minority, immigrant students. Constructions that characterised these students as low-ability and lacking in basic skills were a constraint on continued implementation.
11.3 Bringing it all together

As we noted in the introduction to this section, the evidence base for sustainability in teacher professional learning is disappointingly thin. For this reason, we must consider any conclusions tentative. In the few studies that provided evidence of sustained, substantive student outcomes, we found that the professional development had equipped teachers with a strong theoretical base that served as a tool to make principled changes to practice, plus with the skills to inquire into the impact of their teaching on the learning of their students—particularly in relation to understanding their students’ problematic thinking. These two elements were missing from the only study that reported a decline in student outcomes.

This evidence is consistent with the conditions seen to promote professional, self-regulated learning. As identified in the introduction, self-regulated learners can answer three questions: ‘Where am I going?’, ‘How am I going?’, and ‘Where to next?’ Teachers who had both inquiry skills and content knowledge, and who received support from their leaders, were provided with these conditions. They consistently looked for the answers to these questions as they considered the impact of their teaching on the learning of their students. The question ‘Where am I going?’ was sometimes framed explicitly in terms of state standards, but more often in terms such as effective mathematical problem-solving or reading comprehension closer to national levels of achievement. The answer to the question ‘How am I going?’ was found in an analysis of how effective their teaching had been in helping their students progress toward their goals. The answer to the ‘Where to next?’ question was guided by a detailed and theoretically sophisticated knowledge of curriculum content and student progressions.

When it comes to particular teaching practices, it is not clear how much prescription is optimal. The most successful interventions allowed teachers considerable autonomy to develop teaching programmes within the constraints of agreed theories and possible solutions. The two studies that had ‘gone to scale’ were more prescriptive about lesson structure and content. There is insufficient evidence on which to base claims about what should be prescribed and what should be discretionary.

The practice context of teachers inevitably impacted on sustainability. If they expected their teachers to engage in evidence-informed inquiry and theoretical development it was important that school leaders made it clear that these activities were core business and that they created the infrastructure to support them. Leaders had an active role to play in re-culturing their schools so that they became evidence-informed.

Ongoing engagement of this kind requires a purpose. In the studies that reported improved outcomes, initial engagement was usually motivated by a problem with student outcomes, which teachers and leaders accepted some responsibility for and which they believed they had the capacity to change. Continued engagement required the same conditions.

A key finding of this synthesis has been that teachers need to have time and opportunity to engage with key ideas and integrate those ideas into a coherent theory of practice. Changing teaching practice in ways that have a significant impact on student outcomes is not easy. Policy and organisational contexts that continually shift priorities to the ‘next big thing’, with little understanding/evaluation of how current practice is impacting on desired outcomes for students, undermine the sustainability of changes already under way. Innovation needs to be carefully balanced with consolidation if professional learning experiences are to impact positively on student outcomes.
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12. Gaps in the Evidence

Although we have been able to identify a number of specific attributes of professional development and draw some conclusions about their effect on student outcomes, this is a relatively undeveloped field of educational research. As we proceeded, we found major gaps in the knowledge base and these limited what we were able to conclude. Specific shortcomings identified were: the weak theory base for professional learning; limited information concerning the qualities of effective providers, including those in the tertiary sector; a lack of research into the role of information technologies in promoting professional learning; and a lack of research into the mentoring of beginning teachers. Other shortcomings, specific to the New Zealand context, included the limited amount of research into Māori-medium education and the education of Pasifika students.

12.1 A theory of teacher learning

There is extensive empirical evidence and theoretical development relating to children’s learning, what promotes it, and what limits it. The empirical evidence relating to the professional learning of teachers is sparse. Empirical articles are typically theory-free; theoretical articles are typically evidence-free. In Chapter 2 of this synthesis we developed our own theoretical framework as a basis to analyse the studies. It proved useful but cannot be considered adequate as a theory of professional learning. More work is needed.

12.2 Qualities and training of effective providers

While we have identified the qualities of effective professional learning experiences, we have been unable to say much about the qualities of effective providers because the studies usually did not consider the matter. From our analysis of what works and does not work, it is apparent that the extremes do not work—providers who dictate being perhaps marginally more effective than those who leave improvements entirely up to the teachers. But this simplistic dichotomy does not identify the qualities of effective providers in the middle ground. Until we have a well-developed theory of teacher professional learning, we will be left with relatively undeveloped theories about the qualities needed by providers, and the training they require in order to be effective.

What is alarmingly absent from the literature, given the amount of dedicated funding and time received, is the role of tertiary education in promoting the type of professional learning likely to impact positively on the diversity of students in our schools. In most educational jurisdictions, tertiary providers—usually universities—train and credential teachers and provide ongoing opportunities to learn. The evidence related to their effectiveness is very thin. In our core studies, we identified a few action-research projects, but these were typically local and under-theorised. The impact of tertiary courses on a wider scale was absent.

12.3 The role of information technologies in promoting professional learning

We can no longer consider information technologies new. Why, then, do they appear to be absent from or play such a small role in promoting professional learning? The potential seems great but the evidence is negligible. A few of our core studies mentioned the use of information technologies in passing, but such use was not analysed for its impact. How information technologies can be used to promote or limit professional learning needs to be part of any theory of professional learning (see 12.1 above) if their potential is to be realised.

There are studies of interventions that increased teachers’ confidence in using computers as a learning tool but these did not meet our methodological criteria, typically because they relied on teacher reporting of outcomes.
12.4 Mentoring of beginning teachers

A specific search was undertaken to locate literature on the mentoring of beginning teachers. No studies that documented outcomes for students were found. The focus of mentoring in the initial phase of teachers’ careers appears to have been on easing teachers through what Achinstein and Barrett refer to as ‘practice shock’\(^2\). In this state, beginning teachers often find themselves concentrating on controlling students, which—of particular relevance to this synthesis—can have the effect of setting up “a cultural mismatch that causes novices to see diversity as a problem” (p. 1). These authors also observe that the most frequent concern of mentors is affective teacher outcomes, with the occasional link to changes in teaching practice but not to student outcomes.

While this affective focus may help reduce rates of teacher attrition in the critical early stages of learning to teach, it is worth considering how the assumptions that typically underpin such mentoring may impact on students in the future. In a review of the literature on mentoring, undertaken in the context of a standards-based reform, Wang and Odell\(^3\) identified three different approaches.

The first and most common of these was a humanistic perspective, exemplified by Achinstein and Barrett\(^4\) (referred to above). While this approach may support and help retain beginning teachers, a problem is that beginning teachers’ goals, content, and processes appear rarely to be challenged. Wang and Odell\(^5\) concluded their analysis of this approach by stating: “the accumulated evidence indicates that such mentoring does not necessarily guarantee that novice teachers will learn better teaching than they would have learned without mentors” (p. 494).

The second approach was that of a situated apprentice, in which beginning teachers are assisted by their mentors to adapt to the existing norms and cultures of teaching. The mentors’ job is to provide the necessary techniques and information. The strength of this approach is that teachers are supported to acquire a context-related ‘toolbox’; its weakness is that it is typically insular and ignores the deeply-rooted, invisible yet crucial conceptual conflicts that beginning teachers invariably experience.

This weakness in the apprenticeship model is addressed in the third approach identified by Wang and Odell\(^6\): the critical constructivist approach. In this approach, important knowledge is constructed by novices and mentors through collaborative inquiry. Novices are encouraged to pose questions and challenges related to their teaching practice. Wang and Odell express concern, however, that this approach often pays little attention to helping beginning teachers develop the specific teaching goals, knowledge, and strategies that they need.

Also of concern in this approach is the focus on the self-referenced world of the participants. When Morton\(^7\) described her use of a critical constructivist approach, she repeatedly emphasised the mutual respect that existed between herself and those she was mentoring, describing how one teacher became more relaxed and the other more confident. Yet she expressed disappointment that after a year of intensive mentoring, neither teacher “used children’s written work to reflect on what instruction was needed … [and] the children were losing out with less interesting learning experiences” (p. 68). She also expressed concern that one of the two teachers believed that people living in poverty were lacking moral qualities and that “what the children needed was drill and skill work rather than learning activities supporting more expansive higher level thinking” (p. 69).

Although it is probably unrealistic to expect the mentoring of beginning teachers to have a direct impact on student outcomes, it is of concern that none of the approaches outlined above appears to use students as the reference point for the mentoring. All are referenced to the adults involved, their ability to cope emotionally, and their acquisition of survival techniques. Problematic beliefs are expected and accepted.
In the main part of this synthesis we have uncovered considerable evidence that positive outcomes for students are typically associated with professional development that increases teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge in the context of a focus on the teaching–learning relationship. If existing beliefs and practices are not engaged in the process, student outcomes are unlikely to improve. A reasonable conclusion, therefore, is that if beginning teachers are mentored in ways that reinforce the divide between teaching and learning, and if pedagogical content knowledge is not addressed, it is unlikely that this mentoring will shape their beliefs and practices in ways that will bring the greatest benefit to the full diversity of their students.

12.5 Māori-medium studies

No studies situated in Māori-medium education met our criteria for inclusion as core studies. Two met our criteria for supplementary studies. One core study was specifically focused on Māori students, but in English-medium settings. This mirrors what we found in the international literature: a dearth of studies specifically focused on promoting professional learning that led to improved outcomes for indigenous peoples. Developing an evidence base of this kind is imperative for New Zealand—and for the well-being of many elsewhere.

12.6 Pasifika education

We located numerous studies focused on migrant populations, such as Hispanic students in the United States, but despite networking with the Pasifika community, we were unable to locate any that were specifically concerned with promoting the professional learning of teachers of Pasifika students in New Zealand. Some studies did so indirectly, in that they were situated in schools with high Pasifika populations, but these did not provide information that related specifically to the needs of Pasifika students. This is another gap urgently in need of filling.
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Appendix 1. Case Studies

In this section we present eight case studies that demonstrate how the different aspects of the theoretical framework presented in Chapter 4 (see Figure 4.2) and used throughout the synthesis have come together in a variety of situations. These case studies show how the principles, theories, and new learning shared by the providers have been translated, developed, applied, and adapted by teachers in the authentic contexts of their schools and classrooms. By means of these cases we wish to illustrate the complexity and variety of possible approaches and to prompt readers to consider implications for their own practice. Shulman (1996) suggested that by engaging with theory as it is embedded in practice, we can “move up and down, back and forth, between the memorable particulars of cases and the powerful generalisations and simplifications of principles and theories. Principles are powerful but cases are memorable. Only in the continued interaction between principles and cases can practitioners and their mentors avoid the inherent limitations of theory-without-practice or the equally serious restrictions of vivid practice without the mirror of principle” (p. 201).

Figure 4.2. Framework for analysing the effectiveness of professional learning experiences

All the cases in this section are from New Zealand contexts because those found in the literature on professional learning were not written up in sufficient detail, meaning that we had to be able to go back to the providers and researchers concerned in order to find the further information we required.

The layout of the cases follows the framework used to synthesise the studies. The content is an accurate representation of the research, rearranged to make the links to the synthesis clear. We begin each case with a brief description of the context, including the setting, time frame, focus of the professional development, and goals. The student outcomes are also discussed at the beginning of each case as they were our first consideration when selecting studies for the synthesis. The second section is concerned with what was learned and how the learning took
place. It looks at the content and activities of the professional learning sequence. The third section looks at teachers’ responses to the professional development and how they translated new learning into practice. Note how this section demonstrates the importance of teachers having agency in the learning process, not simply seeing professional development as something that is done to them. The fourth section defines the main professional learning processes. There are also two boxes in which we attempt to provide a more theoretical explanation of why the processes described were effective. At the end of each case we provide specific links back to the synthesis so that readers can explore particular aspects in greater depth. The questions for reflection are designed to help readers draw on the key features of each case and make links back to their own practice. References are provided for those who wish to explore the cases in more detail.

**The cases**

1. A needs analysis approach (Timperley et al., 2006)
2. Translating theory into practice (Alton-Lee et al., 2000)
3. Developing a research–practice collaboration (McNaughton et al., 2004)
5. Using evidence of student thinking to inform pedagogy (Higgins, 2004)
6. Re-culturing and restructuring to solve a problem (Moxon, 2003)
7. Establishing a culturally responsive pedagogy of relations (Bishop et al., 2006)
8. A constructivist, cooperative approach to learning (Tasker, 2002)
The major learning process is described – see section 2.2 for further information.

The original studies are listed from which the cases were condensed.

Speech bubbles contain direct quotes from those involved – the pictures in the boxes are teachers, students, or providers.

Boxes focus on the principles, which underpinned the success of the case.

Reflective questions are provided for discussion and to help readers make links to their own practice.
A needs analysis approach

This case was set in a rural, decile 5 school with a roll of 96 (79% European, 14% Māori, and a small percentage of Sāmoan, Indian, and Asian students). The staff comprised a teaching principal, three other full-time teachers, an RTLB, and a part-time reading recovery and ORS-funded teacher. The principal had arrived one term earlier and had initiated a number of professional development activities. Staff, however, were concerned that they were not making enough impact on their students’ learning.

Teachers were involved in seven externally facilitated meetings and four staff meetings. Each was observed and received feedback on five occasions over a period of four months.

The school had applied to Learning Media Limited to be involved in the Literacy Professional Development Project, funded by the New Zealand Ministry of Education. The staff had analysed student writing using the writing exemplars, which indicated low levels of achievement. They decided that this should be their focus for the project. Whole-staff involvement in the PD was mandatory but outcomes from asTTle testing were collected for year 4–6 students only.

The contract had four outcomes as its aims:
- evidence of improved student achievement;
- evidence of improved teacher content knowledge;
- evidence of improved transfer of understanding of literacy pedagogy to practice;
- evidence of professional learning communities.

Initially, students’ asTTle scores were well below national benchmarks. The weakest features were structure and spelling; the strongest was punctuation. The assessments gave teachers direction about where to focus their efforts, as well as confirming their initial suspicion about low writing achievement.

By the second assessment, student performance was at or well above the national average in most areas. Year 4 and 5 students were slightly below national norms in language resources, content, and spelling. Members of the research team who had no other involvement marked the students’ work.

At the beginning of the project, the facilitator gathered information about the teachers’ current practice in writing in three ways: by having staff complete a questionnaire rating their confidence in different aspects of writing practice, by providing a scenario from a hypothetical writing lesson with data where the activities used did not align with student needs, and by observing a 45-minute lesson in each class, which was also audiotaaped. Between six and nine students in each class were interviewed about their understanding of what they were supposed to be learning, what a good example of this would look like, and what the teacher expected them to work on. The principal and literacy leaders were also interviewed.

The lesson observations were analysed so that feedback could be given to the teachers on their key teaching practices. Information from these was collated, as all lessons were fairly similar. (They were based on an example used in a seminar that the teachers had attended prior to the commencement of the contract.) A summary of practices was placed on the staffroom refrigerator, under a list of beliefs. Teachers were asked to identify their beliefs after the list of practices was established, because they had to see how beliefs were expressed in practices, and what needed to change.

When the facilitator returned, she presented staff with the findings from the student interviews. Teachers were surprised at the students’ limited understanding of the learning aims and success criteria and became concerned about the consequences of their practice. A third list, ‘Consequences’, was stuck to the refrigerator.

The diagram on the refrigerator

**Beliefs**
- Children need to be inspired/motivated.
- Children need to share experiences to drive their writing and stimulate others.
- Sharing writing gives other children ideas for their writing.
- Sharing writing gives children an audience.

**Practices**
- Children shared experiences;
- Teacher read story for motivation;
- Children wrote for 5–15 minutes;
- Teacher responded positively (to children’s efforts).

**Consequences**
- Teachers concerned about achievement;
- All children wrote something (during the lesson);
- Didn’t know the features of a recount;
- Weren’t sure whom they were writing for;
- Weren’t sure how to improve their writing;
- Weren’t sure how the teacher could help them improve their writing.
In response to these unintended consequences (see box above), the teachers decided to undertake some professional reading and seek relevant expertise. They read and discussed *Using Evidence in Teaching Practice* (Timperley & Parr, 2003) and the ten characteristics of quality teaching from the *Quality Teaching for Diverse Students BES* (Alton-Lee, 2003) in a staff meeting and asked the RTLB for help to assess student writing.

At the next meeting, the facilitator presented a summary of teacher responses to the questionnaire and scenario. Staff identified their own strengths and learning needs and decided to develop a professional development action plan for the teaching of writing. The facilitator recommended readings that would help them with this task.

To ensure that the staff had support to implement new pedagogy, the facilitator decided to focus on training the literacy leaders to observe classroom practice and provide feedback. This also helped the school develop a learning community by opening classroom doors and creating a forum for informed discussion of practice. Literacy leaders were given an observation schedule to use and the opportunity to discuss the theory on which it was based. Observers recorded, analysed, and summarised evidence, focusing on the learning goals that had been negotiated with the teacher prior to the observation. During training, the facilitator and literacy leader filled in the observation schedules independently and then compared notes; the emphasis was on improving practice and having evidence to back conclusions. The literacy leader then gave feedback to the teacher. The literacy leader and facilitator later discussed the teacher’s reactions.

**Why did this work?**

The drive was for teachers to analyse the difference between their goals for student learning and their students’ actual performance. This was followed by a needs analysis in which teachers identified their own learning needs. An approach was taken in which teachers’ theories and beliefs relating to practice were acknowledged and understood (Robinson & Lai, 2005). Given that these beliefs fitted comfortably with teachers’ ideal practice, they were unlikely to change them without good reason. The motivation for change came from teachers’ concerns about student understanding and achievement. This concern motivated them to examine the adequacy of their practice and theories, with the intent of improving student outcomes. Professional development activities were designed to equip them with new knowledge of content and pedagogy related to writing, which would support them to achieve their goals.

After examining the impact of their practice on student outcomes, using interviews and asTTle data, teachers concluded that they would have to change their practice if student outcomes were to improve. They increased their curriculum and pedagogical knowledge by engaging in professional readings and becoming aware of the progressions defined in the asTTle rubrics. The facilitator provided information as required. The asTTle assessment tool was used to inform teaching and learning goals and to guide formative and summative assessment of students.

The theory underpinning this practice was that students’ learning needs should be identified from data, that they should be shared with and understood by the students, and that feedback should relate specifically to learning goals. The teachers developed an action plan with the facilitator, which incorporated ideas for changes in practice that were informed by the new theory. Observations and feedback allowed teachers to examine their own practice in the light of established goals.

The teachers identified the beliefs underpinning their teaching and changed their practice as a result of understanding the consequences for their students: the students’ responses created dissonance for teachers—between what they expected and what was actually happening. Information from interviews and asTTle data collected at the beginning of the project continued to inform practice. Teachers moved from believing that writing was only about motivating the students to change them without good reason. The motivation for change came from teachers’ concerns about student understanding and achievement. This concern motivated them to examine the adequacy of their practice and theories, with the intent of improving student outcomes. Professional development activities were designed to equip them with new knowledge of content and pedagogy related to writing, which would support them to achieve their goals.

**Action plan**

**Ideas for change:**

- Need to present models of quality writing;
- Need to investigate the features of these with children;
- Need to give more focused feedback;
- Need to make learning intentions and success criteria more explicit;
- Need to share published work;
- Need to teach children to give focused feedback.

The drive was for teachers to analyse the difference between their goals for student learning and their students’ actual performance. This was followed by a needs analysis in which teachers identified their own learning needs. An approach was taken in which teachers’ theories and beliefs relating to practice were acknowledged and understood (Robinson & Lai, 2005). Given that these beliefs fitted comfortably with teachers’ ideal practice, they were unlikely to change them without good reason. The motivation for change came from teachers’ concerns about student understanding and achievement. This concern motivated them to examine the adequacy of their practice and theories, with the intent of improving student outcomes. Professional development activities were designed to equip them with new knowledge of content and pedagogy related to writing, which would support them to achieve their goals.
How did the teachers make this work?

The teachers were engaged and had involvement in all aspects of the professional development. Through the needs analysis process they identified their common learning needs, developed an action plan to address these, and evaluated and re-evaluated their practice through observations and feedback and in the light of student performance. The facilitator’s role was to support this process by analysing and presenting relevant data, directing teachers to appropriate resources, and training key personnel so that they could maintain the momentum of the new learning. The theory that teachers developed during the process evolved in response to new knowledge applied within their classroom contexts. Teachers were motivated to review not only their day-to-day teaching, but also the beliefs underpinning it, and worked together as a learning community with a common goal and focus.

How this case links to the synthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional learning and literacy</th>
<th>Topical issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.2.2.1 Pedagogical content knowledge</td>
<td>10.1 Issue 1: Multiple roles of assessment in promoting teacher learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2.2.2 Shared theories</td>
<td>10.1.2.1 Informing next teaching steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2.2.3 Multiple uses of assessment</td>
<td>10.1.2.2 Review of teaching effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2.3.2 Activities to link key ideas to teaching practice</td>
<td>10.1.2.3 A motivator to engage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2.3.3 Activities to support teachers to enact key ideas in their own practice settings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reflective questions

These teachers had been concerned about their students’ writing achievement for some time.

- Why were they previously unable to address these concerns?
- What were the key elements in the process that led to the positive outcomes?

Source

Translating theory into practice

Ms Nikora was the deputy principal and reception class teacher at a school located on the suburban/rural margin of a New Zealand city. The school was decile 3 with a roll of 125. One student in the school had spina bifida and used a wheelchair.

This study represents just one part of the teacher’s continuing exploration into creative uses for ‘thinking books’, in which students record their thoughts about their learning.

The focus of this professional development was to explore ways to develop inclusive practice through a social studies programme in a new entrant classroom. Ms Nikora had attended two university teacher education courses, ‘Social Contexts of Learning’ and ‘Theory into Practice’, which included training in action research and provided opportunities to apply this training in the classroom.

The goal of this learning journey was to draw upon new theories and understandings about students with disabilities to address Ms Nikora’s increasing awareness of the marginalisation of Zack, a senior student with spina bifida. Her specific aims were to:

- include Zack as a respected and valued member of the school community;
- increase understanding about spina bifida to reduce students’ fears and misunderstandings;
- have Zack recognised as a person with needs and abilities rather than an embodiment of his disability;
- prepare students to interact positively with others with disabilities that they might encounter in the future.

Students’ responses in their ‘thinking books’ and the comments they made during the unit were the main sources of information used to assess changes in attitudes and understandings. The pictures at right are both by the same child. The first was their drawing of a wheelchair before Zack had explained its use and the second was after his explanation.

By the end of the unit, Zack had moved from being on the outer to being in the midst of the group. A year later, of the 11 students who had been in Ms Nikora’s class and were still at the school, eight remembered Zack for his role as an older peer helper in their classroom. Only one child remembered no details other than that he had been in a wheelchair.

Ms Nikora planned to work with her students to support Zack’s inclusion in the school community. The catalyst was a playground incident, witnessed by a number of her new entrant students, in which Zack had a seizure and collapsed. This incident brought the students’ fear and lack of understanding to the surface, raising the teacher’s concern both for her students and for how their attitudes would affect Zack in the future. To address the issue directly, Ms Nikora decided to educate her students about spina bifida.

In the research of Christine Rietveld (2002), Ms Nikora encountered two models of how disability can be viewed by the community. This research provided her with a framework for her planning, as she considered how she could introduce inclusive educational practice in her classroom. Rietveld documented contrasting cases of students with Down’s syndrome. These highlighted the possibilities and advantages of inclusive practice using a social constructivist approach (see definitions on the next page) instead of coming from a personal tragedy position. She also drew on Swan and White’s (1994) thinking book approach, which facilitated students’ use of metacognitive strategies by having them record what they had learned and their questions about what they were learning. As part of her earlier action research, Ms Nikora had used thinking books to address issues of inclusion and diversity with her students in science, so she decided to repeat the action research cycle in social studies.
The teacher applied elements of theory in order to incorporate the new learning into her current teaching practice. She used a curriculum-focused approach to inform the students about spina bifida and to help them interact appropriately with Zack within the school community.

Four strategies were used:
- social studies curriculum integration;
- critique of the ‘personal tragedy’ position;
- multiple positionings;
- curriculum application in the school community.

She used the students’ responses in their thinking books and conversations to adapt her teaching to their emerging needs and understandings.

Ms Nikora also drew on the expertise of her university course lecturers who provided her with information on the broad theory surrounding social contexts and the ‘social constructivist’ model. She also learned how to use action research to explore the application of research and theory in a practical context.

The ‘personal tragedy’ model posits disability as a problem or deficit located within the individual and in need of ‘fixing’. Operating from this model, a person may feel pity or charity, which, however sincere, lead them to deal with individuals with disabilities in compensatory rather than educational ways.

The ‘social constructivist’ model rejects a remediation focus and sees disability not as the result of the person’s impairment but as a product of contextual, social factors that create barriers and limit opportunities for full participation.

Why this work?

Ms Nikora used an action research approach to explore the interplay between theory, research, and practice. Her motivation was to teach her students alternative responses to people with disabilities. To do this, she focused on research that could inform her theory about what the alternative behaviours and attitudes might be and provide possibilities for new practice that she could integrate into her current practice. The theory guided her choice of resources and the learning experiences she planned for her students, as well as the way she introduced Zack to the class, to ensure that he was framed not just as a child in a wheelchair, but as ‘one of us’. The theory also helped her as she responded to her students’ thinking—as revealed in their thinking books and conversations—enabling her to critique ‘personal tragedy’ responses and to model a social constructivist position.

While Zack had been in the school for some time—he was a year 5 student—Ms Nikora had not acted until she became aware of the dissonance between the theory she had encountered in her studies and the responses of students following the playground incident. It was a new theory, supported by relevant research, and her awareness that she could improve this situation by applying this learning to her current practice, that resulted in her learning and changing her practice to resolve the problem.

Ms Nikora became aware that her current practice was not helping her students deal with diversity in the school community. She planned to build new teaching and learning links into her social studies curriculum to address the issue, emphasising the social studies aim, ‘to enable children’s participation in a changing society as confident, informed and responsible citizens’. Her selection of resources was strongly influenced by her aim to critique the ‘personal tragedy’ model. The key resource was a story and pictures about Tyler, a four-year-old boy with spina bifida, who spends Christmas in hospital having an operation (Smythe, 1996). This story allowed the students to compare their Christmas experiences with Tyler’s, and to learn about spina bifida. Ms Nikora was judicious, however, about which components of the kit to use.
Ms Nikora’s knowledge of how her students learned was both part of the theory that informed her decisions and the method of inquiry she used to assess her practice. She provided a range of tasks and contexts to help her students learn about spina bifida and, throughout the unit, considered how this content was working with the students. She had them illustrate the current focus of the study in their thinking books, together with the metacognitive strategies they were using. She also used students’ comments and behaviours as indicators of how they approached and viewed a student with a disability.

Ms Nikora used her new theory not just to set goals but to decide how to achieve them. She used the idea of multiple positionings to frame disability as a social construction rather than a personal tragedy. Zack was first introduced to the class some weeks before the unit was to begin as an older peer helper. This was to provide a context where his strengths and abilities were self-evident and directly helpful to the students. He was positioned as a member of a tutor programme staffed by older students, rather than as different or disabled. The teacher then arranged for Zack to address the class, positioned as an expert resource person on spina bifida. In the students’ third encounter with Zack, he was positioned as ‘one of us’ rather than ‘other’. Students and their tutors were asked to draw a picture showing what they were good at. Zack shared his strength as a cricketer and Ms Nikora used this to win his acceptance by the group of students who admired sporting expertise.

Student

I have learnt today that Zack is good at playing cricket and William is good at playing soccer.

Throughout the unit Ms Nikora used the ‘personal tragedy’ model as a tool to help her to reflect on the students’ responses to Zack. Rather than challenging students whose responses reflected a personal tragedy focus, she provided evidence of Zack’s competencies and modelled informed, respectful, and appropriate ways of interacting with him.

By integrating social constructivist theory with her knowledge and use of the social studies curriculum and using techniques such as reframing students’ views of a child with a disability through multiple, positive positionings of him, the teacher/researcher acted to resolve the dissonance between students’ current behaviours and attitudes and a new and more appropriate approach.

Student

You don’t just teach people by showing you know! You can teach them by telling!

How did the teacher make this work?

Ms Nikora taught her students to frame disability as a social construction rather than a personal tragedy. This theory posits that disability should not define a person and that multiple positionings are possible for an individual. Barriers in specific contexts create limitations. Rather than ‘fix’ the individual, these barriers to learning and inclusion need to be overcome using a problem-solving approach. The teacher used thinking books to access students’ metacognitive responses to learning situations so that she could reflect on the effectiveness of her practice and continuously adapt it to meet both her students’ learning needs and her own teaching goals.
### How this case links to the synthesis

**Reframing teachers’ social constructions of students**

- 9.2.1.1 Infrastructural supports
- 9.2.1.5 Prevailing discourses
- 9.2.2.3 New vision for teaching, learning, and relationships
- 9.2.2.4 An emphasis on pedagogical relationships
- 9.2.3.1 Professional instruction followed by multiple opportunities to learn
- 9.2.3.2 Activities that integrated theory and practice
- 9.2.3.3 Examining student outcomes and understandings
- 9.2.4.1 Creating dissonance with current position

### Reflective questions

Zack had been in this school for some time.

- What factors helped Ms Nikora to recognise that there was a problem with the way other students were responding to him?
- What enabled her to act so constructively?

### Source

Developing a research–practice collaboration

The seven decile 1 schools in this study were all involved in a New Zealand Ministry of Education schooling improvement initiative in South Auckland. The total population consisted of students from years 4 to 8, with equal proportions of males and females. The major ethnic groups were Sàmoan (33%), Màori (20%), Tongan (19%), and Cook Islands (15%). Approximately half of these students had a home language other than English. Schools opted into the initiative but all teachers in the participating schools were required to take part. The schools concerned had registered their dissatisfaction with the rates of progress of students in senior classes and were seeking ways to leverage off the recent progress observed in the junior classes.

The study lasted for three years and was implemented in three phases. In the first phase, data were analysed and teachers and researchers engaged in discussion of students’ strengths and learning needs. The second phase involved professional development sessions designed to develop teachers’ content knowledge and fine-tune instructional practices. The third phase was aimed at sustaining the benefits of the initiative, primarily through teacher-led action research projects.

The intervention aimed to identify relationships between teaching and learning that were impacting on the achievement of diverse school populations. The focus of the professional development was to discover the specific reading comprehension strengths and needs of students and to design effective teaching practices to address these needs.

The goals of the professional development were to identify practices that were effective in teaching reading comprehension and to fine-tune these in order to meet the specific needs of the specific school populations concerned. The overall aim was to raise the reading comprehension of students who were performing below national expectations.

Students’ scores on the STAR test (which consists of four subtests: word recognition, sentence comprehension, paragraph comprehension, and vocabulary) indicated that they were able to decode text well, but that their comprehension was well below that expected for students of a similar age, nationally. The paragraph comprehension subtest was of most concern as this was the area where students were furthest behind their peers.

By the end of the third phase of the intervention, there had been an average overall gain of 0.97 of a stanine. This represents approximately one year’s progress over and above national expectations of student progress for this period. By the end of the project, the average student scored in the ‘average band of achievement’ (stanines 4–6) and 10% were in the ‘above average’ band (stanines 7–9).

Prior to this professional development, teachers in the participating schools had been trained in the analysis of student achievement data. The capacity of school leaders to critically analyse achievement data was evaluated by a researcher and found to be up to standard, although leaders needed further support to make links between the data and teaching practice.

In the first phase of the intervention, the focus was on critically analysing and discussing student achievement data and teacher practice in professional learning communities. The idea was to identify student and instructional needs so that subsequent intervention could be based on the specific profiles of the schools. This was achieved using a two-step process. The first step involved a close examination of student strengths and weaknesses and teaching practice to determine the effectiveness of current instruction and provide an understanding of teaching and learning needs as they related to reading. The second step consisted of raising competing theories about the cause of the problems, and evaluating the evidence for each.

Teachers learned to use standards of accuracy, coherence, and improvability, and to work together with researchers to ensure that valid conclusions were drawn. ‘Accuracy’ relates to ensuring that claims are based on fact—either accurate data or clear understandings of what others think or do. ‘Coherence’ involves looking at the big picture to ensure that any solution to a problem will not create problems elsewhere. ‘Improvability’ refers to the need for theories to be testable and able to be revised—to meet changing situations, identify faulty reasoning, and allow for erroneous assumptions to be corrected. Theories needed to incorporate feedback loops so that unintended consequences of any actions can be identified and theories altered accordingly.

Prior to this, the student learners had an average overall gain of 0.97 of a stanine. This represents approximately one year’s progress over and above national expectations of student progress for this period. By the end of the project, the average student scored in the ‘average band of achievement’ (stanines 4–6) and 10% were in the ‘above average’ band (stanines 7–9).

Identifying needs through research

Prior to this professional development, teachers in the participating schools had been trained in the analysis of student achievement data. The capacity of school leaders to critically analyse achievement data was evaluated by a researcher and found to be up to standard, although leaders needed further support to make links between the data and teaching practice.

In the first phase of the intervention, the focus was on critically analysing and discussing student achievement data and teacher practice in professional learning communities. The idea was to identify student and instructional needs so that subsequent intervention could be based on the specific profiles of the schools. This was achieved using a two-step process. The first step involved a close examination of student strengths and weaknesses and teaching practice to determine the effectiveness of current instruction and provide an understanding of teaching and learning needs as they related to reading. The second step consisted of raising competing theories about the cause of the problems, and evaluating the evidence for each.

Teachers learned to use standards of accuracy, coherence, and improvability, and to work together with researchers to ensure that valid conclusions were drawn. ‘Accuracy’ relates to ensuring that claims are based on fact—either accurate data or clear understandings of what others think or do. ‘Coherence’ involves looking at the big picture to ensure that any solution to a problem will not create problems elsewhere. ‘Improvability’ refers to the need for theories to be testable and able to be revised—to meet changing situations, identify faulty reasoning, and allow for erroneous assumptions to be corrected. Theories needed to incorporate feedback loops so that unintended consequences of any actions can be identified and theories altered accordingly.
In the second phase of the intervention, while they continued to collect information on teaching practice and student outcomes, teachers also participated in workshops and activities based on the findings from the previous phase and the dimensions of effective teaching. These sessions combined an introduction to the theoretical principles and research-based ideas with teachers’ own investigations and classroom practice. There were ten workshops in all, each followed by a task designed to support teachers to translate theory into practice. Once tasks had been completed, the next workshop began with a discussion of findings and a sharing of resources relating to the topic. The box below outlines the content of the workshops and the follow-up tasks, together with the associated activities or aspects of the professional development (other than listening to provider experts).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>An introduction to theoretical concepts of comprehension related to the profiles of teaching and learning. Teachers examined their individual classroom achievement profiles and compared these with school and cluster-wide patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A focus on strategies, in particular the issues of checking for meaning, fixing up confusion, and strategy use in text. Teachers increased the instructional focus on checking for meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The introduction of theories and research related to the role of vocabulary in comprehension. Professional readings. Teachers designed a simple study that looked at building vocabulary through teaching, and carried it out in their classrooms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>The significance of the density of instruction and repeated practice with a particular focus on increasing access to rich texts including electronic texts. The task mirrored the emphasis of the workshop, with teachers analysing the range and types of books available in their classrooms and student engagement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>The concepts of incorporation of cultural and linguistic resources, building student awareness of the requirements of classroom tasks, and features of reading comprehension. Observation and analysis of these features of the instruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>Transcripts of videotaped classroom lessons were used to exemplify patterns of effective teaching in different settings—such as guided or shared reading—so that teachers could develop the practice of examining and critiquing each other’s practices. Teachers planned to create learning circles, where colleagues would observe aspects of teaching (such as building vocabulary) in each other’s classrooms and discuss with one another what these observations indicated about effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Teachers were given the opportunity to review their collaborative teaching and learning observations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The literacy leaders and the researchers planned the third phase of the intervention together. The collection and critical discussion of cluster-wide data continued, as did the learning circles developed in the previous phase. Schools experienced high rates of staff turnover, averaging one third of teachers in the cluster each year, so induction processes were developed that included professional learning opportunities to ensure that new staff understood their school’s literacy focus.

During this phase, teams of teachers developed their own action research projects, often with a pre- and post-testing component, to check aspects of their teaching programmes. Teams generated their own questions and the researchers helped the teachers shape them and develop processes for answering them. Two research meetings were held in six of the seven schools—the seventh school had a change of principal and literacy leader and declined to develop projects. Eleven of the research projects were presented at a teacher-led conference in the fourth term of that year. Ninety percent of teachers in the cluster attended, along with other professional colleagues including literacy advisors.
In the first phase of the professional development, teachers identified their students’ strengths and weaknesses and then proposed competing theories that could link the achievement data they had gathered to observations of their own practice. As they could have addressed their students’ low achievement in reading comprehension by following any of a number of different, competing approaches, they decided to investigate, rather than assume, what students really needed. One example of this concerned paragraph comprehension, which had been identified as an area of weakness. Paragraph comprehension was assessed through cloze passages (passages with some words omitted). Students were required to read these passages and find appropriate words to fill the gaps. The average subtest scores for the cluster on the STAR test are shown in the graph. The following conversation shows how comprehension, rather than decoding, was identified as the weakness.

Researcher: What does this graph tell you about students’ strengths and weaknesses?
Teacher 1: Decoding is their strength. The word recognition subtest is pretty close to national norms.
Researcher: So what does that mean, educationally that is?
Teacher 1: They can bark at text but can’t understand what they are reading.
Teacher 2: Yeah. Look at paragraph comprehension. It is very weak. On average, they are only scoring 20%!
Teacher 3: That is really low. That’s about 4 out of 20, isn’t it?
Teacher 2: Yes. Their vocabulary is pretty weak too. It might be linked.
Teacher 4: We should look at the other year levels too. Are they all equally weak at paragraph comprehension? Is this a problem across the whole school?

When the researchers analysed the test in greater detail, they noticed that students appeared to be over-predicting, or guessing. Their mistakes made sense up to the point where they had made them, but not in the context of the whole sentence. Observations of how teachers taught reading comprehension showed that they rarely asked students to check if their predictions were consistent with the information from the text. The researchers theorised that this could be why students did not check their answers in the cloze passages to see if they made sense. The following conversation shows how comprehension, rather than decoding, was identified as the weakness.

Researcher: What does this graph tell you about students’ strengths and weaknesses?
Teacher 1: Decoding is their strength. The word recognition subtest is pretty close to national norms.
Researcher: So what does that mean, educationally that is?
Teacher 1: They can bark at text but can’t understand what they are reading.
Teacher 2: Yeah. Look at paragraph comprehension. It is very weak. On average, they are only scoring 20%!
Teacher 3: That is really low. That’s about 4 out of 20, isn’t it?
Teacher 2: Yes. Their vocabulary is pretty weak too. It might be linked.
Teacher 4: We should look at the other year levels too. Are they all equally weak at paragraph comprehension? Is this a problem across the whole school?

When the researchers analysed the test in greater detail, they noticed that students appeared to be over-predicting, or guessing. Their mistakes made sense up to the point where they had made them, but not in the context of the whole sentence. Observations of how teachers taught reading comprehension showed that they rarely asked students to check if their predictions were consistent with the information from the text. The researchers theorised that this could be why students did not check their answers in the cloze passages to see if they made sense. The members of the teachers’ learning community checked the theory against examples from their own practice and agreed that it was plausible, so they decided to incorporate more checking into their teaching programmes. The workshops in the second phase responded to the needs that the teachers had identified, and the teachers’ findings informed subsequent practice.

During the third phase, teachers developed action research projects. The purposes behind these were: to strengthen teachers’ professional learning communities, to embed the practice of gathering and critically analysing evidence, and to ensure that what had been learned in the second phase of professional development was utilised. The projects chosen linked closely to the areas identified in the initial phase and included: increasing students’ vocabularies, increasing factual information in narrative writing, skimming and scanning, instructional strategies to increase the use of complex vocabulary in writing, reviewing the effects of a new assessment tool on teaching practice, redesigning homework to raise literacy levels, and the use of critical thinking programmes. These projects encouraged teachers to draw on evidence about teaching and learning from their own contexts and to fine-tune their practices through critical analysis and problem solving, supported by professional learning communities. The support of researchers was still available, but by this stage the learning communities were developing the skills to review and enhance their own practice and to develop their own theories independently.
The roles of researcher and school changed as the project went through its three phases. The researchers initially were providers of external expertise. They then became part of the learning community. Finally, they had a support role, providing specific help in areas identified by the school. By the third phase, the schools were driving the professional development, as is evidenced by the teacher-run conference, induction processes to support new staff, and appraisal to ensure that teachers continued with their new learning and action research projects. Schools were able to source new funding so that, while they were driving their own learning, they could still access support from external providers as required. The elected chairperson of the initiative explained the importance of the collaboration between the external providers and the schools:

_The goal was to raise achievement, and unless we were able to inquire into the causes underlying the lack of achievement, we were just going to perpetuate what we’d been doing. We could say the words, but we didn’t know what the problem was. We needed someone who would challenge what we kept saying was the problem and what we were doing about the problem. We couldn’t have done it on our own … We needed a teacher, an analyst, a problem solver, a research-literate individual … We needed someone to challenge our assumptions, develop our skills in using achievement information, expand our thinking, and enable us to become evidence-based decision makers._

### How did the teachers make this work?

The focus of the professional development was on joint problem solving by teachers and researchers around evidence that the teachers had gathered themselves or which they agreed was accurate and valid. The teachers, in collaboration with the researchers/providers, identified the direction that the professional development should take by means of critical analysis and discussion of evidence. Where there were more than one possible explanation for a finding, competing theories were raised and the whole staff came together as a professional learning community to investigate and find the most plausible explanation. Through this process, teachers gradually developed the skills to inquire into the effectiveness of their own practice and worked together as a community to review and refine their practice in light of agreed evidence.

### How this case links to the synthesis

#### Professional learning and literacy

- 8.2.1.3 Engagement of expertise
- 8.2.2.1 Pedagogical content knowledge
- 8.2.2.2 Shared theories
- 8.2.2.3 Multiple uses of assessment
- 8.2.3.2 Activities to link key ideas to teaching practice
- 8.2.3.4 Creating professional learning communities

#### Topical issues

- 10.1 Issue 1: Multiple roles of assessment in promoting teacher learning
- 10.2 Issue 2: The role of school leaders in promoting professional development
- 10.4 Issue 5: Professional learning communities

### Reflective questions

- How did this approach build upon the teachers’ current understandings?
- What leading key elements in the process leading from problem identification to sustaining practice led to improved student outcomes?

### Source

Using assessment to build teaching capability

This case was situated in a cluster of 14 schools in Northland and involved 70 teachers and 1600 students. The Ministry of Education funded the providers, Evaluation Associates, but schools met all other costs. In 13 of the schools, over 50% of the students were Māori; in the other school, approximately 10%.

The professional development spanned two years. In the first, the capacity of lead teachers was developed; in the second, these lead teachers facilitated the same activities with the other teachers in their schools.

The professional development aimed to raise the reading achievement of all students by improving teachers’ use of assessment-for-learning strategies. In the first year, the team focused on developing school management’s and lead teachers’ understanding of the principles and practices that underpinned assessment for learning. This was done through a series of approximately eight regional workshops alternating with school visits. In the second year, the facilitators supported the lead teachers (who had to be classroom teachers) to undertake similar professional development activities with their colleagues. These activities were tailored to the needs of each school.

The goal of the professional development was to raise student achievement and reduce disparities through changed teaching practice. It was explicit and emphasised from the beginning.

Evaluation Associates collected baseline and outcomes data so that they could evaluate effectiveness in a systematic way. They were able to show substantial effect sizes in reading using the PM Benchmarks for years 1–4 and PROBE for years 5–8. In the 45 classes where fewer than 90% of students were reading at or above expectations, students’ reading ages were calculated and compared to their chronological ages to determine whether they were reading above, at, or below the expected level.

The graph shows how the proportion of students reading at or above their chronological age changed over five months from June to October 2004. The overall effect size was 0.62, with all groups of students showing greater numbers in the desired achievement band and Māori boys showing the greatest gains.

To achieve these shifts, Evaluation Associates developed a ‘competencies matrix’ that identified six teacher competencies that they considered essential when implementing assessment-for-learning practices: building partnerships for learning, clarity about what is to be learned, assessment literacy, promoting further learning, active reflection, and clarity about next learning steps. Each of these competencies was divided into four stages and included four to six dimensions representing differing levels of effective practice. The following example shows the first and final stages of the ‘active reflection’ competency.

### Active reflection: competency five

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage one</th>
<th>Stage four</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher reflection occurs independently of students, can be divorced from good assessment information about outcomes or process, and often centres on surface features of the lesson or enjoyment. Teachers regularly ask students to share work at the end of a lesson and discussion often centres on surface features.</td>
<td>Both teachers and students routinely reflect, and talk reflectively, about what is intended to be learnt, where they have got to, and where they will go next. They also routinely reflect about the learning process. This may often be seen as a formal plenary session, or a learning diary or peer reflection or student conference.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The competencies matrix, initially introduced through the workshops, was central to promoting teacher learning. The matrix encompassed most of the fundamentals of teaching, including theoretical frameworks, curriculum and pedagogical knowledge, new ways of thinking about assessment, and explicit standards for teaching practice. It was brought to life through classroom demonstrations and video presentations so that teachers could see that it was not just an abstract, theoretical concept. Perhaps the most important activity was the collaborative evaluation of where, for a particular competency, an individual teacher’s classroom practice fitted on the matrix, based on a videotape of that teacher’s lessons. A major focus of the professional development was to support teachers to review their progress against the competencies and decide on next teaching steps.

Improved practice was not considered an end in itself but was explicitly linked to its impact on students. In each lesson videotaped for the purpose of evaluating a teacher’s progress, students were interviewed so that their understanding of the lesson could be analysed. Student achievement was also analysed. Assessments provided teachers with student learning progressions and an understanding of new possibilities for their students. Assessment information was not the exclusive property of teachers—it was shared with students and parents. In this way, it was integral to students’ learning. Behind this practice was the competency ‘building partnerships for learning with students and parents’. In the process, students learned how to use assessment to improve their own learning.

Central to the professional development was the use of active reflection as a tool for inquiring into and improving teaching practice. Reflection was more than a vague musing about one’s practice; it was thinking about it in relation to six dimensions: reflection about learning, self- or peer-assessment, reflection about the level of student engagement, reflection about sense of partnership, professional reflection, and students being taught to be routinely reflective. Each of these dimensions was explicitly described according to the four stages. As one teacher said:

*There is a constant cycle of reflection about children’s learning, asking, ‘How can I improve my practice so that children think about their own learning?’*

The professional development activities were deliberately designed to mirror the principles and practices the teachers were being asked to use. These activities were sometimes designed by the provider and sometimes constructed with teachers. The professional development initially focused on individual, in-class activities, but as facilitators found that they were repeating the same information, they decided to provide more workshops for groups of teachers. ‘Quality learning circles’ gave teachers the opportunity to discuss with lead teachers and colleagues the challenges involved in changing practice.

**Why did this work?**

The professional development had several features that contributed to its success. First, a clear goal of raising student achievement and changing teacher practice to this end was established. Second, teachers were provided with a carefully constructed matrix of practices that describe the fundamentals of teaching (theoretical frameworks, curriculum and pedagogical knowledge, assessment and standards) in relation to effective formative assessment practices. Next, teachers were motivated to change practice by evidence that highlighted discrepancies between their current practice and more effective practice, and given the support they needed. Finally, teachers were given multiple and ongoing opportunities to learn, situated in their practice context, so that they could constantly review progress and decide what next to change.
The competencies matrix was used to challenge teachers’ current practice and create a vision for more effective practice. Baseline and endpoint assessments of each teacher’s practice on each of the six competencies showed that, on average, the performance of lead teachers was at stage 4 by the end of the year, and all teachers had improved.

**Teacher**

I now do lots of checking, getting feedback from the students and making sure they know where they’re going.

**Teacher**

There is more learning talk in cascade groups, syndicates, school-wide, through formal and informal conversations.

Multiple opportunities to learn were provided throughout the professional development. These were designed to challenge teachers’ existing beliefs and practices. The challenges were typically undertaken using evidence-based inquiry processes. For example, one facilitator described how video demonstrations of particular teaching practices often left teachers feeling that they could not implement the demonstrated practices in their own classrooms, with their own students. She described how she typically encouraged them to try out the new (and seemingly unattainable) practice in a safe environment—for example, with a small group of students—then revisit the possibilities for change.

**Teacher**

My understanding of what I’m teaching has become clearer to me, more structured, and more logical. Therefore, planned learning activities are more focused on the learning intention.

It is reasonable to conclude from student outcomes and teacher comments that the most common teacher reaction to the professional development was to become actively engaged and apply new theory and practice. One teacher said simply that, as a result of using assessment-for-learning approaches, “I am more motivated to teach.” The use of the lead teacher model to develop leadership within participating schools was a purposeful part of the process.

**Teacher**

This has made us aware that previously we did loads of meaningless summative assessment—now it is useful, powerful, formative assessment. Students have opportunity to view running records and comprehension results and talk about what they see with their peers, and students look forward to assessment because they know it’s a tool—not a test.

**How did the teachers make this work?**

The role of the lead teachers was crucial to the success of the project. The project director emphasised the importance of backing from the top: “The support for the professional development from the senior management team is critical.” Equipping the lead teachers to drive the project within their own schools meant that there was continuing support for teachers plus a commitment to ensure that new learning was sustained. Multiple opportunities to review, revise, and refine practice allowed teachers to make changes in line with their developing theoretical knowledge and to translate this into their existing contexts in safe and manageable ways. The effectiveness of the pedagogical approach in raising student achievement and deepening teachers’ understanding of how to enhance student learning—along with positive student feedback—motivated teachers to incorporate new practice into their daily teaching.
How this case links to the synthesis

**Summary of findings**

1. The context of professional learning and development
2. The content of professional learning and development
3. Activities constructed to promote professional learning
4. Learning processes

**Topical issues**

10.1 Issue 1: Multiple roles of assessment in promoting teacher learning
10.2 Issue 2: The role of school leaders in promoting professional development

Chapter 11 Sustainability

Reflective questions

Teachers were able to make substantial shifts in both their practice and the achievement of their students.

- What features of this project enabled teachers to use information about student learning to make these improvements?
- What aspects of the project were put in place to sustain the changes in practice?

Sources


Using evidence of student thinking to inform pedagogy

The Numeracy Development Project (NDP) is a national project that has (at the time of writing) involved approximately 690,000 students and 23,000 teachers. Initially, as part of a planned roll-out to all schools, individual schools were invited to participate. It is anticipated that eventually all teachers at the target year levels will have been involved. There is an expectation that senior management will participate in the professional development but this does not always happen. All schools appoint a lead teacher but the role is variously interpreted.

Each teacher is provided with 13.2 hours of professional development in the first year. They participate in six to eight workshops of 2.5 hours’ duration and receive at least three in-class observations followed by feedback with the facilitator. Facilitators make decisions about the timing and form of the professional development in consultation with the lead teacher(s). In the second year, teachers participate in up to 8 further hours of professional development.

The professional development emphasises the development of strategic thinking and mathematical knowledge through discussion of multiple solutions to problems. This contrasts with the prevailing models of practice, which typically stressed completion of written mathematical exercises following textbook progressions.

The numeracy project is a system-wide initiative to raise students’ achievement in mathematics and develop teacher knowledge of teaching mathematics. It came about in response to the recommendations of the Mathematics and Science Taskforce (1997).

An important component of the project is the Number Framework, which consists of a sequence of global stages describing the mental processes students use to solve problems with numbers. At lower stages on the framework the steps are smaller than at upper stages, so progress appears greater. Prior to PD, students in the early years of school progress approximately a stage per year on addition/subtraction. Progress for students in the middle years of primary school is about half a stage per year. In years 7–8, average progress on addition/subtraction is about a fifth of a stage per year.

Since the project’s beginnings in 2000, the students of the teachers involved have consistently shown substantive progress, measured against the Number Framework. The overall effect size is 0.34, with average effect sizes of 0.39 for multiplication/division (see graph at right, showing 2006 data) and proportion/ratio. The effect size for addition/subtraction is smaller at 0.24. Groups with an average effect size above the overall average include Pasifika students (0.40), Māori (0.35), and students from low-decile schools (0.38). These effect sizes are based on 2005 and 2006 data and compare students after a year on the project with slightly older students (those in the next year level) before the project started. (For example, year 2 NDP students at the end of 2005 were compared with year 3 pre-NDP students at the start of 2005.) The project has evolved as ongoing evaluations have informed its implementation. A network of stakeholder and participating groups has contributed to the review process.
In the early stages of the PD, the focus was typically on challenging teachers’ previously held assumptions about student learning of mathematics. They learned to use a diagnostic interview to determine the level at which each student was thinking, measured against progressions on a number framework. As they interviewed their students, teachers were often surprised to find that their previous judgments were inaccurate. This challenged them to examine their current practice, expectations of students, and beliefs about teaching mathematics. Their discomfort with their current practice provided the rationale and motivation for them to engage with a different model of teaching.

... some of the results really blew me away, it was the processes, what they knew … I had children who I had expected to do better, but they didn’t, and I had some children who I expected to be at a certain level and [they] ended up being quite high up in terms of their cognitive processes, but they didn’t give me the answer, I had just assumed, oh no, you’re this level … It got rid of all my preconceived ideas.

As teachers are adult learners with considerable practical experience and existing professional knowledge, it was necessary to give them evidence that alternative practices were relevant and effective. To provide such evidence, providers modelled recommended teaching approaches in individual teachers’ classrooms with their own students. They were often able to elicit explanations from students in ways that the teachers had not thought possible. Teachers were motivated to change as their beliefs about what students could learn were challenged and as they saw convincing alternative practice modelled.

It takes time, but a very effective thing that this contract has done is to be in [the teacher’s] classroom with their children, modelling what it looks like and what’s possible. We model with your kids and they say, “I never knew that kid knew that”, or “This is where this is coming from.” I think the effective thing has been going in there facing their classroom and the fact that you keep on coming back … You are able to talk with the teacher about underlying concepts.

Underpinning the professional development was an assumption that effective teaching practice is informed by strong content knowledge. Different theories of motivation suggest different approaches to addressing this issue. Workshops on the number framework and the diagnostic interview were a mandatory feature of the project. Providers met the need for further content knowledge in separate workshops or, following a more integrated approach, addressed them as gaps became evident in the course of professional development activities.

The number framework describes increasingly sophisticated stages of strategy and mathematical knowledge. A graduated teaching model provides teaching approaches for each stage of the framework. This combination of learning resources gave teachers a theoretical framework for thinking about numeracy progressions, and appropriate activities for use with students. Facilitator and video demonstrations plus teachers’ own use of the diagnostic interview helped them unpack the stages of mathematical thinking exemplified on the framework.

Teachers received detailed instructional activities and resources, but how they were used varied depending on the professional development provider. They were sometimes used as a resource for students and sometimes as a resource to support teachers’ development of theoretical ideas.

The theoretical approach to facilitation was implicit rather than explicit. For this reason, on-the-ground facilitation approaches varied considerably from one Ministry of Education contract to another. This allowed providers to be responsive to the contexts in which they worked and to the specific needs of their groups of teachers. It also supported the development of understandings, beliefs, and goals that were shared by providers and teachers.
Why did this work?

The project had a clear goal of raising student achievement and developing teacher knowledge. Teachers were motivated to change when they saw evidence of discrepancies between perception and reality, relating to students’ mathematical understanding and capacity to learn, and as they were provided with theoretical frameworks on which to base new practice.

The content focused on three related tools: the number framework, the diagnostic interview, and the teaching model. The number framework described increasingly complex stages of mathematical thinking. The diagnostic interview provided a means to establish where students’ thinking fitted on the framework. The graduated teaching model equipped teachers to introduce their students to increasingly abstract representations of mathematical ideas. This close connection between assessment of student understanding and teaching activities was a major factor in achieving changes in teacher practice.

The professional development was deliberately situated in syndicate or whole-school groupings to foster the development of professional learning communities. Providers encouraged senior management and lead teachers to facilitate teacher discussion of issues related to the professional development and to examine student progress. One lead teacher described the process of supporting teachers to change their practice in this way:

Getting staff through that realisation that their professional judgment, their listening to the children, their looking at the child … to say, ‘OK, right, I’m quite confident that they’ve got that understanding, they’re using that strategy, they’re ready to move on.’

Lead teacher

Teachers contextualised the framework in terms of their own practice by using it and interviewing students to determine their mathematical understandings. The close connection between assessment of understanding and teaching activities was a major feature of this project. By linking content knowledge and pedagogy, teachers were better able to understand the level that their students were working at and what their next teaching steps should be.

Success for most of [the teachers] has been undeniable when they see the results, and they can tell you about their kids far more than they ever could. It has been about building teacher knowledge, their own, personal knowledge in maths.

Provider

Teachers viewed their professional learning as adding to their repertoire of teaching strategies and they were often surprised by the degree of change their practice underwent. Repeated opportunities to develop their own understandings, link these to the framework, observe the provider modelling practice with their own students, and discuss underlying concepts and theories allowed teachers to connect the theoretical framework, the teaching model, and the teaching activities, and to gradually embed new practice in their own contexts.

The way I teach has changed completely. I am shocked when I look back to my teaching prior to ANP. My teaching is targeted more closely to individual needs … the framework is at the centre of my teaching now. Teaching strategies as well as knowledge were new to me.

Teacher

Interviews, surveys, and case study observations of teaching practice showed that most teachers found the process challenging their current assumptions about what aspects of mathematics should be taught, how to teach it, and how students learn. Many teachers reported that engagement with the professional development process led to reconstructing previously held views. Teachers were able to articulate the ways in which theory underpinned their practice and chose activities in terms of the teaching purpose, informed by the mathematical framework.

Such substantive differences in approaches to teaching meant that implementation of selected aspects of the new approach was likely to create a misalignment between new and existing practice and create substantial cognitive dissonance. In order to achieve the accelerated stage gains, the most common reaction of the professional development was active engagement and application of new theory and practice while participating in the professional development. The extent to which the new practices are sustained is not known, although the development of the lead teacher model may assist in maintaining gains.
How did the teachers make this work?

Teachers came to understand how their practice needed to be aligned with the learning needs of their students. Using the diagnostic interview, they came to better understand their students’ mathematical thinking. The framework helped them to determine next learning steps for their students and to be aware of developmental progressions in student thinking.

Through multiple and ongoing opportunities to apply their new learning in the context of their own classrooms, teachers were able to translate their new learning into practice. Another benefit of applying new practice was that teachers’ own mathematical knowledge was deepened. As they better understood what their students could and should be learning, their commitment to using new pedagogical methods was strengthened. Student outcomes confirmed that their shifts in practice had been effective.

How this case links to the synthesis

Professional learning and mathematics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional learning and mathematics</th>
<th>Topical issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.2.1.5 External expertise</td>
<td>10.1 Issue 1: Multiple roles of assessment in promoting teacher learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2.1.8 Prevailing discourses and models of practice</td>
<td>10.1.4.3 Where to next?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2.2.2.1 Teachers’ knowledge of how students learn mathematics</td>
<td>10.3 Issue 3: Teachers’ existing theories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2.2.3 Assessment</td>
<td>10.3.5 Sequence of change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2.3.1 Activities to create dissonance/problematis existing practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2.3.2 Activities that helped teachers translate theory into practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview 6.3: Activities constructed to promote the professional learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2.3.5 Examining student outcomes and understandings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reflective questions

Teachers were able to make substantial shifts in both their practice and the achievement of their students.

- What features of this project enabled teachers to use information about student learning to make these improvements?
- What aspects of the professional development motivated teachers to change their practice?

Sources


Re-culturing and restructuring to solve a problem

This case was set in a large suburban, decile 6 secondary school with an ethnically diverse roll of approximately 2,500 students: 55% European, 20% Māori, 10% Asian, 6% Sāmoan, 2% Cook Islands Māori, 2% Tongan, 1% Niuean, and 4% other. The teaching staff of 150 included three levels of management. The Ministry of Education had noted high suspension and stand-down rates and required the school to act to reduce these.

Senior management, middle management, and support personnel were involved in an initial 3-day facilitator training session on restorative justice practices, conducted by an external facilitator. This was followed by a half-day workshop for the general teaching staff. Ongoing whole-staff development was facilitated by those trained as internal facilitators, with refresher courses by the external facilitator. The project began in 2002 and, at the time of writing, has continued to develop.

The principal and guidance counsellor decided to explore restorative justice practices as an alternative to removing disruptive students from the school. Staff involvement in the PD was mandatory. A cohesive, whole-school behaviour management programme was proposed to support staff in their day-to-day managing of student behaviour. This programme continues to be developed and refined in response to needs.

The goals of the restorative justice approach included:
- a reduction in student suspensions, stand-downs, expulsions, and exclusions;
- an improvement in the social/emotional environment of the school.

Prior to the implementation of the project, the school had taken a confrontational and punitive approach to dealing with disruptive or destructive behaviour. Suspension and stand-down rates were well above those of similar schools.

The project was initiated in 2002 and fully implemented from the beginning of 2003. As can be seen in the graph to the right, suspensions fell by 22.5% over the next two years. By 2004, the number of suspensions was lower than average for both decile and school type. Since the restorative justice programme was put into operation, academic achievement has improved (as shown by NCEA results, and asTTle scores for year 9 and 10 students).

I got a lot of ideas on what people think and feel about the same problems and probably how to solve them.

There is a more collaborative, relaxed atmosphere. The restorative justice identity of the school has built an expectation of connection, relating. Teachers and students live the philosophy. It has changed the culture of the school.
The high stand-down and suspension rates were symptomatic of wider issues of student behaviour and school culture that were already concerning the staff and management. The school’s practice had been based on a model of students being held responsible for their actions—a model that located the deficit within the individual. In response to the directive from the Ministry of Education and in line with their goal of improving the school’s social and emotional environment, management began to search for alternative methods of dealing with disruptive or harmful student behaviour.

The head of guidance initially suggested the restorative justice programme after attending a conference where the principles of restorative practice had been presented. The head of guidance and the principal began researching restorative practice by means of professional readings. They then decided to use the expert who had presented at the conference to train selected staff as facilitators and to provide workshops for the whole staff. This externally provided professional development involved presentations of restorative philosophy and practice, discussions with colleagues regarding implications for their own practice, demonstrations of the kinds of interactions that would promote reconnection with students and build or enhance teacher–student relationships, and opportunities to role-play these with colleagues.

While restorative justice has a philosophy of connectedness, relationships, and respect, it was first introduced to the staff as a behaviour management tool to help teachers deal with disruptive students in their own classrooms. The focus on meeting an immediate and recognised need was an important consideration when initially engaging teachers. Teachers were given tools and structures to help them to build positive, constructive relationships with students. These took the forms of: language with which to engage in restorative conversations; questioning processes; and a progressive structure of referrals to specialised staff for support.

Once all staff members were trained in implementing restorative practices, the process of embedding the concepts and philosophy into the unique context of the school community began. Development of ‘The Massey Way’ required research, analysis, and consultation with the entire community—teachers, students, parents, and beyond—in order to identify clear objectives, principles, and values that could be integrated with restorative philosophy and practice.

Since then, staff researchers have explored the implementation and the impact of changed practice in terms of the original goals for the project. They have made recommendations that have shaped further development of the philosophy and practice within the school.

Extensive analysis of data relating to attendance, achievement, and exclusions, together with surveys of teachers, students, and parents involved in restorative conferences, has helped the school assess the effectiveness of restorative practices and adapt them more effectively to the context. Community building, mutual accountability, and shared responsibility are recurring themes in feedback.

In order to identify objectives that would be widely endorsed, the board of trustees consulted extensively with all major stakeholders, taking into account the Treaty of Waitangi, the special character of the school, the aspirations of tangata whenua, community expectations, national education priorities, and feedback from staff, students, and parents.
To maintain the ‘critical mass’ essential for the sustainability of the programme, training opportunities have been provided for new teachers and new internal facilitators (drawn from all departments within the school).

_I think there should be more shadow coaching … to make sure that everyone is delivering the same message in the same way._

Facilitator

There are frequent opportunities to share how the programme is working, discuss concerns, and make suggestions, so that it can continue to be adapted to meet the specific needs of the school and community. Conferences are documented so that lessons learned from one situation can be used to inform other, similar situations.

_We need a standard procedure across the school, rather than being dependent on deans … the process becomes more transparent and predictable._

Teacher

A further opportunity for sharing and reflecting on the school’s success has come through telephone conferences with other schools. Mentoring of colleagues, coaching prior to conferences, and preparing summaries of feedback have helped facilitators to both share their expertise and develop their facilitation skills.

_Why did this work?_

This programme was introduced in response to dissonance created by recognition that current practice was failing to address behaviour issues. Teachers were given knowledge and then materials directly applicable to their own needs and contexts and asked to provide feedback on how these worked for them. School leaders were involved in initiating the programme and as members of the internal facilitation team. Once the staff were trained, the board of trustees consulted with the whole school community to develop a set of shared goals and objectives. The programme continues to be informed and shaped by research, fact finding, and discussion around issues of effectiveness. The philosophy, objectives, and practices have provided the basis for a learning community committed to a shared set of values and beliefs. Shared ideals and continued dialogue ensure that the restorative practices remain relevant and dynamic.
After being introduced to them in workshops, teachers used restorative practices as a new approach to behaviour management. Positive reactions from students, and the effectiveness of this approach in reducing undesirable behaviour, convinced teachers of its worth. The time involved, which had been viewed as a barrier to implementation, was now seen as an investment. Gradually, the implementation became ingrained in practice and began to affect the culture of the school.

The principle of reflection, repair, and reconnection is at the heart of restorative practice. It is underpinned by a philosophy of locating the deficit in the relationship and engaging in restorative dialogue when interpersonal connections have been damaged. This philosophy, together with the shared objectives, has promoted the growth of a staff learning community.

The philosophy has been given strong support by leadership. This can be seen in the fixed-term management position created for the coordinator and the establishment of a leadership team (which includes representatives from all departments) to drive change, model and evaluate practice, and continue to research effectiveness. From this base, ‘The Massey Way’ has moved beyond behaviour management towards a whole-school philosophy where relationships are central—things are done with, rather than to, students. Students have been reframed as partners in their own education.

Through active consultation with the school community, school leadership has ensured that all those affected by decisions have shared input and understandings, gaining support and building relationships that extend beyond the school grounds.

The school philosophy has encouraged staff to seek further professional learning opportunities in support of other needs as they have become apparent. The school has, for example, become part of the Te Kotahitanga project and some staff have participated in additional workshops on restorative practices.

Dissonance was created for the teachers when they recognised that current behaviour management practices were not effective in reducing the incidence of suspensions and exclusions or promoting a positive social and emotional climate in the school. Leadership sought alternative practices, which were implemented and found to be effective. The positive effects of the new practice led staff to embrace the underlying principles and philosophy, which influenced the school’s social and emotional environment and thus the relationships between members of the school community—particularly teacher–student relationships. This led to students being reframed as active participants in their own education rather than passive recipients of knowledge.

How did the school make this work?

The staff were motivated to improve behaviour management in their classrooms. Effective tools were made available and met the perceived need, resulting in positive attitudes towards the programme. As a result, the principles and philosophy of restorative justice were embraced and used to address the wider objectives, principles, and values negotiated with and shared by the community. Dedicated leadership, a strong research base, community consultation, and a dynamic approach to adapting the philosophy to the school’s unique context have encouraged the construction of new practices, and systems to support them.
### How this case links to the synthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Reframing teachers’ social constructions of students</strong></th>
<th><strong>Topical issues</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.2.1.2 Voluntary or compulsory</td>
<td>10.2 Issue 2: The role of school leaders in promoting professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.1.4 Leadership</td>
<td>10.4 Issue 4: Professional learning communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.1.7 Professional learning goals</td>
<td>10.5 Issue 5: Professional learning in secondary school contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.2.1 Integration of theory and practice (see also Box 8.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.2.4 An emphasis on pedagogical relationships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.3.1 Professional instruction followed by multiple opportunities to learn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.4.1 Creating dissonance with current position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reflective questions

Changes went beyond the classroom to re-culturing and restructuring throughout the school.

- How did the school actively engage in solving the problem and apply new theory and practice?
- What factors allowed it to change successfully?

### Source

Establishing a culturally responsive pedagogy of relations

Te Kotahitanga is a project that aims to improve outcomes for Māori students in mainstream New Zealand high schools. The first phase involved 11 teachers in four schools; the focus was on students in years 9 and 10. In the second phase, professional development was offered to all staff in the original four schools. The third phase took in another 12 schools. In the fourth phase (2006), 21 more schools joined the project. The focus of research in phase 4 is on the replicability of the programme as it is scaled up to include new schools and on the sustainability of the reform in the 12 phase 3 schools. Participation is voluntary. In the early phases, only 20–50% of the staff in any particular school was involved (except in the case of two small schools). Each year 30 new teachers from each school are brought into the project, so that by the end of the second year there are up to 60 to 70 teachers, which in some cases is the whole staff.

At the time of writing, the project is in its fifth year, with some schools in their third year of involvement. The professional development consists of an initial three-day induction hui, followed by a term-by-term cycle of formal observations, follow-up feedback, group co-construction meetings, and targeted shadow coaching. Other activities such as new knowledge, new teaching strategies, and/or new assessment procedures are introduced on an ‘as needs’ basis.

The emphasis of the project is on reducing disparity in educational outcomes for Māori students. The project aims to help teachers reflect critically on the assumptions they make about their relationships and interactions with Māori students and to interrogate their own roles in the perpetuation of low academic achievement, high rates of suspension, and high absenteeism. Professional development supports participating teachers to implement the Effective Teaching Profile (ETP) in their classrooms.

The goals of Te Kotahitanga include:

- challenging teachers’ assumptions about their Māori students and classroom dynamics;
- having teachers adopt a pedagogical approach consistent with the Effective Teaching Profile;
- improving educational outcomes for Māori students.

Prior to participating in the project, many of the teachers attributed difficulties experienced by Māori students to personal and home deficiencies. This was particularly true in their assumptions about the causes of low achievement, high absenteeism, and disruptive behaviour. Some of the teachers had responded by providing classroom activities with a low level of cognitive challenge. Student engagement, achievement, and attendance were all below acceptable levels.

Following their involvement in the project, teachers reported that they had reconsidered their attitudes towards Māori students in their classes; they talked about changed relationships, improved rapport, and enhanced interactions. Observers noted that the cognitive level of lessons had increased, reflecting teachers’ higher expectations of their students.

Research conducted in the 12 schools in 2004–5 showed that 78% of Māori students observed were engaged for 80–100% of the lesson—up from 59%. The greatest increase occurred between the second and third observations, coinciding with the greatest change in teaching practice. Observer ratings of work completed increased from 3.6 to 4.2, measured on a 5-point scale. The attendance of Māori students also improved, with a decrease in unexplained absences. Stand-downs had decreased in six of the schools, as had suspensions in 10. While the total number of stand-downs remained similar over the three years, the number of suspensions decreased.

The research project showed that as Te Kotahitanga teachers became more proficient in their use of the ETP, their Māori students improved in numeracy and literacy achievement. While other variables may partly account for these positive gains, the totality of the evidence demonstrates that the participating teachers, across multiple schools, built their knowledge, skills, and capacities through implementation of the ETP.

For longitudinal evidence about the impact of Te Kotahitanga on the first full cohort of students from participating schools, see the later section in this case: Impact on student success in terms of NCEA.
Creating cognitive dissonance

To engage teachers in rethinking their (deficit) theories in a constructive manner, Te Kotahitanga used kaupapa Māori ‘collaborative storying’ to give authority to the voices of participants. Teachers were presented with stories (compiled in an earlier phase of the project) from students (engaged and non-engaged), parents, whānau, principals, and teachers, expressing their perception of the influences that shape student engagement and achievement. Each of these groups had markedly different perceptions of what it was actually like to be a Māori student. The most divergent views were the ones expressed by the teachers and the students.

The teachers attributed the difficulties experienced by Māori students to deficiencies in the students themselves and in their backgrounds. They pathologised the students’ lived experiences, with many believing that Māori learners were simply less capable of educational achievement because of limited language skills and poor home backgrounds. In contrast, the students’ own stories focused primarily on their classroom experiences and their relationships and interactions with teachers. They spoke about the negative attitudes and beliefs they experienced and their feelings of being excluded. They also identified positive relationships, where teachers knew and trusted them and made an effort to know them as Māori. Further, they described how they believed their achievement could be enhanced if their teachers would use alternative pedagogical approaches that essentially were more discursive and inclusive than the expert–novice transmission model that they most often experienced.

The style used throughout the professional development drew upon wider kaupapa Māori understandings, along with those of the students. Teacher learning experiences mirrored those they were being asked to use with their Māori students. Rather than tell teachers what changes they should make, opportunities were provided for them to engage in dialogue about issues that they themselves had identified. In this way they were able to formulate needs as mutually agreed goals, and co-construct new theories.

The research and professional development team was responsible for implementation of the programme in participating schools. Some members of this team acted as regional coordinators, providing in-school support for in-school facilitation teams, who then provided professional development for participating teachers.

**GEPRISP: the Te Kotahitanga professional development model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal: To improve the educational achievement of Māori students</th>
<th>Examine Māori students’ current experiences.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Challenge teacher Positioning.</td>
<td>New Relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Interactions</td>
<td>New Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan for all this to happen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teachers experienced models of practice that could enhance their classroom dynamics. While the emphasis was on how teachers perceived their Māori students and the expectations they had of them, the marae setting and protocols followed during the initial three-day hui helped teachers to understand reo and tikanga appropriate for the classroom. Teachers were introduced to the Effective Teaching Profile and discussed how it differed from more traditional approaches. Teachers began to see how Māori students learn within the framework of a culturally responsive pedagogy of relations.
Evidence from the research showed that the hui experience on its own could not provide the depth of understanding teachers needed in order to change their practice in ways that would impact on student outcomes. They needed further opportunities to acquire new pedagogical approaches and learn new ways of interacting with their Māori students. These opportunities were provided in the form of a series of structured classroom observations based on the Effective Teaching Profile, followed by one-to-one learning conversations involving teacher and facilitator. At first, the facilitators provided much of the feedback. As the teachers became more familiar with how the different components of teaching practice interacted, they began to take more of a leading role themselves, analysing data, seeking solutions, and co-constructing new practice. This might involve collaborative lesson planning, adapting the learning environment or curriculum, or provider modelling of next steps. Shadow coaching was used to support the implementation of planned changes. Such coaching stressed the importance of the teacher–facilitator relationship, mirroring the kind of working relationship teachers were encouraged to have with their students.

Regular, collaborative, co-construction meetings were also held at each school with a school-based facilitator. These meetings gave teachers an opportunity to analyse the ways in which their practice was impacting on the learning of a particular class. Data on student attendance, participation, and achievement was gathered for formative purposes and teachers engaged in collective problem solving to identify changes in practice that would lead to progress.

The Te Kotahitanga Effective Teaching Profile

Effective teachers of Māori students create a culturally appropriate and responsive context for learning in their classroom.

In doing so they demonstrate the following understandings:

a. They positively and vehemently reject deficit theorising as a means of explaining Māori students’ educational achievement levels.

b. Teachers know and understand how to bring about change in Māori students’ educational achievement and are professionally committed to doing so.

In the following observable ways:

1. Manaakitanga – They care for students as culturally located human beings.
2. Mana motuhake – They care for the performance of their students.
3. Whakapiringatanga – They are able to create a secure, well-managed learning environment by incorporating routine pedagogical knowledge with pedagogical imagination.
4. Wananga – They are able to engage in effective teaching interactions with Māori students in Māori.
5. Ako – They can use strategies that promote effective teaching interactions and relationships with their learners.
6. Kotahitanga – They promote, monitor, and reflect on outcomes that lead to improvements in achievement for Māori.

Why did this work?

Cultural and cognitive dissonance was created by exposing teachers to the considerable gap that exists between the assumptions that typically underpin teacher analysis of classroom dynamics and the actual experience of students, as revealed in their stories. By using the relatively non-confrontational approach of presenting stories from different groups, the context was created for an alternative understanding of classrooms, and an opportunity offered to teachers to reflect critically on the part they might play in student learning. To ensure the requisite depth of learning, repeated, intensive opportunities were provided for teachers and facilitators to identify and solve problems that surfaced in the course of the cycle of hui, observations, feedback, co-construction meetings, and shadow coaching.
As they examined the stories, teachers were able to reflect on the changes in beliefs and practice that they would need to make in order to see change in their students. They wanted to know how they could go about addressing aspects of their classrooms that may be impacting negatively on their Māori students, and improving educational outcomes for Māori.

While teachers were motivated to change their practice, the initial hui could not provide sufficient depth of learning for them to do so. They needed opportunities to engage with the new learning in their own contexts and to increase their knowledge and understanding.

Observations and feedback, shadow coaching, and co-construction meetings gave teachers repeated opportunities to refine their practice in the light of data gathered specifically to discover how effective they were being in terms of their interactions with students. Measures of student engagement and participation were discussed and practice changed accordingly. Typically, the most significant changes in the pattern of interactions did not occur until the third observation, suggesting how difficult it was for teachers to change fundamental aspects of their practice, even when motivated to do so.

Co-construction meetings gradually became more and more focused, with teachers analysing how their practice was impacting on their students.

Two elements of effective practice that led to improved student outcomes were high expectations and the creation of a nurturing and supportive environment.

By creating dissonance with their existing beliefs, it was the students’ stories that acted as a catalyst for teachers to engage in the professional development that followed. The stories motivated teachers to review their philosophical positions and, from there, to try and change their practice. The process was gradual, achieved through opportunities to implement new, more discursive teaching methods (that is, providing multiple opportunities for students to engage with learning in a variety of ways), and build constructive relationships with their students. Teachers’ new practice was co-constructed with facilitator support, using knowledge based on the Effective Teaching Profile.

How did this work?

The teachers started by evaluating the effectiveness of their practice for their students, accepting responsibility for the effect of their teaching, becoming more self-critical, and taking greater agency. The Effective Teaching Profile provided a clear focus for teacher and facilitator efforts. It was used as a source of knowledge and to inform observations and follow-up discussions. Teachers had sufficient time to make the necessary changes, as well as support that helped them to maintain focus and refine practice. Rather than implement a programme, they reconstructed their practice based on new principles, knowledge, and understandings.
Impact on student success in terms of NCEA

In 2006, the first full cohort of students from participating schools reached year 11, providing an opportunity to assess the impact of Te Kotahitanga on National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA) level 1 results. An analysis by the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) showed that the increase in the percentage of Māori and Pasifika students gaining NCEA level 1 from Te Kotahitanga schools was greater than the increase for students from non-Te Kotahitanga schools (comparing 2006 results with 2005 results and weighting for decile).4

The following table shows that between 2005 and 2006 an increased percentage of students from all ethnic groups gained NCEA level 1 in both Te Kotahitanga and non-Te Kotahitanga schools. But the increase for Māori and Pasifika students from Te Kotahitanga schools was much greater, indicating that the programme was having a long-term positive impact on these students in addition to its immediate positive impact across the student body. The 16.4% increase in 2006 for Māori students represents a 50% increase over the 2005 levels of attainment.

Success in NCEA level 1, 2005–06
(comparing students from Te Kotahitanga schools with those from non-Te Kotahitanga schools and the national cohort)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Te Kotahitanga schools</th>
<th>National cohort (decile weighted)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year 11 students on roll (number)</td>
<td>Year 11 students gaining NCEA level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ Māori</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>1302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islands</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The graph below shows NCEA level 1 data for 2005 and 2006 by ethnicity. The standard error bars at the top of each column allow the reader to make informal judgments of the statistical significance of the changes across years: where error bars do not overlap, the difference can be regarded as significant (confidence level = approximately 95%). It can be seen that all four ethnic groupings made gains that were significant, whether from Te Kotahitanga or comparison schools.5

The magnitude of the gain for Māori is quite remarkable: in 2005, prior to the intervention, the percentage of Māori students in the Te Kotahitanga schools that gained NCEA level 1 was significantly lower than the national percentage for Māori—in 2006 it was significantly higher. In one of the schools involved, 18.8% of Māori gained NCEA level 1 in 2005 (n = 64)—the following year the percentage was 63.9% (n = 61).
# How this case links to the synthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reframing teachers’ social constructions of students</th>
<th>Topical issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.2.1.5 Prevailing discourses</td>
<td>10.4 Issue 4: Professional learning communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.1.7 Professional learning goals</td>
<td>10.5 Issue 5: Professional learning in secondary school contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.2.2 Identifying problems with the teaching–learning relationship as a motivator to engage (see also Box 9.9)</td>
<td>Chapter 11 Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.2.3 New vision for teaching, learning, and relationships (see also Box 9.10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.2.4 An emphasis on pedagogical relationships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.3.1 Professional instruction followed by multiple opportunities to learn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.3.2 Activities that integrated theory and practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.4.1 Creating dissonance with current position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Reflective questions

Teachers in this project achieved fundamental changes in both their teaching practice and student outcomes.

- What allowed them to reconceptualise their interactions with Māori students?
- What factors allowed them to change successfully?

### Source


The analysis of NCEA results is by Dr Michael Johnston, Research and Knowledge Services, New Zealand Qualifications Authority.

---

1 The national data have been weighted to reflect the decile profile of the Te Kotahitanga schools. That is, the NCEA level 1 achievement rates nationally for each decile level were multiplied by the number of Te Kotahitanga schools at each decile level, the products were summed, and the result was divided by the total number of Te Kotahitanga schools (12) to give a decile-weighted national average.

2 See above note.

3 Note that because these data have been aggregated, they do not reveal variability of impact as a result of the differing proportions of teachers participating in each school (critical mass effect) or variation in the conditions supporting changes in practice.
A constructivist, cooperative approach to learning

This case is situated in a semi-rural, decile 4 secondary school with a roll of approximately 550. It draws its students from middle to lower socio-economic families. Most students in the school are pākehā, with a small proportion of Māori and a few Asian students. The class concerned was a year 12 transition class of 11 boys and 11 girls, all pākehā. The school had put the students in a non-academic stream because none had passed the year 11 qualification. They were timetabled for 4 periods of transition a week.

Teachers participated in three workshops. The first was for three and a half days; the second, one day; the third, one half day. Between workshops, the teachers were given opportunities to plan collaboratively, implement, and consult with their school communities. The total time frame was approximately six months. This case focuses on one particular teacher.

The aim of this project was to help young people gain a positive sense of their own sexuality and encourage them to develop knowledge, attitudes, and skills that would lead to healthy sexual decisions. This was to be achieved by:

- empowering secondary school teachers to develop and implement quality HIV/AIDS-sexuality education in their schools;
- documenting the process so that it would provide a model for further health education, especially HIV/AIDS-sexuality education.

The goals were:

- for students to gain accurate and relevant knowledge about the transmission and prevention of HIV;
- to make students aware of the harmful effects of discrimination, prejudice, and the labelling of certain groups as ‘at-risk’ of contracting HIV/AIDS;
- to demonstrate the correct use of condoms and encourage those who were sexually active or who would be so in the future to use them when engaging in sexual intercourse, regardless of whether other forms of contraception were being used.

Evidence of student learning came from pre- and post-assessments, classroom observations (students expressed their views in small-group and whole-class situations), learning journal entries, interviews, and formal tests. At the start of the programme, only 60% of students reported that they had had a condom available when they last had sex, and of those, only 66% reported actual use of a condom. A majority of students, particularly males, expressed discriminatory attitudes towards people living with HIV, perceived that only specific groups were at risk of HIV infection (men who have sex with men, prostitutes, and drug users), and attributed blame to those infected with HIV. A pre-test was used to assess students’ confidence to discuss and negotiate the use of a condom, their knowledge of the importance of doing this, and their knowledge of how to correctly use a condom.

The table shows the responses students gave when asked what they had discussed with their partner the last time they had sex. The responses suggest that students were able to discuss contraception, which possibly indicated likely future use of condoms. Four months after the start of the intervention, 92% of students reported that they had had a condom available when they had last had sex, and 77% had used one. Following the intervention, students had greater factual knowledge about HIV, greater tolerance, and fewer discriminatory and blaming attitudes. This was true of both genders, but the difference was greatest for males. The excerpt below shows one student’s increased confidence in being able to ‘sort out’ contraception issues with a partner.
The aim of the professional development was for teachers to encourage students to examine the physical, social, mental, emotional, and spiritual dimensions of HIV/AIDS-sexuality by promoting a holistic model of health and well-being. It was important that teachers were prepared to provide opportunities for students to critically reflect on the attitudes and values of the communities and society to which they belonged. Critical reflection was especially important when exploring attitudes to heterosexism and homophobia, and when helping students to identify ways in which they could support themselves and others when on the receiving end of intolerance and discrimination.

Workshops modelled the processes that teachers would use with their students. Teachers engaged in critical reflection as they examined their own ideas, beliefs, and practice. The object was to create dissonance that would lead to changed practice. To help teachers examine social justice issues related to heterosexism, homophobia, and HIV/AIDS, people from the wider community, including prostitutes and members of the Aids Foundation, were invited to share their experiences of living with HIV. It was intended that this would strengthen teachers’ commitment to HIV/AIDS-sexuality education and deepen their appreciation of equity and diversity issues.

A safe, supportive, trust environment was established for the participants. They would need, in turn, to establish such an environment for their students. This approach was informed by research relating to the socio-emotional aspects of learning—the reciprocal roles played by thinking and feeling in the learning process. Because the desired outcome was increased awareness of social justice issues relating to discrimination and stereotyping, it was necessary for teachers (and later, the students themselves) to develop empathy for those in marginalised groups. The participants were given opportunities to develop empathy by meeting people who had direct experience of HIV and by being given factual information that was at odds with the myths and prejudices that surround HIV/AIDS. The approach that teachers would use with their students was modelled by the professional development.

Teachers were given a wide selection of resources to meet the needs of diverse learners. Rather than prescribe what resources to use and when, the facilitator gave teachers a framework they could use for building their own classroom programmes to meet learner needs.

The researcher/facilitator adopted the role of ‘critical friend’ for the duration of this project, learning alongside the teacher but slightly distanced from the working context, able to bring a different perspective and a more extensive knowledge base. A trusting, reciprocal relationship was established, which provided support for the teacher and high expectations of improved practice.

The researcher met with the teacher to revise a nine-lesson unit of work that she and two other teachers who had attended the workshop the year before had planned. The original learning outcomes were retained, but the activities were redesigned. Some of these were unfamiliar to the teacher and for this reason involved a degree of personal risk—especially with the researcher present in the room. For example, she was initially uncomfortable when demonstrating how to use condoms, when providing opportunities for students to practise this, and when addressing issues of homophobia and heterosexism.

The teacher and researcher met after each of the first eight lessons. The teacher would reflect on the lesson, the researcher would share observations, and then they would discuss how the activities might be refined. They also discussed the next lesson and how particular strategies might be used to meet the intended learning outcomes.

I think when you have been teaching for a while you tend to be comfortable with what you do, but you’re never sure about how it rates. I got very positive feedback... When I developed the programme and we did it together, well that was great as I learned a lot. I picked up ideas and perhaps took things a bit further than I would have.
Why did this work?

There was clear alignment of the learning content and the learning activities. Teachers became learners, participating in the processes, in this way engaging simultaneously with both the content and the pedagogy. Dissonance was created by means of factual information and opportunities to hear first-hand the experiences of people from their own community living with HIV/AIDS. In this way, teachers’ personal beliefs and experiences were recognised, and they were able to clarify their thinking in a collaborative environment. The provision of a safe learning environment was recognition that learning is shaped not only by new information, but also by social, emotional, and cultural processes. The provider worked cooperatively with the teacher to plan a programme that would see new learning translated into practice. By co-constructing the programme with the teacher, supporting her to review and revise her own practice, and positioning herself as a facilitator rather than an expert, the provider modelled the kind of relationship that the teacher could then develop with her students. The provider enhanced the teacher’s professionalism by encouraging her to exercise her own judgment about the content and processes she should use in her classroom.

The nurturing of learning communities was a vital component of this professional development. To ensure that a supportive community was established in each participating school, schools had to have three teachers and a parent representative involved in the project. These four participants were able to support each other in collaboratively planning and implementing workshops for the staff and wider community and in planning classroom programmes. Each school belonged to a cluster of six schools, meaning that participants were also part of a wider learning community. Cluster group members were able to support, share, reflect, and learn with one another during the workshops and by maintaining contact afterwards. The facilitator supported teachers to develop a shared vision and commitment to HIV/AIDS-sexuality education and to create and maintain an atmosphere of trust in which ideas could be challenged and critiqued safely.

The teacher mirrored this approach with her class by establishing an environment that was responsive to student learning needs and by adopting a facilitative role in which power was shared. Students were encouraged to openly express their ideas and challenge each other. The classroom climate was one that valued caring, trust, and confidentiality and promoted active and enjoyable learning. She built and nurtured this community by continuously reflecting on how her students were responding to the learning activities.

The teacher effectively implemented in her classroom the elements of the approach she learned during the professional development. She planned and put into practice many of the pedagogical processes, strategies, and skills that had been modelled, responded to feedback from her students, and engaged in a process of shared reflection with the facilitator. In this way, she became familiar with the sequence of activities and gained the confidence to use them. For example, after trying one activity in the classroom, the teacher received powerful feedback from her students and saw positive results in their learning. This reinforced her commitment to the approach she had seen modelled and led her to use similar activities in other situations. In her final interview, the teacher said she thought that making the theory underpinning the practice continuously transparent during the teacher development process supported teachers to develop their own theories and to become more autonomous by learning to make tacit, intuitive theories explicit.

By creating a supportive learning environment and structuring her programme in accordance with the principles presented in the professional development, the teacher was able to achieve her goal of involving her students in the learning within an emotionally and physically safe environment.
The professional development provided teachers with both the catalyst for change and the means by which it could be implemented. The teacher used her new knowledge and the resources provided to plan sequences of learning in collaboration with the providers. By deliberately reflecting on how each lesson had gone and by refining her practice in the light of student responses and provider feedback, she was able to successfully apply new theory and understandings to her particular context. Through this process, she began to develop her personal theory, which could then inform subsequent practice.

Teacher

… from a health teacher’s point of view I didn’t have that science, biology background … I was aware that [my knowledge] was lacking … I’m using the model but a lot of this theory … I can see it and I can understand it, but I didn’t consciously know it.

How did the teachers make this work?

The teachers were engaged and had involvement in all aspects of the professional development. Through the needs analysis process they identified their common learning needs, developed an action plan to address these, and evaluated and re-evaluated their practice through observations and feedback and in the light of student performance. The facilitator’s role was to support this process by analysing and presenting relevant data, directing teachers to appropriate resources, and training key personnel so that they could maintain the momentum of the new learning. The theory that teachers developed during the process evolved in response to new knowledge applied within their classroom contexts. Teachers were motivated to review not only their day-to-day teaching, but also the beliefs underpinning it, and worked together as a learning community with a common goal and focus.

How this case links to the synthesis

Summary of findings
1. The context of professional learning and development
2. The content of professional learning and development
3. Activities constructed to promote professional learning
4. Learning processes

Topical issues
10.1 Issue 1: Multiple roles of assessment in promoting teacher learning
10.5 Issue 5: Professional learning in secondary school contexts

Reflective questions
The teacher in this case achieved changes in both her teaching practice and her students’ learning outcomes.

• What supported the teacher to re-conceptualise her health education pedagogy?
• What factors enabled her to change successfully?

Source
Appendix 2. Methods and Procedures

2.1 Locating the studies

A comprehensive attempt was made to identify studies that might be relevant for the purposes of this Best Evidence Synthesis. Initial database searches via ERIC (Educational Research Information Centre) used combinations of keywords: ‘professional development’, ‘staff development’, ‘in-service teacher education’, and ‘student outcomes’. Studies were selected and included on the basis of evidence that demonstrated links between teachers’ professional development/learning, changes in teachers’ classroom practice, and student learning outcomes. The initial searches yielded only 57 studies. Further searches were conducted, using combinations of other keywords related to particular subject areas, research programmes, diverse student groups, and learning outcomes (Table A 2.1). This was followed by a search—manually and online—of specific journals and abstracts of theses and dissertations, accessed through the libraries of the University of Auckland and the University of Canterbury. Further searches were carried out via the websites of institutions known to be involved with professional development, following up the extensive material provided by the Ministry of Education, and making use of personal contacts with researchers and practitioners. The combined searches yielded a total of 217 studies; these were grouped under 95 entries for analysis (see Table A 2). The detailed references for these studies are in the relevant sections.

Table A 2.1. Combinations of keywords for database searches for studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional learning/development</th>
<th>Subject area</th>
<th>Research-based programmes known nationally and internationally</th>
<th>Diverse students</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• professional development</td>
<td>• science</td>
<td>For example:</td>
<td>• regular students</td>
<td>• academic outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• staff development</td>
<td>• reading</td>
<td>• Gender Equity Program</td>
<td>• gifted students</td>
<td>• personal outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• in-service teacher education</td>
<td>• writing</td>
<td>• Te Kotahitanga</td>
<td>• low-achieving students</td>
<td>(self-esteem, self-efficacy, attitudes towards learning, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• english</td>
<td>• The New Zealand Numeracy Development Project</td>
<td>• students with physical disabilities</td>
<td>• social outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• mathematics</td>
<td>• Literacy Development Project</td>
<td>• students with learning disabilities</td>
<td>(school climate and classroom climate, attachment to school, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• social studies</td>
<td>• Success for All</td>
<td>• students with non-English-speaking backgrounds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• physical education</td>
<td>• Cognitively Guided Instruction</td>
<td>• students with behavioural or emotional problems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• history</td>
<td>• Cognitive Acceleration through Science Education</td>
<td>• minority students from low-income district areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• geography</td>
<td>• Complex Instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• economics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies from New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Absolum, 2004a, 2004b, 2006): Assess To Learn / Assess for Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Alton-Lee et al., 1997; McBride, n.d.; Nuthall, 2000): Gender Equity Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Alton-Lee et al., 2000): Inclusive Practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(Bishop &amp; Berryman, 2005; Bishop et al., 2005): Te Kotahitanga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(Britt et al., 1993): Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(Cazden, 1990): Differential treatment in New Zealand. Reflections on research in minority education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(Christensen, 2003; Trinick, 2005; Trinick &amp; Stephenson, 2005a): Te Poutama Tau (Numeracy Development Project)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(Davis, 2006): The Performance Enhancement North Waikato Schooling Improvement Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(English &amp; Bareta, 2005, 2006; Parr et al., 2006): National Literacy Professional Development Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>(Fung, 2006; Fung et al., 2004): Collaborative Reasoning: Critical Thinking Based Learning and Instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>(McNaughton et al., 2004): Designing more effective teaching of comprehension in culturally and linguistically diverse classrooms in New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>(Moore, 1998, 2000; Moore &amp; Island Bay Primary School, 2000): Information Literacy NZ context</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>(Phillips &amp; Smith, 1997): A Third Chance to Learn – Literacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>(Phillips et al., 2001): Picking Up the Pace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>(Rau, 2004): He Matai Matatupu: Assessment for Māori Medium Literacy Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>(Symes &amp; Timperley, 2003; Timperley, 2005): Using student achievement data to inform programme improvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>(Tasker, 2001): An HIV/AIDS sexuality education program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>(Timperley et al., 2001): Literacy Leadership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>(Tuuta et al., 2004): Evaluation of the Te Kauhua Māori Mainstream Pilot Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies from the UK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 (Adey, 1999, 2004; Shayer, 1999); (Adey, 2006); (Leat, 1999): Cognitive Acceleration through Science Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 (Askew, Brown, Rhodes, Johnson, &amp; Wiliam, 2003; Poulson &amp; Avramidis, 2003): Effective Teachers of Numeracy and Literacy, which underpins the NNS &amp; NLS in UK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 (Baines, Blatchford, &amp; Kutnick, 2003; Blatchford et al., 2005; Blatchford &amp; Kutnick, 2003; Blatchford, Kutnick, Baines, &amp; Galton, 2003; Rubie-Davies et al., 2005): The Social Pedagogic Research into Group-work Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 (Basit, 2003; Beard, 1999; Brown, Millett, Bibby, &amp; Johnson, 2000; DfES, 2002, 2003; Earl et al., 2003; McNulty, 2005; Smith &amp; Hardman, 2000): National Literacy Strategy (NLS) and National Numeracy Strategy (NNS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 (Baines, Blatchford, &amp; Kutnick, 2003; Blatchford et al., 2005; Blatchford &amp; Kutnick, 2003; Blatchford, Kutnick, Baines, &amp; Galton, 2003; Rubie-Davies et al., 2005): The Social Pedagogic Research into Group-work Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 (Wood &amp; Sellers, 1996): A problem-centered mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies from the US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32 (Ancess, 2000): The reciprocal influence of teacher learning, teaching practice, school restructuring, and student learning outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 (Anderson, 1992; Anderson &amp; Roit, 1993): Transactional strategy instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 (Appalachia Educational Lab, 1994a, 1994b; Barron, 1995; Barron, Walsh, Orletsky, &amp; Sattes, 1995; Todnem &amp; Warner, 1994): Questioning and Understanding to Improve Learning and Thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 (Ashworth, 1999; Carlson &amp; Francis, 2002; Grossen &amp; Ewing, 1994; MacIver &amp; Kemper, 2002): Direct Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 (Baker, 1999): Early childhood: literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 (Bianchini et al., 1995; Cohen et al., 2002; Bianchini, 1997; Cohen, 1994; Cohen, 1997; Cohen &amp; Lotan, 1997b; Dahl, 1997; Ellis &amp; Lotan, 1997; Filby, 1997; Good, Burross, &amp; McCaslin, 2005; Lotan, Cohen, &amp; Morpewh, 1997; Swanson, 1997): Complex Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 (Bond, 2000; Baker, &amp; Hattie, 2000; Goldharber &amp; Antony, 2004; Indiana Professional Standards Board, 2002; Iovacchini, 1998; Vandevoort et al., 2004): National Board Certified Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 (Bormore, 2005a; Florida Center for Reading Research, n.d.; Slavin &amp; Madden, 2003): A meta-analysis of Success for All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 (Bowers, Cobb, &amp; McClain, 1999; Cobb et al., 2003; McClain &amp; Cobb, 2001; Cobb, 2004; Cobb, Stephan, McClain, &amp; Gravemeijer, 2001; Cobb et al., 1991; Cobb, Wood, &amp; Yackel, 1990): Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 (Brookhart &amp; Resnick, 2000): The essential elements of standards-based school improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 (Brown &amp; Thomas, 1999): Professional Development School Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 (Buysse, Sparkman, &amp; Wesley, 2003; Cutter, Palincsar, &amp; Magnusson, 2002; MacLean, 1997; Magnusson &amp; Palincsar, 1995; Palincsar et al., 2000; Palincsar et al., 2001; Palincsar et al., 1998): The GsML (a guided inquiry approach to science teaching &amp; learning)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 (Caron, 2004; Liou, 2003; Metcalf et al., 2000; Rossi, 1997; Vontz, Metcalf, &amp; Patrick, 2000): Project Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 (Cardelle-Elawar, 1999): Effects of metacognitive instruction on low achievers in mathematics problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Mapping the studies into the framework

The framework we used for mapping the studies had 56 subcategories, grouped under eight main categories (see Table A 2.3). Section 2.2.1 discusses the procedure for achieving reliability for the entries under the first six main categories and their subcategories. Section 2.2.2 explains the procedure for Category VII entries (impact on diverse student learners) and how effect sizes for quantitative student outcomes were calculated if they were not reported in the studies. Section 2.2.3 discusses the procedure for Category VIII entries and for establishing reliability in assessing the methodological adequacy of the documentation relating to student learning processes and outcomes.
Table A 2.3. Main categories and subcategories of the framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. The sociocultural environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 National educational policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Who initiated the professional learning/development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Year levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Focus of the professional learning/development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Practitioners’ prevailing discourse prior to professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 School structures, culture, and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 The professional learning environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Expertise utilised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Infrastructural support (Ministry of Education level: time and money)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. The content of the professional learning/development opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 The discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Curriculum knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Pedagogical / pedagogical content knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Assessment knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Teachers’ knowledge about students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Linguistic and cultural knowledge related to content area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Theoretical tools/principles (going beyond immediate practice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Own practices and new possibilities in relation to a standard of practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 How own practice impacts on diverse student learners—new vision of teaching-learning links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Methods of inquiry into adequacy and improvement of practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III. Activities constructed to promote the learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Listening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Watching (someone modelling, video demonstration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Being observed and receiving feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Receiving student activities and materials, lesson plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Engaging with professional readings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Discussing practice with more expert colleagues/facilitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Teachers take part in activities (positioned as students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Peers collaboratively plan to implement professional learning/development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Comparing own theories with new theories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Analysing student work (not outcomes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Examining student outcomes and understandings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Analysing current practice and co-constructing new practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Discussing self-/mutually-identified issues: professional learning context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV. Learning processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Cueing prior knowledge / retrieving and consolidating previous knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Awareness of new information and skills / assimilating new knowledge (add and/or adapt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Create cognitive dissonance with new information / cognitive reconstruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. Responses of diverse teacher learners

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reject new theory and practice and continue with current practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Confirmed practice – no change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Awareness changed but not sufficiently skilled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Become aware of new theory/practice but unable to implement (skills)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Believe enacting new practice but continues to resemble previous practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Select parts of new theory and practice and adapt to current practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Implement as required (compliance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Actively engage with, own, and apply new theory and practice and change practice substantively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Enhanced regulation of own and others’ learning (including processes of review)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Sustainability

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Which aspects of the professional learning (e.g., certain behaviours, principles, theories) are expected to be sustained (if stated or implied)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>At what level is the implementation (e.g., classroom/year level/school-wide) expected to be sustained?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What kind of preconditions created for sustainability during the professional development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>What kind of preconditions created for sustainability after the professional development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Any evidence of implementation sustainability?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Will implementation sustainability have positive/negative impact on certain group of students?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. Impact on diverse student learners

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Size of impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Educational significance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. Methodological adequacy of documenting student learning processes and outcomes

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quantitative approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Qualitative approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 Procedure for mapping studies into categories

In order to develop a consistent and agreed understanding of the framework and what would count as evidence in each of the categories, three of the writers initially read and entered the same six studies independently. After reading each study and entering it onto the framework, the four members of the team met to compare and discuss the decisions made. The discussions at this stage focused mainly on clarifying the purpose of each category and subcategory in order to develop a mutual understanding of what was required and how to interpret the details of each study. During this process, additional subcategories were added to the framework and some descriptors reworded.

To establish inter-rater reliability, ten studies were randomly selected and two members of the team independently coded and entered their descriptions onto the framework. Then the whole team met and discussed the agreement/disagreement for each of the entries. By the second cycle, an inter-rater reliability of 90% or above was being met. For each category, the percentage of agreement was calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100. The two team members then independently coded the remainder of the studies and entered their coding onto the framework. They continued to meet weekly to check the reliability of their coding. Any disagreements that remained unresolved were discussed by the whole team.
2.2.2 Formulae for computing effect sizes

When analysing the impact on student outcomes reported in the selected studies for this synthesis (Table A 2.2), we examined the nature and magnitude of the changes, if any, in student learning processes and outcomes that occurred during and after teachers’ professional learning and development. We defined desirable student outcomes in terms of gains in academic achievement; enhancement of personal identity, self-esteem, self-concept, or attitudes towards learning; and improvement in interactions with, and acceptance by, peers and teachers, as well as attachment to school. Positive, negative, or null effects were determined by making comparisons with the intended outcomes of the new practice.

The educational significance of the impact was determined by the magnitude of the effect sizes of student outcomes reported in the studies, or calculated from other statistical data provided in the studies. If the statistical data provided in the studies did not allow for effect sizes to be calculated, or if the findings were described in narrative form, we made an interpretive judgment of the impact in terms of the educational significance for the targeted groups of students. In computing effect sizes, six transformation formulae were applied in accordance with the availability of the statistical data:

1. **Cohen’s $d^*$**

   \[ d = \frac{X_1 - X_2}{S_{\text{pooled}}} \]

2. **Using the value of the $t$–test of the differences between the two groups**:  
   a. \[ d = t \sqrt{\frac{n_1n_2}{n_1 + n_2}} \]  
   Where $t$ is the $t$-value between the two groups  
   \[ n_1 \text{ is the sample size of the first group} \]  
   \[ n_2 \text{ is the sample size of the second group} \]

   b. \[ d = 2t / \sqrt{N} \]  
   Where $t$ is the $t$-value between the two groups  
   \[ N = 2n = (n_1 + n_2) = (df + 2) \]  
   If only the total $N$ or $df$ are available, assume equal $n$

3. **Using the $F$–value**:  

   \[ d = \sqrt{\frac{F(n_1 + n_2)}{n_1n_2}} \]  
   Where $F$ is the $F$-value between the two groups  
   \[ n_1 \text{ is the sample size of the first group} \]  
   \[ n_2 \text{ is the sample size of the second group} \]

4. **Using $r$ coefficient**:  

   \[ d = \frac{2r}{\sqrt{1 - r^2}} \]  
   Where $r$ is the correlation coefficient
5. **Using success proportion**:  
If outcomes were of ‘success’ proportions in the treatment versus comparison group, an effect size was computed by calculating the difference between arcsine transformation of the treatment group success proportion \( p_t \) and the control group success proportion \( p_c \):  
\[
d = \arcsin(p_t) - \arcsin(p_c) \\
d = \phi_1 - \phi_2 \\
\phi = 2 \arcsine(\sqrt{p})
\]

6. **Using Normal Curve Equivalents (NCEs)**:  
A Normal Curve Equivalent score is a normalised standard score matching the percentile distribution of 1, 50, and 99 with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 21.06.  
\[
d = \frac{(\text{NCE}_1 - \text{NCE}_2)}{21.06}
\]

Issues related to the interpretation of effect sizes are discussed in Chapter 5.

2.2.3 **Procedure to establish inter-rater reliability for methodological adequacy**

We developed an assessment rubric (Figure A 2.1) to establish the reliability of making judgments of the methodological adequacy of the selected studies in terms of documentation of student outcomes. Calibration of the rubric was conducted by means of inter-rater reliability checks, whereby three members of the research team first individually assessed ten studies using the rubric and then worked together to discuss discrepancies and clarify or revise until high consistency (80–100% agreement) was reached. One of the three team members assessed the remainder of the studies independently, but random inter-rater reliability checks were applied during the regular meeting of the research team. Percentage of inter-rater agreement was calculated using this formula:

\[
\frac{\text{Total number of ratings that agree}}{\text{Total number of ratings}} \times 100 = \% \text{ agreement}
\]
## Figure A 2.1. Rubric for assessing methodological adequacy in documenting student outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria for assessing adequacy of methodology in documenting student outcomes</th>
<th>Rated as: (i) High, (ii) Medium, (iii) Low, and (iv) Not Known</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Quantitative approaches to documenting student learning outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Minimising sampling errors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The sample taken from a population is both representative and of an adequate size (High)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The sample taken from a population fairly meets the representative or size criteria (Medium)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Failing to meet the representative and size criteria (Low)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Insufficient information for judgment of adequacy (Not Known)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Controlling for extraneous variables (e.g., through the presence of control group(s), random assignment to conditions, matching treatment and comparison groups, or statistical control for extraneous variables)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Appropriate controlling measures were carefully adopted and their rationale clearly reported (High)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Controlling measures were used but their rationale not clearly reported (Medium)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Controlling measures were not used at all (Low)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Insufficient information for judgment of adequacy (Not Known)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>Content validity of test instruments</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What is assessed is directly related to teaching/learning objective of the professional development, or a clear logical link can be made to the professional development (High)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What is assessed is indirectly related to teaching/learning objectives of the professional development (Medium)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What is assessed is not clearly reported / inadequately related to teaching/learning objective (Low)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Insufficient information for judgment of adequacy (Not Known)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <strong>Reliability of assigning test scores</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The scoring scheme was unambiguous or the inter-rater reliability of a scoring scheme requiring professional judgment is 80% or above, or other adequate procedures for reliability established (High)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The scoring scheme requires professional judgment and the inter-rater reliability is less than 80% (Medium)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No provision of scoring scheme and/or no other independent rater was involved (Low)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Insufficient information for judgment of adequacy (Not Known)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Qualitative approaches to documenting student learning and outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Depth of data collection and analysis</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sufficient to provide clear description, understanding, and explanation of students’ learning processes and/or outcomes (High)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Barely sufficient to provide clear description, understanding, and explanation of students’ learning processes and/or outcomes (Medium)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Not sufficient to provide clear description, understanding, and explanation of students’ learning processes and/or outcomes (Low)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. **Content validity of assessment**
   - What is assessed is directly related to teaching/learning objective of the professional development, or a clear logical link can be made to the professional development (High)
   - What is assessed is indirectly related to teaching/learning objectives of the professional development (Medium)
   - What is assessed is not clearly reported / inadequately related to teaching/learning objective (Low)
   - Insufficient information for judgment of adequacy (Not Known)

3. **Reliability of assessment**
   - The scoring scheme was unambiguous or the inter-rater reliability of a scoring scheme requiring professional judgment is 80% or above, or other adequate procedures for reliability established (High)
   - The scoring scheme requires professional judgment and the inter-rater reliability is less than 80% (Medium)
   - No provision of scoring scheme and/or no inter-rater reliability for scoring schemes requiring professional judgment is reported (Low)
   - Insufficient information for judgment of adequacy (Not Known)

4. **Method of triangulation**
   - Findings for which there could be multiple interpretations are grounded in three or more difference types/sources of evidence (High)
   - Findings for which there could be multiple interpretations are grounded in more than one type/source of evidence (Medium)
   - Findings are grounded in only one type/source of evidence (Low)
   - Insufficient information for judgment of adequacy (Not Known)

C. **The overall evaluation**
   - Methodology rigorous in almost all respects (High)
   - Methodology rigorous in some respects, but weak in others (Medium)
   - A number of serious shortcomings in the methodology employed (Low)
   - Insufficient information for judgment of adequacy (Not Known)

---
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Appendix 4. Glossary

The page reference for the first and/or most important occurrence of the term is given in brackets. The abbreviation TPLD BES is used to refer to the synthesis.

Assumptions (p. xvii). The theories, ideas, values, and beliefs that underlie people’s actions and of which they are often unaware.

Best Evidence Synthesis Iteration (subtitle). A synthesis of the available international evidence about what does and does not work in improving diverse student outcomes. Its purpose is to create a shared body of professional knowledge to inform educators’ practice. The term ‘iteration’ indicates that this BES will be updated as further information becomes available.

Co- and self-regulatory learning cycle (p. xlii). A process of cyclical inquiry developed by the writers that shows how teachers can collectively and individually identify important issues, acquire the knowledge they need to solve them, monitor the impact of new approaches, and adjust practice accordingly. (See pages xxviii–xxxi.)

Co-construction (p. xlii). A process of collaborative learning in which two or more people collaborate to jointly construct new knowledge.

Coherence (p. 72). Coherence implies order, structure, harmony, and alignment within systems and among systems, with each part being subordinate to a central vision, principle, or purpose.

Coherent (p. xxiii). Marked by an orderly, logical, and aesthetically consistent relation of parts. In a coherent theory, organisation, or system, it is possible to see how each part relates to the whole and works towards a common end.

Community of practice (p. xxvii). The complex network of relationships within which teachers participate, usually for the purpose of promoting professional learning. (See Chapter 10, Issue 4 for an extended discussion.)

Concept (p. viii). An abstract idea.

Conceptual framework (p. viii). A foundation of factual and conceptual knowledge that is organised in ways allowing the retrieval of prior understandings and the integration of new information. (See p. 12.)

Congruent information (p. 7). New information that is consistent with current understandings and values and so is readily understood.

Control group (p. xxvii). In an experiment, a group of test subjects that is matched with the experimental group on a range of factors except the factor under investigation. The group is left untreated or unexposed to the experimental procedure in order to compare the treated group against a norm.

Constructivist (p. 67). A theory of teaching and learning that holds that individuals construct new knowledge through their mental processes and social interactions.

Content knowledge (p. xv). Teachers’ knowledge of the facts, concepts, theories, structures, practices, and beliefs associated with a particular learning area.

Core studies (p. xii). Studies or groups of studies that formed the basis of the TPLD BES because they met the writers’ methodological criteria and were associated with substantive student outcomes.

Cueing prior knowledge (p. 8). The process of bringing prior knowledge to the forefront of a learner’s conscious mind. (See Process 1.)

Decile (p. 134). In New Zealand, a 1–10 system used by the Ministry of Education to indicate the socio-economic status of the communities from which schools draw their students; low-decile schools receive a higher level of government funding.

Demographics (p. i). Demographics are the physical characteristics of a population, such as age, gender, ethnicity, family size, education, geographic location, and occupation.

Developmental progressions (p. xxxi). Sequential learning pathways within particular curriculum areas or areas of specific expertise.

Dialogical norms (p. xxx). The norms that govern the way people in a group behave and interact with each other. For example, the TPLD BES writers found that effective professional learning communities are based around norms of collective responsibility for student learning rather than norms of individualism and teacher autonomy. Also referred to as prevailing discourse.

Disaggregated data (p. 87). To ‘disaggregate’ means to separate a whole into its parts. In education, this term means that test results are presented for individual students or groups of students. This allows parents and teachers to see more than just the average score for their child’s school. Instead, they can see how each student and/or each group is performing.

Discourse (p. vii). In this context, this term refers to the norms, beliefs, and assumptions shared in a community of practice and reflected in the ways in which members talk to each other. For example, discourse in a school community is often influenced by teachers’ beliefs about who can or cannot learn.

Dissonance (p. xv). The sense of disequilibrium that is created when a learner is confronted with dissonant information that challenges their existing ideas, theories, values, or beliefs. Research shows that learners are usually keen to resolve this situation, either by rejecting the new information or by making fundamental changes to their previous beliefs and understandings.

Dissonant information New information that challenges current understandings. Also called incongruent information.

Diversity (p. ix). The concept of diversity is closely related to that of identity. It refers to the differences between groups of people, as well as differences amongst the individuals who make up those groups. Dimensions of identity that are clearly visible and can be measured for statistical purposes include ethnicity, age, gender, and geographic location. Less visible yet equally important dimensions include beliefs, values, interests, and experiences. (See Chapter 3.)
Effect size (p. vi). Changes that are evident in measures used to assess particular outcomes. In the TPL&D BES, effect sizes are used to assess the magnitude of the outcomes for students. (See for an extended discussion.)

Empirical evidence (p. 228). Data that has been collected systematically for research purposes.

Engaging teachers’ theories of practice (p. xxii). The process of helping teachers to reflect on their existing theories of action and consider their adequacy so that they can then negotiate, with others, the meaning of new information. Also referred to as engagement with prior knowledge. (See Process 1.)

Explicit knowledge (p. 13). Knowledge, ideas, and beliefs that are clearly articulated.

Extended opportunities to learn (p. xii). Learning opportunities that occur over an extended period of time, involve frequent contact with a provider, and provide opportunities to learn through a variety of activities.

External expert (p. xxix). A provider of professional development who brings expertise from outside the participants’ immediate environment.

Front-loading of new learning (p. xxxviii). An expression coined by the TPL&D BES writers to explain the relatively formal presentation of new ideas before participants in professional learning have opportunities to engage with it at a more individualised level.

Inquiry-based approach (p. xxx). An approach to learning that is based on constructivist and co-constructivist theories of learning. Constructivist theories are based on the belief that learners actively construct meaning for themselves and with others by questioning, thinking critically, and solving problems.

Iterative (p. xxv). A process of learning and development that involves cyclical inquiry, enabling multiple opportunities for people to revisit ideas and critically reflect on their implications.

Knowledge base (p. ix). This term may refer to the complex set of facts, theories, concepts, and beliefs that an individual acquires over time through thinking about new information and using it to make decisions and solve problems. This term can also refer to the knowledge that is shared by members of a profession and grown and enhanced over time. The syntheses are intended as storehouses for such information from which all educators can draw and to which all can contribute.

Learning culture (p. xxxii). An organisational climate that nurtures learning through putting in place the infrastructure and conditions that people need to continually enhance their capabilities. Individuals in a learning culture work towards a shared vision — for themselves and for the community of practice in which they participate.

Literacy (p. xxxii). “The ability to understand, respond to, and use those forms of written language that are required by society and valued by individuals and communities.” (Effective Literacy Practice in Years 1 to 4, 2003, p. 19)

Māori-medium schools (p. 2). Schools that are based on a Māori philosophy of learning and where the medium of instruction is te reo Māori; also called kura kaupapa Māori.

Mean (p. x). The mean of a set of scores is the sum of the scores divided by the number of scores. The term average is sometimes used instead of mean. (Mathematics in the New Zealand Curriculum, 1999, p. 214)

Median (p. 57). The number that comes in the middle of a set of numbers when they are arranged in order.

Metacognitive (p. viii). Metacognitive knowledge, skills, and strategies are those that enable a person to think about and regulate their own thinking and learning. They include reflecting, self-monitoring, and planning.

Methodological approach (p. xxiii). A term used to describe the practice and procedures used in carrying out an inquiry. (See Chapters 4 and 5 and Appendix 2.)

Motivation (p. xxii). The internal process that energises and directs behaviour. The TPL&D BES writers say that while motivation is an important component of all learning, adult learners are less likely than students to engage with learning if they are not motivated by a perception that the learning is relevant to their professional lives.

Negotiating meaning (p. 169). The evidence shows that teachers need opportunities to make sense of new messages in terms of their existing theories of practice and the realities of their physical and social context. During the process of professional learning, providers and teachers need to engage with each other’s theories about what constitutes desirable practice and about the beliefs on which that practice is based. They can then negotiate their way to improved theories, using improved student outcomes as the criteria for judging the success of the negotiated theory. This process is closely related to that of co-construction.

Novice (p. 11). Somebody who is in the process of acquiring the knowledge and skills necessary to participate in a particular field or activity but who has not yet developed a coherent framework from which to make decisions. They are on a developmental progression towards becoming an expert.

Numeracy (p. xxv). The ability and inclination to use mathematics effectively in a range of contexts.

Numeracy Development Project (NDP) (p. 34). The central part of the New Zealand Ministry of Education’s Numeracy Strategy. The primary objective of the NDP is to raise student achievement in numeracy through lifting teachers’ professional capability.

Open-ended tasks (p. 162). Tasks that require learners to engage in defining and formulating problems before trying to solve them and that have more than one acceptable solution.

Over-assimilation (p. xxxix). Over-assimilation happens when teachers believe that they are enacting new practices when, in reality, they have made only superficial changes. To avoid this, providers must engage teachers’ theories of practice in ways that equip them to make principled comparisons between existing and new practice.

Pasifka students (p. xi). Students whose families have come from Sāmoa, Tonga, the Cook Islands, Niue, Tokelau, Tuvalu, and some other, smaller Pacific nations.

Pedagogical content knowledge (p. xv). Within each content area, the combination of knowledge that teachers need to have about curriculum content, how to teach it, and how to understand students’ thinking about that branch of knowledge.

Pedagogical knowledge (p. xiv). Teachers’ knowledge of the concepts, theories, and research about effective learning, learners, and the goals and processes of education.
Pedagogy (p. xi). The processes and actions by which teachers engage students in learning.

Percentile (p. xxiv). On a scale, a value indicating the percentage of a distribution that is equal to or below it. In education, a percentile rank shows the percentage of students in a comparison group whose scores were equal to or lower than the score given. For example, a score at the 95th percentile is equal to or better than 95 percent of the scores.

Professional community of practice (p. xxv). According to the TPL&D BES writers, a professional community of practice is one whose members are supported to process new understandings and their implications for teaching.

Professional development (p. vi). The dissemination of information to teachers in order to influence practice. Ideally, this involves professional learning.

Professional learning (p. vii). This is a broad term to describe an internal process by which individuals create professional knowledge. (Chapter 2 presents a framework for understanding teacher professional learning.)

Professional learning environment (p. xvi). The culture and infrastructure, within a school or other learning environment, that may or may not support professional learning and development. See 4.3.1.2.

Provider pedagogical content knowledge (p. xv). Term coined by the TPL&D BES writers to refer to the knowledge and skills that providers of teacher education need if they are to assist teachers to make a difference to students. This includes knowledge of the pedagogical changes teachers need to make in order to improve their practice, as well as knowledge of how to make the content meaningful to teachers and manageable within the context of teaching practice.

Rationale for engagement (p. xxx). An exposition of the fundamental principles or reasons for an opinion, action, hypothesis, or phenomenon. The writers found that teachers need a powerful reason to engage with new information in sufficient depth to change their practice. The rationale could come through the presentation of an alternative theory (e.g., about distributed leadership) and/or a problem of practice (e.g., problematic student data). (Also called rationale to participate or catalyst to engage).

Realist synthesis (p. 22). A strategy for synthesising research that is focused on explaining how and why certain mechanisms succeed (or fail) in different settings or contexts. This strategy recognises the impact of setting, context, processes, stakeholders, and outcomes on the implementation of interventions.

Responsiveness to diversity (p. xi). An approach to professional learning that is responsive to the increasing diversity of New Zealand’s student population, as well as the complex dimensions that make up each individual’s identity. (See 3.3.)

Scaffolding (p. 67). Temporary, structured support designed to move learners forward in their thinking.

Self-governing administrative structures (p. xxxiii). New Zealand schools are governed by locally elected boards of trustees within a legislative framework that is set out under the Education Act 1989. The National Education Guidelines (NEGQs) contain a statement of goals for education in New Zealand, as well as curriculum and administrative requirements.

Self-regulated learning (p. xxxv). The ability to use metacognitive strategies to plan and monitor one’s own learning. The TPL&D BES writers say that self-regulated learners are able to answer three questions: ‘Where am I going?’, ‘How am I going?’, and ‘Where to next?’

Social construction of students (p. xxxi). This refers to the ways teachers think about their students. The TPL&D BES writers found that, at least in some circumstances, improved outcomes for students are associated with teachers thinking differently about the students they teach.

Sociocultural environment (p. 30). The social and cultural infrastructure of a society and its education system, which may or may not support professional learning and development in schools. (See 4.3.1.3.) Also called sociocultural context.

Socio-economic status (SES) (p. 187). Categorisation of individuals or communities based on income, family background, and qualifications.

Standard deviation (p. xx). A measure of how spread out a set of data is. It compares the data to the mean. If all the observations are close to their mean, then the standard deviation will be small.

Stanine (p. xxv). An interval that is used to divide test results into ninths. Like percentile ranks, stanines show how a student performed in relation to a group and can be used for inter-group comparisons.

Student demographics (p. 1). The physical characteristics of the student population. In New Zealand, this population is characterised by increased diversity.

Student outcomes (p. xi). The stated objectives for a sequence of teaching and learning. Valued student outcomes can include personal, social, and academic attributes. The writers emphasise the importance of measuring how effectively professional learning impacts on a range of student outcomes. (See Chapter 3.)

Substantive (p. xxii). The writers use ‘substantive’ to refer to both the strength and the magnitude of a change or impact.

Substantive learning (p. xxv). The TPL&D BES reveals that substantive improvements in student outcomes are usually associated with substantive learning: learning that challenges the beliefs, values, and/or understandings that underpin an educator’s practice. In contrast, superficial learning involves acquiring relatively discrete pieces of knowledge and new skills that can be easily translated into practice.

Substantive student outcomes (p. xxv). The TPL&D BES identifies elements in the professional learning context that are important for promoting professional learning in ways which impact positively and substantively on a range of student outcomes. (Note: The writers discuss their methods for evaluating the magnitude of change in Chapters 4 and 5.)

Supplementary studies (p. xi). Studies or groups of studies that the TPL&D BES writers used to complement the analysis of the core studies. These studies either met the methodological criteria but reported limited or no change in student outcomes or had substantive student outcomes but did not provide sufficient methodological details to allow judgments to be made about the links between professional learning and student outcomes.

Sustainability (p. xxix). The ability of a school community to sustain its improved student outcomes or continue to improve them after any external support has been withdrawn. Sustainability seems to depend on the school community’s ability to engage in continuous learning through ongoing inquiry. (See Chapter 11.)
Tacit knowledge (p. ix). Knowledge, ideas, and beliefs that are built up over time through experience or personal training. It is internalised, routine, and difficult to communicate; in fact, the holder of the knowledge may not be aware of it. Tacit knowledge is an important part of an individual or community’s knowledge base, but it can also be a barrier to change if it remains unidentified and unexamined.

Tail of underachievement (p. xi). An expression that refers to the wide spread of student achievement outcomes that leaves a disproportionate number of Māori and Pasifika students and students from low-skilled and non-employed families achieving well below the average.

Teacher outcomes (p. 7). The stated objectives for participation in professional learning. However, the writers emphasise that effective professional learning brings about changes in teachers’ practice that impact positively on student outcomes. (See Chapter 3.)

‘The black box’ (p. xv). Black and William (1998) first introduced this term to educational research when they argued that policies aimed at raising British standards of learning had been unsuccessful because they didn’t address the teaching and learning that goes on in classrooms. While there is now an enormous body of research about what takes place in the ‘black box’ between teaching practice and student learning, this synthesis addresses a second black box, situated between particular professional learning opportunities and their impact on teaching practice. (See section 2.1.)

Theoretical framework (p. viii). A structure of concepts and theories that provide a map to guide thinking, research, and action.

Theoretical principles (p. xxxvi). A set of principles that is used to explain the links between related concepts, facts, or phenomena, especially a set that has been repeatedly tested or is widely accepted.

Theories of practice (p. xviii). Theories of practice comprise a teacher’s personal beliefs and values, the knowledge, skills, and practices that follow from them, and on which their classroom practice is based. (See Chapter 10 for an extended discussion.)

Theory (p. vi). A set of related concepts that have been structured to explain, interpret, and predict behaviour.

Treaty of Waitangi (p. xxiii). New Zealand’s founding document, signed in 1840 in Waitangi in the Bay of Islands by representatives of the British Crown and about 520 Māori rangatira (chiefs). It establishes a set of principles that sit behind a partnership between Māori and Pākehā. (See NZ History Online: www.nzhistory.net.nz/category/tid/133.)

Vision (p. xvi). A set of goals, targets, or opportunities about how teaching might impact on student outcomes. The writers found that effective school leaders are able to articulate a vision of how things might be different for the school’s diverse student population, able to ensure that the collective effort is coherent with the vision, and able to motivate teachers to work towards achieving it.

Whānau (p. xviii). Extended family (Māori).
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